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Pre ace

Statistics is hardly the most popular subject one can find in college
cur iculums; in fact, it scares nany students and produces in them many
co n avoidance,and fear response.. Students who ate required to take a
st istics coursi often put it off until their last semester, hoping perbaps,
t at the programwill change, that the statistics professor will retire and
not be replaced, or that somehow they will succeed in slipping by.with the
statistics requireuent incomplete.

Such negative attitudes, howe4er, seem less the, fault of stadents,than
of statistics profesiors and the textbooks they employ. The traditional
approach to teaching statistics suggests an image of an old professor (per-
haps vearing-a black robe and cap) haphazardly filling the blackboard with
an uninterpritable array of numbers, equatidns, and strange eyehole. He
assumes that students will find thenselims drooling with enthusiasm each
time a new symbol or équation makes its way into.their notebooks. Worst
of all, the old professonores all the material he has presented on
standardizing test scores and constructing "fair" grade distributions, with.
the result being a preponderance of F's and D's awarded as final grades.
(Some professors anyway...)

On a more serious level, it is fairly easy to find faults with the
lecture approach to teething statistics, when it is the only strategy used.
Lectures can be helpful, but it is difficult'to construct them in such a
way so that they will accommodate the needs of most students in attendance.
The bright student may find the lecture too elementary; he understands the
material, but questions the purpose of hearing it presented again--he finds
it much more adaptive to "doze-off." The "slow",student may want to learn,
but since he does not have full command of all required skills, finds the
lecture almost impossible to understand; he needs more time, more rehearsals,
a slower, more systematic presentation, but obviously the insttuctor is
limited .;.n what he can do to accoemodate these individual needs.

The present textbook is intended to support teaching strategies where
students can do much (or all) of theiVlearning on their own, outside of
class. An earlier version was developed and employed specifically for a

,
course taught by the Keller Plan or Personalized System of Instruction (PSI).
This version maintains the same, spirit, althmugh there is no reason why it
could,not be employed with virtually any teaching method. To support student
self-learning, the following structure is used. The first p rt of each unit
informs students of the general content Area and how that co tent relates to
the book's overall coverage. This overview is then followed y a listing of
the specifie perfornance objectives for the unit. The instructional portion
of the unit then follows, which includes a "lesson" and a "practice posttelt"
for each of the stated objectives. Following the last unit posttest, a com-'
prehensive "review test" is presented, which covers eaterial relating to all
objectives covered. If students are satisfied with their practice test péri=
formances they can move to the next major unit. /f not satisfied, they can
ideptify the specific objective(s) on which they are weak and then repeat
the review and testing activities in the selected area(e). Aside from this



structure, two other characterlitics distinguish this book from Most

others being sold. One characteristic is that.there is more'textual

elaboration and explanation than is usual--this...is to allow thesnarra-'

tive to "take'the place" of the lecturer (should a student-managed

teadhing approachwithout conventional classes-A-be desired). However,

should the book be usedmikong with lecture classes, the increased expldy

mation can only serve to reinforce what is said in class and to provide

additlional perspectives on the material. So many books seem long on

matheatics, table., and formulas, but short on textual discussion! This

one is intended to be different.

A decond characteristic is t4e use of an "informal" writing Style,

interspersed with anecdotes, conversational-type piOse, and "attempted"

humor. Thus, along the war, the reader will encounter such characters as

"Bubbles the Whale," whose weighing.is used to illustrate the concept of

"real limits"; "Murray Binet," whose questionable attempt to develop a

t41

nevQ test is used to illustrate the d for caution in interpteting

standard scores; and "Natasha Bobolinckskismith," for whom the agony of

defeat in a gymnastics competition was used to illustrate something or

other. It is hoped that these will not be Offensive,.but rather provide,

contexts that stand out in your mind and help you to understand and later

mentally "reconstruct" the statidtical concepts they convey.

Well, enough-aperhaps too much--has been said by way, of introduction.

But before you start plunging into the material to follow, there are three

suggestions that may be worthihile to keep in mind. Here they are:

1. Hand calculators have become very popular (and inexpensive) in

recent years. If you have been entertaining the thought of buying one,

now would be a very good time to make the purchase. It will enable you

to work the problems rapidly and accurately. If you cannot afford one,

there is no need to worry since you can get through doing the problemaLby

hand. But a calculator would be very advantageous, mostly in terms ofl

saving time;

2. In solving problems, the general rule is to carry out your work

to at least two (2) place decimal accuracy. Sometimee exceptions will

be'in order; use your judgment.

' 3. Do all practice problems. They are there for a purpose and you

should take advantaftof them.

VINO
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UNITA

REVIEW OF BASIC MATH

.4/

Prerequisite Skills

When you turn the page, you will find what is called a "review"
unit on basic arithmetic and algebraic operations. Although
the present course atteupts to emphasize mathematical skills
cm &Me aa yoaaibte, there are some rather basic operations
which you will need to perform as you move through the "elelien
units." All of these basic operations are reviewed in the
following section, and it is strongly recommended that you read
through these and attempt to diagnose any weaknesses that you
might have.

Procedure foi Review

Proceed through the review unit, perhaps spending from 30
minutes to one hur on the entire seCtion. Once You feel
reasonably comfo table with the various operations covered,
take the review test which appears at the end of the Wit.
Then check your answers in the answer section. /f yoU scoie '

90% or above, math will probably not be a problem for you, but
still go over any questions that you missed, and'try to identify.'
what the errorskinvolved. /f, however, you score less than 80%
you definitely need.review: reread the review unit and think
about stoppipg in for help. Do not begin working on Unit I
until you have completely 'mastered the vmrious math and algebraic
operations that are covered in the.practice test; if you begin
before mastery Is achieved, you will only be making it more
difficult for ymurself Aster on in the course.

Begin now...and good luck!

1
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A.1 Addition

Rule A:, When positive numbers
answer has a positive

Examples: 15 13X
(4). 3 (4) 6X

. 18 19X

Rule II: When negative numbers
answer has a negative

Examples: - 1 -13Z
(0-15 (0- 6Z

-16 -19Z

Rule C: When positive and negative numbers are added
together the answer has the sign of the larger
quiultity.

are added together the
sign.

are added together, the
sign.

1

Examples: 13 -27
(+)-12 (4) 15

+ 1 -12

While the above rule (Rule
easy, a more basic problem
the math operation. Were
we are dealing with an ad
smallernumber (Whether I
one) from the larger numb
all that remains is to pr

Example: -57
(4) 32

-25

) for determining the proper sign is
for many students ii performing
s a rule fbr that: (even though
tion problem) sUbtract the
is the positive or the negative

r. The result is your answer;
de the sign.

Nhyf The first rule st tes that, you must uie the sign of
of the larger n er; thus, the answer would be
"negative." The second rule states that you should
subtract the sma ler from the larger (forgetting for
a moment about igns); thus, the answer would 'be "25."
Putting both rules together gives the final result, " -25."

A.2 Subtractian

Subtraction, for some people, is much more troublesome than
addition, particularly when negative numbers are involved.
If this applies to you, it 'will no longer, provided that
you can learn thefollowing rulel

Rae: Given thOssk of satracting two numbers, reverse
the sign of thernumker to be subtracted (i.e., the subtra-
hend) and treatithelmoblem as iflit mere one of addition.

2
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Example: . 5 . (Rate: this one probably seems very

(-) 3 easy, but.the important task for now

2 is to learn, the rule so that you
will be able to apply it to more
difficult examples.)

why? Using the above rule, the subtrahend, 3, is converted

to "-3", and the problem becomes one of addition:
5 (+) -3 2 (remember addition rules.given above).

Example: -10 t For this one, apply the rule in the
same manner: (a) Change the sign of
subtrahend from a 412 to a -12; (b)
then treat the problem as one of
addition, -10 (0 -12 ?

Anilo -22

(If you do not understand why, check
Rule "15" under "Addition.")

44

Example: +15 ,Change the sign of the subtrahend and

(-)-22 add: 445 (+) 422 ?

r-7

Example: - 8
(-)- 6

Ans. 0 +17

Change the sign of the subtrahend and

add: -8 (+) +6

Ans. -2 (see Rule "CP under
"Addition" if you do not see how
the answer was derived.)

A.3 Multiplication

Although multiplication can be handled easily by a calculator

(or by hand if you are careful with calculations), what gives

some people problems is the quesiion of what sign to use in

the answer: Here'ire tiro simple rules for determining signs

with some examples which show how they Ire applied.

Rule Aa If the two numbers being multiplied have the same

ilitTiihether "+" or "-," the answer will hiM1 a "+" sign.

Rule If the two numbers being multiplied have opposite

signs, the answer will have a "-" sign.

Example: 23 Since the two numbers have the same

(x) 4 sign, the answer will be positive.

I Do your multiplication and attach

a "+" sign to your answer.

+92'

3



Example: -57

. ../

Example: -16
(m) 28

Since the two nutbers have the sane
sign, do your multiplication and
attaCh a positive ("+") sign to your
answer.

Ans. +228

Since the two numbers have opposite
signs, do your mlltiplication and

? 41 Wach a negative ("-") sign to your
answer.

Ans. -1008

Example: -27 (x) -3 (m) 4 (x) -10 ?

. .

A.4 Division

There are a nUmber of different sys-
tems people use for multiplying a
string of numbers of the kind shown.
Perhaps the easiest way to stay out
of trouble IS tO multiply on* two
numbers at a time while applying the
above rules to determine the siin of
each successive anwwer. This is how
it would be done:

Taking the first two numbers; ..27
(x) - 3, we get4la (signs were the
same).

Then multiply the +81 by the next
number in the string: +81 (x) +4
+324 (sign, were the same).

Then multiply the +124 by the final
number, -10, to yield 324 (x) -10

Ans. -3240

bike multiplication, division can be easily handled by a
calculator, but there is sometimes a problem in determining
the appropriate sign of the answer. Fortunately, the rules
you just learned for multiplication apply to division in the
identical ginner.

Rule A: If tht two numbitra have the sane sign ("+"-or "-"),

the answer is "4.."

. Examples: 9 (4) 3 3; -12 (*) -4. 3



Rule 11'4' If the signs of the'two numbers are opposite, the

answer is "-."
'

111

Examples: '15 (+) -5 -3; -21 (+) 3 -7

In case You are to do division by hand, here are two more
rules to keep in mind.

tule4C: iemeeber to.divide variable labels, suCh as "X" or

71-77. part Of the overall problem: X (+) X . 1

'Z2 (+) Z Z (Rote that as a check, Z 2
2
)

Z4 (+) 22 Z2 (Rote that Z2 x 22 24)

Examples: 15X (+) 3X ?

Ans. 5 (X's cancel out)

39Y
5 (+) -3y .

Ans. 13Y4 (note that answer is negative
since signs were opposite;
also Y5 (+) Y'64comes Y4)

If you're having trouble with problems involving powers (ex-
ponents), remember that exponents are added during multiplication.
and subtracted during division. Thus, a number to the second
power times a number to the fifth power yields an answer ixpressed

to the !seventh power (2 + 5); or, a mud* tb the eighth power
divided by one to the third power yields in answer expressed to
the fifth power, (8 - 3).

Rule D: In dividing numbers involving decimals (without a
calculator), make the divisor a whole number by moving its
decipal an appropriate number of places to the right; then
do the same operation for the dividend by moving its deicimal

and/or adding zeroes to equal the total places the divisor's

decimal was moved.

Example: 15 (the dividend) +.5 (the divisor) m ?

First, make the divisor a whole
number by moving its decimal one
place to the right..

150 4 5
The dividend has no decimal so 1

Ans. 30 zero needs to be added, as shown..



Example: 100.2 .505 em.?

100200. 595 ce

Ans. 198.42
(rounded to JE

decimal places)

Actually, suCh problems should be set-up in long
The last example will illuetrate this procedure.

Here, a three-place movement is
needed in the divisor. We must
do the same for the dividend:
moving jadecimal gives 1 place;
adding 2 zeroes gives the total,
as showili.

Example: -13.1 4. 5.96 ?

division form.

(a) Set up is; 5.86/ - 13.1

(b) Move decimal two places in ihe divisor. Equal-
ize by moving the dividend's decimal the one
possible place and.adding 1 zero.

590 - 1310

(c) Answer will have a negative sign because the
two num:bergs are,mixed. To avoid confusion,
put proper sign in the answer space and re-
move the "-" from the dividend.I

596/ 1310

(d) Now work the problem.

- 2.197
596ti1310.000

1192
1180
596
5840
5364
4760
4172

Ans. 2.20

Note: We have
added three de- s
cimal places to
the dividend so
that our answer
will have two-
place accuracy.

A.5 Order of Operations

/n performing elegance of operations, do your calculations

in the follovinebrder of priority.

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

Do work in parentheses
Raise to powers and/or take roots
Multiply and/or divide
Add and/or sUbtract

6
z



Example: (5 - 3) z 7 ? First, dovork in ( ).

(2) x 7 ?... Then multiply.

Ans.

Example: -14

14

? First, take,souaie root.(-) 2 z -2 4N14

-14 (-) 2 x -2 + 2 ? Next, multiply 2 by -2.

'-14 (-) -4 + 2 I Then, add/subtract from left to
right. litamt with -14 (-) -4.

-10 + 2 I

-P
Example:

Ans. -8

(12 - 3) x'42 (4) -12 +1/16 ? First, /Jo work in

( ).

9 x 4
2

(0 -12 4-416 ? Then do powers and
roots.

9 z 16 (+) -12 4 ? Then multiaTind/or divide
from left to right; multi-

144 (+) -124 4 m, olication isifirst here.

144 (+) -3 ? Then add.

Ans. 141

A.6 Fractions

Rule A: For adding or subtracting, convert to common de-

no:dna:tor, then reduce to lowest denomlnator.

Examples: 3 4. 2 1 + 2 3

12 4 4 4 4

5 1 15 4 11

ri Tif -4-8- 48

2 4. 2 8 + 6 14 mitt
3 4 12 12 12 6

Rule 8: For multiplicatiOn, multiply numerator and denomi-

nators together; then reduce.

Examples: tici 4.g.

12 2 A. 12x2xX 24X X

3 8 Y 3xEmY 24Y Y

7



Ru1e C: For dividing, invert the fraction in the divisor and
then multiply as usual.

Exaeple4: 1 2 r 1 3 162
12 4

'3 1
1.3

A

:.17-g.:=.12 3

0 8

A.7 Proportlons and Percentages

Rule4: A proportion is the decimal equivalent of a fraction.
Te convert a.fraction into a proportion, simply divide its
denominator (bottomiuMber) into its numerator (top number).

Examplei: 4 7

?

.ao

5/4.000
4 0

Ans. .80

.777

9/7.000
6 1

70
63
70

63

Ans. .78 (rounded off).

Rule B:.. A percentage is a proportion expresseion a scale of

100. To convert a fraction into a percentage, firit change it
to a proportion (Rule A); then move the decimal point two
places to the right.

Examples: Convert the following proportions to pem:entages.*

.80 ? .7986 ?

Ans.. 4.1 802 .

A.8 Solving for Unknowns

1.86

Ans. 79.862 Ans. 1862

OP
There is no one way to simplify an equation; and thus, if
certain methods learned in previous math courses'still work

for you, continue to use them. If, however, those methods
were never really well learned, you may want to try the

conceptual approach illustrated below.
-

Rule A: In trying to save for an unknown expression ("X"

OiN-7" etc.) in an4quation, isolate the unknown by moving
all known (i.e., numerical) values to the opposite side. TN,'

result will be: NUAX014X UAW* maide."

8



Examples: For X - you, want to move. the "5" to,

the item side to isolate,
and then solve for,X.

For 6X - 37 am 197 you mint to isolate X by moving

10 the "60" "37" and "10" to the

right side. , Once you accom-
plish this and simplify the
right side, theresult will be
"X certain value." At that
point, the equation is solved,

Rule B: The equation must always be balanced: right side /

must equal left.. Thus, whatever operation you perform on one

lptde must be repeated exactly on the other.

v/Example: X + 5 10 As will be discussed below, you.
would want to isolate X by sub-

tracting "5" frma the left side,*

But if you didigna this, the

equation would "iie (i.e., be

imbalanced). Thus, "5" needs

to beesubtraited from the right

side as well.

X + 5 -(5) 10 -(5)

X a. 5

Rule. C: The way to remove a number from X's side sof the equa-

tion is to apply ieagain to each side of the equation, but

in the "oppacite" way from which it is originally used.

1. Thus, to remove a value being added,to X's side, we sub -

tract'that number from both stiEra the equation.

Example: X + 15 30 - 2 First, we might as well simplify

the right.

+15 am 28 We want to remove the 15, which

is.being added, so we subtract

15ts, The 15'5 on the lett cancel

X + 15 -(15) 28 - (15) out, leaving ghly."Xl.."

X 28 - 15

Ans. X 13

2. TO remove a value being subtracted from' X's side, we add

that :weber to both sides of the equation.
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Example: X - 27 15 3

X - 27 5

First, simplify the right.

Then relove the -27' by Adding 27's
'114,"

- 27 + (27) 5 +-(27)' The 27's cancel out an
the left.

5 +'27

Ans. X 32

3. To remove a value being multiplied by X's :add, divide

that value'into both sidei.of the equation.

Example:WK 40 Remove the 4 by divlding each
aide by 4.

4X 40

4 4 The 4's cancel out on theXeft.

41 10

4. To remove a value being divided into re side, ooltiplY
that;value by both sides of the equation.

.

EiginpleFE
2

!

41... 10
2

1

2' 3. 10 X 2
1 2-

First simplify the right.

. Remove th, 2 by multiplying
:mei side by 2.

#

The 2's Cancel out on the left.17

4

X 20 .0
°

5. When more than one value' needs to be removed, the order

In which you should proceel is:
(a) sliplify both sides as much as possible before

trying to remove any numbers.

Example: 15X - 4 2 + 14 10 * 5 + 16

1115X - 2 + 14 2 + 16 4

151 + 12 18

COnfusei? Sea Sec. 4165 Order di Operations for help.

(b) then start your "replacement" with the value on X's

r side that affects the "whole" expression rather than

just one part. ,

Which value is It in the eraple, ehe "15" or the "12"1

10
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' CP

ao

Ans.: It is the "12" since it affecti

151; the "15" only affects "X".

Thus,, we remove the "12" 'first: .

15X + 12'- (12) 18 - (12)

151 6 16'

P 4

the "whole"

(c) Having "removed" theprimary value, then work '

with the remaining one.

15X 6 : 151 6 :

15 15

Ans X

Try the:. example! of-complix

(X - 12) 4 5 10 - x 2.

(X - 12) 5 10 d- 4

(X - 12) 5 el 6 C.

X-12 x 5 oft6 x'5

5 T

1-12 me 30

X.-J2 + (12)' 30 +.(12)
-

Ans.: 1.42 ,

Y 5 + 3 + 1 x 2 + 2
2

'5'f +.3 4. .
2

ST + 3 + I - (I) on 8 - (a
2

equations:

A

.1 6/15 01

.4

le
First'simplify (the right bnly is

pospible here):

Which,number deice remove first on

the left? *.The "5" Ill, as it af-

fects both X and 12;-the 12 only

of affects X. Remove by,multiplying.

44,0

The 5'smel out on the left.

Then remove "12" through additian.

The 12's scancel out en the left.

Firit simplifyboth sides.

Which left-side value goes-first?.

The "1" of course, as it'afflOcts

the whole expression." The "3" af-

fecti T only; the "3" affects
"51" only; tbe."2" affeeps oft+
3" only. Thos, remove the "1"

through-subtraction.

The

'1
"l's" cancel out en the lett;

simplify right.

11
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5T +
' 2 . 7

5Y + 2x - 7 x 2
2

. 5T 3 14

Whieh goes next? The "2" of course
ai it affects.the moit values.
Multiply to remove it.

's'cancel out on lef.t4 aimplify
right.

Wkich goes nextrl The "3" pince,it
affects the Whole "5Y." SUbtract
to remove it.

5T + 3 (3) - 14 - t3) 3ts cancel out; simplify the right.

5T 11 . .1tow remove the "5" through division.

'T 11/5 is the Answer (Whew!)

A.9 Exponents and Roots

Rule Aa The expression X2 means raise X to the 2nd power by
multiplying it by itseleonetime: X x X

Examples: 102 IQ x 10, 100; 52 5 i 5 25

For X3, multiilyXby itself two times: XxXx

,

Example: 23 2 x 2 x 2 8

Use the same basic logic fof.all exponent values, X5, X16, etc./

Rule IS: The square root of a nuiber is a number that when
multiplied by itself will yield the original value.

Examples: What is 47- ? What we are really asking is
wfiat number will yield "16" when multiplied by
itsekf. The answer is 4.

NfilT. ? Ans.: 12 since 12 x 12 144

Square roots can be found very easily using.a
calculator. .

A.10 Summation

A verylrequently used symbol is the capital Greek letter (E)
Sigma - it means "sum of" or "add up."

12



Examples:

A. 'For the following values of X, what is EX?

x 2, 4, 6,

List X's in a column, and sum down , teobtain answer:

2

4

6

EX 12

B. When X's coniist of scores of 1, 4, and -3, what is EX2?
LT-

,

List X's in a column, but note that problem asks.for the
um of the "squared X's." I/Ws, an adjacent column list-

ing the X2's is needesito obtain the required result.

(x2
1 1

4 16

-3 9

.EE 2 EX
2-

26 The 'answer is 26.

C. For the .me data as in."1," what is (EX)2?

The par heses makes'the problem read: What isthe

square o the sum of all the X's? Do you see the (Of-

ference between this.type of pioblem and that repreF.

sented in "B"?
-

;2e derive the correct answer,*you sum X's (X), and then

square thS result. As shown in "B," EX 2. ThUs:

(v)2 1(2)2 . 4'

D. When X 1, 3, and /. and Y 7, 1, and.4, what is EXy?,

This one may seem a little tricky, but it means: What 1.4

ihe sun of the products of each X multiplied by its'cor-

responding 21 In other words, add the "XY's" togethei.

We start by making an-tcolumn, a Y column, and then. mui

KY column. 'Bumming damn the letter gives the result.

..-X
411

3
2

EX 1;

Y

7

I
4

EY 17

EY (note: this is formed
by X x 2)

The answer is 18

7

3

8

EXY ig



Unit A Review Test

Check your answers in answer section. If you score below 80%
you need review, and you should check the appropriate sections
in this text.

addition of positive and negative numbers

1. 36X+ 23X ?

2. -17x (+) 9x - ?
3. -22X CO -16x ?

subtraciion of positive and negative numbeta

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

13z (-X -4z - ?
-20x (-) 6x

--8 (-) 7-13 ?

multiplication of positive and n!gative numbers

-22 (x) -4 ?

7W (x) -9W 11 ?

division of positi;re and negative numbers

9. -6x (*) 1.5x ?

10. -5 (*) -2 ?
Ns

order of (nitrations

11. 5 + (15 - 2) x 2 ?

7

12. 4 + 22 + 52 ?

13. 8 x 2 + 62 * -3 /

equations
a

14. Solve for X: X - 10 + 4 13

15. Solve for Y: 4/5 Y/15
16. Solve for X: - 6 * 2) x 2

squaring and square roots

12

17. ?

18. (14.2)2 ?

fractions and percentagps

19. 1/3 (x) 3/9 ?

20. Compute as a percentage: 13/15

14

2



21. EX I
22. ET ?-

23. EX2 ?

24. (E02 ?
25. UT ?



UNIT I'

ORGANIZATION AND PRESENTATION..

OP DATA

General ONectives

. The very word "statistics" suggests to many people (and
particularly those in statistics courses) a confusing ease
of numbers, difficult to work with and impossible to inter-
pret. 'The objectives of this unit are directed towards teach-

, ins the student how to take a set of data and organise it
into manageable form. Usually this involves constructing
what is called a frequency distribution which is later trans -
formed into a sore graphic visual form - a frequency polygon.
Ihe present material deals with the construction and use of
these organising devicewin psychology and education.

,-1

R. Specifii Objectives

1.1 Identify the upper and lower limits of scores f

1.2 Differentiate between grouped and ungrouped frequency
distributions

,

1.2.1 Construct ungrouped Xrequency distributions
1.2.2 Construct grouped frequency distributione

1.3 Construct frequency polygons, histograms, cumulative
' frequency graphs, and define uses of each

11.4 Be able to identify the form of distribution with
respect to Modality, skewness, and shape

1.1, Instructional_ Unit: Real Limits of Scores

alenever we work with nulbers, a prOblem that is fre-
quently encountered concerns whether the measure is continuous'
'or discrete. Discrete measures can only fall.at certain sepa-
rated points on a scale. For examplevif we were to measure
(determine) the number of students enrelled in different sec-
tions of a statistics course, ve might end up with nusibers
such as 5, 21, 16, 32, 7, 18, etc. These are discrete mesiures
for they,fall at separate integer points. Towcan have 5 stu-
dents injyour claim, but will rarely.find instances where stur
dent enrollment is 5.5\or 5. 25. Similarly, the number of

16



dhildren in a family, the nuMber of multiple-choice items
correetly answered, the number of automobiles in a person's
garage, or the number of slice in one's basement can only
take on integer values, and thus remain discrete.

Other scale values, however, are not restricted to cer-

tain points. The only reason that they may appear to be is
related to the limited sensitivity of our measuring instru=
ments. For example, if you were asked to seasure pencils,
given a ruler,that shows only whole inches (not halfs, fourths,
or sixteenths, etc.), the scores reported for the first three

pencils eight be something like 9 in., 12 in., and 5 in. BUT
is the first pencil really exactly 9 in, on the nose (or on
the "tip" to be more exact)? If we gave you a ruler that was
senaitive to 1/10 of an inch, your answer mdght change to, say,
9.2 in. MT is it really exactly thet? We could give you a
third ruler that is sensitive to 1/100 of an inch, only to
find that you now report the pencil to he 9.23 in. Are you

getting the "point?" Whereas &Aerate measures take'only cer-

tain values, continuo leasurea, such as' height, length, time,

age, ability, weight, etc., can take on an infinite number of

values.. For practical reasons, as well as because of physical
limitations, we restrict these values according to the sensi-
tivity of the measurement instrmments we employ. Age, for
example, is commonly measured in year units (but recognise
that no one is exactly 31 years old or 57 years old, etc. given

the infinite possible values of time); gasoline is commonly
measured to the nearest 1/10 of a gallon (but does your car
really take exactly 9.2 or 5.7 gallons to the wolecule?); and

weight is commonly measured to the nearest whole pound (but

no one is exactly 130 lbs. or 146 lbs., etc.). Thus, whatever

degree of sensitivity our measurements permit, we end up with

a series of possible values. Between each pair of successive

possible values (let's say 9 in. and 10 in. where length is

measured to the nearest whole inch) is a "gap" that divides

one value froa the other. It is assumed that the area below
the halfway point in the gap (which would lie 9.5 in. In our
example) is associated with the lower possible value 9

in.), whereas the area above the halfway point is associated with

the higher possible value (i.e., 10 in.). This say be getting,

a little heavy at this point, so we'll stop the narrative for

awhile and consider sole concrete examples:

1. Speaking of heavy and concrete, suppose that on a scale

that records weight tofrthe nearest whole pound only, -

"BUbbles the Whale" vilghs in at 4,356 lbs. What is, her

real weight? Nobody knows; but since the scale recorded
her'at 4,356, we do know that it is closer to that possible

0Mhole 'poundYvalue than to,other possible whole pound

values. ?fore specifically', Bubbles' real weight passed ,

the 4,355 point on the scale. Thus, we know that her,

real weiiht has to be 'somewhere above the halfway point in

17



the gap between 4,355 and the measured weight 4,356. If

it was below the halfway point, the 4,355 - not,the 4,3560

would have been the value recorded. What is the halfway

point? The answer la 4.355.5. If the real weight was

below that, the needle on the scale would have stayed at

4,355 rather than moving, as it obviously did, to 4,356.

The other side of the coin is that Bubbles never made it

to the next possible weight, 4,357 lbs. (although she '

eight after lundh). What that means is that her real

weight.also has to be below4.356.5, the halfway point

between the measured weight of 4,356 and the next possible

hither oue, 4,357. If it had been above that point, the
needle would have tipped to the 4,357 rather than staying

where it was. Getting the picture? Very quiCkly try

this one: Jack, Bubbles' trainer, is recorded on the same

scale as weighing 131 lbs. What are the limits of his

,real weight?

Ans. is 130.5 (lower) and 131.5 (upper). Why? The next

possible lowest weight would have been 130 lbs. Given

that,the needle passed that and went to the measured 131

lbs., we know that Jack has to be somewhere above 130.5.

Oi the other hand, the nest possible higherveight 'would

,bove been 132 lbs. Given that the needle never made it

't0 there, we know that Jack has to be someWhere below

131.5.

If you understand the above example, you may want to skip

this one and go to #3. Beim it goes. Suppose that your

boss gives you a box of pencils and a ruler, and asks you

te measure each pencil to the nearest inch only (if you

reported something like 10.1 in.,' you would be fired far

sediately). Well, you iike out the first pencil and line

up its bottom with the bottom of the ruler. The result

is illustrated below:

XXXXXXXXXX PENCIL MOCICOODCWCOOCXXXXICOMOE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

RULER

What would yOu report? Assuming you wanted to keep your

jog), you would write down 6 in. for pencil #1. te the

pencil exactly 6 in.? Of course not, but why would you

pick "6" instead of "5" or "71? The obvious answer,

"It's closeril" In the same sense, try this one: Bow

far can a.bear go into the woods?

Ans.: Halfway, because once he/she passes'itat point, he/
she Is leaving the voodell

18



Bow far can a pencti extend within the gap between 6 and
7 in. and still be a 6 in. pengil (if measUrements are,
restricted to whole inches)?

,Aas.: halfway, that is, to 6.5 in., because after that
point the pencil becomes a 7 in. pencil:'

Final.question: What are the limits of the real length
of the pencil used in the exanple?

Ans.: 5.5 (lower) and 6.5 (upper). As far as "real"
length is concerned,.this boundary is all we can know

for sure.'

3. The "limits" we have been talking about similarly apply
to scores more precise than integers. Suppose that we
are racing two turtles in the 10 inch dash. Recognizing
the possibility of a new world record, we bring two stop-

.

watches. capable of recording time to 1/10 of a second,
to determine the speed of each turtle. The race begins.

Turtle A, known to be a sprinter, takes an early lead,
but tires at the 8 inch pole. Turtle B rapidly (for
turtles) closes the gap, and sensing victory, pulls away
during the final stretch and breaks the tape first with

his shell. We check the stopwatches for records. There

are none, but both finishers are recorded at 9.8 seconds.
Assuming no timing errors were made, how is that posiible

since Turtle H was clearly the.winner?

Ans.: The 9.8's do not represent the turtles' exact times,

but rather, only the "best" estimates given the limitations

of the timing instruments. What can we say for certain

about the real times?

Ans.: Only that for both "A" and "8" their "real" times

were someOhere above 9.75 sec. (If not, the stopwatch

would not have nade it past 9.7 to the 9.0 actually re-
corded), and sonewhere below 9.85 sec. (If not, the needle
would have "slipped on" to show 9.9 rather than the re-
corded 9.8). Whatever the exact tines, were, we can assume

that Turtle B's was slightly better than Turtle A's, but

we probably'would have needed a watCh calibrated to 1/100

to show it.

Thus, anytime a continuous measure is eip seed in terms of

didatte points,..the result is gaps betw en possible scores.
Halfway into the gapA.s'a point whiclh diI44es one Possible

score from another. Given a possible score, the dividing

point below It'la called its lower limit. thlle,that Shove lt

is called Its mover llult. Together, these two dividing

points comprise the real limits for ;le given score.
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Mir& about the\ ove for a minute or two, and then try the

following. examples. Cover the answers as you go so chat you

can test yourself on the questions presented.)
, .

,-.

1. IQ scores are expressed as integer values such as 100, 95,

127, etc. What are the real limits of a score of 97?

Ans.: 96.5 (lower) and 97.5 (upper). Note that these separate

the 97 from the next possible lower anChigher scores, 96 and

98, resPectively.
1

What are the real, limits of a score of 100?

Ans.: 99.3 (lower) and 100.5 (upper).

2. Gasoline is sold to the nearest 1/10 of a gallon. What are the

real limits of 10.6 gallons?

Ans.: r0.55 (lower) and 10.65 (upper). Note, for example, that

10.55 equally divides the recorded 10.6 from the next possiblq

lower score, 10.5.

What about 20.1 gallons?

Ans.: 20.05 (lower) and 20.15 (upper)

3. 'Heat is weighed to the nearest 1/100 of a pound. What are

the real limits of 1.29 lbs.?

Ans.: 1.285 (lower) and 1.295 (upper)

4. Suppose meak is weighed to the nearest 1/1000 of a pound? Give

the limits of 3.296 lbs.

Ans.: 3.2955 (lower) and 3.2965 (upper)
1

Having trouble? Note that for the last exa4 le the next pos-

sible lowest weight would have been 3.295 (remember, the numbers

can change in this one br. 1/1000). Isn't it true that a 3.2955

is halfway between 3.295 and the recorded 3.296? If you don't

see this, add a zero to the two possible scores, which is per-

missible, as the zero will not dhange their values:

3.2960 (recorded)
3,2955

3.2950 (meat poseible lover score)

in gap)"

Thus, tha 3.2955 is the recorded score's lower limit. By the

same lostc, 3.2965 mild lie determined as its upper limit.



1.1 POSTTEST ,

1. Suppose we are leasuring the length of pencils to the nearest

inch: What are the real limits of scores of 10 in. and 5 in.?

2. Reaction time is seaeured In 1/1000 of a second. What are

the reel lisits of 1.372 sec.? 1.300?

3. .Speed in a race is measured to nearest tenth of a second.

What are.the real limits of scores of 10.1? 11.0?

See answer section for correct answers. If you missed any,

reread instructional.unit (or check Yellow Pages for a statis-

tician on call).
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1.2.l-Instrucelional Unit: Ungrouped Frequency Distributions

Swipe:Ise you are a teacher who has given a test to 20

students. You spend all night grading the papers and

when you are finished you end up with the following scores:

1 8 10 4

1 0 6 3

3 7 4 7

9 2 9 3

6 5 2 8

You could leave the scores in a random arrangement as

illustrated above, but this would provide you with very

little idea of how individuals performed and how the

class did as a whole. A much better procedure would be to

construct what is'called a frequency distribution. The

use of a frequency distribition puts the data in a form

that makes sense and answers most of the general questioo

you might have regarding what occurred on the test. A (

-frequency distribution of the above data might look some-

thing like this:

X cf

10 1 20

9 2 19

8 2 17

7 2 15

6 2 13

5 1 11

4 2 10

3 3 8

2 5

1 2 3

0 1 1

nu20

It should be immediately obvious that the frequency

distribution puts the data into.a tore manageabie form. The

"X" column lists all the possible scores; the "f" column

tells us the frequency (or number) of the individual

22



scores obtained; and the cf column indicates the cumulative.
frequencies of the scores. ?or example, looking at the a
for a score of 3, we know that 8 scOres were obtained-equal
to or lese than 3.5 (remembet from Unit 1.1 that-the upper
limit of a score of 3 would be 3.5).

The steps involired in constructing frequtftcy distribution

are fairly simple:

1. Yind the highest and lowest values. In the example the
high value is 10 and the low value is 0.

2. Set up the I column going-from the high value at the top
(10) to the low value (0) at the bottom. Include all pos-

sible scores in the column; for example, evenqf no sup.
dents earned a score of "3" on the test, you would still
usually want to include the category "3" in the I column.

3. Starting at the top (i.e., at the score category, 10)
tally how many times each score occurred. This value will

be recorded, in the f column.
4i

4. Once all the rs are recorded, the next task'is to fill-in
the cumulative frequency (cf) column. The sdE for a parti-

cular score indicates the :weber of frequencies below that.
score. You construct the sLcolumn by itarting at the .

bottom of the distribution and building up, one row (i.e.,.
score) at a time. Theifirst score in our example (on the
previous page) is "0". The Lfor "0" is 1, meaning that
one persdh obtained. a 0 on the test. ,Howilegy scores have

accumulated at the "0" categoryt Only 1 (the same person)
therefore, /Lis also 1. Moving to the nekt score, "I",
vs find an Lof 2 (tvo piople scored a "1" on the test).-

How many scores have accumulated there? ,

Ans.: 3 (the two people who scored "1" aid the one peraon,
who- icored."0").

So, you proceed by row, adding the frequency for thit----t
score to theat for the previous row. Thc,result is a

for that row. Check this out by examining the ctlisting
for the score, "5". Vote that "5" has an f of 1. Its cL

,of 11 was obtained by adding its frequenci-(i.e., 1) to
the Afor the score below it (EL for "4" 10)". Thus, we

can say that "11" (10 + 1) frequencies haves-aciumulated

through a score of "5".

Wow it is time to throw a monkey.wsench of sortsinto the
conceptual machinery. If you are observant, you may have
noted that our description of how to derive cf did not
exactly.conform to the definition given in the second sm..

twice above; cf go the number of frequencies below a

certain score. Turn once again to the example and examine,

23
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411.0

forinstance, the tabulations for the score, "4". 'While it is

true that 8 people clearly scored below "4" (check the cf for

"3") and 2 people scored at "4", can we really say thai-r0

people scored below Nei Ica That is because cf is really

supposed to be associated with the upper limit of the scores..

Thus, checking the example (this is the last time - promise),

we can say that 1 person scored below ".5" (the upper limit

for *0");3 people scored below "1.5" (the upper limit for "1");

5 people scored beldw 2.5; and, skipping a few, 17 people

scored below "8.5*.

,Question: What score point do all 20 students fall below?

Ans.: lf y said *10" you were close.. A better4pswer would

5be "10.5" cause that's the highest possible limit for total

.score dist button. Ndne of the 20 people could have been

-above that without necessitating the addition of a higher

Min (13 listing on the di.tribution.

Before leaving this section, sake sure you understand the

following:
(a) f's are assoasted with the actual score listings (K's)

on the distribution. 4
- (b) ces are saVated with the upper limits of those listings.

Close your eyes and say that three times, and your book and

statistics course will forever disappear.

(Bodk still around? You were supplaed to say "that thAte

UNA" =GO

.5. Add up the f column to find a. The sysibol "n" ts_used in

statistics to indigos the total number of:gores.

1.2.1 P0STTS8T-(liswers in back)
4.

ConstrUEt-4 frequency distribution for the following data.

Be sure to include a cf column in the table. Alto determtne

n.

.10 .30 . .30 .50-- Av--\

.20 .00 .10, .30

.10 .80 .60 1.00

.70 .90 .90 .00

.60 1.00 .90 .10

.40 .60 .90 .70

.40 .50 .90 .60

.50 .20 .60 .50'

1.00 .20

*or,



- ...Final note: The.above descriptions pertain to

ungrouped frequency distributions because no tampering

'has been done to ,the size of the original units. Aim*

every number still maintains its own identity after

the frequency distribution hawbeen made.

1.2.2 Instryktional Unit: Grouped Frequency Distributions

/ Many times it'is impractical to attempt to list

every possible score in a frequency distribution. This

may especially be.the case when scores take on many

different values. Thus, in order to simplify the

recording end interpretation of results, 'trouped

frequency distributions are often employed.

ThIlsze are no set rules for the constructibn'of-

grouped frequency distributions, but the followihg

guidelines are generally followed whenever possible:

(1) The use of 8-15 intervals.ii fairly common. The

larger the sample of cases, the larger number of

intervals you may wish to employ.

(2) Interval* of the same width (i) are usually

Rreferred..'

(3) The interval limits should be chosen so dist the

intervaL midpoint tends to corrimpond with thl

observed values.

1- More specific rules are as follows:

(1), Order the scores from highest to lowast.ia

(2) Find the apprOximate range o ores by subtracting

scorefromithe 1 hest ecore.'.

'(3). Divide the range intoleviklUnits so that you ond ue

with 8-15 intervals. For exaMple; if your higheet

score is 100 and your lowest score is 30, the range

would be 70. You.therefore Aight decide upon 8

intervals of 9 units, 10 intervals of 7 units 11

or 12 intervals of 6 unitip etc.

(4) Make sure your lowSst score will be place4 within .

the lowest interval-.-- For *sample, if ou0owest

score iras 30 and me decided to use interies a 9
units, westIght start with the interval, 26-34, 4

fo4lowed by 35-43,. etc. You may note that when the '4

inEerval width is odd ,in number (autit as 5, 7, 9,

etc.) the midpoint of the interval ambit a whiole

number (midpointrof 24-34 would be 30, midpoint.of

35-43 wRuld be 39).1-^Thus, odd-numbered interval

widths are usually desirabled,



it
..,

(5) Complete the,reco ding oi intervali from low to

high, and tabul e the f equency of scorei ,that

c
.fall into each.

(6) Then record cumulative frequencies (cf) as you
did for ungtpuped frequency distributions.

Exasple problem:
-

Cdnstruct a group frequency
distribution for the following
data:,

45 52 75 47 .

64 90 42 57

73 1 74 59 81 4"

49 58 87 90

60 72 46 63''

70 86 79

80 i 75 65

.56

75

87 49 ,, 50 67 .

4. 90 85 84 83

68 69 76 56'

1.-" High score is 90, low score is 42; range is therefOre

approximately 50. Using intervals 5 units in,length
would yield 10 separate intervals (Which would be
fairly desirable). 5 is also an odd number, and
therefore the midpoints of the intervals will be
mtole numbers,(again, a desirable feature). .

2. Select 1dDest interval making sure that it will in-

clude the lowest score.-In interval of 40-44 seems
sufficient for a start.

3.. Build up frdm your lowest interval until you reach

the point Where you can accommodate the highest,
Score (in this case 90). Do not worry if you end up
with one interval mere (or lest) than you originally
planned.

'4. Tabulate frequencies and cumulative frequencies as

follows:

26 4i.



cf

90-94 3 va

85-89. 4 3/

80-84 4 33

75-119 5 29

4
70-74 4 24

65-69 5 20

60-64. 2 15

55-59 5 13_

1

50-54 8

45-49 6

40-44

4.

n.40

Final note: The ptiipos of using grouped fre ncy
distributi ns is to condense data.
Keep in mind that .the'example
frequency distribution, shown above,
is capable of accommodating all
possible scores. Take, for instance,

the lowest interval in the distribu-

tion--40-44. What are the real limits

of that interval? The answer is 39.5-

44.5 (see Unit 1.1 if you are uncertain

about this). What are the real limits

of the next highest interval, 45-49?

Answer: 44.5-49.5. So, if by emme

chance, we obtained a score of 44.32,

in which interval would it be repre-

sented? Answer: We woul4 place &in
the interval 40-44, since it falls
within the real limits of only that

interval. Similarly, fay score you

could possibly imagine between 39.5-

94.5 (the real limits of the whole
distribution) falls within on* and only

one interval in the distribution. What

might give you a little sore difficulty

is the idea of cumulative frequency.

Notice on the distribution that we have

.a cf of 1 for the interval 40-44, a st

I.



(4.

of 6 for the interval 45-59, etc.
Understanding how we obtained those
valuee should not present much of a
problem, but try this: To what
specific score does a cf of 1 'refer?
A reasonable guess would be "42," the
midpoint of the corresponding interval,
40-44. A reasonable guess in this
cake is not a correct one: We really
canAot assume that one score maccumu-
lated" that was less than or equal 'to
42. The score could have been a 43, a
43.57, a 44.05, etc. But there is one
thing we positively can assume in
talking about our cf of 1, and that is
that the score was less than 44.5, the
upper limit of the interval. If it was
not less than 44.5, it could not have
been placed within that interval.
Think about it. (And remember that
44.5 is also the lower limit of the,
interval 45-49).

Now try this: To what hypothetical
score would we assAiate a cf of 13?
Looking at the distribution, we imme-
diately realize that the 13th score
fell within the interval, 55-59. Is
the hypothetical score therefore 57,
the interval midpoint? No, we
cannot be certain that the 13th score
wis less than or equal to 57 (it might
have been 58, 59.2, etc.) But, we can
be absolutely certain that the 13th
score is less than 59.5 (the upper
limit of the appropriate interval);
our answer therefore should be 59.5.
One more for practice: We can be
absolutely certain that our 24th score
falls below what hypothetical cutoff
point? Answer: 74.5, the upper limit
of the interval 70-74.

1.2.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

Construct a grouped frequency distribution for the
following data:



01 07 40

31 40 18
16 01 07

35 36 05

14
b

30 07

10 - 08 36

12 ; 01 36

15 14 30

36 00 10

05 01 07

09 20 18

1.3.1 Instructional Unit: FrequenCy Polygons

A frequency polygon is used to provide a pictorial

or graphic.representation of/your frequency distribution.
It is extremely valuable in that it gives Ydu or your

reader a quick, clear picture of the dOtribution of

scores. The procedures irivolved in constructing a
frequency polygon are fairly simple:

.44

a

(1) Draw a horizontal axis, and label itt"X." It will

be-used to represent all possible scores. Divide

the X axis into equal units; each unit will corres-
pond with one of the,points on your score scale.

(A good length for the X =la is 3" to 5").

(2) Draw i vertical axis, and label it "f." It will

be used to show the frequency of your scores. In

dividing the f axis into equal units,bstart at zero
and build up to the highest f value in your fre-

quencxdistribution. You will want the f axis to
be approximately the same length as the X axis.

Therefore, it is not necessary to include every
possible f value on,your graph; you may wish to

build up by 21s,, 5's, 10's,,etc.--,Whatever seems
reasonable considering the amount of scores with

which you are dealing.

(3)* Once the axes are constructed and labelpd, place a

dat.directly abave each X value equal te its
'corresponding I value.

(4) Finally, connect the points together and bring both

end points down to where the next X value would be

on the'X axis.

Example problem: Construct a frequency polygon for

the following data:

29



feb

10 5 32

9 4 -27

8 6 23
7 8 17
6 4.. 9,

5 0. 5

4 1 5

3 2 4

2 2

1 1 1

The resulting frequency polygon is:

Final note: The procedure$ for constructing a fre-
quency polygon ok grouped data are
essentially the same but there is one
major difference. Examine the
frequency disiiibution shown in Unit
1.2.2. Looking at the various
intervals, which,scores do you plot?
Unlike what was discussed to be case
for cf (where it was decided at the
iconclus4on of 1.2.2 that the upper
limit of the interval comprised the
desired score), this time me are
looking for the score that is most
representative of the whole interval.
If you are thinking "midpoint" this
time, you are entirely correct. So,

the only real difference in plotting
grouped data is that the various
interval midpoints will be represented
on.the X axis.

Example problem: Construct a frequency polygon for
the following data:

30



X

90-99 10 44

8049 6 34

70-79 5., 28

60-69 41 23

50-59 1 12

40-49 0 11

30-39 5 11

20-29 3 6

10-19 2 3

0-9 1 1

4.5 14.5 24.5 34.5 44.5 54.5 64.5 4.5 84 5. 94.5

Final note: Notice that when we are dealing with
groupecrdata, the interval oidoointe are used on the

X axle. Also note that graph is anchored io horizontal axis at
points preceding and beyond the score labels.'

1.3.1 POSTTEST (answers in beck)

Construct frequency polygons for the following dis-

tributions:

a) X f cf b) X f cf

25 .1 19 24-26 4 45

24 2 18 21-23 12 41

23 3 16 18-20 9 29

22 6 13 15-17 10 20

21 3 7 12-14 1 10

20 2 4 9-11 3 9

19 1 2 6-8 2 6

18 1 1 3-5* 4 4



f 1.3.2 Instructional Unit: Histogrimi

aijirvativs lmr of graphing frequency data is via
a hiitOraa. Histograms are virtually the same as the
frequency.polygons we have just covered, except that ver-
tical bars, extendine in width frda the lower.limit to-.
the upper limit of the score or interval, are used instead
orconnecting lines. Theheight of the bars,. comparable
to the placement of the dot in the frequency polygon,
corresponds to the frequencies of the scores'or intervals
as labeled on the vertical axis. Make your bars even in
width; be pure to use the midpoint of'the score or inter-
vml, positioned in'the middle of the bar, a* your hori-
tontal axis libel.

Consider the following frequency distribetion:

f cf
48 5 120
47 15 115
46 25 100
45 30 75

44 20 45

43 25 25

The reaulting histogram would look like:

30

25

20

15

10

5

NMEMIIM11,

ONO

43 44 45 46 47
X

Note thaithe lowest vertical lige is the lower limit
for the score of 43 (-42.5) and the uppermost Vertical
line is the .upper'lleit for the score of 48 (48.5).

48

32

Worl



The-procedures are the same for constructing histo-

grams of grouped-data. Just make sure that the midpoints

of the "bars" correspond to the midpoints of the intervals.

1.3.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

Construct histograms using the data provided in

POSTTEST 1.3.1.

1.3.3 Instructional Unit: Cumulative Frequency Graphs

Cumulative friquency graphs show how many observa-

tions fall below a given score or class interval. There is

nothing "tricky" about plotting cumulative frequency. The

vertical axis of the graph is labeled "cf" with the various

points used to represent the cumulative number of observa-

tions. The horizoutal axis may still be labeled "X" (as

in the'case of frequency polygons and histograms) but this

time the points on the X axis will be expressed in terms

of the upper limits of the scores. For review, think

about this and remember it: In plotting the cumulative

frequency of a class (or score), all observations are
associated with the upper limit of the class (or score),

not the midpoint.

like:

Consider the following frequency distribution:

X f c f

35-40 10 49

29-34 6 39

23-28 5 33

17-22 _9 28

11-16 11 19

540 8- 8_ -
The resultant cumulative frequency graph would look

13
t



10.5 16.5 22.5 28.5- 34.5 40.5

X

Final comments: Notice that,the upper limits of
the various score intervals ate
used on the X axis. Also notice
that the higher end of the graph is
not brought down to tero. Finally,
notice that the steepness of the
slopes correspond to the amount of
increase from interval to interval:
When a large number of observations
fall into a particular score inter-

. 'val, the slope becomes steeper.

1.3.3 POSTTEST (answers in back)

Construct cumulative frequency graphs for the data

presented in POSTTEST 1.3.1.

34
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1.4 Instructional Unit: Forms of Frequency Distributions

Check back to Unit 1A3.1 and examine the two exampAe
frequency polygons. /f you are observant you will tic:ace
that they are not identical in form. Rarely, in fact,

will two frequency pelYgeaever be identical since the
form of each is determined by the number of observations
recorded for the specific score points or intervals.
Being able to characterise the form of a frequency
polygon (and in essence the form of the frequency
distributiOn) is very advantageous in reporting,data,
especially if space does not permit including the actual
polygon in your paper. Generally, there are three types
of characteristics that you should become familiar with.
These are as follows: ,

(1) Shape - frequency polygons can normally be described
in terms of the "general" shape in which,they appear.
Some common examplel are:

a)

X
Bell-shaped

e)

X
U-shaped

X
J -shaped

X
Rectangular

X
Triangular

(2) Symmetry - another distinction can be made relating
to whether your frequency polygon is symmetrical. A
distribution is symmetrical-if one half of it can be

folded avei io that,it is exactly superimposed over
the other half. Distributions that are not dis-
tinctly symmetrical-are characterised as being

skewed. Skewed distributions are labeled by the
A

35



direction in which the longer tail is pointing.
When the tail points to the.right, say that the

14'4)1distribution is positively skewed. T1 means that
there ia.2a preponderance of "lower" sco es and rela-
tively few scores in "higher's-interval!. When the
tAil points to the left, we say that the distri-
butionAs negatively skewed. This means a prepon-
derancalof"highersT scores and relatively few
"lower" scores. Think about these descriptions
in examining the examples shown below:

Bell -sh

symmetrical

b)

d)

X
triangular
symmetrical

X X
nonsymmetrical nonsymmetrical
positively skewed negatively skewed

(3) Modality - A final alstinction between frequency
polygons can be made on the basis of the number of
modes,(peaks or high points). A unimodal distri-
bution has only one relatively high point, whereas
bimodal distributions have tvo pigh points or peaks.
Similarly, a distribution with three peaks would
be trimodal. What does it mean to your reader when
you describe your distribution as uniiodal, for

example? If he is bright and competent in his

knowledge ,of statistics, he immediately knows
that, in your distribution, there was a fairly
high concentration of scores within one partic-
ular interval. If you tell him your distribution

36



a)

c)

is bimodal, he knows that two score intervals
(usually separated to some extent) were relatively
popular, etc.

Consider the following:

X
Bell-shaped symmetrical
unimodal

X
Positively skewed
Bimodal

d)

X
Rectangular symmetrical
amodal (no Mbdes)

X
Negatively skewed
unimodal

Final note: It is not always necessary to actually
draw a frequencY polygon in order to characterize the
form of the distribution. For example, consider the
following very simplified frequency distribution:

X f cf

9-10 1 9

7-8 2 8

5-6 3 6

3-4 2 3

1-2 1 1

Just by looiing at the distribution we should feel
confident in characterizing its form as follows: a) bell-

shaped, b)eymmetrical (as many high scores as low
scores), and c) unimodal (really only one mode--interval
5-6).

i/f you are uncertain, quickly plot the above data,
and read the above characterization-again.

1.4 POSTTEST (answers in back)

Characterize the ferm of the following distributions

C44f!))

in terms of general sWhpe, symmetry, an modality (Note: *

bimodal distributions typically are u-sh ed--no need to
say both).

37



a)

X

4

i) X f cf1r- i) X f .cf

25 4 32 44-46 1 72
24 4 28 41-43 2 71
23 4 24 38-401 4 69
22 4 20 35-37 6 65
21 4 16 32-34 8 sa
20 4 12 29-31 15 51
19 4 i 8 26-28 9 36
18 4 4 23-25 11 27

20-22 '16 16

38



Unit I Review Test
(anaware in batk)

The nistrator of an adoleicent center lists the *gem of

her 20 cli ts as follows:

17 17 18 16 17

18 19 17 15 16.

17 16 .17 16 19

18 17 18 T5 17.

WOrk with these data,by doing the following:

\

1. Constqlgt a frequency distribution of seems, listing f, cf;

4 and M. Why would a grouped distribution be inappropriate?

1

2. What are, the real limits of a sc re of 18?

1006
p.

3. What score point would.be associated with the.highest cf?

A. If you were to plot a cf graph, what types bf score points

wouldbe red to define the horizontal axis?

5. What Would be the stiiimpe of a frequency polygon of thiz

84stribution? $'I.

.
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A. General Objective:

UNIT II

PERCENT= RANKS AND

CENTRAL TENDENCY
r-

The preceding unit dealt with methods that are commOnly
used to facilitate the organization and interpretation of
group dots,. In addition to "summarizing" data by use of fre-

s* quency'distributions, polygons, etc., it is uivally desirible
for the statistician to Orovide the reader with more specific
information regarding the meaning of individual scores; that

a is, how individuals performed in comparison,to others. One
of the general objectives of the present unit involves fa-
miliarizing the student with percentile ranks - a descrip-

V. tive index flOtoently miployed to describe relative standing
(individual sakes) on aptitude an4 aChievement tests.
Another general objective is to facilitate the interpretation
of group performance by presenting ihree nymerical indices of
II average" or "typical" achievement - the mean, the me0an,
and the mode.

B. Specific Objectives

2.1 Define percentile rank
2.2 Compute perCentile ranks for specified raw scores
2.3 con4ert specified percentile reakt into raw scores
2.4 Define central tendency

2.4.1 Define'and compute means
2.4.2 Define and compute medians
2.4.3 Define and compute modes

23 Select the appropriate relative positions of the mean,
median, and mode in skewed and non-skewed distriButions

2.1 Instructional-Unit: Percentile Ranks

A percentile rank is a humber that'represents the percen-
-tage of scores that fall at ot below some selected raw score.
A percentile rank of 80,tfor example, means that a certain
score has 80% of the other scores equal to or below it. In

other words, if the measuse involved was a mathematics
achievemerit test, a perceAtile rank of 80 would mean that
80% of those who took the test scored at or below the
selected score. A percentile rank of 50 would be a score
where 50% of the scdres fall-below that point. We can sym-
bolize the reporting of percentile ranks by Px, where X repre-
4ents the particular percentile in question; for example,
the percentile rankof 80 would be symbolized.as,P80, the

40
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percentile rank of 36 would be symbolized as P36. Thus,

when we say that John scored at P67, this can be taken

to mean that John scored the same as or higher than 67%

of the students in his classlor people taking the same

test).

- Do not confuse percentile ranks with actual scores.

John may earn a score of 80 correctlon his basic algebra

test. Depending upon how-other people in the class per-
formed, John's score could be reported as P20, P4

5
, P 68 ,

etc. That is, the percentile rank, for a score of 80 will

be determined according to what this particularascore
means in relation to the tlass performance as a whd1e.

If a score of 80 was higher than 50% of the remaining
scores,- then the percentile rank iould be P50; ifit was
higher than 95% of the remaining scores, then the per- --

centile rank wo6ld be P95, and so On.

It

56
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2.1 POSTTEST (answers in back)
--....ere

a) Define percentile rank:

.b) What does it mean when we say that a student performed
at P89?

John took a math test and scored a 96 which was reported
to be P79. Later that day, he took an English test and
earned a score of 42. The English score was found to be
P96 On which test did John do better relative to the
other students in his class? Why?

2.2 Instructional Unit: Computing Percentile Ranks

cf
The basic form la for computing percentile ranks is

x where cfx is eq al to the cumulative frequency.of the
N '

scores in question and N is equal to.the total number of
observations or soóres. In Unit I we defined cumulative
frequency (cf), and showed how it is presented in,tables and
graphs of frequency distributions. You will remember
(hopefully) that cf shows how many observations fall below
a given score or class interval. The cf of a class (or
score) is found by adding the class (score) frequency and
the frequency of ll lower classes (scores). As we move
tO higher and higher scores on our frequency,distribution,
cf will likewise become higher and higher.

Now look again at the formula for computing percentile
ranks; cfx. All that it means is that if you are interested

N jp
in findinethe percentile rank for a particular score, you
must find the cumulative frequency for that scbre (that is,
cfx) and divide it by the total number in your population
(that,is, N). By the way, if we are using sample datevthe
total" number"of scores is symbolized as n; if we are using
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poOulation data, the total number of scores is symbolized as

V. In either case, the procedure for computing percentile

ranks is the same.

Let's try a very simple example. Fred earns a score of

56 on his basketweaving competency examination. Fred is

concerned about the meaning of his performance, and alio .

about his grade. We cannot make too many inferences about

his grade (the teacher may be very nasty or very generous),

but by computing the percentile rank for Fred's score of,56,

we can, at least, tell him the percentage of people in the

class thpt scored lower than he did. We know that there

were 100 people taking the basketweaving competency exam;

therefore N=100. When we order the scores from lowest to

highest (as in a frequency distribution), we find that the

rank of Fred's 56 is 38; therefore cfx is al:proximately 38.

Using the very simple computational formula, we find that

Fred scored higher than 38% of the students in his class.

His performance was at P38. Simple!

In a class.of 30 students, Mike earns a 'score of 87

on a geography final. Mike's score is higher than that

received by 28 other students. Using the formula, we

substitute 28/30 for cfx, and find that Mike scored higher

than 93% of those taking the test. His P.R. is therefore

P93 (apptoximately).

Hopefully by nvw you see no difficulty with using the

formula, cfx. And even more hopefuily, you fully under-

-N

stand the concept behind the formula; find out how many

people you beat on the test or measure, divide that by the

number of people who took the test, and you get.a percentage.

Multiply that.percentage by 100 and you get a percentile

rank. So technically the formula for percentile ranks IA

cf
x x 100. .'

Now that you pxobably feel somewhat confident about

your ability to compute percentile ranks, we will throw a

"monkey wrench" of sorts into the conceptual machinery.

The morikey wrench relates to the computation of cfx, for

if our percentile rank is to be accurate, our estimation

of cumulative frequency for the.score in question must also

be accurate. In the preliminary examples involving the

gaaketweaving and geography scores of Fred and Mike, we

have been using approximations of cfx, aflI thus, the

.resultant percentile tanks of P38 and P93 re also approxi-

mations. Eiamine the following frequency aistribution.
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10

9

2

3

,22

20

Ai 8 6 17
IN 7 2 11

6 5 9

5 3 4
4 1 1

Suppose you areshown the above distribution by a worried
student in ths class. Se tells you that he received a
score of 7, and Is uncertain about how he performed rela-
tive to dthers. Since you successfully completed Vnit I
in basic statistics, he regards you as an expert in inter-
preting test data. You feel extremely confident; not only
have you completed 'Unit I, you also learned something about
percentile ranks in Unit 2.1. You know that percentile
ranks do provide valuable information about relative per-
formance. lUrthermore, you know the formula for computing
percentile ranks': efx. You smile, because giving this

II

student information about his relative performance is ob-
,viously a very simple natter.

You are ready to begin the simple computational process.
N obviously equals 22, the number of observations*(people
taking the test); cfx for a score of 7 appears to equal 11.

(that is, 11 people scored within or below the score cate-
gory, 7). You divide 11 by 22 and get .50, the proportion
of.people who scored below your friend on the test. You
multiply by 100 and report this as P50; you tell your friend
Om was exactly,"average" in his performance. ,Belf the class:
`was lower and half was higher thin he was. You feel 'Very

'accomplished and brilliant, until another friend who has
completed Unit II in basic statistics tells you that you were
wroniLin your calculations. Why?

The ndatake involves selecting 11 as your cfx for a
score of 7. You will remember, perhaps, that 11 refers to
the cf for the upper limit of the score value of 7. Thus,
we can say with certainty that 11 people scored below 7.5
(the upper limit); 22 people scored below 10.5; 4 scored'
below 5.5, etc.

mi Se ore proceeding with the explanation, you should be
mine aware that you are likely to become very confused unless
you have mustered the following concepts from Unit I:

Ca) real litits: looking at the above frequency distributionl,
do you understand that a score ("S") listing of, say 8,
really refers to an interval encompassing.possibbe scores
ranging fron 7.5 to 8.5? If you don't, it's tine,to iurn
back.

44
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(b) fresuency distribution: looking again atthe above fre-
quendy'distribution, do you-understand that the'll"
column lists tho scores thatpeople could re6eive, the
"f" column tell* you howl:any of those score., were
actually obtained, and the Ice column tell.' you how
*any scores fell below the upper Units of the specified
X's?

(c) cumulative frequency: as just asked, are you comfortable

with what cf represents?

If your answer to any of the above is "no," the only way you
will survive through this objective is by memorising the for-
mula, knowledge that gay last for a couple of days and then
disappear from your memory forever. A better,procedure would
be to turn back to the appropriate instructional sections,
review the concepts that got a "no" response, and then tackle
the following through meaningful, rather than rote, learning.

Getting back to the problem at hand: if your friend

scored a 7 on the test (see the frequency distribution), why
would it be incorrect to assume that he scored higher than 11
people, and therefore stands at P50 (11/22 x 100)? The answer

is that a cf of 11 is associated with the upper linit of the
score value, 7. Thus, a et of 11 is associated with a score
of 7.5 not 7.0. By the same reasoning, a cf of 9 is associated
with a score of 6.5 (the lower limit of 7). .D0 NOT PROCEED
UNTIL YOU CAN SEE FROM THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION WHY THE LAT-
TER IS TRUE. Thus, all that we know about your friend's stand-
ing is that he "beat" somewhere between 9 and 11 people, am,
his score of 7 is somewhere between 6.5 and 7.5. Represented

as an illustration of sorts:

X (scores) cf (nunber "beaten")

7.5 is associated with 11 people'

7 (the score of interest) is associated with /

6.5 is'associated with 9 people

The problem is that although we know that a score of 7 was
higher than at least 9 other scores, we cannot say exactly
where it stands in terms of a percentile rank. You will note

on the frequency distribution that 2 scores fell iii the inter-

val for "7" (i.e., 6.5 - 7.5), but were they higher or lower

than 7? They could have been (theoreticelly) 6.96 and 7.49;

6.51234 and 6.7; 7.001 and 7.36; etc. You will note that all .

of,these possibilities would have simply been recorded as "7".

Sol since we can never know for certain, sie 'must estimate, and
please try to follow this conceptually: we 'assume that the

scOreitssoctated with each interval are evenly distributed
within those intervals; half fall above the midpoint and half
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fall below the ',midpoint, and so on. If 2 scores are recorded'
for the score point 7, we assume that one was greater than 7
and one was less than 7 (remember 7 is the midpoint of the in-'
terva1,6.577.5). Notice on the table that 6 scores are asso-
ciated with the score point 8. All we can really assume about
these scores is that they are evenly distributed in the inter-
val 7.5 to 8.5 three fail below the midpoint, 8, and three
fall above the midpoint, 8. Getting back to the original
problem of determining the cf for a score of Now many -

scores fell on or below the addpoint, 7? Since we are uncer-
tain about two scores, we must use a process called linear
interpolation whidh will estimate where those questionable
scores would fall considering: I) the else of the interval
(in this case, 1 unit long - from 6.5-7.5); 2) the nuaber of
questionable scores (in this case, two). In using linear
interpolation, we assume that all scores are evenly distributed
along the interval with which they are associated. The linear
interpolation formula we use for finding cfx is presented

below:

XLL cf. cfLL

i
Where X is the score in question

XLL is the lower limit of X's interval

1 is the length of the ,score interval for X
cf is the cumulative frequency of,X

(what we are actually.trying to find)
cfu is the cumulative frequency.of the lower limit of X

fw is the frequency of scores associaEed with the
interval containing X

At this juncture, all of this may seem extremely' confusing,
so let's backtrack a bit before working on.the equation. Our

objective, you will recall, involve...the computation of ler-
c ntile ranks. We know that:

1. The formula for computing percentile ranks for given
scores (that is, X's) is cfx. Thus, if we know the values

of cfx and N, our problem
N
is simply oneLaf long division.

2. We will usually have no problem finding a v&ie for N be-
cause N refers to the number of scores (Observe s, X's,

etc.) in our frequency .distribution.

3. Vevey have anproblem, however, in determiningA be-

cause our frequenqrdistribution only tell. us the cumula-
tive friquency'of the uOper limits for the various score

interval.. Looking at the example frequency distribution
(turn back 2 pages) we know that the cfx for a score of
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7.5 IBA we know that the cfx for a score of 9,5 is

20, etc. But we cannot be sure ahout the cfx for
"midpoint" scores such as 4,5,6,7,0,9, and 10.

4. Therefore, in order to estimate cfx, we must go
through a process called linear interpolation. The

particular equation we use is:

X - ILL cfx cfm

.fw

All of the variables in this equation are defined on

the preceding page. Notice that one. of the variables

is cfx. Thus, if we can substitute values for all of

the other variables we should be able to determine

cfx fqr any given score.

5. ,Once we find cfx, we divide it by N (see step 1),

uultiply by 100, and we get our percentile rank.

Let's go back to our original problem: find the percen-

tile rank for a score of 7. Check back to example frequency

distilbution.

1: The equation we use Is cf x 100,

2. N 22,' whiCh is the number of scores in our distri-

button. Therefore, Percentile Rank cfx/22 x 100.

3. cfx for a score of 6.5 is 9; cfx for a score of 7.5

is 11. We have no direct inditation of the valuehf

cfx for a score of 7 (which is What we need).

4. We must interpolate. We begin by writing down the

equation and substituting values. Remember, we ate

lodking for cfx.

a) XLLi. fw

b) X the score in question
therefore, X 7

therefore, 7 - XiL cfx - cftt

1 fw

c) XLL the lower limit of X's interval

therefore, XiL 6.5

therefore, 7 cfx cfLL

fw

6 )
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d) ism the length of the score interval for X
therefore., 1 m 1 (7.5 6.5)

therefore, 7-615 cfx ofu

1 w
cfLL ge the cumulative frequency of the lower

limit of I.
therefore, au 9 (lower limit of 7)
therefore, 7 --cr . - 9

e)

1 fw

f) fw width of X's interval

therefore, fv 2 (2 scores fall between 6.5 - 7.5)

therefore, 7 - 6.5 cfx - 9

1 2

g) Work through equation:

.5 cfx - 9

2

2.0 cfx - 9

cfx 10

5. Determine percentile rank:

cfx/N x 100 10/22 Z 100

Is .45 x 100

w P45

Try to believe that all we did in using the interpolation

procedure was:

a) determine that a score of 7 was half the distance

between 6.5 and 7.5, the real limits'of the in-

terval in question.

b) conclude that therefore, half of the
associated with,the interval 6.5-7.5
below the score value, 7. Ralf of 2

fully, you agree with this).

c) we added the one score to the st for

limit of the interval ending up with
on 10.

two scores
should fall
is 1. Chope-

the lower

cf.9+

The above description is intended to show that there is

nothing "Mee about the inxerpolation procedure. Exam-

ine the interpolation equation and see if you can under-

stand its logic. If you can, you will probably experience

little difficulty with this unit.
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*Ample Problem: Vlins the same frequency distributina as
before, compute the percentile rank for a score of 94

1. P.16 0 cfx/N x 100

2. X 22

3. cf es 17 for 8.5, the lower limit of the score interval, 9.

4. - 0 cfx cfu

9

JELL 8.5
i 1.

Substituting:

9 - 8.5 cfx - 17

1 3

1.5 cfx - 17 (Note: We subtracted 8.5 from 9, and then

cfw 0 18.5 cross-multiplied the 3 to get 1.5 on the left.)

5. P.R. 18. 5/22 31 X60

P.R. 841'

Answer ID
84

Notice that all we did by' interpolating was:

a) Findthat 9 was 1/2 the distance between 8.5 and 9.5.

b) Determine 1/2 the scores associated with the interval,
8.5- 9.5 (Ohl& was found to be 1.5).

c). Add 1.5 to 17, tliercf of the lower limit, ending up
with cfz 0 18.5.

Rumple Problem The exact same procedures are used in de-
tereiming percentile ranks for pouped data. Using the data
provided below, compute the percentile rank for a score of 16.

X f cf
2143 1r lbw
1840
15-17
12-14
9..11

6-8
3-5
0-2

8 95

20 87
6 67

10 61
25 51

13 26

1.3 13
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A

1 P.R. cfx/N z 100

2. N

3. gl 67 for the value 14.5.,the AOWer limit of the

interval into whiCh 16 falls

4. X XLL ' az aLL

1. fw

X 16 (the score-in question)

XLL "14.5

cfx

cfLL ' 67

3 (notice that the interval fw gm 20 (aotice east

14.5 . 17.5 is 3 units fim 20 for the

lona)
interval 14.5 -

17.5)

SUbstituting: 16-14.5 cfx - 67

30/3 m cfx - 67

gis m 77

5. P.R. 77/100 s 100

Answer is P77

Note that what was done can be illustrated as follows:

X (score intervals) cf (numiber "beaten")

17.5 is associated 41th . . . 87 people

16.0 is associated with . ?

14.5 is associated vith. . . . 67 people

By interpolating we found that 16 was 1/2 of the distance

between 14.5 - 17.5. WM therefore took 1/2 of the scores

in that Interval (that is 1/2 of 20) and added them to the

cf for the lower limit (that is, 67). The result was a

Rx of 77.

s o 6 3`



Example Problems Using thi sass data
for a score of 6.

1,

2.

6 3.

Pat. 411 cfx x 100

II go. 100

Cf im 26 for.the lower lisit
aih 6.

4. X - cfx - cf"

fw

1 - 6 cf. ?

XiL 5.5 cf" 26'LL
is fw

Substituting:

6 - 5.5

3

cfz - 26

25

4.17 cfx ,26

axis 30.17

5. 11.R. 0 30.17 x 100
100

P.R. 30.17

Answer: in

An illustration for this one would look like:

A (Amber "beaten")

determine the P.R.

of the interval associated

X

8.5 is associated with .

6.0 is associated with
5.5 is associated with

. 51 people

. ?

26 people

Since the score of "6" is closer to the lower, then to the
upper, limit of the interval, the interpolation proceas will

show its cf to be closer to the lower limit's cf of 26. If

you understand this, you have come a losg way. Take a two.-

minute 4ater break as a reward (lon exciting things smybe
promised later).



Wore specifically, this time by interpolating, we found that

a score of 6 was 1/6 of the distance between 5.5 and 8.5. We

therefore took 1/6 pf the scoris in that intimal (that is

1/6 of 25) and added then to the cf for the lover Unit (that

is, 26). Me result was cfm 30.17.

sr
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2.2-') POSTTEST (answers in back)

For each of the following sets of data, compute percentile
ranks for the raw scores indicated.

X

50
49
48
47

46
45
44
43
42 -

Set 1

cf X

'....18-20

15-17
12-14
9-11
6-8
3-5
0-2

.

4

Set 2

cff

0
9

7

4

3

3
2

1

1

S.

2

44

8 -

3

3 .

4
1

38

30
21
14
10
7

4

2

I.

25
23
19
11
8

5

1

a) score of 49
b) score of 47
c) score of 44

a) score of 7 '

b) score of 9
0 score of 7

2.3 'Instructional Unit: Converting Percentili Ranks into Raw

Scores -

JP

In the preceding unit, we learned how to convert raw

scores into percentile ranks. That is, if a student told
us what score he earned on a test, we would be able to

use the frequency data for that test to compute his

percentile rank (and thereby, tell him the percentage ot

classmate t he "beat"). But suppose thati.after a

test or easure has been administered, we are asked to

indicat which scores would correspond to various
percen le rank!, such as, P25, P 7, P66, P90 etc. For

exaap2*a friend (or even an e might ndt know hie

score on' an exam, but be interested in knowing what score

he would need is, order to surpass two...thirds of the ,

students in his elessa In other words, he is asking,

"What score correeponds to PA7?" If we had the fre-

quency data for his exemidetIon, finding the rem (more

equivalent for a given percentile rank is fairly easy.
In fact, it simply involyes the "opposite" process fro*
finding the percentile rank for a given rev score. Sup-

pose the test results are as follows:

1

-t
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X cf

10 5 . 50

9 3 45
A,

0 S 7 42
, 7, 8 35'

6 4 27 .

5 8

A 6 15

3 4 9'

2 1 . 5

1 2 2_.
-

We are interested, remember, in determining the raw score
equivalent for P67.

First, put down the only badic formula you know of
that relates percentile ranks to scores in.the
distribution: P.R. = cfx/N x 100. Then put down
down the interpolation formula: X - = cfx cfLL

Keep in mind that we.are looking for the valgrof
"X" this time. In the last unit we were trying to
compute the value of P.R. Since we are looking for
X, the interpolation formula seems like a good place
to start--it includes X in the equation, and if we
can substitute values for'all of the,other variables,
finding X should be a relattlelp-elbple endeavor.

2. Although we would like to start substituting values
in the interpolation equation, we really cannot get

very far. We don't know the value of X and therefore
cannot possibly determine values for XLL, chi, fie

etc. It appears thatwe are at a standstill, tut
_there is something we can do which will enable things
to fall into plate; we can determine the value of cfx.
Row? By use of the original equation: P.R. we cfx/N x 100;

e.

so, we substttute: P.R. = 67 (thatwas gived)
N = 50 (the number of scores)

therefore: 67/100 = cfx/50

.67 = cfx/50

33.5 = cfx

for convehience (this time only) we will round'off
and that cfx = 34.

.,

.c7`.

54
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3. Now we are ready to try the interpolation equation
again. If we can substitute values for all variables,
we can easily compute X.

X --XLL " cfx cfLL

s

(This is what we are looking for.)

cfx = 34 we determine this.in step #2; we now know that
X is a score that has a cumulative frequency
of 34.T-looking at the distribution we can
further conclude that X will fall within the
interval 6.5 (gf=27) to 7.5 (cf=35). It
appears that it will be-closer to 7.5,but
how close?

4fr

XLL ' 6.5 How do we know this? Sigte cf = 34, X
must fall between 6.5 - 7.5. The lower limit
of X's interval is therefore 6.5.

= 1 The score interval associated with X (6.5-7.5)
is 1 unit in width.

= 27 The cumulative frequency of the lower limit
of the interval (6:5) is 27.

fw = 8 The frequency of scores in the interval,
6.5-7.5, is'8.

It lo6ks like we go,t everything. Now let's find X:

- 6.5 = 34 - 27
1 8

X-6.5 = 7/8
X = 6. OF 7/8
X = 7. El /

4. Qur answer:

Exalivie Probiest: e'same frequency distribution find

P25

We are now lookihg for the score associated with a P.R. of
25:

oin-the basic P.R. equation; put down the inter-
Oolation equation.

2. Find cfx by use of basic P.R. equation.

P.R. = cfx/N x 100

25 = cfx/511 x 100

_

55 7
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45 cfx1"

cis 12.5 (this t we won't round o
)

3. Use interpolation quaiion to find X.

X-XLL cfx CELL

fw

cfx = 12.5 (see step

.X4'. 3.5 (if as 12.5, X nurt.be a score between

3.5 and 4.5)c\

A . 1 (the interval, 3.5 - 4.5, is 1 unit in width)

cfLL
9 (the lower limit23.5, has a cf of 9).

fw -6 (6 scores fall between 3.5 - 4.5)

substituting and working through:

- 3.5 = 12.5 - 9
1 6

X - 3.5 3.5
6

X 4.08

4. Our. answer: P25 4.08

Example Problem:- The procedures are identical when we are

dealing with grouped data.

Given the following data, find.P80.

X. cf

75-79. 2. 65

702074 -9 63

66=69 15 54

60-64 11 39

55-59 10 28c

50-54 7 18

45-49 8 11

40-44 3 3

74,

56



1. Write down the two equations you, will need.

2. Find cfx.

A A

P.R. = cfx/N x 100

.80 = cfx,65

Cf:' 52

Use interpolation equation to find X.

X-XLL = cfx cfLL

X =

cfx = 52

XLL =,64.5 (if cfx = 52,'X must be a score betwien
64.5 - 69.5Y

i = 5 (the interval 64.5*- 69.5 is 5 units-in width)

cf
LL

= 39 (the lower limit, 64.5, has a cf of 39)

fw = 15 (15 scores,fall between 64.5 - 69.5)

substituting and working through:

X - 64.5 52 - 39
5 15

X = 68,83'

4. Our answer: P80 = 68.83



2.3 POSTTEST (answers in back)

For the following sets of data find P30, P60, and P90'

Set 1

f cf

Set 2

f cf'X X

48 ,1 40 18-20 4, 35
47 1 39 15-17 5, 31

46 3 38 12-14 6 26
1110

45 4 35 4 9-11 10 .20

44 10 31 6-8 4 10

43 8 21 3-5 3 6

42 6 ,13 0-2 1 3

41 1 7

40 2 2

.- 2.4 Instructional Unit: Central Tendency

Percentile ranks give us an indication of how an
individual performed relative to others. Aside from
being interested in individual performance, however,
we are usually concerned withlioi the group did as a
whole. Frequency distributi ',course, do supply

um lipfinformation concerning gro performances, but

thi* ormation is difficult to' cdiaicate to our
readers. A good way to precisely summarize group
achievement would be to determine the acore that is,
most typical or representative of all scores in our
frequency distribution. We call these typical or
representative scores measures of central tendency.

A measure of central tendency is one Qf several
types of averages. An average is a icore that is
typical or representative of a group of scores.
Three of the most, commonly employed central tendency
measures are the mode (most frequently occurring score),

the median (the middle score), and the mean (the
"average"'score). Most importantly though - any measure
of central tendency is supposed to.indicate a "repre-
sentative" score value for the group being evaluated.

.-

2:4 POSTTEST (answer is provided *bow-- see
if you can define A in your own s)

Define Central Tendency



2.4.1 Instructional Unit: Computation of Means

Tha most commonly emplgyed measure of central tendency

is the mean - symbolised X. It is obtained by adding

together all the numerical values and dividing by No the

number Of values. You have probably uaed this procedure

many times in computing your averase exam score in high

school and college classes. ,

By definition, the mean is

the number where the deviativa above it equal the deviations

below it. That is, if you s tilaralrirom every'number above

and belowTand added the de4iations together - the two sums of

deviations would be equal.

The basic formula r the sett is:

-t

,

IE EX (if you are uncerlin about "summaticip"

N notation,'check ba k to review on ariihnetic

operations) -
,

4 al the formula means is: AdOp all your scores; then ,

divide by the number of scores.

Example Problem: Given the ft/A:Owing scores, determine
the mean.

Scores: 10, 8, 7; 6, 11, 20,

le EX EX 67

N 7

67/7 -

Te 9.57 (two decinal accuracy is .ufficient)

Exaxple Problem: Compute

cf

the mean of the following scores:

X f

25 13

24 0
30
17

23 6 17,

22 3 LI

21 5 8

20 2 3

19 1

59

t.

74
0



Again, the basic formula is EX

All you have to do is add the scores and divide by N
(whichyou know to be 30). No tricks are involved, but
a very common mistake would be to start adding the
scores as follows: 19 + 20 + 21 + 22 + 23, etc. -Why
would this be a mistakel--after all, we are adding the
scores to find EX. Maybe an important clue would be
provided if it was pointed out that the proper adding
procedure would be semething like this: 19 + 20 + 20
+ 21 + 21 + 21 + 21 + 21 + 22, etc., Now, you probab4/
see the light. .The "X" column indicates (as always)
the possible score!, but the "f" column tells us how
many of those scoresvere actually obtained. It looks
as though we will end up with a rather long addition
problem in order to determine the correct value of EX.
Fortunately, however, there is an easier procedure which
is clearly appropriate when we have more than one score
of the same value. The procedure (which you should
definitely learn and try to understand) involves:

1. Multipl ng f times the midpoint of each interval.
In the a Ve ungrouped distrlibution, the midpoints
are simply he valums listed: 19, 20, 21, 22,
etc. (remembere the value 22 is the midpoint of the
interval 21.5 - 22.5). Multiplying X x f accounts
for all the numerical values in the interval.
Thus, for eech score point, we will end up with an
additional column indicating the value of fX.

Z. Sum up all the fX's and divide by N. The result
will be your mean.

3. ;Thus, whenever.we have a frequency distribution,
a more manageable formula for computing the mean
is: .1Em.E11

Let's work iZreolfgh the formula step-by:step.
Our frequenc stributiOn:

X

25

f

13

cf f X (note that to facilitate matters,
we have added an "fX" column,
which shows the products of the30 325

24 0 17 0 various scores times their
23 6 17 138 frequencies. At"the bottom
22 3 11 66 we add all the fX's resulting
21 5 8 105 in EfX.).,

20 2 3 40
*19 1 .1 19

f 1613

{;



Now all we do is work the basic formulalr EfX

* 693/30

23.1

Note:. the formula EfX is r ly the same as EX. When we

have many values of t same score, EfX facilitates the

computation process.

Example Problem: Compute the nIein of the following data:

X I

24-26 1

21-23 2

18-,20 8

15-17 4

12-14 6

9-11 3

6-8 1
ir

X' EX'

25 25

22 44

19 152

16 64

13 78

10 30

7 7

EfX' 400

40005 gm 16

The above problem may appear, at first, to be

somewhat complicated, but the procedures are really quite

simple. Sinct we are dealing with a frequency distribu-

tion, the formula needed fOr,computing the mein is

EfX. It would take too long if we decided to add every.

1.1

score individually, so we anitiply each score by its

frequency, and add the fX's.to yield our EfX (or EX).

The only difference between the above problem, and

the previous problem, is that the present, datafare grouped.

Th ul , we ,need a "representative" score for each interval.

The most representative score anyone could choose would

naturally be the interval midpoint. To avoid confugion,

the interval midpoints have been labeled as X' and

included on the table.
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in summary, in a grouped frequency distribution, the
midpoint of the interval (symbolized X') becoies the X
score which, in turn, must be Multiplietly the
corresponding f value. Since the f 4114e indicatee how
many nutbers are in the interval, imltiplying f times the
midpoint (X') accounts for all numerical values in the
interval. Therefore, the formula for I using grouped ,

data would be:

EfX' 400/25 16

This procedure is really identical to Mix employed in the'
previous problems-;-the only change involves locating the
midpoint of each interval. Note that the midpoint of the
score interval 15-17 is listed as 16. ,This makes sense
since 16"falls exactly halfway between 14.5 - 17.5, the
real limits of the interval.

Concluding note: The important thing is,that regardless
of whether ungrouped or grouped data are being usell
numbers (all f) must be accounted for; Either you7idd
them up individua10 (many times ad impractical endeavor)
or multiply "X" by the appropriate f value and than add
up the fX's.

41

2.4.1 POSTTEST (answers inback)

I. Define, Mean

2. For each of the following seta of data, compute the
mean. Round off to two decimal places ifinecessary.
(ci has been left out of the tables, since it is
really not needed--you will.need to add f's to com-
pute N, however)

.

Nat

7;
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'SET I

f

SET 2 '

f

SgT 3

fX X X

18-20 10 95 1 10 3

15-17 12 93. 1 9 4

12-14 4 91 1 8 7

9-11 3 87 1 7 5

6-8 1 84 1 6 2

` 76 1 5. 1

59 1

45 1

2.4.2 Instructional Unit: Computation of the Median

Tne median, another measure of central tendency, is

the number that corresponds to the middle frequency (that

is, the middle score) in a ranked set of data. The median

is the value that divides your distribution in half; half

of'iour scores will be higher than the median, and half

will be lower than the median.

Median

X

High

50%

50%

Low

It is.important to Omember that'the median is the halfway

point in'the distribution--in terms of frequencies (it

corresponds to Hi2). For example if Wm40 .(meaning that

you have 40 scores), -the median will be your 20th score

(in terms of rank);'if Nm17, the medianjwill be your

8.5 highest score, std.

Another way of difining the median is to say that it

corresponds to P50,,

Iii iar-dtititideto-t;--tst'4ataii
that correspond* to a percentile rank of 54 it,is 'higher

than 1/2 the scores, ancUlower than 1/2 the,scores.. If

you have mastered Unit 2.3 (converting percentile ranks

into raw scores) then computing medians cannot possibly

present any difficultyall you do, given a group of scores

or *frequency distribution, is find the raw acoalPfor P50.

The procedures you 'mastered in Unit 2.3 are fully applic-

able for computing medians.

63.
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/n order to compute medians, use the fallowing guidelines:

1. If you have an odd number of scores;-with no repeats
(all 1), the P50 interpolation formula is not
needia. All that is required to find the median is to
rank order your scores from lowest to highest; the middle
score will be your median.

Example Problem: Find the median Old) in the following
set of dita: 26, 24, 23, 28, 31.

Rank order the scores: X

31

28
26
24
23

What is the middle score?

Ans. Md 26

2. If you have an even number of scores, with no repeats, the
Md is 1/2 the distance between the two middle scores.
Thus, without worrying about interpolation, rank order tie
scores from low to high, find the two middle ones, and
then determine the point halfway betwien*thes. The latter
step simply involves averaging the tio.

Example Problems: Find 'the Odin each of thefollowing

fl

sets of data:

SIT A* : 13, 92, 68, 79, 81,47 ,

SET.8: 205, 198, 146,1,261, 190, 105, 149,269

Rank order the scores:

pia A, SET 13

92 269
et 261
79 205
68 198
27 .,190

449
146

105
What are the two middle scores?
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Ans. 68 and 79 in SIT A; and 190 and 198-in SET 8

Md 68 + 79 in SET A4 and 190 + 198 in. SET g

2 2

Md 73.5 in SIT A; and 194 in SET 8

3. If you have a large,set of data, and/or one in which
frequencies are greater than 1, do not use the "shott-
cut" procedures 'described above. What you shouldto
is treat the median as Pso (Ohl& it always is) and
follTe the identical procedures described in Unit 2.3
for converting percentile ranks into raw scores.

Exay.le Problem: Cnipute the median for the followingMset of data.

X cf

56
5
54
53
52
51

50

3 20

2 17

1 15

2 14

5 12

4 7

3 3

We are looki* for the median - that is, Pso

a. Put down the basic P.R. equation; put down the
interpolation equation

b.' Find the cfx associated with Pso by use of the
P.R. equation 1

P.R. cfx/N x 100 .

50 cfx/20 x 100

.50 Cfx/20
se

cfx 10 ,(We have nov determined that the median will .

be the 10th score in the distribution)- 4...

c. Use the interpolation equation to detTine the
median CX)

X'XLL cfx-cfLL

az 10 (see step 1)
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XL/. 51.5 (if cfx 10, X must be a score between

51.5 - 52.5Y

I 1 (the interval 51.5 - 52.5 is 1 unit in width)

7-,(tha lower limit 51.5 has a cf of 7)

m 5 (5 scores fall betweep 51.5 52.5)
. w

substituting and working through:

Median (or X) - 51.5 si 10 - 7
1 5

Median - 51.5 3/5

Median la 52.1
0 t

d. Oulkanswer: P
50

(or Median) 52.1

The sCore 5241 is the di:Viding point.in our

diStribution.
,

Example Problem: Compute the median for ihe llcig
set of data (this problem:1,11E11w
worked fithout as mud: description;
'If you are haVing troUblevith pro-
cedures. reread Unit 2.3)

X f cf

72-74 6 30 .

N 69-71 10. 24

66-68 5 14
\

63-65 6 9

60-62 3 3

cf2 associated !Iith median 15 (P.R. Cf2111 x 100

50 cfx/30. x 100)

X-XLL ax-CELL

fw

X - 68.5 15 - 14 ,s X - 68.50. 1.

3 10 3 10

X.- 68.5 is .3

X is 68.8

Answer: Medians' 68.8
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2.4.2 PoSTUST (alumna in ba*)

1. Define the median
fe"

A

2. Foi each of Vie f011owing seta of data, conpute the
**median. . 4

s

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set'- 4

X .

.
12 68 12 2 17 30-32 2 24,

X10 65 11 4 15 27-29 7

9 62 10 3 11 24-26 6'
8 60 9 6 8 21-23 4 9
7 59 8 1 2 18-20 2 5 i

54 7 1 1 15-17 2 3
7, .12-14 1 1

e

X X f cf X f cf



a

2.4.3 Instructiorial Unit: Determination of the Mode
-

The third and last measure of central tendeney you will
be asked to learn is the mode: The mode is the number that
occurs MOst frequently in a set of data. There is no \

formula for the mode--it is-obtained by simple inspection.t
If there is more than one number that has the highest
frequency. (i.e., the highest f value is shared by 2 or
more X values), then 'there are 2 modes; i.e., thm.
distribution is bimodal.

Example Problem: Identify the 7m,sle in the following at

of data

X

101
101
100 the mode-is 10 -since 100.occurs (three

100 times) more than any-other

100 number. in a sense, 100
98 is the most "popul#r"

89 score.
. V

4. 1-

,

Example Problem: -Identify the mode in the following
set of data

X

10. 3,

9 4

7

7 6

6 7 .

5 4

4 . 2

Here, both-6' ind43aie imodesIduce_
they occur seven Times-the highest
frequency values. "6" and "8" were
the most "popular" stores. (

Example Protlem: Identify the mode in thifollowing
set of data

X

20-22
17-19
14-16 19

11-13 18

8-10 . '24

5-7 16

2-4

f

In a grouped frequency distribution,
.look for the intecvallWitsit the highest
f value and then use the midpoipt of
That interval:

n the distributionpn the left, the
dal interval is 8-10 (7.5 - 10.5)

2 sil - has the highest Lyerue (24)

refore, the mode is 9 (theiaterval
point)
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2.4.3 POSTTEST (answer; in-hack)

1. .Define thieSle

2. Identify the mods in each of the follawing sets of
data.

Set 1
Ns

Set 2 'Set 3

4

.

64. 1 ) 40-42 14

63 : 3 37-39 6

62 -' , A 4. 34-36 3

61
60

2

6

31-7.33

1 28-30
/2

4-
-

59 .4 25-27 i

58 6

57 2.

X

7

7

7

6

6

6

0
4
4

1

2.5 Instruction4 Unit: Comparisons between Means, Medians,
and Modes in Skewed and Non-Skaed-Dlitributions

Whenever possille, it is alwaykirdesirable to
I

all three measures of central tendefiiy,since they
different kinds of information:

1. the Mean is the score point at which,the
distribution baianceS;

2. t4e Median'is the score point thax bisects the
area

,

3. the Made.is the score point with the highest
freglienCi

-60

report
provide

In general, however, the mean provides the most-useful
iitasute of central tendency. This is because the mean hasig

ed for acertAnquathepatical properAies and can be
variety of furtfier calculations. The made
useful measure&-it is not very sens ive t
'your distribution. The median is us
relative to the mean, but there are two special cases where
it should be used: The first A a case where the-mean
ca t be calculated; the secall is a case where theimedian

lly gives a better indication of central tendency.

the\least *

varialitions in

not preferred

act

%11
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CASE 1 - Usirthe median if a score intervallis open-ended

Salary,

1925,000-over
20,000-24,999 23 11/4

15,00049;999 96 .

10,000-14,999 42
5,000- 9.,999 31

b.""

Ordinarily in a trouped distribution, the mean would'be
calculated by multiplying the midpoint of each interval
(X') by the corresponding frequencies (f). However, in
the above distributian showing the frequency of various
selaries, the midpoint bf the uppermost interval is
unknown. Therefore,'we cannot find."fr" for that in-
terval - the mean cannot be calculated. The median can,
however, by use of the P.R. and.interpolation equations.

CASE 2 - Use the median when the group of spares contains
4 eitreme values

What do we mean by extreme values? In simple terms, they
would encompass scares that are located a considerable
distance.from where most of the scores seam/to cluster:
Remember the concept of skewness discussed in the filial
settion of Unit I? To refresh your memory, we can have
a symmetrical distribution where there is no skewness,
a distribution with aivositive skew, 0* a distribution
with a ,negative skev. As can be seen 1n the fiequency
polygons below, the skew represents a "tail" of sorts,
encompassing-scores that are relatively far from the

A cluster at the opposite (high oltaw) encl.

"4.0 4kw

X

"-" 4keig

a

x

Thus,the rule is that when ihere is a serious skew,
,

either positive ar negative, a more representative meas-
ure of central tUndency can probaily be found in ;he
median as opposed to the mean. In die same sense, given
a listing of scores that contain some extreme values,
the median is likewise the better choice. 'The frequency
polygons shown'on the next page give some ides' of haw serious,
as opposed to slight, skewing would be represebted.



X

(Sexious1

X
(Seit.i.crws (Stiakt)

The distinction between serious and minimal skews should
be easy to memorize, but the serious (as opposed to the-
minimal) statistics student would probably want to know
why ektremi scores dictate the median. Here is an example:
five MU (or women) visit a fsmily practice clinic to
establish their eligibility for receiving health services.
The questionnaire that lbey are asked to fill out contains
a space for them to list their yearly family income. The

evounts lisied are as follows: $10,000; $12,000; $13,000; .

$15,000; and $400,000.(a former politician who was con-
victed of accepting bribes and has written a best seller'
describing his despair). Which would be the "better"
measure of central tendency, the mean or the median?

If we calculate the mean, we get: EX 450.000 . 690,000.
N

If we determine the median by seActing the middle scare,

we get: 03,000.

Which would be the better measure for the clinic to base
its estimates.of "typical" financial status on: the mean

or the median? The median clearly seems better in this

instance. Why? The data show a serious posttive skew
(many "lows"; "few highs").
Here is another example. A teacher gives a math test to

,students and gets the following results:

X f cf

90-99 3 12

80-89 -4 9

70-79 3 5

60-69 0 2

50-59 0 2

40-49 0 2

30-39 Q 2

20-29 0 2

10-19 0' 2

0-9 2 . ' 2

71
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He is initially very pleased, since as he records the
graded in his book he notes that nearly all of his 12
students did quite,well. He exPects a high class average
(mean), but when he computes it by the formui'á X 'EDE'

N
he gets 834 71.17,a very disappointing result as he had

12

used his very best teaching,Aechniques it presentiwthe
material. In his despair, he considers the possibility of
givdng up teaching and enrolling in truck-driving school,
but then he notices the two zero scores recorded for the
test. This explain: the snoring he heard during the exam
period. As a former statistics student, he calculates the
median through the formulas we have discussed:

P.R. cfx/N x 100

.50 cfx/12

6 cfx

through Interpolation:

Md - 79.5 6 - 5
10 4

Md - 79.5 1/4 x 10

Add 82

bus to the extreme scores, the median in this case (ki 82)

gives a better picture of the typical student performance
.ehan does the mean (ism 71.17). Knowing this, the math
teacher rests easy and even considers signing up to teach
summdr school.

Before leaving this section, we should point out how the
mode may often be the most misleading central tendency
statistic of all. .Suppose we wish to assess haw much money
students carry around with them. We question the first five
students that we meet and find that they have, respectively:
$.05 (a measly nickel), $.05, $2.00, $3.85, and $4.05. In
this instance both the mean and mediatv.siould be $2.00
(can you deteivipe why?), while the.mode would be 50, hardly
Irepresentetive" but still the most frequent score for the
group. See the problem?

Concluding otd: 'The mean is ustially thibest measure of
central tendency td use except when the distribution is
ppen-ended or has extreme scores (i.e., is. seriouslilskewed).
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The skewness in a distribution affects whether the mean and the

radian are approximately the same or different in thet distri-

bution. If the frequencies bunch wp toward the middle of the

score scale or are fairly evenly ipread out along the score

then.there is little or sero skew. In a zero skew, the

mein and mecan,are thd same.

X
Md

4

Note: iand Md are both the same!

6.3 2

6.2 3

6.1 4

6.* 4

5 . 9 3

5. 8 2

+ I IN Median

e

*lb

4



If there is a positive skew (frequencies bupch up at low
end), the mean tends to shift toward the trailing off' end
(positive) of the distribution. However, the median t
remains re1ati4e1 y unchanged. Therefore, in a positively
skewed distribution, the mean is larger than the median.

10

EX = 14

I 0 14 = 2.8
5

Median 1 (approximate)

> Median

If, there is a negative skew (frequencies bunch up at high
end), the mean tends again tO shift towards the trailing
off end (negative) of the distribution. In this case, the
mean moves toward the lower end of the score scale and
will be smaller than the median.

/ lo
10
10
10
1

EX 41

5
8 2

Median 10 (approximate)

3E< Median

J Concluding Note: If a distribution 1.0 skewed, the mean is pulled
toward the trailing off endthat is, the end oppoilite from where

100he bunching up occurs. Positive Skew: I > Median. Negative
Skew: X < Median.
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2.5 .POSTTEST (answers in'back)

1. For each of the following, indicate whether the mean

or the median constitutes the more appropriate measure

of central tendency.

A. X f B. X f C. X

10 1 30 1 50-up 7

9 2 -27 2 40-49 8

8 1 24 3 30-39 11

7 2 21 5 20-29 8

6 9 18 4 10-19 7

5 12 15 2

4 17 12 1

D.

\ X

2. For each-of the following distributions, select

the number of the relative position of the mean

and median.

E. F.

A.

Mean #

Median #

D. X

,

B.

E. X

X

' (Assume this i

C. JAI perfectly
bell-shaped)

F. X

10 1 30 65

9 2 30 4

8 5 30 4

7 2 29 4

6 1 4 4

For "D," "E," and "I" (6ole), select one of the following

answers: (4) X: *Rd; (b) X sAld; or (c) X (Md.



1.

Unit U Reyiev Teat
(answers-in back)

Liated below are theacores obtained on a history test:

X f cf

90-94 21 50
85-89 .16 29
8044 10 13
75-79 2 3 -.f.:...

70-74 0 la Or
65-69 1. 1

a. What is P80?
b. What is P25?

c. What'is the P.R. for a score of 91?
d. What is the P.R. for a score of 80?
e. What is the mean?
f. What is the median?

__g. What is the mode? .

h. Which is probably the more meeningfuljmeasure of central
tendenc# for this distribution, the mean or the median?
Why?

. .

For each of the following items, match the description to one
of the following:

A... mean

B. median
C. mode

a. the point of balance in a distribUtion.
b. the most frequently obtained score.
c. generally the east useful measure of central tendency.
d. the halfway point in a distribution.
e. generally the least reliable measure of central tendency.
f. the numerical average.

P50

3. Answer each of ihe following with either A. mean or B. median.

a. is preferable when the distribution is symmetrical (not
seriously skewed) .

b. must be used when the distribution is opewsnded.

c. Is larger when the distribution is positfvely skewed.

d. is laroer when the distribution.is negativeliskswed.
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UNIT /II

VARIABILITY

A. General Objectives .

A measure of variability is,a single number that expresses

the extent to which'scoias in a set of data spread out or

disperse around a meisure of central tendency--usually the

myna Low variability indicatei, that most of the scores in

a set of data bunch up close to the mean While large vark.-.

ability indicates that most of the scores ire spread out a

considerable distance from the mean. The present unit is

designed to familiarize the student with three variability

measures--the range, variance, and standard deviationand

the computational procedures for each.

-

B. Specific Objectives

3.1 Define variability
3.2 Define and compute the range

3.3 Define and compute the variance

3.4 Define and compute the standard deviation

3.1 Insiruct0ionel Unit: Variability

,In Mb% I and II you_learned (or'attempted to learn)

how to characterize sets of scores in terms of a) the form

of the distribution, and b) central tendency. If someone

walked up to you in the street and asked questions about

your data, you could reply (for examp;e: OI ended up

with a symmetrical, bell-ahaped distraution in which the

mean.was 75, the median 75, and the mode -75." Obviously,

the stranger would be highly imprested, and if he too had

completed the first two Units, he could immediately

formulate a pretty goad "picture" of how your dati looked.

If, howevet, he had completed &kit III, his reaction to

your repiy might be: "O.K. buddy, but what about your

wariability7-I am lost until you tell me that!" In a s

sense, hid reaction would be entirely proper: in order

to formulate an accurate picture of a set of data one

really needs to knot/ about form, central tendency, and

-variability.

Take, for example, the following two sets of data:
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Set 1

X f

Set 2

X

52
51

3

4

100
75

50 ' 5 50 51

49 4 25 4

48 3 0 i 3

Each set consists of 19 scores CN 191

is concerned, each constitutes a bell
distribution. As far As central tend

^-;the mean, mbde, and median are equal
But are both et* of data the shme ev
4iffer either in form or centtal tend
obviously "no." Inlet 1, the score
whereas in Set.2, the scores are spr
can. differentiate between the two s
their variability.

Definition: Variability'refers to/the extent tvwhich
scores in a distribution bunch lip close to, or sprcad
out far from, a measure of centihl tendencyusually the
mean. Variability is expressed by a single number and,
like central tendency, there are several measures of vari-
ability. The most commoh are the range, variance, and
standard deviation. In any case though, a single number
expresses how compactedlithe total set of numbers is, ,

around the mean. By.compacted is meant "haw spread out."

. AS far as form
haped, symmetrical

is concerned,
o 50 in both sets.
rIthough they do not
ncy? The answer is
are bunched together,

ad apart.' Thus, we
s of data in terms of

nc

3.1 POSTTEST (answer in bac0

Define variability

3.2 Instructional Unit: The Range

. /
The range is the simplest measure of variability to

compute. Howevir, it is also the most unreliable for
reasons to be discuised later. To compute the range, all
you have to do is obtain the distance from the lowest score
in the distributionto the hiehest,score in the distribu-
tion. More simply, subttact the lowest score from the
highest score--the result is the range (this is almost as
easy as comOhting modes).
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e highest scorOminus lowest

52 3 52.5-(upper limit of top score)

51 4 -47.5 (lower limit of bottom score)

50 5

49 4

48 3 5.0

Set 2

X Range' 100.5

,100 3 ,Range 101.

75 4

50 5 *note - lower limit of 0 is -.5

25 4

0 3

Another Example: Determine the rangkin the following dis-

tribution:

X f ,

50-55 . 3
44-49 2 Range 55.5 (upper limit of top score)

38-43 3

32-37 8 -25.5 (lower limit of bottom score)

26-31 i .1
30.0

Final note:, The range represents a total variability measure.

That is, thebrange gives you a number that represents a

distance wheresall frequencies above and below the mean Nave'

_been accounted for. A largenunber indicates that scores

spread out far around the mein While a Small number indicates

that scOres'are bunched up close to the mean. Rote

differences in the value of the range betieeen Data Sets 1 6 2

dn the preceding page.

While 'the range Wthe easiest measure df variability to

tompute, it is also the least stable. Simply dhanging one

nunber can radically change the range as the foltowing exanple

shows. Therefore, 11 sne can pick the measure of variability,

the ringe typically1 not berselectbd. It is'easy to

compute, but can lea to siderable misinterfirstntion. t.
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Example:

X

4

10
9
8

7

6

5

but if 10 is changed to )5:

15
9.

7

6
5

`VW

Range 10.5 - 4.5 6 Range 15.5 - 4.5 11

(or fieasly double the

previdurrange)

3.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)
'

1. Define the range

11.

-4

742. For eecko"the following sets of data, compute the range-
Set 1

X

tet 2 Set 3

87 106 2 20-24

83 105. 3 15-19

81 104 4 *. 1014
80, 100 2

.r. .
5-9

68 98 1 . 0-4
68- 97 3

.s

,45 960 4

,

4 3.3 Instructional Unit: ThelVarlanct

f

As indltated above (Unit 3.2), the range does not pro-
vide a part cularly stable measure of variebility since it
is fully dependent'on the values of.only two scores7-the
highest and the lowest. A more suitable measure, it would
seem, should take into account scores in the di*tribt,-

tion--and their relative distances from the mean. Such

a measure is the variemce.

The veriance la a ftwober4Ehat represents the average
of squared deviatrons around the mean. The larger the
variance is, the farther away scores tend to be (i.e.,
deviate further) from tht mean. The smaller the variance,



the closer scores tend to be (i.e., deviate little) from ihe

mean. By subtracting the man fro' each, score in a dis, 4/7
tribution, squaring this deviationcand'then taking 010e
mean of these squared deviations--the variance is obtained.

let's run through that again: #

1. Subtract the a n from each score in the distribU-
,,

tion.

2. Square each deviatimm'Score.

3. Compute their average.

I

\4,

We can express this whole operation by the following formula:*

cr2 EX2

,

where: o
2

symbol for variance, called sigma squared
(o is the lower case Greek letter "sigma").

x2 squar ed deviations from the mean (small, s-used to

express a deviation score),

4:0

N number of cases or frequencies (AS it always has).

Exalple Problem: Compute variahce for following set of data.

X f x x2

24
22

1

1

4

2

16
4

20
18

1

1

0
-2

0.

, 4

16 1 -4 16

'E 100 Ex2 en 40

20

tv

41'.

.
00

o2 isle 8

5 (which is simply the amenqf the x2 column of

numbers)

'If you examine the above coeputational procedures, A
should readily understand what!wit did. tWe were given our
frequency distribution; (1) we computed the mean; (2) we
sUbdtacted theme= from each score. in the distribution, '

.

and called the result "x"--for convenience we added atOe'
column to the Oistribution; (3) we sqUarid each (or devia-

tion score) to the distributiony-.44) We3summsCall the x2le I

and took their average by dividing by:N-athe teeult, 8, 18%

the variance, Wined as the average of ihe squared d
3
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it
It is important that you understand that the compu-

tation of the variance, unlike that for the range, takes
into account every,score in the distribution. Accordingly,

it ia a much more sensitive and reliable measureof vari-
ability.

in looking Oversthe formula for the variance, you May
question why it involves 4gLwJtht9 each deviation (x) scOre..-
Perhaps, at first Oance, it wou d seem a lot simpler and
more sensibleto just add the deviation scores and -take
their average. In other words, why bother to square?

The answer to the above question may be found in the
definition of the mean (Unit 2.4.1). By definition, the
mean is the point of balance in the distribution; the SUM
of deviation scores of all points above the mean is atwap-
eqtat to the sum of the deviation scores of all points
WOW the mean. FOr example, if you tubtracted the mean
from all acores abre the mean, and added those deviation
"(cores together you might get a sum of +92. Therefore, it

follow's', that if you subtracted the meaa from all scores
below the mean in the same distribution, the sum of those
scores would be -92.

If you are still Oiabelieving, go back to the example
problem on the preceding page and add the unsquared devia-
tion scores (i.e., the x's). You will find that for the

two scores above the mean, Ex +6. For the two scores

'below the-.6ean, Ex . -6. When you add these two partial
sums tegether the result ie +6 (0.-6 O. This will always

be the case! Anytime, for any distribution youcan imagine,
the sum of the unsquared deviation scores (x's) will always
be equal to.zero. Obviously, then Ex would not be 'helpful in

determining variability,or anything else for that matter.

By 4gutJn the x's we eliminate positive and negative
\signs, and thus will never get Ex2 0 (unless every single

score was.equal to the mean). If none of thia has made any

sense to lou, add the x's (without squaring them) in all

example problems, and youwill prove to yourself that a "zero"

result must always be-the case. .
Take some time now to learn the formula for the variance:

2 RemeMber, little "x" is a deviation score!!

Using the-above bttilla, it should be relatively easy to
computethe yerianc.- But-suppose, you computed the mean
of'yoMfdisOibution and found ivto be a number such as

20.6.- You could still use the above formula, but to
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Aketermine Ex2 , itcould get a little messy.subtracting
ROO.6 from each score and squaring the zesult. You would
obviously endup with x's with decimaA4points, and x2's with
decimals.

Fortunately, by simple algebraic manipulation, an
alternative formula has been worked out. 'This formula should

probably be used whenever the mean (11) is not equal to a whole
mimber. The formula is:.

2 Ex2 (a)2

N

where X2 = squared raw scores (not small x,or deviation,
scores). Actually the numerator of the above formula is
equal to the numerator of the originalformuli, Ex2. In
both cases,'you divide the numerator by 'N.

The alternative formula is called the raw score formula;
it yields the same result as the original, but eliminates
subtracting and squaring numberg wlth decimals.

Example. Problem: Given the same data used in the preceding
example problem find the variance by means
of the raw score formula. (Since the
mean = A07-a whole number--we would, in
actuality, probably be content to stick with,-
the original formula; but this is
only for practice). 4

x2
4

24 576 In order to use the raw score
22 484 formula, we must find N, EX2,
20 400 and (EX)2. .

.18 324
16 256 N = 5 (that is easy)

EX = 100 2EX = 2,040 EX2 = squaring each raw score
And then adding them

(EX)2'= 10,000 together,(see column 2)

substituting: a2 = EX
2
- (EX)2

a
2 = 2,040, -410,000

5

5
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2 040 - 2 000 40 8

5 5

Note that this is the same answer we obtained when the origi-

nal formula was used. /
,

Two more examples will be g1Ven,r4dmpating the variance using

the raw score forittu1a.14

Example Problem; Compute tUe variance using the raw mire
formula (in this case the mean to not'a
whole number, so the raw score formula -

would be considerably easier to use than

X f

10 3

. 9 2

8 4

7 2

6 2

N 13

9
2

the original).

fX X2 fX2 ,

30 lib 100 ,300

- 18 81 , 162

32 64 256

14 49 98

12 36 72

,EfX 106

= EfX2 - ,(EfX)2 888

N.
N 13

888 - 864.31 23.69 1.82

13 13

EfX
2

888

(106)2, 888 - 11 236

13 13

,13 -

Notes: (1) Since there are 13 scores, not 5, all 13 mat
be added together and all must be squared;

multiplying the X and the X2 by f accomplishes

this. Make sure you do not multiply (f).(X)

and then square, (fX)7-is not correct.'

(2) 1.82, the variance, represents the average of

of a column of squared deviations from the

mean.

Example Problem: Compute the variance for"the grouped data

X f

shown below.

X' fX' X'2 0(12

20-22 1 21 21 , 441 441

17-19 3 18 54 324 972

14-16 4 - 15 ;60* 225 000

143 6 12 72 . 144 864

8-10 t 3 ,9 27 81 243

5- 7 2 6 12 36 . 72

2- 4 1 r 3 3 . 9 , 9

(

N6120

84'

EfX' 249 EfX'211,3561'



al/

a2 EfX'2 - (EW)2 .3,501 - (249)2 3,501 - 62 001
20 20

20 20

3,501 3,100 401 20.05
20 20

Notes: (1) Agatn20.05 is the average of a column of squared
deviations around the mean.

(2) Notice that the X scores in this.case are the
midpoints (K') of the intervals since, given an
interval, the midpoint is our best estimate of
the "typical" score in that interval.

Final Notes:

A. Do not try to memorize all the different varieties
of the formulas. It will be sufficient to simply
learn the raw score formula and realize that in
grouped type data, the scores--X or r--have to be
squared and multiplied by f. The important thing
is that all frequencies be accounted for.

B. RemeMber, the variance is an average--actUally a
mean. It is the Average of the squared deviatioh
scores around the original mean.

C. The variance value is expressed in terms of the
original raw scores except that it is in squared units.
For example, if the original data is inNinches, then
the variance is expressed in squared inches. This
is because the deviation scores are squared in
computing the variance.

D. Aa will be seen later, the variance formula that
was given assumes that you have all the data on
hand, i.e., the population. If you havesample
data and are trying to estimate what the variance
would be inf the population, then the numeratdz
should be divided-by (v..1) instead of (N). That
is the only change in the basic tormula. Thus, the
sample variance, symbolized as 94, is used to
estimate the population variance. Small "e is
used-to indicate' that the observations (people)
axe pait of a sample.
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Later on. In this text, we will describe the differences

between samples and populations in considerable detail.
For now, so that you at least have some understanding-of

what the "82/02" distinction is about, here ia a brief

explanation. When measuiements are taken, whether in the

form of test scores, physical characteristics, or something

else, they can encompass the entire group of interest (the

population) or only part of that group (a sample). Popu-

latiope 4Ze easy to assess when the members are small in

number-and easily accessib2e (such as a class of students,

members of a football team, etc.). Otherwise, their
assessmen! is extremely'difficult, such as whowthe popula-,
tiou of 1 terest consists of all students in an entire

school district, all college fOotball players, or all living

medical staff who worked fat a partiCular hospitel in-1957.

In such instances, the statistician will usually be forced

to work with a sample of individuals selected from the

population. Thesample is not interesting in itself, but
rather for what it implies about the population. More

specifically, it is used to'estimate what the population is

like when all its members are included. Thus, the variance

statistic, 82, is basically important as an estimate of,

the population "parameter" (a new term), 02. ,It has been

found that, in the long run, using "n-1" in the denominator

of the variance formula makes 82 a better (more accurate)

estimate of 02 than when "n" is used. And that is what the

game of statistics is all about! The game continues below...

The formula for 82 isl
(EX)2,

82 Ex2 (original UlEX2 - n (raw score fOrmula)

n-1 fdraula) n-1

Note that the only change from the formula we have been

using is'that the denominator is n-1. If you are asked

to compute the variance and the problem states that we are

dealing with sample data, use n-1 in the denominator. Other-

wise, uSe N, as we have been doing in the preceding example

problems,

The reason that the denominator becomes n-1 is that sample

variance tends to be systematically smaller than theyariance

of the population from which the sample has been4rawn. This

makes sense because a sample is not likely to have the com-

plate range of scores'contained in the population. The

denominator in-1 prauces a somewhat larger variance and is

called an udblasid estimate of the population variance.

While the difference in the variances obtained by use of n

and n-1 is rather trivial in large sized samplep, it can be

quite significant in smaller samples. Therefoih, it is

especially important to uie'the 82 formula when sample size

is smaal. To be safe, always use 82 when you are dealing

with sample data.
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E. If a t - is added to, br subtracted from, a tet
of ta, Variability - the variance - vill not be Altered.

for example, 2 points were added to every score

in distribution. Would the mean be changed? Ob

us it would; since every score is increased by 2,

th me would also become 2 points higher. But, would

the ad of the scores (i.e., the variance) be altered?
No - since every.score would be similarly affected, they
would remain just as clome together as they were before
the 2 points were added. Another way of understanding
this is to think about the formula (or definition) for
the variance: the svefage of the squared deviation

scores. How do you get a deviation score? Answer:

subtract the mean from each score. But - if the mean is

increased by 2,- and each score is increased by 2, would
the deviation scores change from what they were before
the points were added? Answer: an eup "no"!

Example Problem: We find atel. 25 in a certain distribution.
We then a 1,000 points to each score.
What would the new variance be?

Answer: 02 25. No change.

F. If a set of data is multiplied or divided by a constant,
the variance is affected by the square of that 'constant.
Thus, for example, if all scores are doubled (multiplied

by 2), the variance is 22 or 4 times as large. If all

scores are divided by two, the variance becomes 1/4 as

large; if all scores are mult4p/ied by 3, the variance
becomes 9 times as large; if all scores are divided by

10, the variance becomes 1/100 as large, etc., etc.

Let's examine how this occurs through the following example.

Example,: A teacher swim a 50-item test to three students

and obtains the follwaing results.

X X2

Student. A 47 2209 She computes the variance as

Student B 42 1764 follows:

Student C 30 900

119 4873 02 4873 - (119)2 4873 - 4720.33

3 gl 3

3

02 50.89 '

To make the results comparable to the 100-item tests she

has previously given, she decides to multiply eaCh student's

score by 2. Thus, she gets:
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Student A 94 8836

Student 8 84 7056

Student C 60 3600

238 19492 tiv

She compules the variance:

19492 - (238)2
- 3 19492 - 18881.33

3

a
2 203.561r

Compare the original and new variances, and you will see'

that th*latter is 4 times larger, as the rule predicts.

For our next trick, wewill make a posttest appear from

what was previously a completely blank page. Watch

below.

3.3 FOiTTEST (answers in bfck)

- 1. Define the variance

2. For each set of data below, compute the variance.
,

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3' (Sample Datalt)

f X f

26 42 2 12-14 4,

24 40 3 9-11 2

23 38 4 6-8 1

22 36 4 3-5 .2

20 34* 6 0-2 3

19 32 I
17 30 1

15
.0

NIP

3. Suppose that in all three sets of data, each score was

decreased by 10. Whatwould the new variances be?

4. Suppose that in all three sets of data, each score was

multiplied by 3. What would tha new variances be?
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3.4 Instructional Unit: The Standard Deviation

The third (and final) measure of variability you will

be asked to learn Is the standard'deviatIon. If you

were successful in learning how to compute the variance,

the following should come as very good news: The stan-

dard deviation is simply the square root of_the variance.

Thus, all you have to do is (1)) compute the variance;
(2) take its square root; and (3) you end up with the
standard deviation. There is really not much new here

to learn.

Recall that the symbol for the variance was a: ( or 04

if it is an estimate of the population-variance) - so
the standard deviation is symbolized as a (or s if you

are estimating the population standard deviatan).

Therefore: basic formula formula

\1 EX2 - (EX) 2,Ex2

Example Problem: Suppose we find that for a given popti:

lation, the variance is equal'to 64.
What is the standard deviation?

Answer: a 8 (simply the square root

of the variance)

Example Problem: Compute the standar4 deviation for the
following data.

X 3t. x2

5 2 4

4 1 1

3 0 0

2 -1 1

1 -2 4

X2 Note: little "x" is a
deviation score!!

25
16

9

4

1

EX15 Ex210 EX255
1.0.3

t
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Using the basic formula:

a EX2 1.41

5

Using the raw score formula:

lif

a 55 - (15)2 55,- 225
5 5 ;fill'au'ljEi 'Piffle 1.41

5 5 5

Example Problem: Using the raw score formula, compute the
standard deviation for the following
grouped data.

X X' fX. X'
2

fX'
2

14-16 2 15 30 225 450

11-13 3 12 36 144 432

8-10 3 9 27 81 243

5-7 2 6 12 36 72

2-4 1 3 j , .9 9

N 11 ECX'108 EfX'21206

. EK EfX' EX2 EfX12 '

a

1jf

1,206 - ,(108)2 1,206 - 11 664

1:67'11
11

11

11 V1,206 - 1,060.36
.11

Vi3724 3.64

( Like the variance, a is a measure of variability. The

larger the a, the more spreadout the scores are from the
mean. The smaller the a, the more bunched up ,,the numbers

are felative to the mien. Also, like the variance, the
standard deviation could be 0 if all numbers in a set of

data are the same (no variability). The standard deviation

can be a positive number, if there is some varieility; how-
ever, it can never be a negative number.

One useful property of the standard deViation is-that
assuming the tat of data resembles the general pattern of

a



a bell-shaped curve (or normal distribution), certain

percentages of N (the total amount of scores) lie within
certain distances or standard dikAation units from the
mean.

For instance:

a) 68% of the scores fall within + 1 standard devia-
tion from the mean. (The 68% Ts approximate.)

) 95% of N fallb within + 2 standard deviations from
the mean.

c) over 99% of N falls within + 3 standard deviations
from the mean.

Thus', for example,_if we have-a bell-shaped distribution
with a mean of 60 (X .1 60) and a standard deviation of 5
(a 5), we can conclude that approximately 68% of the
scores fall between 65.(one a above the mean) and 55 .

(one a below the mean); and that approximately 952 of the
scores fall between 70 (2 a above,the mean) and 50 (2 a

below the mean). Don't worry too mudh about this,now
(if you do not understand it); worry about it when you

\ get to.Unit IV.

In any case by knowingii and a we can construct an inter-
val one a wide around X such that 60%or about two-thirds
ofthe scores will fall_within that ifterval. In distri-
butioneuthat have eitilia 1,standard deviation, the intervalGPIaround X is short,s .,e 'te scores bunch up Close to X.
In distributions Where th standard deviation is large, the
interval around X is largal since scores spread out farther
from the mean. In either 'case,- the percentage of the total

N (68%) is the same. What is different is how far yr have
to gogout from X to obtain sthe 68%: if the a 3, you have

to go 6 points; if a 5, yOu have to go out 10 points, etc.
The,larger the standard deviation, the farther out you have
to go to include two-thirds or\68% of the scores.

\

Final Notes:

a

A. The standard deviation s the square root of the
variance.

B. The raw score Bermula Wusually the best way to
compute the standard deviation, especially if the
mean is not equal to a whole number.

C. The standard'deviation value is expressed in,
exactly the same terms 'as the original data. Lf

the raw data is Urscores, a is expressed in IQ
units; if a 15jor Wecores, the 15 means 15
points. In contrast, you will recall, the variance
would be expressed in aquared IQ units. Thus,
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tho value of the variance is not directly comparable
to the original vity score units, but the value of

- the standard devilfti5in can be.directly compared.

D. If you are estimating the population standard devia-
tion, the denominator should'pe' n.g. rather than N.
Therefor., spor the estimation of the population is:

8
Ex

2
EX2 - (EX)2

n-1
.n-1

E. Lik. the variance, adding or subtracting a constant
from a set of data has,no effect on variAbility--
i.e., the standavideviation. However, if a set of
data is multiplied or divided by'a constant, the
standard deviation is affected by the amount of
tho censtant. For example, if the constant 4 is
added to every score, the standard deviation remains
unchanged; but if, every nuMber is multiplied by 4,
the standard deviation will be 4 times its original
value.

.3.4A)OSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Define the standard deviatien

2. For each set of data belotf, compute the standard devia-
tion.

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

X

17

14
13
9
8
3

2

(Semple

X

10 2 21-23 6

9 3 18-20 7

8 7 15-17 4

7 6 12-14 3

6 4 -49.121. 4

5 2 ' 6-8 2'

3. Suppose that in all three sets of data, each score was
increased by 3. What would ,the new standard deviations
bet
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Unit III Review Test
(answers in back)

Consider ihi following frequency distribution:

X

20 1

19

18 5

17 4

16 4

15 . 3

14 2

13 1,

12 2

11 0
AlL4 10 1

Answer the following:

2.

1. EfX

3.

4 EfX2

5. (EfX)2

6. 02 '

7. .2

8. a

9. s

10. the range

11. a if 1 point is sibtracted from every score

"r

12. a if every score.is divided by 2

13. a2Af_every score is divided by 2

14. if every score is mulAted by 6

15. s2 if every scare is multiplid by 3

16. s 2 if 2 points are added to every score
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.UNIT IV

POSITION MEASURES AND THE NORMAL.cuRVE

A. General Objectives

ik
The-purpose of this section is to illustrate a basic

procedure used to describe the location of Apeeiffic 4COA.P.4
within a distribution of data. Measures of central tendency
indicate the "typical" value; variability measures indicate
the degree of ".spread" in the distribution; but mition
111.44U.A.e6 locate spacific points within the data set.

B. Specific Objectives

4.1 Define and compUte zcs-.)res

4.2 Convert specified z scores into their appropriate rwo

0 scores

4.3 Conveir rwi scores and z scores into T scores

4.4 Describe and make a sketch of the normal curye

4.5 Show the raw score and z score scales on a normal curv
diagram

4.6 On a normal.curve, label the approximate percentage of
scores between X and + or - 1 standard deviation, 2.
standard deviations, and 3 standard deviations

4.7 Using the "area under the normal curve" table, find
the plircentage of scores between any,:twn specified z
scorewvalues

4.8 Using the "area under the normal curve" table, find
the percentage of scores between two specified raw
scores

4.9 Using the "area Under the normal curve table, convert
specified z scores to percentile ranks, and specified
percentile radks into z scores

4
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A 4.1 Instructional Unit: z Scores

Percentile ranks, as discussed in Unit II, do provide a
meaiure of,4pectite4COAC Wit" but cannot indicate
unambigunusly how much better one person"-s score is relative

to another's. For example, if Bill scored an 87 on a test,

the highest score in the class, his percentile rank would be

close to P100. His friend Ernie scores 77 which is deter-

mined to be P. Bill bps thus scored 20 percentile points

higher than Ernie. Butlsuppose an error was made in grading
Bill's paper, and his actual score is found to be 97, as

opposed to the original 87. Since 97 would obviously be the

highest score in the class, Bill's percentile rank would

still be P100. In other words, even with 10 points added
to his original test score, Bill is still only 20 percentile

points higher than Ernie; changes in raw scores do not always

produce changes in percentile ranks.

/n light of the limitations of percentile ranks, a dif-

ferenk position measure - z scores - will be introduced and

described in this Unit. In addition, relationships among
percentile ranks, m scores, and the normal curve will be discussed.

A s score, like a percentile rank, is aPosition measure.
By posItion measure is meant a single number that represents

a specific location point within a distribution of scores.

It is not a distance measure like the standard deviation, or

a "representative" number like the mean, mode, and median.

Rather, it is a point measure. A percentile 'rank, for instance,

is a specific position measure that states vhat.perc6Atage of

scores fall below a certain point Lithe dtstribution.
Another position measure, called a z icore, indicates how

many standard deviations away from Ihe mean a certain score

is. In either case though (percentile ranks or z scores), the

number given indicates some point in the aistribution.

Given this "point," different scores in the distribution can

be compared in terms of-their location. This particular

function Of z scores should become more understandable as
you work through this unit.

Definition: A soicortis a number that indicates how

many standard deviitions- a raw score is away from the mean.

,The vhole ballgame is in the above sentence. Read it again.

_So, if a person told you that his/her z score Vas equal to

1, mould you know anything interesting? Yes! You vouldi

know that he/she scored one standard deviation away from the

mean.
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Positive z scores indicate that raw scors are a certain
distance above the mean, where'll negative,z scores indicate
that raw scores are a certain number of standard deviations
below the mean. A z scotb of 0 (zero) indicates that the
raw score is exactly equal to the mean - in other words,no
standard deviations, or part of 4 standard deviation, aboVe
or below the mean.

Read the above paragraph again. Now answer the following
question: If a student tells zou his/her z score i equal
to +1, what does this mean?
Answer: that student scored one standard deviation above the
mean.
Question: Stppose the standard deviation, a, was computed to
be 5, what does this mean?
Answer: The.student scored 5 points (i.e., one standard de-
'vlation) above the mean.

Question: Suppose the mean on the test was 75; what would
that indicate?
Answer: The student'received a score of 80 points on the
test: 80-75 (the mean) 5. The standard deviation, you will
recall, was 5 points. Therefbret z was +1.

Question: "Suppose.another student receives a z score Oe
What doss that suggest given the above test reWults?
Answer: The student received a score of 75 on the test -
because whenever z 0, the,raw score is exactly equal to
the mean.

.Hopefully,, now you are-ready for the z score forMula. It is
perfectly consistent with the logic used in deriving z scores
and raw scores in the above example. If you didn't understand
the example,*go back tO it once you feel comfortable with the
z 4core formula. .

x -
a

In plain English,the formula says: 1) Subtract the mean
(X) from the raw score (X) for which z is to be computed.
2) Divide the result by the standard deviation (q y of the
distribution. 3) The final product is the z score for that
particular raw score CX).

Example Problem: I give a test aad find the mean a) to be 75 .

and the standard deviation to be 6. I am interested in comr
puting a z score for a raw score of 69 received by one of p.

the students taking the test. What is z for the raw score,
69? (or phrasing the same question in a slightly different
manner) How, many standard deviations away from the mean is
the raw score, 69?



69 - 75
6

f

z -1.00, indicating that the student scored one standard

deviation below the mean.

Example Problem: ' In the fame distribution as above, what would '

be the z score for a isw score of 75?

z 75 75 ga 9. 0.00
6 6

the student scored no deviations above or below the mean.

Example Problem: In the sane distribution what would be the z

score for a raw score of 87?

87 - 75 12

6 6

z +2.00

Example Problem: Assume 19.8 and o

for raw scores of 22.4 and 14.9.

For 22.4: z 22.4 - 19.8
3.4

z 2.6
3.4

34. Find the z scores

z +0.76

(in other words,the raw score 22.4, is .76 standard

deviations above the mean)

For 14.9: z 14.9 - 19.8

4 9
3.4

z -1.44

(in other words, the raw score 14.9, is 1.44 standard

deviations below the mean)

Final Notes:

1. Make sure that you have

score. A negative sign
below the wean, whereas
that the score is above

the correct Lia for the/
indicates that the score is

a positive sign indicates
the in
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2. z scores are comparable from one distribuxion to another,
)aregardless,of the e ens and standard deviations. All. a

z score of 0.50 sa s is that, regardless of the size of
a, a certain score is .5 a(half a standard deviation)
above the mean. If it was determined that your score on
a basic algebra test, for example, was equal to a z of
0.56, and that your score on a basketball free-throw
shooting test was equal to a z ef 0.56, we could say

. that you performed-equally well on both. In each case
you scored .560 above the mean.

3. A z score is a precise position measure in that it lo-
cates a raw seore within a distribution by indicating
how many standard deviations away from the mean that
score is.

4.1 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. 'Define z score

2. For each of the following, compute the appropriate z
scores for the specified raw scores.

A. ion .8, a .03: X .91, .87, .80, .72

B. i 92, a 7 : X 100, 99, 90, 82, 78

C. if 0, a 1 : X 1.5, -2, 0, -.4

4.2 Instructional Unit: Converting z scores into rew
score equiVaents

This unit should not present any great difficulty, as-
suming that you understand the material in the preceding
section. Given the mean and standard deviation of a dis-
tribution, you now should be able to convert various raw
scores.into their corresponding z scores. The present
section simply involves the reverse process: given the
mean and standard deviation of a distribution, you will be
asked to convert z scores into their corresponding raw
scores.

For mtample, I tell you that on a geography test IT 70 and
a mo5. John, a bright student, received z 3.00 on that

particular test. Whit wai the actual raw score that he
received?

111
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To answer this question, we use the sane logic that we

used in the preceding section, but in reverse. A z 0 3.00

means that John scored 3 standard deviations above the mean.

Looking at the results of the test we know that a 5, and

therefore that 3a 15 points. John, therefore scored 15

points above the mean. Since this nean was reported as 70,

we conclude that John received a raw score of 85 on the

geography test. Hooray for Johnl If you are afraid you

will run into troUble by merely using logic (and you will

on more difficult problems),the basic z score formula is

shown (once again) below. It id the same formula that you
used in converting raw scores into z scores.

a

But, since now we are looking for "r rather than "z" a

simple rearrangement of the formula shouldpprove dearable:

z a X - IE (cross multiplying)

X - 1E - z a (switching sides of.the equation)

, X z a 4-1 (addingli to both sides of the equation)

We still have the same equation, but it is now in a slightly

different form. In effect, we have isolated X, thus making

it easier to compute its value. Using the above data re-

,

garding John and the geography test we can compute his raw

score as folOws:

X z a +1E0 3.00(5) + 70 °(15 + 70)

A_The equation corresponds perfectly with the logi

introductory example. Read the example again, b is ti

f011oWthe equation. Hopefully, it all makes nee, since

nothing magical has taken place: the z scor formula has

simply been used in reverse.

Example Problem: Asinine 10 60, a 3. What is the raw score

for z 0.70?

X a, s o +

7) (3) + 60

2.1 4; 60

62.1

99
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Example Problem: Aasumele .3, a .061 What are the raw
scores for z scores of 2.3 and -0.9?

For z 2.3:

X (2.3) + .3

.138 +

.438

For z -0.9:

X (-0.9)(.06) +

-.054 + .3

.246

Sone Properties of z Scores

Before turning to the next instructional unit, some
properties of z that were not listed in the "specific ob-
jectives" section (first page of this unit) will be briefly
reviewed:--Here is the first: Suppose that you take a final
exam in your two hardest courses, nuclear physics and advanced
basketweaving. You get the results back to find that your
score in physics was 75/100, whereas your score in basket -
weaving was 86/100. When you show these results to your
parents (or friends) they conclude that your major strength
islin basketweaving and encourage you to turn professional.
Is their conclusion correct?

The answer is maybe yes and maybe no. Hopefully, you are

now aware that the interpretation must depend on additional
information, such as your relative standing to others.in the
two classes. Your physics score, even though it was a measly
75, could have been the highest score in the class. Your
basketwesving score, even though it was an admirable-looking
$6, could have placed you in the lower echelon of all weavers
who ever wove. A clearer basis for comparison would be pro-
vided if you.caialputed your i score on each test. Let's say
you do (all you wonld need are the mean and the standard de-
viation for each), and find that for physics, z 2.32; and

for basketwesving, z 0.58. Conclusion: you were better
than average on boiE tests, but on that particular day and

0 relative to your classmates in each coqrse, you ware a better
physics atudent than you were a basketweaving student. Hopes

for a professional basketweaving career take a serious plunge.



The point we are trying to convey is that z scores allow

you to make comparison* between performances on different

tests. Regardlesa of rm.:scores (jWhiper they be in the 80's,

901s, 100s, or 5,000's), the z scores position you relative

to others in your group. If z am 1.46 in biology, and z 1.46

in Engliah, we can infer that relative to the other sadents

in those classes, your two performances were roughly equivalent.

In eadh case, you scored 1.46 a Above the class mean. The next

problem is optional, but you will probably want to give it a

try. It could boostyour ego tremendously if you get the right

answer.

OPtional Super-Bonus Question

A student gets a score of 85 on a test where Y 100 and

a 15. What would be comparable score on a test where X 40

and a 6? (Cover the so stepa below, az you should at-

tempt to solve this on your own

Solution Steps

The logic used to solve the oblem is very straightforward:

(1) For the performance on the-two tests to be equivalent,

z (Test A) mat be equal to z (Test II). In other words,

both test scores should be the sate relative distance'

from their respective means.

(2)! The only possible way to proceed is to find the z score

for Test A:

x -1E - 85 - 100 -15 -1.00

15 15

(3) Nov we know that an equivalent score on Test B would have

a z scoreof -1.00. It would be one standard deviation

below its mean. Wd proceed:

X (Test B) z a + I

-1.00 (6) + 40 (remeiber, these values are for

- Teat B)

X + 40

,X 34

Thus, equivalent scores on the two tests woula be an 85'for

Test A and a 34 for Test B. (Both convert to z m -1.00.)
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Another z Score Property

Any time you have a group of scores, it is usually of
interest to find its central tendency (X) and its variability
(a).

Almost always that is...

When raw scores have been converted to z scores, central
tendency and variability are always the same from one distri-
bution to the next. Here's what happens. Suppose you give a
test to a class of 30 students. You compute the raw scores
for all students, and then the raw score meamsand standard
deviation. Then, using the z score formula, you convert each
of the raw scores to a z. Looking over.the z scores, you be-
gin to question what their mean (average) would be, so you add
up the 30 z scores and divide by 30. To your amazement, you
get a mean, X, equal to 0.00 (zero). This arouses your
curiosity, so you then enter the 30 z scores into the standard
deviation formula to determine their variability. When you
are done, you find the standard deviation of the z's to 1.00.

You are disbelieving, as you have lekrned'from all your math
courses that problems never work out to give such nice whole
numbers like 0 and I. A more reasonable answer would be
somthing like 1.05734. That you could trust. To investigate
this further, you wander around the school building, collect-
ing test results from all other teachers. For each test, you
convert the scores to z scores, and then compute the z score
mesn and standard deviation. In each case you get, X 0,

and a 1.00.

The lesson,to be learned is as follows: when al raw
scores in a distribution are converted to z scores, the mean
of the z's will always be 0 and the standard deviation will
be 1.00 and the form will be unehanged.

For practice, try the following problem: The distribution
shown below indicates students' scores on a chemistry test.

X f

95 3 If these scores are all converted to z's,
90 10 what would (a) the mean of the z's beY
85 16 (b) the standard deviation of the z's be?
80 30

75 17 (if this problem takes you more than 5
70 15 seconds to answer, you do not understand
65 4 the .concept)
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, 4.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

Convert the following z scores into their appropriate raw

scores:

1 . ir 100, a 15: z scores of 2.20, 1.00, -2.00, 0.00

2. i'm 1.2, a .3: z scores of 2.00, 0.30, -0.40, -1.30

3. i' 50, a 4: z scores of 3.00, 2.00, -2.00, -2.80

4.3 Instructional Unit: Converting z scores inV scores

There is no question that z scores have practical

utility. At all large universities (and most colleges)

computer programeare available for use in scoring exami-

nations and in analysing data from research experiments.

If you have a class of 30 or 40 students (which is common

at the college level) it is usually much more efficient

in terms of time and accuracy to use machine scoring on

objective tests as opposed to scoring the tests lyy hand.

You also obtain a lot more informatioq from computer

scoring such as means, an item analysis, and yes, z

scores. Soscinstructors ignore (or de -eaphasize) raw

scores, and use the z scores for determining grades
(othere, of course, totally ignore the z scores, and some

have no idea what the z scores represenZ). To give you a

general idea of how s scores might be used, the instructor

knows that a student who received a z score of 0.00 was

exactly average.(scoring right on th; mean), and thus

might award him or her a C; a student who receivmd a z

score of 44.00 (pretty good) would probably be awarda an

114 etc. There is a little more to it than these examples

would indicate, but the point is that it is sometimes

easier for the prof to ward a grade fairly if he knows,

for example, that John Smith received z +2.00 than if he

only knows that Smith answered 18 questions out of 20 cor-

rectly. Z scores can be helpful, but whether they are to

be used or ignored is up to the whims and biases of the

individual instructor. AEA your statistics instructor to

show you (if you are interested) a copy of a print-out

from a computer-scored examination. You will discover

that the print-out contains most of the statistical indices

with which you have become familiar in the preceding units.

All of these indices are intended to help the instructo;

understand how students performed, and suggest ways in which

the examination might be improved for subsequent usage.

All right, you say, but what is the objective of the pres-

ent instructional unit? To introduce the objective, it might

be helpful (or relevant, at least) to point out that at many

universities, computer print-outs of exam performancoes
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use what are called T scores, as opposed to z scores, to
indicate students' relative standing*. The reason for this
relates to several disadvantages of the z statistic: One
disadvantage is that in any distribution, approximately half
'the z scores will be ne ative (indicating raw scores some
distance below the mean . As you probably realize, negative
numbers make calculations more difficult, and grade-book
summaries less interpretable than would be the case.if only
positive numbers were employed. Another disadvantage of
the z statistic is that nearly all of the scores will involve
decimals; for example, ji 1.50 (for a raw score 1-1/2 a
above the mean). Rarely, will the z scores end up whole
riumbers, such as, +2.00, +4.00, etc. The presence of decimals
obviously makes calculations more difficult and confusing.

Recognizing these disadvantages of z scores, it would
seem desirable to employ an equivalent measure which elimi-
nates the burden of working with negative numbers and deci-
mals. Such a measure is called a T score; it tells you the
swathing that a z score does, but is expressed in terms of
positive, Whole numbers. T scores are so easy to work with
that in some university courses grades are determined ex-
elusively in terms of T score averages or totals. You might
have heard the term "grading on a curve.". T scores offer a
way for this to be done.

If you know how to calculate z scores, the computations
of T scores should present_little problem. You will recall
from the preceding unit that Z 0.00, and az 1. For a T

0=1,

score distribution, however, ir 50 (that is, the average
Tscore is always, to 50) and dT 10 (the standard

deviation of the T's is to 10). We derive our T scores
directly from z scores using the following formulZ

T 10i + 50

'Thus, if we know a student's z score, finding his 2 Score is
a relatively simple endeavor. By changing z to T'we eliminate
negative nuMbere and decimals.

Example Problems:

1. John's z score on a test is +1.00. What is his T

score?

Answer: T. 10 (1.00) + 50

T 60
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2. Floyd'i s score is -2.06. Convert

Answer: T 10(-2.06) + SO

(-20.6) + 50

29.4 (rounding off)

29

to a T score.

3. Reginald's raw score on a Wealth 4062 exam is exactly

equal to the clasemean. What is his T score?

Answer: /f he scored on the mean, z 0.00 (Right?)

Tofil 10 (0.00) + 50

50
(a reasonable answer since T 50 - see page 104)

4. Edwinna scored 3o below the mean on

What is her T score?

Answer: /f she Scored 3o below the

z -3.00.

T 10 (-3.00) + 50

her sewing ild-term.

mean we know that

I'm 20 (poor Edwinna)

Also, reeedber that 71 50 and o 10.

Knowing that Edvinna scored 30 belowthe mean

translates to 30 points below the T mean, which

is always 50. Thus, again we find that for

poor Edwinna, T 20. If this logic is confus-

ing stick to the above formula using ses.

5. On a hone-chewing speed 'test for dogs, I 40 seconds

and o 5 seconds. Rover chews his bone in 42.5 seconds.

What is Rover's T score?

Ansvir: First compute z.

4-r- + . 50
42.5 - 40 2.5

Finding T should he easy.

T 10 (.50) + 50

55
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To show the relationship between raw scores, z scores,
and T scores, aome selected performances from a hypothetical
examination are shown belay. The mean on that examimation
was 75 and the standard deviation was 5. Reeg theee figures
in mind when viewing the resultant z and T .scores.

Student Name

4

Raw Score z Scote T Score

4
Bernie
Petunia
Louise
Arthur
Archie
Flo
Boris
Beatrice
Xavier
Sally
King

90
87
85

so
78
75

74

70
68

: :
t

+3.00
+2.40
+2.00

. +1.00
+0.60
0.00

-0.20
-1.00
-1.40
-2.00
-3.00

80
74
70

60.

56
50
48
40.

' 36

30 .

20
,

You will4tote that each T is 10 times its corresponding

z. plus 50. Answer this: a every score in the class was
included above, what would the average z score be?

Answer: 0.00

If every scoie VAS included, what would the, average T be?

Answer: 50

We had mentioned earlier that T scores can come into play

for grading on a curve. If'the.instructor wanted to grade on
the curve, he might establish the following cutoffs for let-
ter grades.

113111
Gtade

59 or above A
54-58
47-p
42-46
41 or below F

4

Note that-sinee T scores, like z scores, indicate distances
from the class mean, this procedure ensures that some students
will get grades.below "C",and some will get grades above Jrcu,
Assuming that the distribution approximates Op "bell-shaped"
polygon that you learned to identify in Unit / (and will
study in more detail A the immediately following section),
there will be a greatir proportion of "C's" in the above
claim than therewill any of the other grades. As one moves
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upwereor downward relative to "C.,"the nutb& of-frequencies

willIdecresse (therp will be more "B's" than "A's" and more

"D'e-&-J1171,4"). Nehe nutber of "B's" will'be approximately
the"Nsame as the number of "D's"; the numiber of "A's" will be

roughly equal to the_nuaber of "F's". We are not necessbrily

recommending this procedure of grading, but rather are juin

4prisenting it as a system that some teaChersvuse. In fact,

we should make you aware of its major dipadvibtage, namely,

that not on all tests do certain nunbers of students deserve

to receive a particular grade, auth as "A" or"'B"' or,'"r'.

Here is a brief exanple that should illustrate this problem.

On the written.test for Volleyball II, all 10 studenta're-'

ceive a score of 90_percent or above. The result is a whop-

ping class mean of X 95. When a T score is computed for

John, who receiired a score of 91 (4 points below,the mean), .

it turns out to be T 0-43. Using somethin similar to the

above grading'sehene, the result will be test grade of .

"D" for John.. 'But he kneW 91 percent of the information

tested! Perhaps you-can see where suCh a system would be

unfair. If a criterion-referenced system was used, whith le

specified particular grades for;various test scores (re-

gardless of hot; the class does as a whole), John would ptoi.

bably receive a !II" or an "A". As far as John and many others

vaull be concerned, one of the latter two grades' wouldbe t-

great deal fairer than the "D"(tetablished by the curve.
. ,

,

In summary, the T and the a are standard scores. They

place score values raiative to The mean,of a distribution,

and thus provide standard bases for comparisons a s dif-

fbrent testa. There ice other,common standard scor s esides

T's and z's. IlL, for exanple, is derived through,a standard

score fanula. You,probably know that values of 120, 135,

etc. are interpreted as representing fairly high IQ's. How

are those values obtained (they do not imply haying ao ans-

wer 120 or 135 questions 6orrectly on a test)? The formula

is die: _. .,

IQ score 15a + 100

Thus, regardless of how many ltestions are on an "Wtest, an

appropriate IQ value can be derived by converting the stu-

dent's test score to a a score anethen appiying the above

formula. (Note:, Some IQ formulasousi slightly different

standard deviation values.) .

Exagple Problem: Murray Binet, an unemployed psychologist who

/believes %bat he is i descendant of Alfred Binet, devises what

he belie'ves to be a new test of IQ. Me test consists pf read-

ins fiiie newspaper "advice" colunns and answering four ibulti-

ple-choice questions on each. He assumes that the.more qubs-

tions that one misses (20 misses are possible), the higher

his/her IQ. The teseis normed using 500 people sampled in

various laundromats across the country. The overall test re- ,

sults yield X 12 (missed) and o 3. Jeanette HOnager,
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a housewife from Milwaukee misaes only 2 outlof the 20Atems
and thus gets a'acOre Of 2 (since this test works on the basis
of number incorrect). Can you figure out what heroIQ would be
represented in the-standard TQ units? 1-6

,Solution Stepa

(1) First find z: z X -1-C 12 -10 -3.33
a

(2) Then convert to an IQ score:

3 k

(
IQ 15z + 100 15 (-3.33) + 100

-50 + 100

IQ 50

Thus, Jeanette, as.a result of answering 18 out of 20 questions
corredtly, is determined to have an dOsolute score of 2 misses
and an IQ 50.

I. this really her IQ1 No, wale's teatitig specialists'and the
measurement communitylm general regard the test as a valid
measure of IQ, Which seems highly unlikely. The moral of the
story is that any test sdOres can be donverted to the IQ stan-
dard bit the above procedure. What makes the scores repre-
sentative of intelligeace is agreement by.measurement and IQ
experts that the test-does, 11 fact, Characterize people in
terms of that construct.

, Etre is a final.example of standardization. YOU miy have
heard people talk about their scores on the Sdholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT), used in many cases for admission to undergraduate
programs, or their scorbe on the Graduate Record Examination
(GRE), used for admission to graduate programs.

The standardization procedure employed in these tests is:

GRE (or SAT) score 100z + 500

Some quick calculations would show you that'an average score
0) would oonvert.to a pm standard of 500. If,you scored

, one standard deviation Above the mean cs +1.00), that would

convert o a standard score of 600. Three standard diviatiOns

above +3.00) woul6 yield' an 800; three below (AO -3.00)
woUld yield.. 200, etc.

It's now time to present the POSTTEST on T scores as was
promised many sentences ago.

V
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4.3 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Convert thi following z scores into T scores.

a. +2.00 b. 0.00 c. -1.56 41. +0.72 e. -2.4Q

2. / give an examination and find that X 22 and a 8.

Determine T *Ceres for the following raw scores.

a. 14 b. 22 c. 26 d. 16 e. 34

3. 1 giVe an exam and find that Imo 68 and a
the raw *cores for the following T scores. ,

sr 7. pind

a. 50 b. 40 c. 35 d. 62 e. 47

4.4 Instructional Unit: Normal Curve

The normal curves-tall-shaped curve, or - technically -
the Gaussian curve, is simply a smoothed out frequency
polygon where the bundhing of the frefluencies occurs at .

the middle and the stringing out or tower, flatter.portions
of the curve occur at the ends.

i. The importance of the'normal curve is not that it is the

ideal curve, or that, it has some magical properties but

rather that meaY human characteristics tend to produce fre...

quency polygona that take on the normal or Gaussian form.

Since many things in itature,fit this pattiin and since there

are certain knOwnmatheMatical properties of the Wrest -

curve (as mith.other Curves also), scientists and laymen

alike use it.for various types of quantitative work.

4



For this particular unit, the instructional objectiim
is that you gain a general, understanding of the properties
of the normal dietribution. You will not have tO derive its
properties mathematically. But, can you describe in 10
words or more what the normal curve suggests? Suppose.you
were told that a distribution of sCores falls into the nor-
mal curve pattern - What does that meant_

Examine the normal curve diagram and note that the figure
,represents a frequency polygon of the type you studied (and
Constructed) in Unit I. Perhaps you recall that frequency
polygons may differ interne of their shape. Some of the
patterns we studied were the rectangular, bell-shaped
(actually another name for the normal curve), triangular,
negatively skewed, positively seY, etc. So, when

s the normal distribution,-we are referring to a fré-
quenc polygon that is unimodal, symmetrical, and bell-
shaped, and more!!

'So, if a series of scores fall into a normal distribu-
tion, what does that mean? The interpretation is fairly
straightforward. Looking at the X and f axis, we can say
the following: the highest frequencies (i.e., the most
"poPular" scores) fall towards the middle of the distribu-
tion; the meau, mode, and median are essentially identical;
and as you move farther and farther from the mean (or cen-
ter of the distribution), the frequencies of scores tend to
decrease.

Height, for exampl*, tends to be normally distributed.
If you measure the height of every male in the 'United Statue
and plot a frequency polygon, the resultant curve will re-
semble the bell-shaped (normal). The highest point on the
curve will correspond with the mean height in the population, 7

let's say, approximately 5' 9". As'you move farther and
farther away from the mean in a positive direction; the fre-
quencies will decrease: more men will be 5' 10" than 6' 9";
fewer will be 6' 0" than 5' 11"; and so on. Finally, as
you move toward the very extreme positive end of the dis-
tribution, (say, for eammple, heights greater than 7'),
frequencies will be extremely low. Since the curve is syn.-
metrical, the same thing happens when you move sway from the
mean in the negative direction: Hbre men will be measured
at 5' 8" than at 5' 7"; more at 5'5" than at 5' 3" and ex-
tremely fev,at less than 5'. The curve should be'symmetrical,
which means that half of those measured will be above the
mean, whereas half will be below the mean. Even more
specifically, there will be the same frequencies of scores
at positive and negative points equidistant from the mean:
that is, f's should be equal *for 5' 11" (+2" from mean)
and 5' 7"--(-2" from mean) ;for 6' and 5' 6"; for 6'1" and

5' 5"; etc.

110 1
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4.4 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Describe the,normal curve

2a. Make a sketch of ihe normal curve.

2b. Suppose that the above diagram (assuming you drew it

'correctly) represents the distribution for the number
of hamburgers eaten in a contest held on a college

campus. in other words, When the scorep for all par-
ticipants, represented as the number oUhamburgers
eaten by each, were tabulated and plotted, the result

was a normal distribution of scores. The mean of the

distributidn was 10. Assuming an exact normal die,-

tribution, identify each of the following statements

as "true," "false," or "can't answer."

1. The mean score of 10 would be positioned on the

"X axis directly below the highest point on the

curve.

2. There would be more scores above 10 than *below 10.

3. There would be more scores below 10 than above 10.

4. The probability of finding a student who consumed

13 haiburgess would be greater thanOtinding one who

consumed 10.haMburgers.

5. 4 score of 15 should be equally common as one of 5.

6. The mode of the distribution should be 10.

7. The median should be About 11.

8. The probability of eating 8 cheefebUrgers would be

greater than that of eating 7 cheeseburgers.
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4.5 Instruct al Unit: Row Score and z score scales in
Normal Distribaion

lly, on the baseline of a frequency polygon, you
have)a raw score scale. These scores may be heights, IQ's,

learning rates, etc. On this scale we would typically place
points that at least represent X and several a's on either.

side of X. In-addition to the raw score scale, it may be
necessary to label some other transformed or converted scale.

The most frequently used transformed scale is the z score

scale. Given a normally distributed set of data with X 70

'and a 6, the raw score and z score scales would look some-
thing like the diagram below.

Raw Score

z Scoie

52

-3
58

-2

69

-I

X
'70 76

0
82 88
2 3

Notice that three(' units have been marked off on either

side of X; while this doesn't take in every possible score,
it is rare for any distribution,to spread out more than 30

around X. Also note that the a units_have been evenly spaced
on either side oflE so that la represents the same distances
at all placesAiloni the baseline. It can't be teed too
Attonag that making a 4 eukve
Um) 4e. Ofte and z 4eo,te oaaLe4 pf.ncA.ted ut Wal
latOing a vatLety od pow and ,stati.iitieat 'priabasis.

Final Note:

The normal curve is not an ideal curve but rather a
curve that seems to accurately describe many, human charac-

teristics.



es/:415 POSTTEST (answers imback)

I. Make a sketch of the normal curve in the space below and
label al accuratelz as possible a raw score scale and z
score acale where X 30 and a 4.

Raw Score

z Score

2a. Assume that IQ scores-are normally distributed in Mts..
Gordan's 12th grade class. If we make a plot of this
distribution, will the heights of the curve at +la and
-la be equal or different? Explain.

212. Asiume that X 98 in Mrs. Gordan's class, and give
answers to the following:

1 Over whiCh *core point will the height of the
curve be greatest?

2. Which score should be more common, a 106 or a 90?

3. Is a score of 50 possible? Why or why not?

4.6 Instructional Unit: Percentages of scores between
standard deviations

One useful property of _the nornal curve is that a con-
stant percentage of the total area (assume total area
Marital fall between fixed x scores on the baseline.
That is, a certain constant percentage will fall between x
0 (i.e., X)-and s 0 1, or between s al -1 and s -2, and so

on.

Regardless of the raw score mean and standard deviation
of the set of norms.14.diatributed data, the percentage of
the total are&between two fixed s scores will be the same.

12
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Note:

The exact area between any two z scores can be found using

a normal curve table, as will be discussed in Units 4.7 - 4.10.

For present purposes, though, we will diagram the percentages

between whole number z scores. These values are often helpful

to memorize, as they provide a ready basis for estimating per-

centages of scorers in any normally distributed group. For

percentage areas between fractional z scores, use the normal

curve table (we'll worry about this later).

z Score

Thus:

z values

-s

-3 to -2
-2 to -1
-1 to 0

0 to +1
+1 to +2
+2 to +1

.2

area of curve rounded off area
(memorize these)

2.14% 2%

13.59% 14%

34.13% 34%

34.13% 34%

13.59% 14%

2.14% 2%

99.72% 100%

The reason that the total is not exactly 100% is that,

tethnically, the curve does not stop at the z scores'of

-3.00 and +3.00. Actually, the curve goes to "+" or "-" infinity.

However, only .28 of 1% fall outside of z scores of -3 and

+3; therefore, not mud' information can be gained by ex-

tending the curve beyond three standaredevistions in

either direction.

If you think you understand the material an areas of the

normal curve, see if you can answer the following questions:

114
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a) You gave a math teat, the results of which were
normally distributed. What percentagoof students who
took the test scored between 0 and +la from the mean.

Answer: 342 of the students fall into that image. Why?
Anytime data is normally distributed approximately 342
of the distribution sill be between a z score of 0 (that
is, the mean) and a z score of 44.

b) On the same math test, what proportion of the
students scored between z -1.00 and z +1.00?

Answer: 682; anytime data is. normally distributed, 682
of the scores will fall within z "+" or "-"1.00. 34% are
between z -1 and z 0, and 342 are between z 0 and
z +1. 34 + 34 178. Technically, the answer is 68.262
(34.13 + 34.13).

4.6 POSTTEST (anaware can be checked on preceding page)

On the normal curve below, label the approximate per-
centage values between the-Vertical lines. (Do this
ifithout looking on the previous page; otherwise you will
merely be demonstrating that you have mastered the art of
copying numbers.)

115,
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4.7 Instructional Unit: Finding percentage of scores between

pny two z/s by use of "normal curve"

table

As the title of this unit suggests, we will be working

with something-called a "normal curve" table, or more

specifically, "area under the normalcukve" table. Coinci-

dently, one is provided`ip Table I in the Appendix. That

is the table to work from once you are ready for the actual

problems. First, however, we'll present an abbreviated

version to show you how the table is used.

In the preceding unit, you memorized some percentages

which indicated the proportion of scores,lin a normal dis-

tribution, between whole number values such as 0 to +1;

+1 to +2; -2 to -3; etc. Presumably that did not overly

tax your memory. You prdbably would object quite a bit,

however, if you were asked to memorize the. proportions

for all possible combinations of z values; for example,

-2.78 to -1.03, etc., Thus, to find the percentage of scores

between any two z values, we make use of an "area under the

normal curve" tale. If you can learn how to use the table,

you can easily determine the percentage of scores between

any two z values.

The te4especifies the area or percentage of the total

normal curve between X (for which z always equals 0) and

some other z value (Whichever is of interest to you). The

teple contains two types of information: a) z values,

which are located in the first column on the left (along with

hundredths values at the top); dnd b) the percentage of scores

that fall from X ,(3. 0) to other z values; these are the fig=

ures in the main body of the table. The general outline of

the table is presented below. (It would probably be valuable

to also take a look now at the full picture_in Appendix Table I.)

Area Under Normal Curve Table
(hundredths) ,

.00 .01 .02 . . . ..09

0.0 .0000 .0040 .0080 . . . .0359

0.1 .0398 .0438 .0478 . . . . .0753

1.0 .3413 '.3438 .3461 . . . . .3621

1.1 .3643 .3665 .3686 . . . .3830

3.0' .4987 .4987 .4987 . . . . .4990
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By use of the table we can find the percentage of scores
that fall between any two specified s values. Keep in mind
that the figures shown on the table represent the area from

0 to any specified value. For example, suppose you are
interested in determinag the percentage of scores in a normal
distribution that fall between the mean (Es, 0) and 1.5
standard deviations above the mean (sal 1.5). (You will need
a complete table to follow this example.) All you need to do
is locate x 1.5 on the table; since no hundredths are in-

. volved (as would be the case if z 1.51, for example), move
dawn the vertical column until you'reach s 1.5. Immediately
adjacent to the z value, 1.5 (in the column corresponding to
"no hundredths" -- .00), is the area value, Find this
value now, otherwise you will be totally lost (if you aren't
already). Mbve the decimal place on the area value two
places to the right and you will end up with 43.32. This
means that 43.322 of the scores in a normal distribution fall
between s 0 (the mean) ands 1.50. Notice on the table
that the listed z values range from 0.0 to beyond 3.00. Since
the normal curva-is symmetrical and has 502 of the area on
each side of X, the normal curve table only has to account
for 1/2 or 502 of the area because the other halt is identical.
Keep in mind that the z values in the table can be either
+ or -.

The above description may sea: pretty'heavy, so let's
backtrack a bit. Actually all that was said is as follows:

(1) locate the s value you are interested in on "the
area under the normal curve" table. To do this
you move down the vertical column (indicating'
whole number z's and tenths) and across the first
row (indicating hundredths).

(2) the 4-digit numbers you find indicate the propor-
tion of scores (or area) in a normal distribution
between z se 0 and "your" s - the s score you
located.

The remaining sections of this unit will present some em-
ample problems intended to illustrate different prototype
applications of the "normal curve area" table. These basic .

prototypes will also comprise the focus of the three units
that follow. They consist of:

A. Finding the area between s In 0 and some
specified (V or "-") s score.

B. Finding the area between a "+P and a "-" s
-SCOVe.

C. Finding the area between two Ws" or babieen
two

D. Finding the area above or below a "+" ivscore.
B. Finding the area above or below a "-" s score.
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Given that these types of problems can apply to cases where

104 are given, or where raw scores are given which must be

converted to z's, there wou]ed seem to be at least 10 dif-

ferent appliations to learn (or memorize). Take heart,

this does not have to be the case at all. From this point

onward, the remainder of blig material all relates to a

limited number of fairly simple concepts. If you understand

. the concepts (which mostly involve being comfortable with

the "table" and "normal curve" diagrams), you should be able

to.solve any of the prototype problene presented, without

having to memorize the specific steps required for each.

It is all a logical process. So, "meaningful" learners

have a (fairly easy) problem-solving exercise to look for-

ward to. Rote memorizer., however, beware! You have a

long roid to travel, filled with the usual pitfalls of

having to rehearse things that you don't understand, and

then confusing the steps eemorized for different problems,

or forgitting them completely, at the.time correct proce-

dures need.to be applied. How will you know if you are one

of the respected and revered
meaningful learners or one of

the dastardly rote learners? There is no absolute criterion,

but it would seem that you are probably a meaningful learner

if, given an area pyoblem, you can represent what it asks in

a mental image or, much better, in an actual diagram of the

normal curve. You are probably a rote learner if you can

derive the correct answers to problems, but cannot represent

what you are doing in picture form. Beware of this and also

of,the full moon, as meaningful learners have been known to

tuck into rote learners on such ilights. The early danger

'dee are rehearsing things to yourself at meal times and

writing formulas down on little pieces of paper which you

store in pockets of different shirts. (The recommended-cure

for this condition, sometimes
called "rotewolvery," is to

eat a wreath of garlic following each recital; if nothing else,

it will keep your statistics instructor away.)

Prototype A: What is the proportion of scores in a normal dis-

tribution between the mean and z 0.52?

First, you should draw a rough sketCh of the normal

curve and pencil in the area you are asked to measure:
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Note that z .52 is positione4 a short distance above zoo
0.00, since it is a positive value. Exact placement la'not
necessary for these diagrams. Also note that the area
between the two a's ia shaded, as this is what the problem
asks you to find. Then rou simply locate on the "normal
curve" table the specific z value (z8-.52),and record the
four-digit area value.

Hopefully, you agree that for z 0.52, the area value
19.1985. We move the decimal place two digits to the right
and end up with 19.85 percent. -(If you were unable to lo-
cate.1985 for z 0.52, seek help immediately - you must be
totally comfortable with the "normal curve" table in order
to proceed further with any chance of success.) /n any case,
the answer to this problem is 19.852 of the scores in a nor-
mal distribution are between_z 0 and z 0.52.

Another Example: What proportion of scores in a normal Oistribution
fall between the mean and z -1.89.

The fact that we are working with a negative's score
makes no difference since the normal curve is symmetrical.
The area between the mean and z 71.89 is identical to the
area between the mean and z 41.89. Thus, we use the table
in the exact same manner ar both positive and negative z

4
scores.

girst, make a sketch of the normal curve and pencil in
the area in question, i.e.,41the area between z i 0 and z
71.89 (note that ic -1.89 was positaGINOme distanO;"
belay the-mean, since it is negative).

0"

Examining the "table," we find that the proportion listed
for z 1.89 is .4706. Thus, we can conclude that 47.062
of the scores fall between the mean and z -1.89.
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Nov, lees finish this instructional unit by eximining

four more prototypes. Each prototype relates to'a specific

and unique type of "area" problem. If you try to follow

their logic, they all should be fairly easy.

Prntoype Finding percentage of scores between positive and

negative s,scores.

' What is ihe percentage of scores between z -.19 and

s ia.02!

Before giving up, make a sketch of the normal curve and

pencil in the approximate tree you are trying to find.

A

-.19 0 3.02

First, 4a6e the s -.19 somewhere below the mean, and the

s +3.02 somewhere Above the mean. .Then read the ptoblem

again. Note that it asks for the area between 2::e scores.

Perhaps by looking at the diagram you can gain insight

as to the correct procedure.

.
The diagram sjggüts that we need to go .19 standard

deviations below X to get Area "A"; According to the

normal curve table, the area for s -.19 is 7.532.

addition we need, to go 3:02 standard deviations above.X

to get A;ea "II"; the table shows this area to be 13702.

Since our interest is in the total area between s -.19

and s 3.02.(that is, Sections A & B), we add the two

7.532 + 49.87% 57.40%

Our answer: 57.402 of the.scores in a normal distribution

411 between s -.19 and s 1.02.

4

Notes 'With the diagram, this type of problem should be easy;

without the diagram it could become confusing. Always

use a diagram!
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1

Prototype 0: Finding percept:age between two positive a acores,

or between two negative s.scores.

What is the percentage 6t scores that fall between s

.19 and mu 1.12? Make a sketch of the normal curve, aiming
both a values on the positive end, but the +1.12 somewhat 0-

higher. Then pencil inrthe area of interest.

**.

ft

To fin0 the appropriate area, first look up the area for

.19. this tells you that 7.532 of the.scores range

ItomiEto s .19° (or area in Section A). Then look up

area for s 1.12 which is 36.862; this representar,area,
freis *mean to s 1001.12 (ar areas in Sections A and 15). to

solve the problem you must get the value for Section B alone.
So, you subtract: j86 - 7.53 29.332 (A + 3 - A m 1).

Your answer: appropr rea 29.332.,

For this par ipular problem, what we had ,4o do Win find

the shaded area (B) by treating it as the remainder of the
whole (A +28).mlnus the part (A). It's all a logical pro-

cess, end theraja never any need to panic. Just draw the

curve, fill-ingEhe givens, reread what the psalm asks, and
then attack it step-by-step. As you locate a particular area.

fraa %he table, it's uguelly a good idea to mark li in the

appropriate place on youi'diagram. That mg, your diagram
win continually praaant an up-to-date picture-of where you

stand on ihe problem. For the. proble we just solved, the
areas would be marked 21: the manner s awn on the next page.
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4

7.53 ::" AV A

29.33: AREA B

0 .19 1.12

Another Example: Finding percentage between two negative z

scores.

What is the percentage of scores that fall between z

-3.02 bud z -1.091

Mike your sketch, being sure to position the -3.02 somewhat
lover on,the,scale tha(the -1.09. Then shade in the area
of interest, 1.e.,Albe area between the two z scores.

-3.02 -1.09 0

Vsing the iable we find that from 0 to -1.09 (look up 1.09),

we have-36.212. This is Section A. From 0 to -3.02 (look

up 3.02), we have.49.872. This tounts for Sections A and

E. To find Section B alone: 49. - 36.212 13.662.

(A + - A, st 2).

Our answer: 13.662 of scores fall between,z -1.09 and z

-3.02. The'procedure is exactly the same's. for the positive

z scores in the preceding example.
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Prototype D: Finding'the ares above dr below a "+"

What percentage of scores in
be above A 4. 87?'

First, draw the normal curve
the 1 of .87 somewhere above the
what area is it asking for? You
ing the area above the scoxe.

below.

a normal distribution would

Sketch, being sure to place
Mean. Reread the problem;
are _right-if you're think-
Shade that area in as shown

Now the task is to find the percentage that/ esponds

Wthe shgded area only. We look up the area alue for .87 z,

and find it to be 30.78%. Is this the answer If you say

"yes," you are not paying attention tO the pro leM, because

the 30.782 telongs between z 0 and z .87. We are looking ,1

for the area beyond, .87z. Wow do we proceed???

If you are stumped, here is a clue (actually a prompt):

How Much area is'above the Mean in eiery normal curve that

ever existed?

Answer: 50 Z above; i0% below.

Thus, the solution to th problem 18.50 (A+ B) - 30.78 (A) a;

19.222 (8). You are t ng the part (A) away from the whole

(A + B) to find the remainder (B).

Anothkr Example: -What percentage of scores would be below

z 1.28? 1

Firsi, make your sketch, placing the 1.28 somewhere
above the mean. Reread the problem and note that it is

asking for the percentage below the's score. Shade in that
. --

area as shown:



1

sty

0 1.28

How do we proceed? The only logical place to start is
with looking up the area for 1.28z, which turns out to be
39.972. Is this the answer? NO1111 It I. only part of it,
as,our mission is to find the total percentage below 1.281.
What percent 4 below 0.00? Fifty percent, as always,
is below the mean. Thus, to get the total below we simply
add 39.97 (area B) and 50.00 (area A) to get 89.972.

Prototype E: Finding the area above or below a "-" z.

What percentage of scores would be above z -2.00?
Here, we are confronted with simply a mirror image of the
091 z problems. The first step, as usual, is to make a
sketch and shade in the area of interest. This time the
area is the total portionvgbove -2.00z, as shown.

Z -2.00
We look up the area for -2.00x, and find thatit is 47.722.
The Important thing to note is that it represents area A.
Area B, of courseo'is 50%.* Thus, the total percentage
above -2: ill 47.72 (A) + 50 (B) 97.72% (A B).
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Lait Exanple Before Posttedt

What percentage of scores are below -0.521 in a normal%

distribution? Diagrot looks like:

-.52 0
The shaded area remids us that we are looking for an area

below the z score. The.,tabled value for -.52z is 19.85%,

and on thediagram it r4present. Area B. The total area

below the mean is 50E (Area A + B). Therefore, we proceed

as follows: 50 (A, + B) - 19.85 (B) 30.15E (A). We are

done!!!

Final Notes:

le Do not attempt to memorize the five prototypes. Try to

understand them, and to see how they all really involve

the same concepts.

2. Be sure you can make a sketCh of any of the prototypep.b

Artistry iis not important unless you want to use your
normalotve sketches for your bulletin board or port-

folio..
,

,

44 3. It should be pointed out that the above exercises involve

the maximumwork ever needed to solve area problems.

Some nore elaborate normal curve tables not only list the

areas between the mean and the z scores, but also provide

(....)
the total areas both above and below each of the es.

This information would cut short some of the solaion

steps we went through above. But, if you know the full

procedure, you are naturally prepared to work with.any

normal curl* table. A little more work at this stage

could be valuable later.
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4. 7 POSTTEST (answers in back)

Assuming a normal curve, find the areas specified by
eadh of,the,follawing z score boundaries, and represent
eadh problemin a normil curve tketdh.

1. between z 0.00 and sal 2.00
2* between s -.90 and z .20
3. between z -2:20 and z .70.

4. between z 0.00 and z -2.50
5. between z .70 and 2 m 2410
6. above z .45
1. below z A.12
8. above z -.70
9. below a +498
10. (BONDS) above, z 1.96 OR below z -1.96

4.8 Instructional Unit: Finding area between any two raw
scores in a normal distribution

This is one of those instructional units that really
does not offer anything new; it merely asks you to think
again about concepts that presumably have been mastered
in previous sections. To get through this instructional
unit with ease, you.need to know: a) how to convert raw
scorei to z scores given the mean and standard deviation

,of the distribution (instructional unit 4.1), and b) how
to find the area between any two z scores in'a normal
distribution (instructional unit 4.7).

In other words, this unit is going ,to,be very,similar.
to the preceding unit. However, instead of being given
two z scores', you will be given two raw scores4 Your task
will be to find the area between the two raw scores. If
you remember how to convert the raw scOres into z scores
(if you do not remelber you should not be thii far ahead
in the,unit),-then you end up with exactly the same kind
of prAlem you attempted io aolveAn instructional unit
4.7 (turn badk one page). It should be great fun.

O.K., let's get through this quickly. To find the area
between two raw scores in a normal distribution, first con-
vert the raw scores to z values and then use the "area un-
der the normal curve" able to find the area between the
two resultant z scores. To assist in this process, it is
again essential to make a simple sketch of the normal curve.
In the sketdh, include a raw score scale with (see next page)'
corresponding z values. Then pencil in the area you are
trrin to measure.
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Example Problem: What is the area (pircentage of scores)
between the raw scores of 38 and 44-in a
distribution where X at 40 and a dm 2?

Make youi diagrem:

Raw:

X:

311 40 44

.1 0 +a.

Convert the raw scores to z scores and include a z score

scale on the diagram a* shown above and below.'

For 38: 38-40 -2/2 -1.00

2

For 44: z 44-40 4/2 +2.0Qr

2

You will note that this is a problem in which you must

find the area between a positive z score and a negative z

score. Thus, you find the percentages in the "normal curve"

table for each z score and add them together (A + B A + B).

The area between land z gm -1 is 34.13%. Between land

z In 2, you get 47.72%. Therefore, between z -1 and z 2,

or raw scores of 38 and 44, you have 34.13% + 47.72% 81.85%.

Anewer: 81.85% fall between Scores of 38'and 44 on this

particular distribution.

Example Problem: What is the area between raw scores of 45 and

41 in * distribution where X dm 40 and a 2?

Mike your diagram:

Raw:

X:

40 41 45

0 .5 23
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Convert tha raw scores to z scores and include a z score
scale ofi diagram.

Fer raw score.of 41: - 40 112 .5

2

For raw score of 45: s - 40 5/2 2.5
2

Note that this is a problem in which you must find the
area between two positive z scores. Thus, find the per-
centage values for each and subtract the Fart (A) from the
Whole (A+ B) to gat the missing Part (B).

Between I and s .5 you get 19.15% (in Section A).

Between! and z 2.5-you get 49.38% (in SeCtion A & 8).

For Section 3 alone:

49.38% - 19.15% 30.23% CA + B - A 1).

Our answer: 30.232 of the scores fall'between the raw
scores of 41 and 45 in this,particular distribution. Keep
in mind that 30.232 of the scores do not always fall be-
tween ref scores of 41 and,45. They do in the above exam-
ple, however, because the corresponding s scores, +.5
and +2.50, happen to include that area. Think about it.

Final Notes: 4
1. Always sketch out problem. If you cannot, you should

return to Unit 4%7 and review the procedure for the
diagrams.

2. Given raw scores, first convert to z scores and then
find the area between the two z values.

4.8 POSTTEST (answers in back)

For eadh of the sets of data below, find the'percentage
of scores specified by the listed raw score boundaries. Make
a diagram for eadh.

1. Assume I- 72 and a 4. Find the percentage of scores:

a. between 66 and 71
b. between 72 and 80
c. below 68
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2. Amine X 500 and a 100. Find the area:

a., between 450 and 625

b. above 460

C. above. 530

3. Assume if- 22.1 and a gig3.4. Find the area:

a. below 21.3
b. between 22.0 and 24.0
c. between 20.3 and 21.9

4.9 Instructional Unit: Converting z scores into percentile
ranks, and percentile ranks into z
scores

,
As you found out in Unit II, a percentile rank is the

percentage of scores (of total N) that fill belov,some point

in the distribution. If Fred's percentile rank is.P34, then

we can ssy that 34% of the scores in the,distribution fall

below Fred's. No problem.

Also in Unit II, you learned to use the interpolation
equation to compute percentile ranks and if you are like

most people, you probably disliked doing that immensely.

Well, here is some good news: if you know the person's z

score in a normal distribution, you can rather quickly
compute his/her percentile rank by use of the "area under

the normal curve" table. As a matter of fact, you have al-
ready had experience with this type of problem in the past

two units.

Any time you have been given an area problem that asked

yoU to find "the percentage of scores below mg," you were
really being asked to determine a percentile rank. Maybe

you realized this, but probably, with your attention di-,

rected'to the different normal curve problems and the making
of beautiful diagrams, you did not. To capitalize on your

past experiences (assuming you do complete the posttests or

at least stare at them for aOhile), turn back to Posttest.

4.7 and look At probiemm 7 and 9. Both ask you to find the

area below a specified z score, a "-" one in #7 add a

one OW You have come a long way in your tudy, if you

can see that both problems really ask you to cify the

percentile ranks of the given es, i.e., the peIçntage of

scores that Vould be positioned loWer than they. 10 get a
feeling of progression, now turn forward to Posttest 4.8 and

examine roblemm lé and 3a. It's the same story; both aak.

II'
you t find the percentage of scores below the:given (raw)

score ; both ask, in essence, for the specification of the

percentile ranks for those scores.- It should be obvious

to you that the percentile rank for a z score orraw score
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positioned below the mean must be lesa than 50 (P50); for a

s or raw score positioned above the mean, it must be greater

than P50. What this means is that if you calculate the

percentile radk of A s score equal to, say, +1.00 and deter-

mine it to be something like P34, your answer has to be wrong

and, in fact, is downright eaberrassing. In such an instance,

you would have forgotten to add 50% to the tabled value for

z 1.00 of 34% to get a more decent looking P84. Let's,

briefly review the procedures, although you should know them

quite well at tEis point.

For normal distributions, percentile rank problens are

identical to "area below" problems. 'To find a percentile

rank for a z score, you need to find the area below that z

score. To find a percentile rank for a raw score, you na-ed

to: a) convert the raw score to a z score, and b) then find

the area below that z score. The system that we have been

using throughout this Unit, but especially on area problems,

can be represented as follows:

Score Indices Conversion Procedure

Raw Score (X)

Stallard Lore k formula (unit 4.1)

t

"Normal curve"

Area of Percentage (% or Px) table (unit
4.6)

What this shows is that any type of problem which we have

dealt with can be solved by either one or WO conversions.

Changing an ,X to a s, or a z to an X, is a one-step process

involving use of the conversion formula. Changing a z to-a %,

or a 2 to a s, is also a one-step process, but involves the

use of'the table. Changing an X to a 2, or a % to an X, is

a tab-step process, involvidg "going to" z first and then-con-

verting the z in the appropriate manner. All problem types

presented in this Unit are solved by the steps included in

this rather simple scheme.

For our first percentile rank problem, assume that we

are trying to find the P.R. for a student named Sidney who

has just completed a psyChology exam. Sid, as he likes to

be called, was determined to have.scored at z 1.30, This

s score information is good news for us because it elimi-

nates the need for the "formula" (X-to-s conversion) step.

Only the table is needed. We.make thelollowing sketch,
this tima incorporating a 2 rank scale:
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rank 50,

To find the area below z = 1.30 and thus, the corres-

ponding P.R., we need to measure the entire shaded part of

the curve. The first half, by definition, encompasses 50%.

All we need, then, is the "unknown" area from z = 0 to

z 1.30._ The table, of course, comes to our ;id by list-

ing 40.322 for that portion. What percentage of the class

has Sid beaten?

50 + 40.32 = 90.32%

Sid should be proud.

Another' Example

In an international women's gytnastics tourniemnt, the
average rating for participants on the balance beam is 9.20

with a .3. Natasha Bobolinckskismith, from lower Ur-

kamsas, received an 8.80. What iseher P.R.? (assume a

normal distribution).

Looking at the information provided, this has to be one

of thode two-step problems. To get from raw (actual) scores

to percentages, we must go to z first. To keep our sanity, ,

however, it would be a good idea to repreaent the problem
in diagram form.

X 8.80 9.20
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The diagram shows that Natasha scOxed below the raw score
mean, and thus will receive a negative z (when one is com-
puted) and a P.R. somewhere below 50. iThe z conversion is

the first step:

z 8.80 - 9.20 -.4 -1.33
.3 .3 --''

We should list the -4.33.on our sketdh in place of the "?"

in the $ scale. NO0 we are rIpvfor the table. We look

up the area for z 1.33,and lind that it is 40.82%. _What

is Natasha's P.R.?

7,-If you said "40.82" you should be sent back to the salt

sines (with Natasha). That figure represents the area be-

tween -1.33s and O. To get the area that is below -1.33z,
we need to subtract the 40.82 from the whole (50%). (If you

don't see this, c dk unit 4.7, Prototype E.) The P.R. for

Natasha is 50% 40.B2 9.18%. Natasha, apparently, will

soon be repairing cartwheb4t rather than doing them, in,

the Ukzark mountains.

Reversing the Process: % to z's

You can now determine the percentile rank equivalent for

a z score in a normal distribution. Based on this knowledge,
reversing the process to get a z from a P.R. should not be

very difficult. 'Using the kind of area table that we have,

there is only one "trick" involved, and if you can master
that, it will be smooth sailing thereafter. Let's see how

,the reversal process works in an example.

0.0 pample

On a nationally given scholaetic aptitude test, Tim is

told that he scored at P76. Assuming a normalAistribution,
what would his z Score be/

Nike a sketdh, indicating the givens and Unknowns.

Raw:

z:

X:

o ?

So 75
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The sketch shows us immediately that Tim's s score is
positive (P75 defines that). The question is how do wefind
it. Will, if you remember the conversion scheme we talked
about a few pages back, you can probably identify.this as a
one-step problem: a 2 to a s. As defined, it requires use
of the table onlyr,,We must look up an area to find z, brut
here is the trick: 1ome people, who areHnot,thinking, try
,to look up 75% (.7500) on the table, because that is the
only area tbey have been given. Wi don't want a z score
that has 75% of the scoyes between it and the mean (besides,
there isn't such an animal). We want one that "beats" 752.
Since our table works from z 0 outward, we heed to look
up the area between the mean and our P.R.: 752 - 50% 252.

Thus, the s score in question has 25% of the cases between
it and the mean. To find it, we scan the areas on the table
and identify the one closest to .2500 (25%). It turns out
to be .2486. The z ehtt corresponds to 24.862 is .67. We
attach a "+" si to it, ince we are dealing with the posi-
tive end of the express the antwer as +.67z. It

is the only z score below which 75% of the capes fall.

Another Example

On the same aptitude test as in the first example,
Sally's performanbe placee her at P40. The overall test

mean is 500, with o 100. What was Sally's score?

This is one of those two-step-problems, as it involves
going first.fram 2to 10 and then using z to Obtain the
appropriate raw score. First we diagram, and then identify

. z.

? c)

? sop

414) 50
The diagram reminds us that we will be working =lithe

negative side of the curve. Wi need to find a s that lour=
passes 402 of the scores, but to look up .4000 on the table
would be an outlandish mistake. Since the table works from
the middle (f.. 0), we need,to define tiler z score in quest
in terms of Its ,distance from the middle. The lower half o
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g14.

&curve encompasaes 502 of the scores-and "our" z score

surpasses OZ. Thzough simpie subtraction, 50% - .

it be leer that.the diitance between the z and the

mean 10%. On the table, the z mill be the one most
closei* associated with the area value .1000. A scan of

the table values gives .0987 as the closest figure. Its

associated s is .25, which must be given o negative sign

due to P
40

fillips on the negative side.

Our answer: z -.25 for Po.

We are a1most,but not quite,finished. The problem

asksetor Silly's score on the test, which,moves us to the

second step: converting a z to a raw score. Now the highly

familiar conversion formula should do the trick:

X ear +IE

substituting the givens:

X .25(100) + 500

X -25 + 500

X 475

4

4

Bonus question: If 1000 people took the aptitude test,

how manyjdid Sally beat?

The solution is much simpler than it might fiist appear.

Sally scored at P40. By definition, she scored higher than

40% of the people in her group. We get: 40% of 1000 .40

x 1000 0 400 people.

Let's return, to Tim from the previous example. You may

recall that he-egored sten. Suppose that when he took the

test, the group cbnsisted of 11,978 students. How many did

he beat? We need to take 75% of 11,978: .75 x 11,978

8 983.50 people. Looking at the answer, you may be worried

about the half a person reptesented by the decimal figure,

and wonder whether he/she is very short. No need to worry;

a fractional person does not exist, but is almost certainly

a "creation" of round-ofrerrors that occurred when Tim's

rP.R. was computed originally. For accuracy in our present

' computation, we should keep the ".5" in our answer.

-14
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POSTTEST (answets-in back)

1. COnvert the following z scores into percentile radito:

a. '-2.40

b. -1.20
C. 0.00
d. +0.90
e. +2.30

2. Convert the following percentile ranks into z scores:

a. 15

b. 25
c. 40, %

d. 60
e. 85

3. In a distribution where I 10 and o 3, what

percentile rank of ray scores of:

a. 14

b. 5 -

C. 9

the

4. In the same distribution ai above, what raw scores cor-
respond with: ,0

a. P
50

b P
80

"c P43

Recommendations for UniMV:

1. Try to understand the logic to the area problems. If

Yon can achieve this understanding, you will be able to
solve any of the prototype problems, without having tO
memgrife the specific solution steps for each. For ex-

6601)18,1f you can solve the problems presented in the
preceding section, unit 4.9, you should be able to zolve-

the problems presented in units 4.7 and 4.8, as they

cdeal with the identical concepts.

2. Always maks a normal curve sketch, even a very rough one,
as it serves tas a reminder of what the pioblem involves,

the informatibn provided, etc. It also gives reality to
the problem, representing the data as related to a dis-
tribution of dcores,not just to a series of fairly

mechanical Computations.
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3: Remember phat ali of the problems tAat have been pre-
sented are solvable through a restricted set of
operations. Here is a summarys..

Given Find Use

Raw,Score (K) -Standard Score (s) Formula

z- X Pic:m=1A

Area (2 or P.R.) Table ,

Z. z Table,

X

2 X

Formula to find
z. then Table

Table to find Z;
then Formula

4. Try not to regard the different problems as independent

entities. A poor procedure for understanding the normal
curve concept is to memorize operations such as "for

finding the area between a +z and a -z, I should add."
If you can diagram the probiiM, the normal curve repre=
sentation will remind you what to do.

t

1 5i
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Unit IVIeview Test
(answers in back)

1. We give a language skills test and end up with a normal

distribution vithii. 75 and a 8.

a.-What percentage of scores are above .34z?

b. What percentage are below 2.29E (or what is

its P.R.)?

c. What percentage are between +.24z and -.24z?

d. If.1000 students took thetest how many scored

between -1z and -.5z?

e. What percentage are between raw scores of,83

and 87?

f. John's score was 70. What is his P.R.?

g. Sandra's score 'was 90. What percentage scored

above her?
.N

h. Bob's P.R. was 25.. What was his raw score?

i. BONUS: What percentage scored between T 35

and T 55? -L .

2. Four students received the following scores on a test

Where X 500 and os 100. Assume a normal distribution,

and find the percentile rank for eadh student.

a. Mary IN 575

b. Ann tot 440

c. Sue 620

d. Joan 780

e. Barry 500

f. Ed 510
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UNIT V

CORRELATION

A. General Objectives

Up to now, we have concerned ourselves exclusively with the measure-
ment and description of (tinge variables, such as scores on a test,
heights, weights, etc. Frequently, however, researchers in most sciences
are interested in testing hypotheses concerning the relation between two
variables for a given population of persons or things; for example, height
and weight, IQ and Grade Point Average, smoking and heart disease, exer-
cise and physical health, etc. The,statistical tool through which such
relations can be objectively determined is called coltutation. In this
unit we will introduce the concept of correlation and show how it may
be used by researchers to provide insight into relations among different
,properties or characteristics that define a given population.

B. Specific Objectives

5.1 Define correlation
5.2 Describe the data collection proCedures involved in

conducting correlational studies
5.3 Construct and interpret scatterplots of correlational

data
5.4 Define and interpret correlation coefficients
5.5 Compute correlations by means of different formulas

5.1 Instructional Unit: Definition of Correlation

In earlier units, we have dealt with variables (such as TQ, test
scores, heights, weights) on an individual basis. Specifically, we
have shown that through the assessment of such characteristics we
can describe a given pop tion in terms of several kinds of indices.
For example, we might re ort that a random sample of high school tieniors
in Vienna, Illinois has athen IQ of 102, with a standard deviation of
14.5, and a range of 67 - 174. As will be described in later units,
we might then use this information to make inferences about the popula-
tion that this sample represents. Our results, however, would be
restricted to B. scores as would thi conclusions we could then make.
Later, we-may wish to describe and compare the two populations on the
basis of numerous other individual variables.

Such asSessments would tell us something more about the particular
population(s) in question. But they would not tell us whether the
various traits meaningfully relate to one another and 'can be used as a
basis for making predictions aboq; the characteristics of individuals
in the population. We may know,'Tor example, that students in a par-,
ticular school average 101.7 in IQ, and 508 on the verbal portion of
the SATs. Having this information, however, is not sufficient to answer
questions such as: "Are IQ and SAT seores significantly related for
this grou0?" "Will a studeAt who is high on IQ tend to do well on his
SATs?" "How is Johnny, who his an IQ of 78, likely to' perform on the,
SATs?" Questions like these can be asked in reference to numerous
other variables: Is height related to weight?. Is teacher salary



related to teaching effectiveriess? Is noise level related to work

efficiency?

(f'--

Such questions lead to the concept of aomaation. In intro-

ucing this concept, we might best begin with a.definition.

Definition: Correlation is a technique used to determine the
relation between two variables.

Simple enough, but one might appropriately question what is meant

by ihe term, vatiabte. When we speak of variables, we are referring to
characteristics or events that are likely to differ from measurement to

measurement, i.e., from element,to element in the population being

assessed. Thus, we can differentiate between variables'and constants,
the latter being a measure that remains the same across a series of

assessments. We have been dealing with variables since Unit I when we

constructed numerous frequency distributions of test scores. But just

to make sure of your understanding of these concepts, try to identify

the following measures as either variables or constants (cover the

answers on the right).
a) IQ in a 2nd grade class: clearly a variable since the IQ

scores of children will not all
be the same.

a constant, by definition. (Of

course there may be trivial dif-
ferences in length, but,for a
yardstick to call itself a yard-
stick, it would have to be 36
inches long.)

----Mariable since shoe sizes would
differ among individuals.'

b) number of inches in a
population of yardsticks:

c) shoe size in a group of
undergraduges (assume
that all wiar shoes),:

d) number of teeth in a
pofulation of parakeets:

e) number of digits in a
group of social security
numbers:

f) number of face freckles
in a population of adults:

a constant; parakeets do rot have
teeth and thus all scores would be

zero.

a constant; all scores would be 9.

a variable; obviously people differ

in the number of freckles they have.,

Now that we have illustrated what is meant by variable, let us

return to our definition of correlation: the degree of relation between

two variables. What does it mean if we say that two viriables are re-

lated in a given populagion?

Dne interpretation is that values on one variable can be urs4to
predict values on the other. Or, by knowing a person's standing on one

variable, say height, we can make a reasonable guess about his standing

k,
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on another, say weight. Or, people at certain levels of one variable
tend to be found at certain levels of another. IT,this is the case,
we can say that the two variables are correlated. Let's look at some
examples.

Example 1: Height and Wilkht. Would height and weight tend to be.
correlated in a population of adults? The answer Is "yes." Knowing
that a person is'7' tall allows us to be reasonably certain that he is
heavier than average (unless his nickname is "stringbean"). Thus,
height and weight are likely to be related, that is, correlated% As
height increases in a population so does weight, at least on the average.

0 Example 2: Toes and Hair Color. Would there be a correlation be-
tween number of toes andhaii'color in a population of physically normal
adults? This one is designed to trap you, since number of toes would
not be a variable and thus, could not be correlated. All "toe" scores
would, by definition, be 10. Thus, being told a person's toe score
would be absolutely useless in making a prediction about his hair color.

Example 3: IQ and GPA. Would there be a correlation between IQ
and Orade Point Average in a population of high school students? Most
likely there would: Knowing a student's IQ score would provide some
basis for predicting his high school average. On the average, students
with high IQs have high grades; students with low IQs have low grades.

ExamRle 4: Length of Name and Salary. Finally, would there be a
correlation between the number of letters in people's names and the
amount of money they make? We could correlate the two, but would pro-
bably obtain little support. That is, knowing that Alexander Kowalski-
freehoppin has 27 letters in his name provides little insight into his
probable income. Conversely, knowing a person's annual income would
provide little basis for making even an educated guess about the length
of his name.

Before going oto a more detailed analysis of what correlation
implies, we'll leaVe you wiih the following thought: You are likely to
find a correlation when scores on one variable seem to be associated in

.

some systematic way with scores on the other variable; e.g., height and
basketball ability; IQ and annual salary; daily temperature and the
amount of clothing worn, etc. Do not read further until you think you
understand why there would be a significant relation between these
variables. r-

One 4more thought: Variables can be correlated in two different ways,
positively or negatively. These types of correlations will be discussed
in considerable detail later on, but for now, you should aeleast try to
understand the follolirg very general definitions:

1. We obtain a positive correlation when high scores on one variable
tend to be associated with high scores on the other variable, and
similarly, when low scores on one variable tend to be associated
with low scores on the other.
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Can you see bow this would apply in the case of:

- IQ and grades?
- height and weight?
- annual salary and size of car? .

- love of statistics and the closeness of this

book to your nightstand?

2. We obtain a negative (or inverse) correlation when hi& scores
on one variable are associated with low scores on another

variable, and vice versa.

Can you see how thia would apply in the case of:
- absences and grades?
- 'annual salary and felony convictions?
- temperature and number of articles of clothing worn?

To focus on the last example of a negative correlation, isn't it true

that when temperatures are high (90, 95, 100 degrees) the number of

articles of clothing tends to be low and vice versa? Can you imagine

a person wearing only 1 article of clothing (a low value) when the

temperature outside is 5 degrees (a low value also)? (Okay, stop

imagining; it's tine again to get back to work.)

5.1 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Define correlation:

2. Which of the following measures could be examined in a correlational

study (which.are variables)?

a. number of digits in U.S. area codes
b. number of freckles in a group of 2nd graders
c. number of illnesses in 1975 for adults in same group

d. number of toes in a group of physically normal 3-toed sloths

e. number of friends possessed by individuals

3. Suppose we determined the Grade Point Averages of all seniors in a

particular high school. How would Grade Point Averages probably

relate to the following variables? Choose one of the following

in giving your answer:

a) no correlation is likely
b) a positive correlation is likely
c) a negative correlation is likely

1. height

2 number of 'absehcea from class
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3. pulse rate

4. IQ

5. amount of TV watching

6. number of books read during past year

4. Of the following pairs of variables, which pair would be most
likely to correlate positively?

Pair 1: Age of automobile and miles per gallon.

Pair 2: Distance north of the equator and average daily
temperature for different cities.

Pair 3: Number of bars and number of schools'in different
U.S. cities.

5.2 InstructionalUnit: Conducting a Correlational Study:
Data Collection

Now that you have some understanding of what correlation implies,
we will turn to some of the basic procedures involved in conducting a
correlational study. The procedures are really quite simple, and,
believe it or not, once you've read through this material, and learned
it, you should be able to set up a correlational study of your own (wowl).
Before starting, you will be relieved to find out that it is not really
necessary to memorize the procedures that will be enumerated. What is
important is that you acquire a general understanding of the logic and
rationale involved. Here goes...

Step #1: Define the Problem

Before conducting a correlational etudy, you should identify the
problempr hypothesis with which you are concerned. Specifically,
you should clearly determine which variables you wish to correlate
and why.

In addition to defining the variables of interest, you should also
specify the type of population to which your hypothesis is directed.
Obviously, the relation between variables such as number of showers
(or baths) taken on a weekly basis and popularity might be vev differ-
ent for a population of human beings and a population of baboo . For
all we knO, the most popular baboons might be the ones who ta he
least number of showers (thus, a negative correlation). We doubt

_however, that such would be the case for humans.

Enough about baboons and showers. For illustrative purposes, 1.:.99
consider a researcher who is interested in determining whether a ei
nificant relation exists between IQ and grades for a population of
fifth graders in Tupelo, Mississippi. He might define the purpose of
his study in the following manner:
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Purpose.: to determine the relation between IQ and

grades for fifth grade students in Tupelo.

To make things interesting, this researcher (let's call him A)

actually has a hypothesis: IQ is positively related to grades.

Researcher B who specializes in physical education believes that

his college students who are overweight will experience difficulty in

perforiing gymnastics (specifically, tumbling). He might define the

purpose, of his analysis as follows:

Purpose: to.determine the relation between weight and

proficiency at tumbling for males taking
college physical education classes.

Step #2: Specify the Sample to,be Measured

This really involves determining what may be thought of as the "unit

of analysis." That is, who or what will be used to provide measures on

the two variables to be correlated. Will you be measuring people,

chairs, baboons, farms, etc.?

For Researcher A, it is obvious that the "units" will be people,

specifically, 5th graders in Tupelo. Is it necessary for this researcher

to measure IQ and grades ior every fifth-grade student in Tdpelo? It is

not necessary since it would probably take too long. It would be far

more practical to use a sample, say, of 50 students. The larger the

sample, the more likely the data will reflect actual, real-life conditions.

So, using a random selection procedure, Researcher A randomly selects

50 students from the population of fifih graders in Tupelo. He is now

ready to begin testing.

Turning now to Researcher B - what is his unit of analysis? Given

his interests, the units would be college students. For each student

he can obtain a measure of weight and a measure (probably a rating) of

proficiency in tumbling. He can then try to determine whether the two

measures (variables) relate to one another, that is, whether they cor-

relate.

Since it would be too expensive to include every college student

he decides to use a random sample of 25 students from which he hopes

he can generalize to the entire population.

Btep #3,: Measure Every Member of the Sample on Both Variables

Correlation implies determining whether scores on one variable tend

to be associated in some systematic manner with scores on another variable.

Thus, we need to obtain two sets of scores from each element in the

sample being measured.
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For Researcher A this will involve measuring all 50 students on

both IQ and grades.

For Researcher B, this will involve measuring 41 25 students on
both weight and tumbling skill. *For the latter, he has each student
perform a sequence of exercises, and then rates each, with the help
of an observer, on a 1-10 scale.

Step #4: Tabulate the Resultant Data

This really involves listing and organizing the obtained scores in
order to facilitate their interpretation. The goal, you'll remember,

is to determine whether the two variables assessed are related. The

best way of obtaining a "quick" picture of this possible relation is
to list the scores obtained from each individual in the form of a table.

Researcher A measured IQ and Grade Point Average for 50 students.
For the sake of brevity and convenience, let'a assume that he only used
five students in his sample (summarizing the data for 50 will take too
long). Having obtained his data, he might tabulate the scores in the
following manner:

Sample: ig Grade Point Average

Freddie 120 3.50

Gertrude 90 2.00
Horatio 100 2.50

Leona 70 1.00

Percy 110 2.00

Note that even a casual glance at 'the resultant scores will permit some
interpretation. Specifically, IQ scores and grades are positively cor-

related. Individuals with high IQs tend to be those who earn high
grades (Freddie, for example), while individuals with low IQs tend to
be those who earn low grades (Leona, for-example). In fact, with only
one exception (Percy), as IQ scores increase, grades tend to increase.

For all we know, Percy, who has a relatively high IQ (110), may be a
person who does not study or spends too much time with extracurricular

activities (very possibly Leona). The important point is that, for the

group as a whole, IQ and grades appear to be related. Put another way,

knowing a person's IQ allows us to make a better prediction about his
grades than would be possible if such information were not available;
similarly, knowing about a person's grades allow) us to make a better
prediction about his IQ than would otherwise be possible. Be alert

thought DO NOT use knowledge of correlations to prejudge individuals.
Use correlations to derive understanding about how variables operate
in relation to one another. Do not use them as a basis for categoriz-
ing and stereotyping people before they have been given a fair chance
to perform.

Let's now tureto Researcher B, who was interested in determining
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the relation between weight and tumbling skill of male college students.
For convenience, we'll pretend that his sample consisted of only six
students although we should recognize that for an actual'study, this
number would be much too stall (nett authors of statistics texts recomr
mend a saaple sire of at least 25-30 for correlational analysis). Like

Researcher A4 he would first tabulate his results. To illustrate this,

we'll make up some "hypothetical" scores for the 6 contestants:

Students Weight Tutbling Score

Woody 1-12 9

Wyeth 186 5

Rbllo 227 10

Abe 136 8

Grover 250 1

Bert 150 7

Looking at the data, what is your impression regarding the relationship

between variables?

Your conclusion was right if it was that a correlation does seem to

be present. Give yourself further credit if you concluded that the
direction of this relationship is negative. Higher weights tend to be

associated with lower scores. Conversely, the lighter guys (e.g.,
Woody) tended to receive the higher scores. Assuming that anyone cared

about this, and that the relationship was 'reliable (could be replicated),
weight could be used as a meaningful predictor of tumbling skill and vice

versa.

Returning to the example, would weight be a perfectly accurate pre-
dictor of tumbling skill? The data suggest thatlit would not. Rollo,

for .example, at a king-sized 227 lbs., received an absolutely perfect

tumbling score of 10 points! Apparently, there are other factors besides

weight that influence tumbling. (If you want to find out what happened

in Rollo's case, check the inset.)

Some Aseault! Rollo's Great Roll

The absence of a perfect correlation suggests that one

variable does not completely account for the other.
Clearly, there are nuterous.factors besides weight
that can influence one's skill at tutbling

In Rollo's case, it happened to be the variable of
"roundness." What transpired (be glad you weren't there)
is that Rollo, being only 5' tall but 227 lbs.; tucked
himself into a ball which allowed him to gain momentum
after each tumble. He took off across the gym like a
gigantic bowling ball, knocking over students and appa-
ratus as he went. His form wan superb, and the results--
36 tumbles and 23 students downvere rathet striking to
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say the least. Had a score of "11" been possible,
Rollo would have received it. Besides, if you were
the instructor, would you dare to downgrade this
tuibling terror?

Gonclusion: In this isolated case, weight worked
to the individual's advantage. Correlation can be

helpful in making general predictions, but could
lead to a wrong conclusion in any single case.
Weight was shown as accounting for sone, but not
ali of the differences in tumbling skill.

* * * * * * * .* * * * *

In summary, after you collect your data, it is usually quite
helpful and always appropriate to present it in tabular form. The

table will provide a first impression of what the results show.

corRELATTON not

. causation

(necessarily)

Finding a correlation merely implies the existence of a
relationship between the two variable; it doe4 not impty
that one vaAiabte neeetsocuiRty catau the men. With re-
gard to Researcher A's study, can you conclude that IQ

_

causes grades or that grades cause IQ? Such aNe6nclusion
would be unjustified without much more sophisticated
analyses. What usually causes grades, it would seem, is
the nunber of items people get right on tests. The sane

variable (number right) applied specifically to IQ tests
is the direct "cause" of IQ scores. Doing well on an IQ

test is sonething that should typically go glong with
doing well on academic tests used for grades. Thus,

"third factors" such as test-taking skill, problem-solving
ability, reading proficiency, etc., can be the actual things
that tend to produce the association between measured IQ
and obtained grades in a course. By the sane riasoning,
it would be incorrect to conclude that weight, as used in
the second example, is necessarily the cause of tunbling

performance. Weight and tumbling could well be associated
with third factors, such as balance, speed, coordination,
etc. whose influences are the primary determinants of the

correlatione In fact, the relationship suggested in the
example could be mostly attributable to the instructors'
being biased in their perceptions of the tumblers' perfor-

mance. That is, without being aware of what their biases
.are, they might tend to downgrade the heavier people and

upgrade the lighter people, even though the perfornances
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of the two groups might be of equal quality. Here,

the "cause" of tumbling skill would not be weight,
ilu: se, but inetructors' biases.

Step #5: Construct a Scatterplot of the Data

Since constructing and interpreting scatterplots wilLpbe the sub-
ject of the next ,Apstructional unit, the present discussion will be .

brief. First, imagine that Researcher A actually used 1000 rather
than 50 students in his IQ-grades study. He would still wsnt to
tabulate the results. After doing so, he would end up with 1000 pairs
of numbers. Getting a "first impression" would be rather difficult,
especially if he wants to maintfin his-sanity and hie eylesight. In

"real life" he would probably look toward the computer to provide the
actual correlation, without becoming too concerned with a first imr
pression. Hut let's suppose there is no computer and he es not
know how to calculate a correlation, (whidh you will learn t do in
Unit 5.5). In this instance, he would probably find it very elpful
and informative to construct what is called a "scatterplot."

A scatterplot is simply a graphical representation of the scores,
with each point on the graph representing the scores obtained for an
individual unit (person) on both variables. The graph consists of an
X axis (horizontal), showing the range of possible scores on one vari-
able, and a Y axis (vertical), showing the range of possible scores on
the other variable. Whea'used together, these axes indicate appro-
priate positions for representing the scores obtained by each unit
(person) in the sample. We represent these scores by placing a point
for each person at the point of intersection of straight lines drawk
through his score on Variable X perpendicular to the X axis and through
his score on Variable Y perpendicular to the Y axis. Sound confusing?
It's really quite simple. Look at the following scatterplot for the
five people measured inthe VI-Vides study (Study A).

p.
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Note that, from the scatterplot, we qgn easily deteriine how each
individual in the sample scored on the two variables. The dot used to
represent Freddie's scores is perpendicular to the Y axis (Grades) at
the score point 3.50 and perpendicular to the X axis (IQ) at the score
poltnt 120. Since the sample included five units, the scatterplot will
consist-of five dots.

1 6,i
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Suppose the resear+er included every student in the class in
hip study. The (resultant catterplot might look something like this:

4.00 -

3.00-
v)
ku

"IC 2.00-1
CC
CD

1.00-

00

70 960
10

1i0 130 X

Once again, every dot on the graph represents two scores for the indi-
vidual units that were measured. How'many people were incltided in the
sample?( If you feel inclined to count the dots you will find that 35
students were included.

By aooking at the scatterplot, anyone who is familiar with iorre-
'lations would be able tosharacterize the relationship easily. In this

case, grades and IQ appear to shaw an imperfect, positive relation for

thip particular sample. By the time you finish reading the next instruc-
tional unit, you will be able to do this too (isn't statistics exciting?).

By the way...
... a scatterplot.of the "weight-tumbling" data (Study B) would look

like:

Wbich "dot" is Rollo?

too lio , i6)4 4, 2o 2.!
WEIGHT
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5.2 POSTTBW(answers in back)
11! +k

1. A teacher is interested in whether students' Smoking habits relate
to their attitudes toward school. Briefly describe a set of pro-

cedures through which she could investigate this question. (there

is nO one correct answer - numerous approaches are possible, depend-
ing upon how one interprets her interelts.) What would_be appro-

priate units of analysis? What variables would need to be assessed,

and how would the assessment be structured?

Va.

. A bsketb9ll coach is interested in.determining whether height
relates o point production for starting players on high school
basket3iall teams. He measures a sample of five players on both
varia les and obtains the following results:

Name: Height (in inches) Points (average per game)

Rimm 83 28

.Hook 80 20

Duncker 5

BloCk 76 14

.Walker 64 7 ,

.

Given these data, would you conclude fhat there is a relation

present? If so, what type?

3. An animal researcher believes that the amoUnt of aggression dis-
-played,by.dogs (biting people, barking, etc.) is significantly
related to the amouat of punishment they receive. In testing
this hypothesis, what would constitute the unit of analysis (that
is, of what would the, sample to be tested be comprised)?e

(\15

,

4. (BONUS) A medical researcher believes that the frequency, of daily
fainting spells is positively related to the average daily tem-

. erature. What would be the appropriate units of analysis in
conducting research on this question?

Suppose the researcher's interest sh4fted to the question of
whether people's tendency to faint on a given day of the year .

(Oct. 29) is positively related to their body temperature. What

would the units of anal7sis be here?

5.3 Instructional Unit: Construction and Interpretation of Scatterplots

4
As suggested at the conclusion of the preceding unit, scatterplots
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provide a helpfUl and often highly interpretable visual representation
of correlational data. By examining the pattern formed by the various
points, bne can obtain an immediate impression of the strength and
direction of the relation between the two vaxiables of_interest.

Constration

Note: Constructing a scatterplot is very simple, and it is quite pos-
sible that you picked up the vitles from the previous section...or from
another coufse. Take a quick look at the explanation that follows. If

you feel that you already know it, save time by either skimming through'
. or skipping(it completely and branching to the section on interp/etation.

Explanation

1. Draw a horizontal number line beginning with zero to beNused as,
the X axis. Simil'arly, draw a vertical number line up from
origin of the X. axis. Call the vdtical axis the Y axis. Jftte

that you are simply constructing the first quadrant of a typical\
coordinate system in two dimensions.

.2. On each axis, place appropriate numeric labels that will permit
yoU to fully account for the full range of variatidn for the
particular variables being represented. For example, if your Y
variable was height (the possible scores for which could range
from 60 in. to 80 in.), you might divide your Y axts into equally
spaced intervals of five units, starting at 60 and ending at 80.
If your X variable was weight, with the range of scores being
from 100 to 200, you might divide your X axis into equally spaced
intervals of 20 u4tp, starting at 100 and ending at 200. The
intervals you finally select should depend upon how mdch infor-
mation you want to provide' in representing the data. For this
.partiCular illustration, an example might be:

Note that the slash marks are
included to Show that parts of
the X 6 Y axes are not present
in the graph. WithoUi this
convention, it *Old beeasy
to distort relationshipi.

.151
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3. Once your axes are conitructed, plot the individual pairs of scores

by representing them in terms of "do s" or "points" appropriately

positioned with respect to the k and ---, -s. Each point represents

a person (or thing) and how,he or she perf. .-d on the X and Y'vari-

ables. lift to plot these points is easier o demonstrdte than to

describe, buttone way woula be to: a) star with the first person

and look at his/her score on vareiable X; ) move along the X axis

until you find the appropriate position for tgat score; c) keeping
your pencil at that positidn, find the same persoes score on vari-

able Y; d) then move your pencil vertically nPW-ards until4t reaches

the Y axis position that corresponds with the just determined Y
scbre; e) place your "dot" where your pencil rests and; 0 repeat
these procedures for the remaining elements in your sample.

FaCir example, let's suppose that the first persWin the height/weight
study received scores of '180 lbs. and 75 inches. The t represent-

'iring these scores would be positioned as follows: (No
t

that it

corresponds to 180-units on the X axis, and 75 units_on *the Y aXis.)

100 120 140 180 180 200
.WEIGHT

X

With ten people in the sample, the scatterplot of the heipt/weight
study might looksomething like the one shown on the next page. For practice

can you detexmine the height and weight scores of the person represented

by dot "A"?.

6'
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4.

4

X
100 120 140 160 160 200

WEIGHT

You should be able to.determine that person A weighs 130 lbs.'and
is 75 inches tall (it's probably easier to find him on the graph than
At is in real life).

End of Explanation

Interpretation of Scatterplots

By examining a scatterplot, it is usually possible to obtain a
fairly accurate first impression of the direction and strength of the
obtained relation between vakiables.

Direction: You will recall that the relation between two variables can
be either positive or negative. A positive relation occurs when high
scores on Variable, X tend to babassociated with high scores on Variable
Y, and low Scores on X tend to be associated with low scores on Y. For
negative relations, the converse is true: high scores on X-tend to cor-
respond with low scores on Y; low scores on X tend to correspond with
high scores on Y. This classification can be summarized as follows:

Posiiive Correlation (4) Negative Correlation (-)

X scores Y scores X scores Y scores

high high high low
low low low high

Rule: If two variables ake,no4tively correlated, the dote represented
on a scatterOlot will tend to slope upwards (from the bottom
lefthand corner to the top righthand'corner)

--:-"-
. 4111P

If Xwo variables are negatively correlated, the dots represented
on a scatterplot will tend to slope-downwards (from the top
letthand corner to the bottom righthand corner).

1 6
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Turn back one page and look at the scatterplot for the height/

weight study. What type of relation does this appear to

represent?

Answer: A positive relation because there is a clear tendency for

the points to slope upwards.

Without becoming too concerned about actual interpretation, deter-
mine what types of relations appear to exist for the following three
pairs of variables, as suggested by the scatterplots:

too

50A

400

4

'Judging from the scatterplots, variables A and B seem to be negatively
related; C and D seem mysterious; and E and F appear to be positively
related. Mut, wait, what about this C-and D-correlation--the points do
not appear to have any slope whatsoever! The only concludion that one

can reach is that C and D are not correlated--there is little or no

association between the values obtained on each.

Do you understand why particular slopes follow from negative and

positive correlations? When there is a direct association between scores,

i.e., a positive correlation, X scores near the origin (0, 0 point) will

be a q,ciated with Y scores near the oTigin; X scores fat, from the origin

wil gkewise be associated with Y scores far from the origin. The re-

u1t is an upward slope. For a negative correlation, the reverse occurs;

the result is a downward slope... If you're having trouble picturing this,

you may want to read the additional explanation provided on the ow-

ing page.

154' 1,6;),
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Additional Explanation: Ups and Downs on a Scatterplot

Why, for example, does a positive correlation produce an upward
slope in the scatterplot points? The answer lies in the-definition

of positive correlation: High on X, High on Y. Low on X, Low on Y.

Thus, many of the dots to be placed on the scatterplot will represent
people whose X and Y scores are related in one of these two ways.
Putting this in Another way, as the dots are moved farther to the right
on die X axis (indicating higher X scores), they are also moved farther

upwards on the Y axis (indicating higher Y scores), and vice versa.
The result is the general pattern of movement from lower left to upper
right on the scatterplot.

Let's see how this happens'. Suppose every tree in a forest is
tagged according to the year it was planted (that is, its age). We epy

- then wish to correlate the relation between aga (call this X) and the

number of annual rings (call this Y). Intuitively speaking, thiErshould
produce a positive correlation Since trees with low ages would have few

annual rings,.whereas those with high ages should have many annual rings.
In fact, there should be a perfect correspondence, as reflected below.

40

E

10 20 io 40
AGE

A somewhat diffetest pattern woUld emerge, ,howeverOf we plotted
_

dauttitat.mird- negatively correlated. Take, for instance, a correlational

-4-=--study designed to determine the relation between number of strokes-and

money-earned for all golfers participating in a local tournament. IN Hypo-,---

thetical data from six participants could be as follows:

Golfer Strokes Winnings 0

1_

POtter
Green
Wood
Parr
Fl4gg
Ruff

80
85
70
65
90
100

300
200
400
500
100

. 50
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, Here we gat the opposite (a downward slope) since the data are
negatively correlated (hiib-low; low-high). The pattern le shown
below. Notes for exanple, the one X score nearest the orcgin is
associated with a Y score far from the origin. See how the down-
ward slope develops?

100 -

95

90 -

CO
85

75 -

(15 -

160 260 300 460 a
WINNINGS

In summary, when the points on a scatterplot slope upwards, the
trend is indicative of a positive correlation; downwerds'is indicative
of a negative correlation; no slope is suggestive of zero correlations.

Strength of Relation

Examination of a scatterplot also provides an indication of the
_alma of correlaeions. Keep in mind that correlations do differ in
terms of strength; for exauple, hip width and shoe size would both be
correla4ed with yeight. In most instances, however, we would be better
off basing our judguents about weight on Hip width than on shoe size.

How do you determine the strength
cussed in the following instructional

overall impression, a quick glance
through very exact, precise means.

of a correlation? As will be dis-
unit, correlations can be assessed

, if all one desires is a general
a scatterplot will usudlly sUffice.

Rule: Inexamintng a scaiterplot - the more the points approximate lig`
atTaight e stronger; the relatil between variables. Whether the
s ope pos ve or negat ve is not re event.

Given this sinple rule, you are now in a position'to evaluate the
strength of correlations simply by looking at the corresponding scatter-
plots. Which of the three variables, A, B, or C, appears to correlate
most strongly with IQ (turn page for graphs)?



IQ

0
O 411

IQ

,,
/ 6

0

o
o

X
"A" a °Cr

To feel completely,accomplished and highly learned, you would have

to answer C. Why? The strength of, a correlation is independent of its

direction. Thus, it is certain that the strongest xelation is that be-
tween IQ and variable C, since ,the points more closely approximate a
straight line relative to the patterns shown for the other two variables.
Of variables A and 8, the latter seems more closely related to IQ for the
same reason. The best predictor of IQ is probably Variable C, thefl
second best is probably`Variable 10 while the least effective is probably

Variable A.

In summary, looking at the slope of the points in a scatterplot pro-
vides insight into the direction of a correlation; that is, whether it is

positive or negative. Determining the degree to which the points in a
scatterplot fall into straight line pattern provides insight into the
strength of the correlation; that is, how closely the two sets of scores

are associated.

5.3 POSTTEST (answers in back)
4.

1. A researcher believes that the amount of money people earn (annual

salary) is significantly related to their educational background
(number of years of schooling). To test this hypothesis, he decides
to correlate annual salary with years of schooling for a sample of

30-year-old males who reside in hfb home town. Although he probably

should employ at least 25 subjects in his sample, for purposes of

of convenience we will assume that he only tests six subjects.

The data he obtains is as follows:

Sub ects 41-rear4wof Education , Salary (in units of 91000)

Constr
Y var

12 8

Ti 17

16 6

18 16

.18 20

14 9

ct a scatterplot of these data (treat salary as the

able).
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b. Does there appear to be a relation? If so, what type?

c. Suppose an additional subject, whose Education and Salary
scores were 20 and 5 respectively, were to be included in the
sample. Would this tend to strengthen or weaken the obtained
relationShip? Why?

2. Which of the following three scatterplots represents the strongest
relation between variables?

PLOT A
X

5551'

4,68

PLOT B PLOT C
3. Briefly characterize the above scatterplots in terus of the direc-

tion and relatiVe strength of the relations they depict. Do the
same for the two scatterplots presented below.

X

O
O

PLOT D PLOT E

Note: Do not become concerned if your descriptions differ slightly
from those used iii the answer section. Determining whether a
correlation is moderately strong, very strong, etc. involves a
lot of subjectivity. /



5.4 Instructional Unit: The Correlation Coefficient

Assuming you have understood the preceding sections, you should now
be capable of doing many exciting things pertaining to the concept of
correlation: You know what correlation implies, what types of relations

are possible, and how to assess relations merely by examining the pat-

terns represented on scatterplots. Given all these skills, perhaps you

will be able to answer the following question: Of the two relationships

shown below, which is probably stronger? Note /none instance we are
correlating Grades with IQ and in the other we are correlating Grades
with Number of Class Absences.

gc
cc

X

I 0 ABSENCES

Perhaps you are inclined to pick IQ as the better predictor of (the

more closely related to) grades because the relationship appears to be

positive. This rationale would be incorrect since the strength of a
relationship is independent of its direction. Then, perhaps you are

inclined to pick absences as the more closely related'sive the scatter-

plot "appears" to resemble a straight line pattern more closely than is

the case for IQ. Here, the rationale would be correct, but can you

really be sure about your decision?

The conclusion to be reached is that scatterplots are useful from

the standpoint of providing a general impression of what the data probably

imply, but they cannOt be used for making precise, certain judgments.

Recognizing this, statisticians have derived what,is called the correla-

tion coefficient, which when computed, defines the direction and strength

of a relation in clear, precise terms. Here specifically, it is also

often called the Pearson-product-moment correlation (since Pearson

developed the formula). The correlational coefficient is symbolized as

"e when the data is obtained from samples, and "p" when obtained from
pdpulations.

Definition: The correlation coefficient, A, is a statistical index used

to indicate the precise direction and strength of the relation being

examined. It is expressed in the form of a.numerical value which can

range from +1.00 to -1.00.

159 174
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The sign of the coefficient "+" or "-" indicates the direction
of the relationship, positive or negative.

The absolute value of the numerical component indicates the
strength of the relationship. By absolute value is meant the value
of the number without the sign, i.e., its distance from zero.

Example Problem: On the basis of the above definition, answer the
following questions in regard to this series of 4's:

-.26; +.09; .78; -.47; +.51; -1.26; +.01

a) Which of the above coefficients could not possibly be obtained?

b) Which indicates the strongest positive relation?

c) The strongest negative relation?

d) The strongest relation overall?

e) Which, if represented on a scatterplot, would result in a
pattern that most closely approximates a straight line?"

Answers:

a) the 4 -1.26 could not be obtained; it is beyond the posqible
range of -1.00 to +1.00. Somebody goofed in deriving it.

b) the strongest positive relationship is +.51--it has the highest
absolute value.

*c) the strongest negative relationship is 4 has the
highest absolute vafue.

d) the strongest redtionship overall is -.78--it has the highest
absolute value of any of the coefficients listed.

e) the coefficient that would most closel)kapproximate a straight
f line pattern is again, A -.78--it indicates the strongest,

relationship (see Unit 5.3 for discussion of scatterplots).

A coefficient of +1.00iindicates a perfect positive correlation,
which if represented on a scatterplot, would result in all points falling
in a straight line pattern with an upward slope. A necessary (although
not sufficient) condition for a perfect positive correlation is that the
person who scores highest on Variable 1, scores highest on Variable 2;
second highest on Variable 1, second highest on Variable 2; and so on.
Examples would be the relatiolphip between annual rifigs and the azt of
trees; and the relation betweeil-haight in inches and height in centi-
meters for all students in a class.

160
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A coefficient of -1.00 indicates a peripct negative correlation, as
would be represented by a .doWnward straight line pattern ones scatterplot.
A necessary (although not sufficient) condition for this type of xelation
is that the person who is highest on one variable is lowest on the other;
the person who is second highest on one is second lowest on the other; and

so on. An example would be. the relation between multiple-choice test
scores and the number of incorrect answers on the same test (think about

it). Whenever you obtain either a perfect positive or perfect negative
correlation, you are able to predict one variable from the other without
error; that is, predictions will be perfect.

A coefficient of fl. 0.00 indicates no relation between variables,
as would be represented by a scatterplot which has no slope whatsoever.

This occurs when there is no systematic corVspondence between scores on

the two variables; people who score high ottone variable obtain, all dif-

ferent score values on the other. Examples would be the relation between
IR and freckles; height and grades in Freshman English; length of name
and visual acutty. A zero correlation indicates that knowing a person s

score on one variable,provides absolutely no basis for predicting his

score on the other.

A coefficient greater than 4 0 and less than A = +1.00 (e

+.72, +.07, +.91) indicates an imperfect positive correlation, s would

be represented by a scatterplot in which the points slope upward, but do

not fall in a straight line. Examples would be the relation between,

height and weight; n and grades; etc.

A coefficient less than 4 = 0 b t greater than A = -1.00 (e.g., -.68,

-.02, -.95) indicates an imperfect n gative correlation, as would be

represented by a scatterplot in which the points slope downward, but do

npt fall in a straight line. Examples would be the relation between nunr

'ber of absences and grades; weight and ability to fit through small doors;

darkness of skin and susceptibility to sunburn (note that very light people

tend to burn more easily); etc.

,Some Examples:

X
r a + .80
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Final Note:

Correlation coefficients allow one to make an accurate and precise
determination of the degree of relation between the two variables of
interest. The sign of the coefficient indicates the direction, + or -;
the absolute value of the number indicatei the strength. Coefficients
of 1.1.00 represent a perfect correspondence between scores. By knowing
the correlation coefficient, one can infer how accurately one variable
can be predicted from the other.

Example:

Suppose that the correlation between high school grade point average
(GPO and college Freshman GPA is +.47. The correlation between ACT
scores and Freshman grades is +.61. Which provides the better predictions
of Freshman grades, high school grades or ACT scores? Apparen;ly, it is

the latter. Will predictions be perfect? No, but they will be more
accurate than they would be without the ACT information.

5.4 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Briefly describe what is meant by the correlation coefficient. What

, values*can it take?/,'How are those values interpreted?

3

2. Match the following coefficients to the scatterplots shawn"betaw.

a. -1.00

b. -.50

c. 0.00

d. +.50

e. +1.00

o
I. 0

3

4 5
3. A researcher finds the correlation between amount of.dating and

grades to be ,4 -.20. He also finds that the correlation between
number of absences and grades is 4 -.50.
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,16. How would yob characterize the two relations that were obtained '

-",(positive, negative, perfect, imperfect, etc.)? 4

Itab e"'
b. Whieh is a better predictor of grades, dating or absences? Haw'

do;you know?

c. On the basis of the results, how would you charadterize the gen-
eralgradepattem(highorlow)forstudents who date frequently?

a

John is a heavy dater, not beCasse he weighs 190 lbs., but because
he generally has about 50 dates S week, more than one of which he
'sometimes absent-mindedly achedules for the same time. Based on ;he
Correlation, is it necessarily true that John's grades are among the
-lowest in his class?

d. Which of the two scatterplots would probably represent the dating-

'grades relation (as opposed to th absences-grades)? 4111y?

A -
0 9

all

4. A researcher finds the correlation between years of education'and

annual i:come to be 4 .26 for a random sample of males over 30

years of age, 'living in different areas of the country. In a sepa-

rate study, he finds the correlation between distancei# residence
from a large city and ennuil income tb be 4 -.39 for 41e same

sample.

a. What types of relations were obt4Xned?

b. Which is likely to be the bettef predictoroof income, years of
education or distancefrom a large city? Why?

*ma

p.
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c. On the basis of the obtained relations, would income tend
to be high or low Or people with many years of education? , Would

income tend to be high or low for people who live far from a large
city'? Could you be certain that these tendencies would apply to

1 all ple? Why or why not?

d. Ft-tc-ith relations,were represented on scatterPlots, which would
moie'closely approximate a straight line pattern?

5.5 jnstiuctional Unit: Computation of k

have now reached the last'step in our treattept of correlation;
'you knerchow to interpret correakion coefficient , but -.the queation of
how to compute them remains. Two formulas will e presedted, one being
more valuable from a conceptual than a computat onal standpoint, and the
other the reverse. A third (special) formula will Close the unit.

The z score. formula

This formula involves computing the correlational coefficient,by
working with z scores obtained on.each vartable. iemember z scores

. (Unit IV)? ,Each raw score can be converted to a-z score by-the formula:.'

X -
. Z r

a

Yow9ohoUld recall that z scores,indicate how many standard deviations
--a-bave or belOw the-Mean a certain raW-seoie lies. 'Thus, a Perbón whose
raw score on a'spe1lin4 test teanslates into Z = +3):00 has performed
quite well; one with a z score of -1.98, for example, has performed
relatively poorly,.

The z score formula for comppting correlations is-faitgly easyjcp .

understand copcdptually. It is.cumbersome to use; however, unless the
raw scores on each variable are already+in z score form.

' The formula is all follows:
k =

Ez z
y

What it means is that to compute the correlation cOefficient, you
must: (111.4mu1tiply eaah person's-z score on variable X by his/her
score on variable V ; (21,..obtain the sUM of these crossproducts;
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and (3) divide the sum by n . Thb result will be A. Easy to use if the
Z scoresareprovided; cumbersome to use if only the raw scores are pro-

.
vided. (n= number of observations; i.e., people who were tested.)

Example
4

1

A teacher is interested in_determining the relat n lletween Math

Achievement and Spelling Achievement for her class oq 5th graders. She

tests all her students (n = 7) bn both liariables. The tests are graded
by computer, and the results she obtains/include the z score for each
raw.score value.. By having these z scores, she knows that a-correlation
coefficient can easily be computed by uSe of the'Z score'formula.. The
results are as follows:

Child
z score on X z score on V z-z

x y
. (Math) -(Spelling)

1.40A . 1.40 , i.00
B 1.00 1.40 1.40

C .70 .70 :49

D .00 ,00 ) .00

E - .60 -1.20 .72

F -1.30 - .60. .78

G' -140 -1.30 1.56

Ez
x
z
y

= 6.35 '

4:. Ezxz 6.15

ft

* Ai -

Note that the ayailability of z scores makes the computatpn of A
amazingly simple, altholigh the result, A = .91 (though accurate) might

seem allittle far-fetched. Do you think you'd.obtain such a correlation
between math and spelling achievement many times if you checked many

Cl.asses? :

s If you think about it, it should be easy to deterkne (in a general
sense) why the z score formula works. If positive z scores are asso-
ciated with positive z scoces, and ndtatives with.negatives,.we should

,

end up with a positive correlation, right? Why does 'this happen with the

formula? The answer should be understandable.if you think about it: a

positive z multiplied bfa 2ositive z yields a positive yu; similarly,
a negativq.z multiplied by S. mgatfve .z yields a p6sitive 7 Z Z . The

X. g

added together will Ylield a posi ive'Eya'and thus,,,a positive correla
result is all positive numbers in the righthand column, which, wnen

ti n. Watch how this happens in he sample data shown below, in whIch
pere.rinances on Variable X correspond perfectly with-performances on
/viable V (in terms of magnitude).
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Examille
lr

e Child zx zy ZZy . a .-
A +1.50 +1.50 +2.25
B . + .50 + .50 + .25 41 I

C .00 ,, . .00 .oa
D - .50 - .50 + .25 h = Ezxzy = 5/5 = *4.00

4 -1.50 -1.50 +2.25 n

Ez
x
z
y

= 5.00

When performances on both variables are perfectly matched; we obtain
a correlation coefficient of +1.00. What would happen if high scores
tended to be paired with high scores (and lows with laws), but the match-
ing was less than perfikct?. We would expect an imperfect positive cor-
relation--high z scores gould be multiplied by "relatively" high z scores,
but,the resultant products would have somewhat,lower values than in the
previous example. Similarly, law (negative) z scores would be multi-
plied by "relatively" law z scores, yielding positive produ90 that,are
slightly ,lawer & value than those obtained when the correspondence is
perfece. Let's see how

Example

this occurs.

I
x

z z
x y

k
3.00

- + .60

Student

A +1.50
+ .50

.00

.50

-1.50

+ .50
+1.50

.00

-1.50
- .50

+ .75
+ .75

.00

+ .75
+ .75

A

EZ Z = 3.00
x y

Thus, a fairly strong but imperfect correspondence between scores on
both variables yielded a moderately high positive correlation. Note that
the zx and Zy above scores are the same as in the preceding example, but
the pairings have been changed.

Why do we obtain a zero co rrelation coefficient when there is abso-
lutely no association betweln variables? In terns of the z-score formula,
we would be multiplying positive values by negative (or zero) yalues in
sone cases, and by-Pbsitive values in other cases. The result would bet
sone positive zxzy's and some negative zxzy's which, when dunned together,
would mostly cancel each other'out. Using the same z scores as above,
but different pairings, let's see what occurs when performances dn X and Y
°show almost no relation to one another.
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Example ."

Person -z
z, zx!

A ' +1.50 - .50 - .75

B .50 + .50 + .25

C .00 +1.50 .bo
.25 1.

D - .50 -1.50 + :75 A = - = +.05 (very low)
5

E -1.50 .00 .00

Ez z = .25
x y

Finally, why do we obtain a negative correlation when the relation-

ship between variables is inverse (i.e., high with low; low with high)?

In terms of the Z score formula, we would be multiplying high (positive)

scores by low (negative) scores and vice versa. The result would be all

(or mostly all) negative values in the zxzy column which, when summed,

produce a negative value. Watch how this happens in the following example

in which the obtained relation shows a perfect inverse correspondence

between scores.

1Example.

Subject zxzx z

A +1.50 -1.50 -2.25
+ .50 - .50 - .25

.00 .00 .00

- .50 + .50 - .25 A =

-1.50 +1.50 -2.25

Ez
x
z
y

-5.00

-5.00
5

1.00 (perfect ,

negative)

The above examples are intended.merely to illustrate haw-the z score.

formula'works. If, you understand it conceptually, reconstructing the

formula for actual use should present little problem. If you do not

understand it conceptually, there is no need to become.concerned--such

understanding may come in time. The question for now is--if given the

formula and Asirs of z,scores, could you use it to compute the correlation

coeffecient? 'If you answer "yes" feel free to continue further; an ans-

wer of "no" implies the need to review the five example problems presented

above.

In conclusion, the z sco0 formula constitutes a fairly simple means

of computing A provided that all raw scores have been converted into

z scores. If such is not the case, a more appropriate formula to employ

is the "raw score" formula to in described below.

K.
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Raw Score Formula for Computing 4

At first glance the raw score formulaaooks formidable and threat-
ening; In fact, it has the potential to throw apprehensive studenta-,
into shock. The effects, however, are reVersible--just make sure oxygep
is near before you read further. Seriously though, the raw score formula
is merely a -derivation of the Z score formula just explained; thus, for
any set of data it will produce the exact same res41. Unlike phe z score .

formula, it is designed for use with distributiond'that contaidonly the
raw score, i.e., actual scores. When you examine the raw score formula
below., your first reaction may be: "none of this for me. I'm going to
use the Z score formula for computing all correlations!" Easy to say,
buflery difficult to do if you are, not-given z scores. With a hand
caltulator using the raw score formula should present very little pro-
blem, provided that yo4 carefully derive all the Values that must be-
entered into the equation. Good work hikits are very important.

The formula is as follows:

4 = nEXY - EXEY

n / 2
nEX - ( EX) 2 1/ no' - (Ey)

Collect your senses, and try to overcome any inclination to
physically abuse this book. Ask yourself what types of values are
needed for entry into the formula. If you do this, perhaps you'll
realize that the requirements are really quite simple, although the
mathematics do leave room for error. lb work the formula, all you need
to compute are:

a) EX, : simple tol do; add up all the Scores on the X variable

b) EY : just as simple; add up all Y scores

add up the squares of all X scores

, d) : add up the squares of all Y scores

e) EXY : a little more complicated, but not much; multiply each
X score by its corresponding Y score. Then add up the
res4tant crossproducts.

Once you do these five things, you are ready to work the'equation.
If you are,careful and systematicoin entering values and mSnipulating
them arithmetically, there is no reason to anticipate anything but
perfection in your final axjswer.

.4
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Example

Compute the correlation coefficient for 'the following test scores.
(Remember, for present purposes, the formula does not have to be

memorized; refer to it freely without.experiencing guilt.)

Child Arithmetic (X) Reading (V)

A 3 6

B 2 4

C 4 4

D 6 7

E 5 5

F 1 3

Obtain EX and EY by summing down the appropriate columns. Add new,

appropriate columns for X2, 112, and XV as shown. By summing down such

columns, we mild obtain the desired formula entries. Also, note that

some of,the formula entries must be multiplied by n, the number of

scores (6).

Arithmetic (X) Reading (V) X2
y2

XV

3 6 9 36 18

2 4 4 16 8

4 4 16 16 16

6 7 36 49 42

5 *5 25 25 25

1

EX=21

3

EY129

O 1
L -

EX =91
2

9

EY =151
3

EXY=112

we can begin to simplify the equation; we start with:

4 = nEXV - EXEY

nEX2 - (EX) 2 "V nEY

Substituting for n, we-get:

6EXY - EXEY
4 =

lEsq2

6EX2 - (EX) 2 V6I112

(

Substituting for ZXY,EX, EY,EX2 and

4 =

(EY1
2

EY we get:

(6) (112) - (21) (29)

IV/
t ) (91) (EX) 2 "\/(6) (151) - (EX)

2

Substituting for (EX)2 and (EY)2 we get:

(21x21) (29x29)

(6) (112) - (21) (29)
4

sY (6) (94) - 441 1/(6) (151) - 841.
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63
4 = =

(10.25) (8.06)
.76 (a fairly high positive relation)

One More:

A teacher wishes to correlate nutber of absences during the week
with.end-of-week quiz scores,. The data he/she obtains is shown below.
For practice problems we are restricting iale size considerably for
the purpose of facilitating computations Also, you may have noted
that in all problems, one-digit numbers ave been used for score values.
Again, this is only to make the coinputat4ons easier. In actual practice,
you may be dealing with test scores thafl ard,expressed in two or even
three digits, and thus, computing 4 sh6uld not ever be attempted without
a calculator or computer.

, Quiz
Child Absences (X) Score (V) X2

5 1 25

'0 5 .

A

0

1 .--4 1

3 3 9

2 . 3 4
2 -I

6

EX=11 * EV=16 EX
2
=39 EV=60 EXV=24

V
2

XV
1 5

25 0

16 4

9 9

nEn - EXEV
4 e

nEX2 - (EX)2 "1402 - (EV)
2

4 =
(5) (24) - (11) (16)

V(5) (39) - 121 "\/(5) (60) - 256

120 --176
4 =

:\1-74 44

-56
IL =

57.06
= -.98 (high negative relation)

1

Correlation Coefficient for Ranked Daita:4A

On occasion, the data you wish td, correlate may be presented' in the
form of ranks rather than "regular" (i.e., interval or ratio) scores.
For example, suppose that instead of *eceiving scores on math and
spelling tests, students were rank-ordered by their teachers in each
subject. Mary, for example, was ranked #1 in math and #5 in spelling,
Charles was #6 in both. Ranks, just ;like numerical scores, can be cor-
related. 'In fact, a British psycholOgist named.Charles Spearman derived
a special &Villa for use.with ranks4 We call the correlation &effi-
cient that it yields the Spearman .co relation coefficient (what else?),

170
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and symbolize it as A4 (note the "6" stands. for Spearman. Tricky!).

For all practical ptrposes, A4 behaves like, and is directly comparable

to, plain old A. . The formula is as folj.ows:

6 ED
2

AA 1 7

n(n2-1)

where V refers to the difference between each pair of ranks, and 6 is a

constant that is always applied. The symbol n, of course, refers to the

number of pairs of ranks.

Here's an example of how students were ranked in (1) neatnees and
(2) popularity by their homeroom teacher, Mrs. Frinkleworth:

Student Neatness Popularity V V2

-...\xiglito 6 6 0 0

oria. 1 2 -1 1

Frank 5 4 1 1

Aaron 2 1 1 .1

Sylvia 4, 3 1 .1

Grace 3 5 -2 4

E028

6EV
2

a 7117:71-7-

Substituting:

6(8) 48 %

6(36-1) 6(35)

1 - 1 - .229 .77
210

All we did was: (1) take the difference_0) between each person's

raukings, (2) squart those differences (DL), and--(3) sum them to get

EV'. The rest'simply involves substituting this value and that for'n

in the.formula. Our result was AA .77, a fairly strong positive cor-

relation. For this particular class,-rankings in popularity tended to

be associa6d with rankings in neatness.

_

Note: Suppose the teacher couldn't decide who to rank lowest
in popularity, Bluto or Frank. If the two boys are tied,

what rank should each receive? Answer: Assign each the

average of the ranks involved in the tie, in this case

(Ranks 5 + 6)12 5.5 for each.

Suppose two people tie for first? What rank do they get?

(Ranks 1 + 2)/2 1.5 for each.

Bonus: Suppose three people tie for 2nd?
Each gets (Ranks 2 + 3 + 4)13 3 for each.
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Final Notes:

1. The Pearson correlation coefficient (A) measures the degree of
relationship between two variables. Two formulas for its compu-
tation were described, the z score formula and the raw score
formula:

2. If you wish to torrelate ranked data, use- 64Spearman formula (A4).
The values it gives have the sane range,(=o to +1.00) as the
Pearson and are interpreted in the same way.

3. Speaking of interpretation, what constitutes strong or weak corre-,
rations? Well, thatremilly depends on what yoere corIelating.
In educational and infibehavioral research, correlations greater
than .50 in absolutevalue are generally considered large. In

the physical sciences, where things are supposed to operate in an,
orderly fashion, correlations as large as .90 may be considered

low. Don't thtnk of correlations as proportions or percentages--
.80, for example, isn't 80% as strong as its maximum level. As

you gain experience in usingNcorrelation in your field, yiu will

begin to gain a perspective on what levels to expect. When you
get to Unit IX in this book, you'll find that there are ways of
testing the statistical significance of correlations, determining
the probability that the coefficient you Obtain differs from zero,
given your sample size and other factors. When you get to higher
level statistics courses, you'll find how correlation relates in
mathematical and conceptual ways to numerous analytical procedures
(multiple regression, discriminant analysis, factor analysis,
analysis of covariance). An exciti9iworld awaits you (after you

part with us).

5.5 POSTTEST (answers iniback)

1. -Oive a logical explanation for why the z score correlation formula's
mathematical properties will yield:

a) a positive correlation when variables are directly (positively)
related.

b) a negative correlation when variables are inversely related.

c) no correlation when variables are unrelated.

2. A school administrator is interested in the relation between parents'
income and the scores their-children obtain on a nationally adminis-
tered scholastic aptitude test for third graders. He randomly selects

nine students from his district and tabulates their parents' annual
incomes along with their test scores in z score form: The resultant

data is shown belay. What is the correlation between these variables?
(Carry out this problem to completion.)
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Student Parents' Income (zIE) Test Score (zy)

A -1.50 -1.20
-1.20 -1.50
- .80 - .40
- .40

.00 .00

+ .40 - .80
+ .80 + .40

H +1.20 +1.50
+1.50 +.1.20

Feei free to turn back\:nd re-examine the z score formula.

3. 'The table shown below gives the raw scores 5 students teceived on
reading and spelling tests. Compute the correlation coefficient
for these measures. (This problem does not have to be carried out
to completion - it will suffice if you merely enter the appropTiate
,numerical values into the raw score equation.)

Student 'Reading (X) Spelling (V)

3 5

1 2

2 5

4 3

1 1

4. In the Miss Soybean Contest, the 7 finai2 were rank-ordered on

-the basis of congeniality and vecle tone. Use the Spearman Formula
to deterane the correlation between the two rankings. What do the

results imply?

am.

Contestant Congeniality Muscle Tone

A 1

,3

6

4

7

2

5
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Unit V Review'Test
(answers in back)

Select one answer for each of the following:

1. Correlational analysis is used to
a. determine the extent to which variales can be

predicted from constants.
b. determine the effect of the independent variable,on

the dependent variable.
c. ktermine the relationship between two variables.
d. Aternine the relationship between two constants.
e. none of the above.

2. Which of the following statements.is true given that a cor-
relational study is to be conducted using 30 people (n=30)?
a. Half of the observations (i.e., 15) will provide scores

on variable X, whereas the other half will provide scores
on variable Y.

b. The number of points on a scatterplot will be 30.
c. The sample size will be 30.
d. The size of the sample is insufficient to permit a

correlational analysis.
e. b. and c. are correct.

1

3. A correlation is determined for the length of days (sunrise
to punset) and the daily outside temperature at 12:00 noon.
The units of analysis (i.e., the sample from which data are
obtained) would consist of
a. people'.

b. days
c. thermometers
d. clocks
e. none of these

4. The pattern represented on,a particular scatterplot shows
points that slope downward from the upper lefthand side of
the graph to the lower righthand side. Many of the points
deviate from positions that would make up a straight line
pattern. Based on this scatterplot, one could conclude that
the correlation between the variables involved was
a. a perfect positive .

b. an imperfect positive
c. a perfect negative
d. an imperfect negative
e. zero
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5. Which of the followi4 sets4of variables would yield a
correlation of =1.00?-.
a. Height and gymnasticS ability lor a sample of eighth-

grade girls.
b. Driving speed-and gas consumption for a sample of cars

traveling the same 10-m1le stretch on an interstate
highway.

c. Body weight and physical coordination for a sample of

adults who consumed 12 ounces of alcohol.
d. Distance already traveled,and.distance still remaining

to finish for a sample of drivers two hours into a 500
_mile race.

e. Number of pounds of food consumed during a week and total

calorie intake for a sample of high school students.

6. Tor a perfect positive correlation to be obtained, which of
the following Conditions must prevail?.
a: The highest person on variable X must also be the highest

on variable Y.
b. When plotted, all points must fall on a straight line.
'c. The direction of the scatterplot must be from lower left

corner to upper right corner.
d. The lowest person on Y must also be the lowest pn X.
e. All ot the above.

7. If, for asample of 1000 physically nOrmal adults, right leg
length were to be correlated with left leg length, the resultant
coefficient would probably be closest to
a. -.60
b. -1.00
c. +.54
d. +.98
e. -.01

8. A businessman finds that the correlation between age and pro-
ductivity of his employees is 4 .50. A correct conclusion

. would be
a. Age is a cause of good productivity.
b. When you produce more, you age faster.
c: Age and productivity are related.
d. Young workeTs tend to be more productive.
e. Older workers should be retired immediately.

9. Number of hours devoted to stuecorrelates with highischool

grades at 4A. +.20. Number of TV shows watched at night cor-
relates with high school grades at -.40. If these were "real"

results, which variable would be)t tter predictor of grades?

a. Study hours
b. Number of TV shows
c. Both would be equally effective
d. An answer cannot be determined without additional data.
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10. Suppose that running endurance (i.e., distance one can
run at the pace of 9 min. per mile) correlates positively
with the amount of time one can hold his brsath under

water. Tim is a person who can run great distances at
9 min. per mile, but can hold his breath for only a fairly

short time. His addition to the sample would
a. weaken the correlation.
. strengthen the correlation. -

c. shave no effect on the correlation.
d. an answer cannot be determined without additional

data.

Check the answers in the back and then rate yourself.

Number Correct Scoreboard

9 10 L Excellent
7 - 0

5 6 Poor-

Fair-Good

,

Below 5 Horrendous

9
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UNIT VI

PROBABiLITY

A. General Objectives

yT

ir Remember Unit IV on the normal curve? Whe her you realized it

at the time, the area problems you were ork are-probability problems,

and the normal curve is, in essence,,a probabiility modal. Given the

impolionce of probability to statistics (and you will* see this tome into

%play quite strongly in Units this unit,protides an orientation

to this subject. We're betting that you'll "probablr benefit from the

experience.

B. Specific Objectives

6.1 Define probability
6.2 Oampute probabilities on a single trial using (a) addition rule

for mutually exclusive events and (b) addition rule for non-

mutually exclusive-events
6.3 Compute probabilities over hultiple trials using (a) multipll-

cation rule for independent trials, and (b) mdltiillication rule

for dependent trials

6.1 Instructions) Unit: frobability: What is it?

Let us get righC to trhe point by presenting 'a definition:

The probability that a particular event will occur

is the relative frequency with which that event can

be expected to occur.

Sound a bit circular? The key term here is relative frequency.

If there ate 0 patients seeking medAcal attdhtion and 12 are males, the

\\relative
freq ency of males is 12/30 or 2/5 or .40. fe refer to the

total group a the sample space, the, total number of events in question.

So, we deteru4ne probability by the formula:

n(A)
P(A

Where n(A) is the number of thnstances of Event A, and n istite, size of

the sample'space. P(A), therefore, represents the relative nuaber of

times Event A it represented in the apple space, i.e., its relative

frequency- 'f

Unlike Previous units, this one will de-emphasize discusslaq, and

rely mostly oh presenting die material through rules and examples. Hope

you like it!
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Example 1: To retuin to our original example, but using different
numbers, suppose that a group- of 50 patients contains 12 who need
immediate-medical attention. What is the probability that if a
patient is Selected it random to be treafed first,' he/she will be
one of those 12? What we're really askifig is "what is the relative
frequency of patients needing immediate attention (in that group)?"

: n(Im. Atten..)
P(Im. Atten..)

all patients
3/4

Since n(lm. Atten.) = 12 and'since 'all patienta" or,n, = 50, we sub-
-

stitute to get:_

P(Im,,Atten.) = 12/50 = 6/25 or 24%

Thus, there is a 24% chance (6/25) of selecting one of those patients.

Example 2: Teachers peed to be aware of guessing factors on their tests
as such could result in invalid results fof certain students. Suppose
that Mts. Jones asksgh multiple-choice question that has one'correct
andWer and four distractors (incorrect answers). Moose Crenshaw, who Is
allergic to studying, takes a random guess by picking alternative "b."
Since we don't know the actual position of the correct answer, what can
be said about the probability of Moose's guess being correct? Set-up is

n( correct)
P(correct) =

Where n(correct) is, in this case, the nuMber of correct alternatives'
(there's l)and n is the total number of alternatives (5).

Ans: P(correct) = 1/5 or 20%

Moose's chances aren't good. He'd be better off with'a true-false test.

Example,3: Medical personnel always have to worry about the condition
kf their equipment, whicti

a

is often beyond their control. In a new ship-
tt of,15 blood pressu& gauges, 8 are defective and give,slightly in- ,

curate readings. Nurse Needles selects one at random to take a reading!'
on patient Jones, What is the probability that.Needles has picked one
of the defective instruments?

Ans: P(Defect) =
n(Defect)

, -

P = 8/15 or 53.33%

6.1 back)

L

1. Definewhat probability is in your own words.
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2. In *lass easisting of five students, two are females and three
are males. What Is the probability of sel4cti4 a male student
.if a last name is called out at random7

3. In a group of 60 people 10 have type 0 blood, 30 have type A blood,
10'have type B blood, and 10 have type AB blood. If one of them
gets'ill'and needs a transfusion, what is the probability that the
type of blood needed *ill be type 0?

Ihk6.2. InstructiO-nal Unit: CompUting Probabilities on a Single Trial

Before beginning our discussion of single trial probability, it
would probably be helpful to carl your attention to some keynvocabulary

that will appear in definitions of the two rules to be covered. We will

define them here once and then again when the rules are actually intro-

duced. It may not be that importaat to study them (or worse, memorize

them)now. They are presented mostly to provide an organizeeof sorts:

Mutually Exclusive: A condition that prevails When two (or more)
events cannot occur together; i.e., caunot take place at the'same

time.

ExampleF You pUrchase& prescription from your pharmacist.
The specific medication purchased can be a liquid or a pill, but

not both a liquid and a pill (at'least at the same time).

Nonmutually ExcluO:ve: Well, would you be satisfied if we said

it is the opposite of mutually exclusive? Probably not. Non-

mutually exclusive refers to a condition where the ements in
question can occur together, i.e., can take place at the sane time.

Example: You are interested in'the results of tests involving

the effects of new diugs in treating laryngitis. You are also

interested in the effects of drugs for treating bronchitis. You

select a report on a particular drug at random.' Could it be a drug

that is effective for treating both laryngitis and bronchitis? Of

course...those conditions are nonmutually exclustle.

Rule 1: Addition Rule for Mutually Exclusive Events

When event& A and B are mutually exclusive, the probability that

,either A or B will occur is P(A or B) P(A) + P(B)

Thus, all we are doing is adding the separate probabilities associated

with events A and B.

Example 1: In a math class of 20 students, 5 are high achievers, 12 are

middle achievers, ,anit 3 are low achievers. If a student is selected at

random, what is the probability that he/she will be either a high achiever

or a middle achiever?

5 12 17
P(High or Middle) = P(Righ) + %Middle) = 20 °r 85%20 20

119
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Example 2: A medical staff has 6 wards under its reponsibility, 4
involving geriatricPatients and 2 involving pediatrics. If a super-
visor randomly selects one ward to inspect, what is the probability
of its involving either geriatrics or pediatrics?

P(P or G) = P(P) + P(G) = = 1 or 100%

(Since all the wards' involve either pediatrics or geriatrics',-
the probability is 1 (100%) that one of those types will be'
inspected.)

Example 3: There are 12 student desks in the classroom: 3 have broken
seats and 5 others have broken tops. If a student selects a desk at
random, what is the probability of either its seat or top being broken?

3 5 8 2
P(Seat or Top) = P(Seat) + P(Top) = += or or 67%

12 12 12 3

Example 4: Of every 100 maternity patients who are interviewed by the
zursing staff at City Hospital, 50 indicate the desire for.natural
childbirth,25 prefer general anesthesia, and 25 prefer local anesthesia.

. A nurse meets a patient and, without knowing her position, makes deroga-
tory comnents about using anesthesia. What is the probability of that
patient being one who actually prefers either local or general anesthesia?

25 ' 1
P(Local or Gen.) = P(L) + P(G) =

25 50
or or 50%-

100,. 100 100 2

pcample 5: A teacher grades test results such that of her 21 students,
5 receive A's, 6 receive B's, 6 receive C's, receive D's, and 2 receive .

F's. On this particiilai test, what was the probability of receiving
either a D or a F?

, 2 4
R(D or F) = P(D) + P(F) =

2
-r = or 19%

21 21 21

Rule 2: Addition Rule for Nonmutually Exclusive Events

When events are nonmutually exclusive, P(A or B) =,P(A) + P(B) - P(A)

Once again, we are determining the probabilit of selecting either
A or B on a single draw. The change, however, is due to the condition
of events A and B not being mutually exclusive; i.e. they can occur
together. As a result, a new expression, (A + B), enters into the for-

mula. It refers to the probability of the outcone containing both A and
B. The logic of the formula should become clearer as we work sone
examples.

Example 1: Ion a staff of 25 physicians, 5 have had special training in
cardiac arrest (CA) and 10 have had special training in second and third
degree burns. Of these, 3 have had special training in boxh. If a

physician is selected at random, what is the probability that he/she
hag had training in CA ?r serious burns or both?

a
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P(CA or Burns) = P(CA) +dy(Burns) - P(Both)

= 5 + = 12 or 48%
25 25 25 25

Why is the P(Both) subtracted? Thoie 3 physicians are part of the
group'of 5 with CA training, rightt\ But, they are-also part of the
group Of 10 receiving burn training, right too! So......we are sub-
tracting them so they won't be counted twice. Look below.

2 CA ONLY

BURNS = 7
ONLY

BOTH = 3

AIP

Example 2: You I4ve a class of 14 students, 3 of whom have problens in
reading and 6 have problems in math. Of these, 2 have 'problems in both

reading and math. Abet is the probability of selecting a student who has
problems in reading or math or both?

P(Read. or Math) = P(Read.) + P(Math) - P(Both)n

3 6 2 7 1

14 14 14 14 r 2

Again, do.you see why the P(Both) is subtracted? Those 2 students help

make up the group with reading problems and also the group with math

problene. We subtract them so that they're not counted twice.

or 50%
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Example 3: there are 20 post-operative patients being monitored.
Following rounds, 8 are identified as showing abnormal respiration
patterns and 8 are identified as having uneven pulse rates. Of

these, 5 are evidencing both-types of problems. Naturally,'such
problems are cause for concern. What is the percentage (probability)
of patients having respiratory problems or, pulse rate problems or°
both?

P(Resp. or Pulse) . P(R) +. P(P) -,P(Both)

= +
20

- = or 55%
20 20 20

Example 4: Four types of bactenia are identified in a sample of city

drinking water: 1 is shown to.produce acute gastroenteritis and 2

produce allergy-type symptoms. Of these, 1 produces both gastroente-

ritis and illergy-type symptoms. If you were told that ont type of
bacterium was concentrated in your water, what is the probability of
it being a type that produces gastroenteritis or allergy-type symptoms
or both?

P(Gastro. or Allergy) + P(G) + P(A) - P(Both)

1 2 1 2 1
or 7 or 50%

Example 5: 'Of 64 third graders, 5 have a history of frequent absenteeism
and 15 have A history or behavior problems. Of these, 3 have a history

of both types of problems. For this student population, what is the
probability of a student having a history of attendance problems, behavior

problems, or both?

P(Absentee or Behav.) P(Absentee) -1-y(BehAv) - P(Both)

5
...
64

15.
64

3 4

64

17
Or 27%

64

§

6.2 POSTEST (a.nSwers in back)

1. Indicate whether each of the following pairs of categories (events)
woad be mutually exclusive or nonmutually exclusive for individuals.

a. The sex of patients in a ward: male oriPensle.
-

b. Courses that A's are received in: history or math.

c.- Membership in'different medical societies: national or state.

d. Grade on yesterday's math exam: A or B or C.

e. Type of class scheduled for 1 p.m. today: inglish or home

economics.
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2. Find the probability for each of the following:

a. Of a D or an F in biology, given that in a class of 25 students,

F's 3, D's = 5, C's = 7, B's = 1, and A's = 9.

b. Of a student participating in a sport or a club or both- after

school, given that in a sophomore class of 210, 22 students arg

in clubs, 60 play sports, and 2 participate in both.

c. Of a_person exposed to,p,particular pathogen developing anemia,

ulcers, or both, given-eilat out of 65 people formerly exposed,
8 developed anemia, 10 ulcers, and 8 developed both.

d
(

Of an incorrect temperature reading being taken, given that of 0

15 available thermometers, 10 are accurate, 3 give overestimates,

and 2 give underestimates.

3. /xplain in your own words whrit is necessary to subtract FI(Both) in

problems involving nonmutually exclusive events.

6.3 Instructional Unit: CoMputing Probabilities OveK Multiple Trials

This section presents rules for computing the probability that each

of a series of events will pccur across trials. This description could

make a relatively simple idea sound confusing, so let's consider sone

examples.

In the-previous unit we restricted ourselves to one-trial possibilities

such as: "Given 20 drugs of which 10 are effective, what is thej.roba-

bility of, picking an effective one at random?" One trial (i.e., one pick)

is involved.

But, suppose we said that there are' two'ae,ts of drugs in different

rooms each containing 10 effective ones out of 0. What are the chances

of randomly picking an effective drug in both? Now two trials (picks)

are involved. Based on what we learned bel7i7e, we colip.d figure but that

for Set 1:

L-1-(E±Letz)P(Effective) 10/20 = 50%
n(Drugs)

The same goes for Set 2. But, still what is the probability that

an effective drug will b selected from both?

Or, suppose Moose Crensh s(remember him?) takes a random guess on

two multiple choice items in a r . If an item has one correct answer

and four distractors, we know that the chances of a lucky guess on one

item is 1/5 or 20%. But, what ar 'his chances of getting both right?'

The difference here is that wháve two trials (or probability situations)

going, rather than only one.
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New, just one more idea. Try hard on this one. Trials ,can be

independent or dependent. If ,independent, what occurs on one does not ,

affect what occurs on the other. The two examples above,Indicate

independent, trials. Why? ,If you happen to pick an effective drug in
Set 1, that has no effect on your chances of picking one in Set 2.
Given that Mbose makes a completely,Aendom guess on both items, his
_success (or lack of it) on One itedftas no bearing on his fortunes on
the second. The twu triaXe are independent.

Dependent trials, on the other hand, involve situations where what
occurs on one trial does have an effect on what occurs on the other.

Suppose you'make two selections from one class of 20 students. What

are the chances that both will be male if the class has 10 males and

10 females? For selection #1, we havdr

10
P(MSle) ° 50%. But, Suppose a male is picked on that trial?

For Selection #2, there are only 19 students left! And, there are only

9 males left! Why? Because one student, a male, has already been picked.
So here, what happens on one trial does affect the probability results
for the other.

Rule 3: Multiplication Rule for Independent Trials

Let's concentrate now on the independent trials case and return to
dependent trials when we cover our 2Nt rule:

The formula (Rule) for determining probabilities on independent
trials is:

P(A) P(A)40...*P(A) P(A

n - number of trials

Thus, we raise the
If P(4) 1/5,)what is

probability, of A to a power equivalent to trials.
the chance that A will occur on two trials in a

row?

Ans.: 0(A)1 . (1)
2 .1,1 1

Or ../s

Let's try some more meaningful examples.

Example 1: A student makes a completely random guess on each of three
T-F items on a quiz. The probabiPiry of making a correct guess on any

one item is 1/2. What is the probaality that he will make three cor-

rect guesses?

Probability R(Correct Guess)
3

3(1) 1 1 11
= or 13%_

2 2 2 8 -

There is one chance in eight of guessing all three.
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ExaMple Based on statistics for a.rare form-of malaria, the chances
of contraction being lethal are one out of three. What is the probe-
bility,then that two individuals who independently contract the disease
will both die from it?

Probability = P(Death)2

. I 112
3 3,

Example 3: The probability of event A is.2/3. What is the probability
that A will occur-in four out Of f ur ,trials?

4 .

Probability = P(A)4 =
ANJ 3

2 2 2 2
= 1-6- Or 201

3 3 3 3, 81

Example 4: The State Board of Education publishes figures indicating
that the chances of an applicant being accepted for a teaching position
in a typical school district are 2 out of 5 (2/5). Joe Smith submits
applications to two typical districts. What is the probability that he
will be offered a position in both?

Probability = P(Accept.)" (V

Example 5: There are six cards, one of which is the Queen of Diamonds.

A card is selected at random and then put back on a given draw. What
are the chances that if three draws are made the card will be the Queen
of Diamonds?

n ( 1)3
Probability =

6 ,

1 1 1

6 6 6 60606

1

216

Rule 4: Multiplication Rule for Dependent Trials

Dependent trials, as described earlier, occur when what happens in
one trial affects the probability of the event in question taking place
on another trial. Don't pauic quite yet:

,Suppose there is a class of 28 students. Fifteen of them are A

185
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students in your book--a pleasure to teach. If 2 students fram the
class were to transferto new schools, what is the probabiliOrthat both
will be among the A group?

Our reasoning is as follows: *lithe first selection, we have n = 28
and A 15. Thus, the probability of the first student to transfer being
one of the A's is:

15/28 or 54%

One A student down, but to finish the probability estimation we need to
know the chances of both transfers being A's. Well, if the first is an
A, how many A's are left?

Ans.: 14 out of the original 15.

How many students are left following the first transfer?

Ans.: 27 out of the original 28.

,What's the probability of A for transfer (or trial) #2?

27

14
or 52%

See how the two trials (i.e., probability estimates) are dependent? Your
, pick on Trial,1 affects the number of critical events and the siie of

sample spece on Trial 2. If an A student is the first transfer,iisn't
there less chance than an A student will also be the second? Yes--there
will be relatively fewer left in the class.

The formula for dependent trials is:

Probability' P(A) P(B)

Think of A in this case as the probability of the event occurring on
Trial 1 and B as the probability of its occurring.on-Trial 2. Thus, the
formula refers to the proba4lity of the events happening in both trials
1 and 2.

Thus, in the example: Probability P(A). P(B) '

15 14 15.14

28 27 28.27

210
or 28%

Let's try some others:

Example 1: A Matching test has 10 names in column A and 10 titles in
column B, with'the task being to match one correct title to each name.
If a student has not read the materials and makes a completely random
title selection for name #1, andthen a completely random selection of
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the remaining titles for name #2, what is the probability that both

guesses will be correct? (We'll substitUte C-1 and C..2 to indicate

"correct" on se,lections land 2, respectively.)

Let C stand for correct guess.

k .

Probability = p(c-1). P(C-2)

Thus, the formula reads:
"The probability Of a correct guess,on both Trials 1 and 2 equals

the probability of p correct guess on Trial 1 multiplied by the pro-
bability of a correct guess on Trial 2." What is (C-1)? That is,

what are the chances that the student will guess the correct title fOr

the first name? How many titles?

Ans.: 10

P(C-1) = 1/10 or 10%, right?

But now for Ne dependency.

If he has guessed right on name 1, what is (C-2)? How mapy titles

remain to choose from?

Ans.: only 9 - one has already been used. Thus,

P(C-2) = 1/9 or 11.11%

Does our student have a good chance of 1Nessing the first two
correctly?

P(C-1 and C-2) = P(C-1) P(C-2)

1

10,

1

1

94=

1.11%

tlI

Not a very good chance is there?

Example 2: Suppose the above matching test contained five states to be

matched to five' state capitals. What would the probability be of guess-,

ing the first three cottectly?'

Don't be scared by the "Owe" probabilities. 'The logic is Otill
o

the same; just write the formula (Ccorrect guess):

Probability P(C-1)* P(C-2)110 P(C-3)

We've just expanded it to include the third trial (item).

P(C-1) 1/5 or 20%

P(C-2) 1/4 or 25%

Understand why? If he's guessed the first one correctly, there are
only 4 remaining to choose from for his second guess.
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P(C-3) 1/3 or 33.33%

and forlds 3rd guess, there are only three tO choose -from.

1 1 1 1
Ans.: -4-0 - 6-6 or 1.67%

Not too good a chance of guessiag all three.

Example 3: There are 12 heart patients needing bypass operations. Dr.
Smith will be performing the operation on 2 of them. Among the 12 are
three very difficult cases involving Patients of relatively advanced
ages. What is the probability, that both of Dr. Smith's operations will
involve these problem individuals?

Let P stand for "problem.'

P(P-1 and P-2) = P(P-1) P(P-2)

What we're saying is that the probability of both operations (1 and 2)
involving problem patients (P's!) is equal to the product of the proba-
bilities of a P being picked on two selections. But, those probabilities
are dependent, as should become obvious below:

3
P(P-1) = or 25%

12

Only 11 cases remain. Of those, only 2 are problems. Thus,

3 6 1
P(P-1 and P-2)

2
or -2-2- or 4.55%.

12

Not much reason to panic. Odds aren't that great that Dr. Smith will
get two problem cases for his operations.

Example 4: Students are told not to ywt comic books in their desks. Out
of the 28 students in class,'20 obey that rule and remove comics from
their desks on a particular day. The teacher decides to checksdesks on
that day, but ends up being able to check only two before being called
away. What is the probability that both of the ones she checks are
proper (i.e., no Comics)? Lee's just use A to symbolize a "good desk."

Probability = P(A-1) P(A-2)

20 5
P(A-1) = re- ` -7- or'71.43%

On first check, remember 20 out of 28 are good.

19
P(A-2) = or 70.37%

Understand hOw we get the 19? The 27?

P(A-1 and A-2) = = or 50.26%

Thus, there is about a 50% chance that both desks will pass. Students
better pray that luck is with them.
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Evasple 5: There are 5 cards in a pile. One is a heart and 4he

rest are clubal:rlf a card is selected at random and not put back,

what is the probability that the first two picks will not be hearts?

Let NH stand for "no heart."

Probability P(NH-1)* P(NH-2)

4 ,

P(NH -1) or 80%
5

See that there are 4 other cards available tor the first selection.

There are 5 cards in the sample space.

3
P(NH-2) 7-1 or 75%

Once an NH is selecred on first pick, only 3 NH remain in the resultant

sample of 4.

4 3 12
Probability -2-0- or 600,

5 4

Tlie 's a reasonably good chance (60%) that the two cards selected,will

be
1

er than hearts. To show you that our "heart" is in the right place,

here are some questions to practice on.

6.3 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Indite which of the following involve independent trials and

which involve dependent trials.
a. The probability of making a correct guess on each of.a series

of multi0e-choice items.
b. The probability of randomly matching each of a groupof

borne to the cortect sevof parents.
c. The probability of picking a'diamond from a deck of cards,

removing it, and then picking a diamond from the remaining

cards.
d. The probability of picking a heart from a deck of cardb, put ng

it back, reshuffling,. and then picking another heart.

2. Compute the probability for each of the following: 10

a. In a class of 20 students, 18 have done their homewoth. 'The

teacher randomly selects one studitnt to work problems on the

Vs:Mid, and then randomly selecfb another student. What is.,

the probability that both will be ones who did their home-

work? (Are these independent.or dependent trials?)

b. Suppose that 18/20 students have done their hotiework. The

teacher randomly selects a student to do a problem on the

board. After the student sith down, the teacher randomly

selects a student to do the next problem (note that the first

student can be selected again). What is the probability that

both selections will be students-who have done their home-

work? (Are these independent or dependent?)



s
4

3. The chance of arresting growth .of a'particqtar type of pituitary
tumor through chemotherapy is 1/4. What iS' the prollability that

1 in a series of different cases: r-

. a. the lirst two will be successful?
, I). the first three?

c. the first four?

14

*sob

4.. Given A conventional deck of 52 cards, what is :the probability of:
a. drawing a heart on Draw 1, putting the card back, reshuffling,

Aud then drawing a heart-on Draw 2?
b. drawing a k4ng on Draw 1, leaving it out of the deck, and then

_drawing a queen/19n Draw 2?

c. drawing a diamond,on Bray 1, leaving if out of the deck,and
"then drawing another diamond on Draw 2?

4. (Bonus) drawing either a 10 or a jack on Draw 1, leaving it put
of the deck, and then drawing either a nine or a king on Draw 2?

lp

ir
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Unit VI, Review Test
(answers in "'lock)

1. There are 32 hospital-centers in a fors0.gn country. Of those, 5

-have equipment for renal dialysis and 27 have no such equipment.

If a hospital is selected at random,
a. what is the probabilitf that it will not have renal

dialysis equipment?
b. what is the probability that it will have renal dialysis

equipment?
c. what is the probability that it will either have renal dialysis

equipment.or noehave such equipment?

2. Of 127 items on the State AchieveMent Test in English, 15 cover-
antonyms and 20 cover conjugations, two areas you haven't covered

well in your course. If an item is selected at random, what is'

the probability-that
a. it will cover antonyms?
b. it will cover conjugations?
c. it will covet either antonyms or conjugations?

d. if two item% are selected, both will cover antonyms (are

these dependent or independent trials?)?
e, if two items are selected, the first will cover antonyms

and the Second will cover conjugations?

3. Differentiate between
a. mutually exclusive events and nonmutually.exclusive events.

b. independent trials and dependent tcials..00,

4. Five American stuaents are entered in the World Science Fair

contest. Altogether there are 316 contestants. Without

knowing anything about the projects (1...e., assuming all con-

testants are equally likely to win before the contest starts),

what is the probability that
a. the wipner will be an American?
b. both the winner and the secand place contestants will be Americans?

c. the winner will not be-American?
d. both the winner and the second place contestants will not be

American?
e. if separate prizes are-given for originality and for interest

value, the winners of both prizes will be Americans (note:
one individual can win both)?
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UNIT VII

MAKING INFERENCES FROM SAMPLES

A. General Objectives

Statistics deals with what we can know abo t a largb group

;
(or population) by examining a smager group (1r sampW-from
thar population. Of course, if complete population data are
available, then there is no need to work with (Samples. However,
due to the difficulty of measuring a population, samples are often
the only way. line way to think about this is a direct route
(working with a population) and an indirect route (using a sample)
to.the same destination. The concepts of random sample and
Sampling Distribution play important roles in taking the indirect
route, statistical inference, to our destination.

B. Specific Objectives

7.1 Define random sample and describe how to obtain a'
random sample

7.2 Explain the relationship between paramefers and statistics
7.3 Explain the notion of bias with regard to Sampling

Distrkbutions
7.4, Characterize the properties of-Sampling Distributions

. of means
1.5 Compute probabilities for obtaining sample means, of

- various Sizes when population parameters are known

7.1 nstructional Unit: RandOin Samples

or

As indicated aboVe in'the'"gene'ral objectives" section, there
are many instances in which we want to describe a population of indi-
viduals in terme of some characteristic: What is the average age of
Oklahomans (Bet you've always wondered about that!)? -What percentage
of women voters in the United States are registered Republicans?
These are but Vdo examples of a multitude of questionsasked every
day about populations. The problem, however, is that to assess a
population directly, you would need to collect theinformation from
all members. See any problem with that? In-fact, there are immense
problems involving time and expense. For the average researcher,
catrgcting complete population data is often impossible.

So, here's a riddle for you. You've been hired to determine the
mean and'standard deviation of the Grade Point Averages (GPAs) of all
full-tine students currently attending State University., Given the
time and resources at your disposal, it is impossible for you to tegt
the entire populatibn of students and the data are not presently
available anywhere. Yet, you're being asked to report population
results!! What should you do? Here are some choices:
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a. get another job.
b. find the GPAs for the first 100 students you see on

campus, and infer the population results from those.

c. find the GPAs for a representative (random) sample

of 100 stuldents and infer the populatiori results from

those.
d. all of the above.

This maTsurprise you, but the best answer is "c." If you candot

test an entire population, the first step is to (1) obtain a random

sample. Then you (2) compute statistics for the sample (e.g., the

mean, variance), and then (3) make an inference about the population

on that basis. In this section, we will examine the first step--

obtaining a random sample.

Why random samples?

Statisticians use samples to estimate parameters (population data).

Why do they use random samples? If you do not know the answer, an imr

portant clue should be provided if we say that randomness helps to .

obtain representativeness.

Example

Mrs. Pedogog, a high school guidance counselor, believes that the stu-

dents in her school are utterly brilliant, heads and shoulders above

the kids attending the neighboring schools. She decides that the best

way to test this hypothesis would be to compare the IQs of students in

her school with the average IQ of all students in the city, which she

knows to be 99. She does not have the time or money to test all stu-

dents in her school, so she decides to use a sample, from which she

can generalize to the school population. Since her office is next

to the physics laboratory, run by Mr. Molecule, she administers the

Stanford-Binet IQ test to everyone of Mr. Molecule's third-period

(11:00-11:45) students. *The average IQ turns out to be a whopping 125.

She runs through the halls shiguting hysterically,"The kids in our

school'are brighter than the aftrage students in the city!"

Why is the above conclusion ridiculous?

Answer: Mrs. Pedogog used a sample that was not representative

of the student population in her school. The sample may

be representative of Mr. Molecule's brilliant physics

students, but it is certainly biased in reference to the

total student population at Pedogog's school.

Moral of story: Samples save tine and money, but in order to be

valid, they must be representative of the population to

which they are supposed to relate. Random samples help

to engender representativeness.
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What exactly is a random sample?
or

What do I have to do to_get onel

As the name implies, a random sample is obtained by a method
which guarantees randomness (huh?). The question now is what do
we mean by "randomness?" Actually, the name refers to how the
sample is selected rather than of what it is comprised. Given
severafsamples with no information about how they were obtained
gives Us no basis for determining whether they are random or not.

1 The idea of "randomnets" requires that every element (person,
place, or thing) used'in the sample had an equal chance of being
selected. Confusing? Let's break it into steps using the example
involving Mrs. Pedogog.

You will recall that Mrs. Pedog6g was interested in assing
the "typical" IQ of the 'students in her high school. Rathe than
test every single student (2,000 in all), she decided to use a sample,
and from the sample data generalize to the population.

To draw a random sample she must do the following:

1. Clearly define her_population: Mrs. Pedogog does do by
saying, "The population with which I am concerned con-
sists of all students in Beaver High School."

2. Decide on an adequate sample size: This one is up for grabs--
obviously the larger your sample, the better your estimate of
population parameters; Mrs. Pedogog defines her sample size by
saying, "I will use 30 students in my sample (30 is generally
a pretty good number, but randomness does not directly depend
,towon sample size)."

3. Select her sample by insuring that every student in the
population has an equal chance of being chosen: Mrs.

Pedogog does this by writing the name Of every student
in the high school on a piece of paper, putting all of the
names in a drum, mixing the names, and having the principal
of the school (with blindfold on) draw 30 names, one-by-one,
from the drum.

Mrs. Pedogog's sample of 30 students is a random sample for the simple
reason that every element (student) in the population the sample is
intended to represent had an equal chance of being selected.

Did Joe.Smith, who is repeating the 10th grade for the fifth time,
have the sane chance of being selected as Boyd Buttrom, the math
genius? Yes, both names went into the drum on the same size piece
of paper. No reason for believing that any one-student had a
greater chance of being selected than anyone else.

This examOle illustrates the basic viterion of random sampling:
EVERY ELEMENT IN THE POPULATION FROM WHICH THE SAMPLE IS COMPOSED
11.4S AN EQUAL CHANCE OF BEING SELECTED.
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Another Example

If you wished to determine the mean height of a population

consisting of 3,000 college freshmen, you would have two choices--

(1) test all 3,000, (2) test a random sample and estimate the

population mean.

Being of sound mind, you would elect the latter alternative,

keeping in mind that your sample (let's say 100 people) must be

random. One possible way to select a random sample would be to

sit down and write out all possible combinations of 100 names,

and then, closing your eyes, select one of the lists. But, as

you hopefully realize, the number of lists containing all possible

combinations of 100 names would be so large that it would take a

lifetime to write them all out. A more sensible alternative is to:

Write down each name on an indivitual sheet of paper; place the

papers into a container; draw out one name at a time, making sure

lethat on the second draw any of the remainigg 2,999 names has an

equal chance of being drawn, that on the third draw any of.the

remaining 2,998 namea has an equal chance, and so on until you

reach 100-7-the desired sample size.

Question: Is the above sample random?

Your answer: /es, because every college freshman in the population

(3,000 in all) had an equal chance of being selected:

the 7' basketball center and the 5' class-clown.

SLll Another

Suppose we wanted to know whether college students at Ukaducca

U4iversity are in favor of the administration allocating more money 4

for the football program. We don't wish to question all of Ukaducca's

27,000 students, so we decide ta use'a sample. We select our sample

by goinguto the Saturday football game and questioning every tenth

student from Ukaducca that we find. We end up with a sample of 100

-students from Which we can generalize to the population.

Question: Is the above sample random?

Your answer: Clearly, it is not., Allif Ukaducca's 27,000 students

did not have an equal chance of being selected. Did

a student who hates foq;ball and spends all her Satur-

days in the library, have the same opportunity as one
who has never missed a game? Clearly not. Students

who attend football games are not representative of

the total student population.

'A Final One

Suppose a teacher wishes to obtain a random sample from his

8:00 a.m. class of 100 students, and he selects the first 20 students

who arrive on Monday morning.
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Question: Is the sample random?

Your answer: Obviously, it is not. What about the 15 or so
students who cut class after the weekend? What
about those'atudents who are usually late to
class? They did not have an equal chance: there-
fore, the teacher has selected,a biased (not °random)
sample.

Final notes 161

1. Random sariples are used in statistics because:

a) From random samples you can validly generalize to
the population with which you are concerned (but,
can never hope to test in its entirety).

b) Many of the statistical procedures developed for use
in hypothesis testing (to ke.covered in Unit IX)
require random sampling. If your sampling procedures
are not random, those statistical tests are invalid.

2. It may have bothered you in the discussion of random sampling
procedures that the suggested method involved writing names on
pieces of paper and drawing them from a drum. Actually, statis-
ticianst-40 not spend their time tearing up pieces of paper in
the eternal quest for random samples. Two alternate sources
are available. Just so you know about them, they are: (a)

a random number table, available in many statistics texts
(not yours!), and (b) computers, which generate random numbers
for the asking.

3. The major point in this unit is that whether you write names on ,

pieces of paper or use a random number table, you end up with a
random sample if and only if all subjects (people, students, etc.)
in the population you are measuring had an equal chance of being
selected. .

7.1- POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. *Describe what is meant by random sample.

2o Why do statisticians use random"samplee?
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3. Describe briefly how you could obtain a random sample of 50

subjects from a population of 300. V

4. A researcher is interested in determining the average yearly

income of male citiAns over 18 years of age who reside in

Catatonia, Nevada (pop. 424). To save time, he uses a random
numbers table to select a sample of 50 from the Catatonia ,

phonebook.

Will the resultant sample be random? Why or why not?

7.2 Instructional Unit: The Relationship Between Parameters and

Statistics
c

In introducing this unit, some steps in the route of statistical

inference were briefly mentioned. They were: 1) drawin&la random

sample, and 2) Computing statistics of the sample.

You know what to do in step #1: drawing a random sample. You

know what to do in step 02: computing statistics of the sample

(computing means, modes, medians, variances, standard deviations

etc.). Then, we want to move to a third step--to make inferences

from the sample about the population. Remember, as sampling has been

described in this unit, we have no interest in the sample per se

(i.e., the particular 160 cullege freshmen that we "happened." to se-

lect out of the population of 3000). We are interested in the whole

3000(1) and are merely using the sample to get the best picture that

we can. But how do you estimate populations and test hypotheses

about those estimates? It's a fairly "giant" step which will take

at least another unit (Unit VIII Vibe exact) to even fully.introduce.

But we must make a start somewhpre, so we will begin by again mention-

ing that the major function of samples is to provide a basis for ,

making inferences about populations. In instances where it is

reasonable to describe all meubers of a population (e.g.4-Jfrs. Jones

wants to find the'average age of her 10 fourth-grade studants), the

use of samples would make little sense. In instances where it is

unreasonable to describe an entire population (the average age of all

fourth graders!), use of a sample is absolutely necessary.

Obviously, whether scores are from a sample or a population, it

is possible to compute the varioue types of statistics we have dis-

cussed in earlter units. A gpan or a median, for example, can be
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obtained for either a sample or a population, using exactly the same
computation procedures. But, perhaps you.are getting the picture
that it is important to differentiate betWeen the two types of data
sources. The indices to which we have referred as "statistics" are
actually labeled as such only when computed for samples. When the
same indices (means, modes, correlation, etc.) are computed for
populations,they are called parameters. Remembering this scheme
is easy: (s)amples yield (s)tatistics

(p)opulations yield (p)arameters

Note the use of Greek letters when referring to populations and
Roman letters when refetring to samples. This way the data source
is never in doubt. Here are some examples:

Population Parameter Sample Statistic

Mean u X

Standard Deviation a 4

Variance (72 42

Correlation p 4

So, to say it again, we must rely on statistics as a means of esti-
mating population parameters. But will the computed statistic neces-
sarily give us the exact parameter of interest? The answer is "hardly
ever," but the validity of the estimate (i.e., its closeness to the
"true" parameter value) will depend on a number of factors. Here are
the most obvious:

4

1. Randomness of the sample: If your sample isn't random, the
accuracy of estimation should be reduced. For examile, if the irue
average height of the entire population of male seniors in North-
South High School is 68 in., it's doubtful that you would cone even
close if the sample you employed for estimation consisted of all male
seniors on the basketball team. The probable mean value for that
sample would be something like 74 in., with the result being an incor-
rect conclusion that male students grow qipecially big at North-South
High. A random sample would be more likely to give a mean value
much closer to the a

sc
tual parameter, 68 in.

2. Sample size: Should sample size relate to the accuracy of
estimation? The answer is "positively." The larger the sample, the
greater your chances of obtaining a valid estimate. To use an extreme
example, suppose you were interested in estimating grade point average

$ (GPA) of students at North-South High, and decided%to use a random
sample of two students. By the "luck of the draw," the two names
selected from the drum happen to be Joe Smitherene and Harry Duence,
whose best subjects are homeroom and lockeroom, respectively. When
you check the records to obtain GPAs, the computed value is 2.50 on
a 4.00 scale. But that is for both added together! Dividing by two
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gives an average for that sample of 1.25. Unfortunately, this time

randomness did not ptovide a close eatimatg of the population parameter.

Someone else-might select a different random sample of two, and by

chance, select Herb Einstein and Geraldine Cranium, who.spent the night

of the Prom comparing equationt for determining the stress load on the

dance floor. For this sample, the estimate is'399. Someone else

isight use a sample of two and actually get the true population para-,

meter of 2.85. The point is thaf with such small samples, there is

much room for error (chance variation): even one extreme case can

radically affect the computed value. On the other'hand, if a larger

sample, say 50 students, had been used, high extremes would probably

balance outlow extremee, thus increasing the chtves of coming very

close to the true parameter.

3. Sample Statistic: As will be discussed in more detail below,

certain statistics gttre better estimates,of their corresponding pare-

tgeters than do others. For example, using a sample mean to estimate

a population mean will normally provide more pccuracy than using a

sample median to estimate a population median. Further, both of these

statistics give more accurate estimations than would a sample range for

estimating the range for the population. The ways in which different

statistics are computed allow for some to yary more (from sample to

sample) than othert. And some, like the sample range and correlation

coefficient, tend to systematically differ from their corresponding

population values.

4, Population Form: In using statistics to make inferences

about parameters, another important factor is the form of the popula-

tion. It will be seen later on in this unit and also in-the next,

that some of the procedures used for statistical inference-making

depends on assumptions regarding normality, i.e., scores being dis-

tributed in normal curve form. Analytical procedures used when a

distribution approaches normality might not be appropriate when it is

rectangular, seriously skewed, bimodal, etc. The general rule in the

ttatistical world seems to be that the closer the population is to

normality, the easier life becomes.

5. Luck: Statistics are Merely estimators of population para-

meters. Even if you use the most conscientious random sampling

techniques (with a gold plated wastepaper basket flown which to draw

selections), a very large sample, a "reliable" statistic (e.g., the

mean as oPposed to the range), and a perfect normally distributed

population, there is no guarantee that the statistic you get will .

provide a close estimate of the population parameter. The above

factors do guarantee precision in the long run, but in any single

sample there will always be a certain margin for error. The hypo-

thesis testing procedures to be dealt with later on take these error

margins into account in telling us how "confident" we can be about

our estimates. Although you are not expected, at this point, to

understand how the following figures would be derived, we might find,

for example, that the sample mean we obtain of 106 allows us to be
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95% confident that the true population parameter lies between
102.04 and 109.96, and 99% confident that it lies between 100.84 and
111.16., All we are attempting to say at this.point is that statis-
qcs is a game of probability; it is only possible to forecast what
will happen over time. What occurs on any draw is unpredictable--
otherwise Las Vegas would be a barren space in the desert and statis-
tics a nonexistent field (shame on you if you cheered).

All of the above discussion naturally leads to our next topic.

What Is a Sampling Distrigution?

We have made it clear that a given statistic computed from a single
sample may not closely represent the true parameter of the population.
But what would happen in the long run? That is, if instead of stopping
with one sample, we computed the same statistic for many? Let's take
the case of means as an illustration. Here is the situation: We have
a population of 15,000 physicians in a particular region of the country
and reason to believe that their salaries, whatever they may be, are
normally, distributed. Since we don't have the time to obtain a salary
figure for all 15,000 individuals, we decide to use a random sample of
100 to help anewer the pressing question, "How much do physicians-
representing that population make?" Unbeknownst to us, somewhere in
the Internal Revenue Service computer are data that would indicate the
actual and true mean salary for that group to be $80,000 (enough to
make one think about med school). But not having this information,
we must go ahead and compute the mean for our sample. Will it be
exactly $80,000? Very unlikely, as samples fluctuate. In this case,
we happened to get more than the usual share of "Fat Cat" surgeons,
giving us a sample mean of $90,000. We have overestimated, uninten-.
tionally of course. Suppose we had an infinite amount of time on our
hands and threw the first 100 back into the pool and then drew another
random sample, and then another, and then another etc., etc. What
mean values would we get? All different ones,of course; some would
be higher than the parameter (80,000), some would be lower, and still
others would hit it just about on the nose. The distribution of these
mean values would comprise what is referred-to as a Sampling Distribu-
tion. Here's a definition: Sampling Distrait:don: A Sampling Dis-
tribution of a particular stittistic (e.g., the mean) refers to the
probability distribution of\that statistic (e.g., meiins) for all poll-
Bible samples of a given size from some population. oA\

Quite a mouthful, but the key to understanding here is al to try
to memorize what is said, but rather to sit back and see if you can-
grasp its meaning. We have, thus far, established the following:

1. Random shmples are used to derive statistics
(means, correlations, etc.).

2. The statistics provide a basis for estimating
population parameters (means, correlations, etc.)

3. Due to chance factors, e.g., who is selected in
the sample, samples fluctuate.
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4. As a result of sampling fluctuation, the

statistic computed from one sample will

probably differ to some extent from the

sane statistic, computed in the same way,

from another sample.

5. The distribution of these differing statis-

tical values represents what is called a

Sampling Distribution. It tells you what'

pdssible values of the statistics can be

obtained, with what frequencies, etc.

The notion Of a Sampling Distribution suggests an organization

of scored that take on different values. This was the very idea with

which we were cons...fled in Unit I, when we organized scores ih terns

of frequency'dist butions and frequency polygons. It might be

worthWhile to retate this prior learning to the present topic by

distinluishing between "ordinary, run-of-the-mill" frequency distri-

hutions and this "imposing" new concept of Sampling Distributions.

Here we go:

Purpose

Source

'Horizontal
Axis

Vertical
Axis

Central
Tendency

Frequency Distribution Sampling Distribution

(Unit I) (Unit'VI)

To portray the numeri- To portray the expected

cal values of a set of numerical values of a

scores (X) statistic (e.g., X's,
es, Md's, etc.)

A. siflgle sample or ,

population

Score values (X's)

Frequency of scores

Ws)

'The mean (X or V) in-
dicates the average
score, interpreted- as

a "typical" value

Variability The variance (o
2 or

42) or standard de-
viation indicates the
II spread" of scores

Description Empirical (obtained)
set of data
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All possible unique
samples of a certain
size from a population

Values of q statistic
(X's or others)

Proportion of values

(2)

Expected "Value represents
the average value of the
statistic; i.e., the
"typical" estimate given
by the random samples.

The Standard Error indi-
cates the spreild of the
values of the statistic

Theoretical probability
model
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Thus, a frequency distribution tells you what happened in terMs of
individuals' scores on a particular measure: How many obtained

which scores? What was the most common score? What was the average?

etc.

A Sampling Distribution tells you what valuesTare likely if a
certain statistic is computed from random sampkes selected from
Some population: What value of the statistic is most probable?
What is the spread of the different values? etc.

'-4
As you're reading along, perhaps you're setting worried about the

idea of Sampling Distributions4representing possible statistical
values for all unique samples. "Will I have to construct one of.these

things?" you wonder. ."Thst could take some tilde, and this course (as
much as I'm enjoying it!!) isn't worth that amount of punishment for
any grade!" you mutter (angrily). All of,a sudden, dust appears on
the horizon and hoofbeats are heard... STATISTICAL THEORY to.the
rescue!! Sampling distributions do not haveeto be constructed piece
by piece--they are mathematically derived. More on that in the next

section....
%

Final Note: Sampling Distributions must always be based on
isamples of a given size (whether that size be 3,5,23,56,89,700,
etc.), and the samples must always be selected at random from the

same population.

7.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

I. In yodr own words, explain, the difference between stattstics and

parameters. From what source iS each derived? Which is used as

the estimate for the other? How are they symbolized?

2. What is meant by samplini fluctuation? How does this concept relate

to the idea that sa@lples allow for probabilistic rather than certain

estimations?

4

3. In general terms, what does a Sampling DiStribution represent?
What,are the major factors that determine its properties?
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7.3 InstTuctional Unit: The Notion of Bias in Statistical Inference
14,

'N\Samples fluctuate. If two or more samples, identical in size

and selected from the same population, are used to derive the same

statistic, the valuei-obtained in each case will vary. The Sampling

fistribution for that statistic represents tho probability, of obtain-

ing each of the different values. But as,it !urns out, some statistfcs

give "better" estimates of their corresponding parameters than do

others. Actually, there are two groups: the dnbiased and-the biased.

Unbiased: Unbiased statistics, when computed from random samples,

give values that differ from the pOpulation parameter only on

the basis of chance (who was included in the sample, tenting

conditions, etc.).* If you take,sampl after sample and compute .

'that statistic for each, the individuai values will tend to

differ from one another (remember sam ling fluctuation?) but

will clatter, around the population (the parameter) value.

Examples of unbiased statistics are the mean, the median,Sand

the variance(computed by 62 formula). If a-statistic is

unbiased, it is valuable torase as a basis for making an in--
ference about- the population.

Biased: Biased statistics, when computed from random samplfs, give

values that systematically differ from the population parameter.

If you take sample after sample and compute that statistic for

ea0, the individualyalues will noponly differ from each

other, due to saMpling fluctuation, but will cQ,uster around

a value that is aligferent,from the population v lue. Examples

of,biased statistics are th'e range and the vari nce (if com-

puted for a sample using the 02 formula)'. If'a statistic'is'

biased, using it to make an inference about the population can

be quite misleading.

N *

The Great LiVing Room Squirtout
or

How to Cross-gxamine a Wetness

* * *

Pretend there is a tatergUn (wetre intentionally making this,ex-

ample nonviolent) that is positioned 14 feet away from a target. The

watergun is perfectly aimed at'that'iarget, and to maintain that posi-

tioning, is locked in a viseso t t it Cannot be moved.

You serot the gun. Willthe water hit the bullseye? Given that 1104,

it is perfectly aimed at the bullseye, that is the most Probable died-

merlon. In fact, though, many chance factors could_preventthe shot

from being accurate: a north wind this time, a south wind the Aext,

a little too heavy on the trigger this time, a little too light the

next, "heavier" water this time, maybe lighter water the next. If con-4,

ditions are perfect we're.going to hit the target!
$

If they're riot,

4

-to
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we're going to miss it by being high or low, too far left or too far
right. Who can predict? It's a function of chance. 0Here's what
happened in 20 tries.

Notice tha the bullseye was frequently pisSed, and some of the misses
were rather severe at that. But, if you had to guess where the 21st
shot would land, the bullseye would still be the best bet. Chance fac-

.tors (like wind) resulted in some-error, but the stiots nonetheless cluster
around the bullseye, since that's where the gun is pointed.

4- See the relationship between,fhese shots and computing unbiased statis-
tics from.random samples?

Shotn #21-40

The next day, your clumsy cousin.Fdrdie stumbles on.the vise and .

moves it! Now the wateragun's aim is positioned 1 inch to the right, of
the target! You shoot the gun. Will the water hit the bullseye? It can,
but that's no longer the most.probable spot. If conditions are absolutely
perfect, the water's going to land-7you got it!--exactly 1 inch to the
right Of the bullseye.--11.kf a strong east wind blows, we might get the
bullseye that way. Heretii-Vhat happened in shots 21-40.



a

Notice that the bullseye was almost always missed, and most of the shots

are to the right Of it. No surprise! The gun was (mistakenly) aimed to

the right--and the shots will cluster around the aiming point. As far

as the bullseye is conceRed, our aii is biased.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Unbiased statistics, like the mean,'are analogous to the first part

of ihe above illustration. If your sample is perfectly representative
of the population--and nothing goes wrong in the testing-- the sample

mean should be exactly equal to the population mean (bullseye!!). But

how many times are you going to get a perfectly representative sample?

Random samples help to'produce representativeness but by no means guaran-

tee it. So,.pany times, you'll miss the target, but your shots (sample

statistics) wiirt4uater around the bullseye (population parameter).

Biased siatisi 4,,like the range, are analogous to the second

part of the illustt. Due to the way they're computed, the aim is

all wrong from the very b ginning. The expected value is not equal to

the population value. Using-the sample range to estimate,the population

range is like trying to hit the,bullseye (see illustration) with your

watergun pointed in the wrong direction. All you can do is (s)pray for
a

luck. But the act itself is padvisable. Here's an example:

Example

/* Suppose that for the entire population of employees at General

Mittens Co. the average number of cups of coffee consumed each day (ux)

equals 2.3 & Range = 20. How do we know this? In real-life we wouldn't,

but being allowed to make up hyPothetical sityations for instructional

purposes gives one a great deal of power. Remember that the population

mean and range would be derived based on all persons in the group.

Range = 20 would be derived by subtracting the lowest value-for the

population (most likely, many people drink zero cups) from the highest

value (in this case, Roderick Di Beaneo, a resident of Seattle, reported

drinking 20.cups a day--thelLighest in the entire population). 'suppose

we take a sample of 20 workers: will the sample mean, 1, be identical

to the real population mean, ux = 2.3? No, unless we are extremely
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lucky. But sincewe sampled randomly, we should be able to regard the
statistic, X, as a fair estimate. It could be too large or it could
be too small, but given'the way in which the mean is computed, no 222-
tematic overestimation or underestimation should have taken place. Any

variation from the population mean should be due entirely to chance.
If additional random samples were employed, some should yield X's that
are higher or lower. Over*all possible samples, however, the lows should

balance out the highs, with the central tendency of the Sampling Dis-
tribution represented by the population value of 2.3. Thejarger the
deviation from this central value, in either the positive or negative
-direction, the lower the probability of our obtaining a sample mean that
size. What we are saying is that X provides an unbiased estimate of ux.
You may "miss" on any given try, but the long run projection is one of
favoring X's that approximate Ux.

What about the range in our sample? 'The range is a'biased statistic,
as its deviation from the true population value takes place systematically

rather than strictly by chance. Specifically, the sample range systema-
tically underestimates the population range; after repeated sampling,
you will get sample statistics that cluster around a value that is less

than the true range of the population. Can you figure out why? Unlike

the mean, the range is based on two scores only--thp two most extreme.
You maY recall that in the whole population, the highest score was Rod
Di Beaneo's 20 cups per day. What is.the only way that the sample range

can equal the population range? Rod Di Beaneo must be one of those

selected!! If he is not, the sample range has to be smaller. If we

don't get Rod Di Beaneo, we still have a decent chance of selecting
sone reasonably high score (Tom Perky, for example, who drinks 18 Cups

a day). But, can you apNeciate what could happen if the population
range were to be estimated from a very small sample? The low score might

be something like 2 cups a day and the high score only.4 cups. The sample

range would be only 7, a very substantial deviation from the parameter
value of 20. Note, however, that the mean for this very small sample
could still provide a close approximation of ux = 2.3.

Let's turn to sone other statistics and ask the same question:
Which provide unbiased estimates of population parameters and which
do not?

1. Mean (i): Means will differ from sample to sample. But the
preponderance of sample means should cluster around the true
population value, ux, whatever it may be. The further the
distance of X from the parameter, the fewer the number of
samples yielding those X's. The mean, as we have discussed,
is an unbia'sed statistic.

2. Range.: The ranges too will differ ,from sample to sample, but
due to the way in which ranges are computed, they will clus-
ter around a value that is snaller than the actual population
range. The largest sample range can only be as great as the

parameter; all other sample ranges wtll be smaller, due to the
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failure of the samples to include the highest and lawest

(most extreme) scores in the population. The range is a

biased statistic.

3. Variance: You may recall that the variance can be computed

in two different ways: with n in the denominator (symbo-
lized a2), or with n-1 in the denominator (symbolized 42).

It wag c4scussed that the former procedure is used for

making inferences about populations from samples. Now you

ahould-get a better idea of why such a distinction is

necessary.
If you use the formula Dc2/N (see p. 82) to compute the

sample variance,you will get a biased estimate of the

population variance; a2. Actually, for reasons we won't go

into at this point, we will tend to get an underestimate of

a2.

If we use the formula Ex2/n-1 (see p; 86) to compute the

sample variance, we get an unbiased estimate of a2. This

formulaA if you recall, gives a statistic called 42 (see p.

06). 44 is an unbiased estimate of a2.

4. Median' Md): The medidn, like the mean, is an unbiased

statistic. If computed from different samples, the values

obtained would tend to cluster around the actual population

Md. What is interesting, however, is that the sample Md's

would show _greater spread (greater variability)phan would

the sample X's. Thus, while both statistics'tend, over
repeated sampling, to approach the population parameter, the

chances of any single sample providing an exact (or close)

estimation is greater for X than for Md. Remember when we

discussed that the mean is usually the preferred measure of

central tendency? One of the reasons is that it is a more

precise estimator.

5. Correlation (A): Two variables are needed for correlational
analysis, so let's assume that chemistry achievement scores
for all high school students are correlated with their junior-

year grade point averages (GPA). The question is, will the

computed sampleA's represent unbiased estimators of the correlation

coefficient for the population (p)? Unfortunately for those

seeking the most straightforward reply, the answer is "maybe,

maybe not." For A, the rule is as followaip if the population

p = 0, A does represent an unbiased statistic. That is, the

sample A's will tend to distribute around a central yalue of

0.00. If the population correlation differs from 0.00 (either

+ or 7), A becomes a biased statistic, for which the tendency

is to undereetimate the absolute value of the parameter.

In conclusicin, the Sampling Distribution of A may or nihy not

reflect bias in estimating the population parameter, depending

upon whether the two variables are correlated (bias) or not

correlated (to bias) in the population.
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* * . * * * * * . * * * * * *

Option explanation for those interested: Why would a sample 4

tend to serestimate the population correlation? Suppose the cor-

relation; ettieen two variables is +.85 in the population. If you

try to estimate this value by use of a sample, the concept of sampling

fluctuation suggests that in a single draw, anything is possible. The

greatest probability, of course, is that you will obtain a positive
correlation that is at least close to the actual population coefficient
of .85. But given that correlations can range from -1.00 to +1.00,
there is a much greater area below +.85 than there is above +.85.
Look below:

-1.00 .00 .85 +1.00

Thus, following repeated sampling, you will end up with many values
clustered around the +.85, but some will (by-chance) fall in the
rather extreme areas below .85. -These extreme values-will tend to
pull the Expecte Value (i.e., the average sample 4) down, and thus

yield a Sampl Dietribution that systematically underestimates the
parameter.

*, * * * * * * * * * * * *, * * *

Final note before practice posttesc: If sample values tend to
cluster around the kopulation parabeter, we identified the atatistic
as unbideed (e.g., X); if they tended to yield an average equal to

some other value, we identified the statistic as biased (e.g., range).
Sampling Distributions are theoretical models"which are baded on what
is mathematically determined to occur if a statistic is computed from

all unique samples that can be generated from a population.

7.3 POSTTEST (answers In back)

1. Assuming that the population in question is normally distributed,
which of the following statistics would comprfse unbiased esti-
mators of their corresponding parameters. For any that you
characterize as biased, specify the direction that the bias will
take (overestimate or underestimate).

a. Md
2

b. variance using Exo/n-1

c. variance using VON
d. X
e. k (p 0)

f. 4 (p 0 0)

2. What is the relation beleen sample size (n) and the accuracy of

estimation?
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7.4 Instructional Unit': Sampling Distributions of Means

Given that the mean is probably the most commonly used tatistic

for inference-making, it seems important to describe the properties

of its Sampling Distribution in a little. more detail. First, what

might a Sampling Distribution look like? At first glance, it can

easily be mistaken for's Frequency Polygon (Unit I)., Actually it's

quite similar, but while the Frequency Polygon tells you the fre-

quency with which different score values (X's) were obtained from all

people, the Sampling Distribution tells you the frequ::cy (or proba-

bility) with which different means (IE's) were o .-. from all uniqUe

samples.

1

SAMPUNG DISTRIBUTION

Regular "OLD"

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

Question: What three properties are important in describing

dis;ibutions of scores?

Answer: (from Units I, II, and III) Form, central tendency, and

Just as we dealt with these properties in discussing frequency

distributions, Sampling_Distributions have form, central,tendency,

and variability.
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How are the values distributed when computed for all unique samples,

of identical size, ielected from the same population? Let's deal

with form first, assuming random sampling in all examples.

Form

If the population from which sampling takes place is normally

distributed, the SamfAing Distribution of means will also be normally

distributed. Assume that height is normally distributed for a certain

population (e.g., all females in Omaha). If means (X's) are Computed
for all unique samples of a certain size selected from that population,
the values of those means will.be normally distributed!

HOWEVER, if the population scores are not normally distributed,

the form of the Sampling Distribution of means will spproach normality

as sample size increases. What this suggests is that, regardless of

the form of the population (rectangular, positively skewed, etc.), we

will end hp with a Sampling Distribution resembling the normal curve

if sample size (A) is large enough. For instance, suppose that the

distribution of women's heights in Omaha is positively skewed. An

infinite number of very small samples (e.g., all A's gr. 2) pay yield X's

that do not distribute normally. An infinite number of ,large samples

(e.g., all n's eg 30) would yield X's that tend to distribute normally.
(The advantage of a "normal" Sampling Distribution is that it can be

Analyzed via the "normal curve probability estimates" with which we
dealt in earlier sections--more on this later.)

How big must n be to ensure normaliiy? You do not have to memorize

these, but please read them; they provide valuable guidelines for making

decisions about sample size.

A. If your population data are normally distributedl
a sample size of only 4, (n = 4) is sufficient to
insure normality in the Sampling Distribution.

B. If your distribution is not normally distributed
but is symmetrical, samples of 10 - 15 cases may

be needed.
,..

C. If your distribution is slightly skewed, you may
still need at least 10 cases.

D. If population is moderately Skewed, 20 cases may
be called for.

Example Problem (just for fun):

A Sampling Distribution of means is based on samples of 5 cases
selected from a population that is moderately skewed in form. Would

it be correct to assume that the Sampling Distribution is normally

distributed?
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Answer: No. For a moderately skewed poNlation, samples of
size 20 (see "D") are generally needed to insure normality
'in the Sampling Distribution.

Suppose the population data were normally distributed. What then?

Answer: Samples of a *, 5 would be adequate to insure normality

(see "A").

Central.Tendency

In discussing the concept of bias, we said that if'the typical
sample statistic was expected to be equivalent to the population para-
meter, the estimator was identified as being unbiased (e.g., 42, Md,,

'and, of course, X.) The mean value of a Sampling.,Distribution is called

its Expected Value, and symbolized as, E( ). Inserted in the paren-

theses is the symbol for the particular statistic being characterized;
thus, we can have E(Md), E(range), etc.

In the case of means, the properties of E(i) can be very easily

identified by the following rule: E(X) 4= ux. What this means is that_ .

if X's are computed for an infinite number of random samples, .tbe mean

of all theli's (i.e., the average X) 'will be equal to the population

mean (us).

Example:

Suppose that for all bluejays who nest in a particular park, the mean

length of individuals is 9 inches. All unique random samples of 25

bluejays are identified and an X is computed for each. The X's will

naturally differ from one another, but if alk.are averaged together,

what value will be obtained? The answer: E(X) g. 9, the population

mean! Suppose that Xls are computed for all unique samples of 10

individuals. What will these X's average? The answer is the same:

E(X) 9. Does the,form of the distribution matter? It does not; in

the case of means, E(X) us regardless of form or of sample size.

Here is the rule again: When means are computed for an infinite
number of_random samples (of a certain size), the mean of the means
(i.e., E(X)1 will be equal to the mean of the entire population.

Understand what this means? Try your skill on this one:

The average weight of adults in a particular tawn is 135 lbs. If

Te's are computed for all unique samples of 25 people from that tawn,

what will E(X) ?

Answer: E(X) 135; the mean of all the means will be 135.

Suppose the population was positively skewed, would the E(X) change?

No! Suppose the sample size were reduced to n 4. 4; would that have

an efefect? Well, it might reduce our chances of obtaining a normally
distributed Sampling Distribution - depending on the form of the

;1
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popUlation (see previous section) - but central tendency would con orm

to the same rule: E(X) Is ux .

Hee the symbols again for a final vied before we turn to the
-

final Sampling Distribution characteristic, variability.

the mean ofan individual samp2e selected from a
population

u
x

: the mean of the population
1 _

E(X) : the meat of a Sampling Distribution of X's
for that population

Variability

Thinking way back, you may recall that Unit II (Central Tendency)
was followed as closely as was possible by.a unit on the subject of

variability (Unit III). Does Unit III apply to what we're doing here?
There is no question that it doee -'anytime we have a distribution of

scores, whether it consistg of raw scores or sample means, it helps to

give a characperization of form, central tendency, and variability.

Having already covered the firat two concepts in reference to Sampling

Distributions of Means - we are now ready for the third. What about

variability?

The varLiance and the Atandakd deviation are the most respected and
revered indices of variability. Theoretically, we can compute them for
Sampling Distributions using the same formulas employed for ftequency
distributions in Unit III.

The standard deviation of a Sampling Distribution, like the
Expected Value, is so important that it is given a special name--the

Standard Error. The Standard Erkor is simply the scandard deviation of
all values in the Sampling Distribution (keep in mind that these values

are all sample means). To avoid confusion with other types of standard
deviations, the Standard Error is symbolized as az; this symbol suggests

that we are dealing with the standard deviation (a) of sample mean (X).

Let's stop for a moment and get our symbols straight.,

Question: What do the following,symbols mean: a, 4, and a-?
X

Answer: o refers to the standard deviation of all raw scores
in the populatioh.

4 refers to the standard deviation of all raw scores
in an individual, sample from the population.

a- refers to the standard deviation (called Standard Error)
X of all scores (sample mean, XI) in the Sampling

Distribution.
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What does the Standard Error 07 tell us? It indicates the variability

in the Sampling Distribution. "It is particularly valuable in allbwina

us to compare the variability (or sampling fluctuation) in two or more

different Sampling Distributions.

Properties of the Standard Error

Suppose we have a population of 100 test scores with ux 57.

We randomly select an infinite number of samples of size 15 and compute

their media. The result is a Sampling Distribution of means with an

, Expected Value, E(X), of 57. Right?

Use rour imagination, and pretend that it would be practical
to compute the Standard Error by laboriously subtracting E(X) from

each of the infinite number of sample beans, squaring the resultant
deviation scores, averaging them, and taking the square root of the

result. In practice, this would be absurd, but let's say that we
were committed to the task, And that the result was equal to 3.00.'
Now we have a Sampling Distribution that we can characterize quite well.

E(X) 57

. 3
X

If you remember the material on 2 scores," you realize that given the
mean and standard deviation of any normal distribution, we can compute

the percentage of scores that fall between any two z scores, raw scores,

and so on. Knowing the Expected Value and Standard Error of a Sampling
Distribution can be very valuable. We'll save this for later, however.

For now, simply consider the above results and think about the

followini situation. Suppose we went back to the sane population of

100 test scores, but this time selected at random an infinite number

of samples of size 10. We end up with a Sampling Distribution of means

based on 10, not 5, cases.

Question: What would be the Expected Value of this new -
Sampling Distribution?

Answer: E(X) 57, of course! True, we changed sample size,
but the basic principle is still in effect: E(X) ux.

The following question, which is similar to one posed in Unit 6.2, is

really the "meat" of this section. Before looking at the answer,luse

your powers of intuition and pure logic and give it a try. If you get

the right answer (for the right reasons), the remainder of this unit

will be smooth sailing. If you cannot get the answer, give the accom-

panying explanation your full attention.

THE QUESTION: In the first example, we pretended that the Standard

- Error of the Sampling Distribution for 5-case samples was 3.

Would the Standard Error of the new Sampling DistribUtion,

based on 10 cases, be equal to, greater than, or less than 3?

In other words, would the variability between sample means be

different when all samples are made up of 5 cases as opposed

to 10 cases?
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THE ANSWER: The variability (Standard Erroi) of the,10-case Sampling
Distribution would be less than that of the 5-case distribution.

Why? The 10-case sample means are likely to fluctuate (from ux)

less than the 5-case ample means simply because more scores are
being taken into accourt in each case.

'NEW QUESTION: What is the most accurate way of determining the mean

of a population of 1,000 scores?

ANSWER: Take all of the 1,000 scores and average theml!

NEWER QUESTION: What would be the second most accurate way?

ANSWER: Take a sample of 999_scores and average them!!

NEWEST: The third most reliable estimate?

ANSWER: Take a sample of 998 scores and average them.

The larger the samples, the closer each mean will probably be to the

population mean and to each other!!

For those serious students who are still plagued by doubts and uncer-
tainties, more explanation ,can be found below.

* * * * * * * * *

'Pretend that from our populatiOn of 100 scores with ux ma 57, we

cons ct a Sampling Distribution based on samples of size 99. The

Samplihg Distribution, by definition, would show the proportion of the

sample means of different values that we obtained. Understanding that

each sample mean is based on 99/100 scores from the population, would

there be much variability? Would there be a large Standard Error?

NO: Each sample mean would be extremely close to ux. After all,

each is based on every score from the iopulaiion save one. Thus, as

we draw sample after sample, and compute X for each, the resultant

values would probably be ones like 57.05, 56.98, 57.01, 57.23, 56.89,.

etc. See what's happening? With only one member of the population

missing in our samples of n 99, each sample mean'would almost be

identical to Ux 57. Variability or oR of the Sampling Distribution,
would therefore, be very small. The Sampling Distribution, when

plotted, would have, of course,,an Expected Value to 57, and look

something like this:

56 5/

u
x
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On the other hand, pretend that from our population of 100 scores
with ux = 57, we construct a Sampling Distribution of means based on
2-case samples. Understanding that each sample mean is based on only
2/400 scores from the pepulation, would there be much variability?
Would there be a large Standard Error?

Alia

, Yes! Yes! Using only two cases, some of the sample means would
be ,ctremely high, and some of the sample means would be extremely low.
Thus, as we draw sample after sample, and.compute X for each, we could
get fairly discrepant values such as 42.06, 65.28, 58.01, 39.86, 49.37,
etc. With only 2 people being considered in each sample, the chances
for variation--from sample to sample--would.be relatively large. There-

fore, variability of a)-c- of the Sampling Distribution would also be

large.

The Sampling Distribution, when plotted, would have an Expected
Value = to 57, and-kook something like this:

57

ANOTHER BASIC LAW TO REMEMBER: AB sample size increases, the Standard
Error of the Sampling Distribution decreases. The Expected Value,
however, is unaffected by sample size.

ComputAng the Standard Error

We have thus far been able to define with pinpoint accuracy one of.
a Sampling Distribution's most important properties: E(X) = ux.

Likewise, we can determine the Standard Error of a Sampling Die.;
tribution through a mathematical derivation. Through genius, patience,
and sophisticated mathematical procedures, statisticians have co:uP
with the following formula:

'531 v n
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In a sentence this eqUation mbaie, the Standard Error of a

Sampling Distribution is equal to the populaion stagdard deviation

(a) Alvided by the sqUire root.of the pample size (n).

. Example Problem

Given a population of 1,000 scoree with ux 97 and ; 20,

*hat is the Expected Value and the Standard Error of a Sampling

Distribution of means where sample size is n 16.

Tike first question is easy: E(X) ux; Expected Value 97. to.

.4

Me second question is alsB easy:

cr- a ; a- 20; aX - 2014 5
X X

Nrir--

*note n - sample size, not pOpulation size.

Example'Problem

fik

From the sane population, we construct a Sampling Distribution of

means where sample n - 4. What is the Expected Value? Standard Erro;?

Answer: E(X) again 97.

Since sample size is less this time, we expect variability to

increase. Using the formula, thie turns out to be the case.

VITT

20

20
2

10

The formula for computing the Standard Errot is entirely consistent

th the basic premise that suggests that as sample size increases,

riability of dip Sampling gistribution will decrease. Can you see why

that.is the caseiboth looically and mathematically (or either)?

Final Votes

1. The StandArd Error is the standard deviation of a Sampling Distri-

bution. 'In the case of means, which'we have been discussing, it is

symbolizedl a. Thia symbol very simply says that.we are representing .
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J.

A.

the standard deviatidh, a, of sample means, Ps.
If you like analogies: a- is to a Sampling Distri4ution what a

is to a population,of scores.X

2. If you dow a for a population, you can determine the amount_of,

variation between sample means for all unique simples based% the

same number of cases.

3. Descriptive statistics (Units I-V) help us to characterize a given

set of scoreh. Inferential statistics help us to make probability

judgments about populations using data from samples. Saimpling

Distributions are probability models; they tell you what to expect

in the long run if you rely'on samples,of a given size to estimate

'ceftain population parameters (means, standard deviations, etc.).

In restricting our focusto sample means, we have found that with,

the availability of certain_"givens," such probability models can

be-derived in terms of form, central tendency, and variability.

As will be seen in the next section, these three characteristics

are all we deed to know to begin the inferentiat process.

7.4 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Describe the relationship between sample size.(n) and the form of a

Sampling Distribution of means.

2. How.does form of the population influence the above relationship?

3. For each of the/symbols in he lefthand colgion, match the appropriate

description from .those listed at the right./

a. X . 1. the variance of a Sampling Distribution
4.

b. a 2. the mean of an individual sample

.0c. a- 3. the population standard deviation
X

d. .ux 4. the population mean

e. 6 5. theStandard Error of a Sampling Distribution

f. 05 6. the staadard deviation of a sanple
It

7. the Expected Vilue of,a Sampling Distribution

8. the variance of a sample 4
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*
4. What is the relationship between ux and E(X)? How is this relation-

sikip influenced by n?

.

5. What IA the relationship between a and How is this relation-
X

ship influenced by n?

6. A researcher is concerned with'a population of test scores where
Ux = 70 and a = 20. Determine the Expected Value and'Standard
Error of Sampling Distributions of means where:

a)-the sample n = 4

b) ehe sample n = 16

c) the sample n = 64.

7.5 Instructional Uriit: Computing Probabilities for Obtaining
Sample Means

You are about to see how Samplieg Distributions can actually be put
to use in answering, certain types of questions. Ta."1.et through this

section, and thereby finish this Unit, you will need to be comfortable
with the following:

1) the-general concept of Sampling Diktributions;
2) determining the Expected Value and 'standard Error of a

Sampling Distribution; and
3) the use of the normal probability model ("area under-the normal

cyve" table) presented in the last few units of Unit IV.,
_

'Suppose that evtry fifth grader in Merryville, New Mexico (5,000 in
all) was administered the Auto Mechanics Aptitude Test. The mean score
foi the population was found to be 50, and the standard deviation was
found to he 12. The distribution wN3 also found to be normally distri-
buted.

Mr. keaser, an auto mechanics teacher, asks himself the following'
question: "If I were to take a random sample of 16 fifth graders and
give them the aptitude test, what would be the chances that the mean of
my Sadirl)le would be greater than the population mean (ux = 50), but less
than 53?"
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'Given the above information, can Greaser's question be answered?

Yes it can! Sampling Distributions sho# the probability of obtain-

ing sample means of different values. That statement is definitional.

If we know the properties of the Sampling Distribution that defines Mr.
,Greasees students, the question he poses can be answered with ease.

Can we characterize the appropriate Sampling Distribution?

It can be done very easilym The mean of che Sampling Distribution
of means would be equal to the'Population mean, 50.

E(1) = ax ; E(X) = 50

The Standard Error-of ihe Sampling Distribution can also be easily.

derivedl

(Yu = a = 12 =
A

"VW

Since the population was normally distributed and the samplo size (n=16)

is fairly large, we know that the Sampling Distribution will resemble a

normal curve.

Given the Expected Value, Standard Error, and form Sampling

Distribution, we can now actually draw it. Using be "area under the
normal curve" table as we did in Unit IV, we can a swer questions re-

garding the probability of-selecting samples (of size 16) with means of

different values. A

Sample Mean
s score 0 1

In order to determine probabilities, you will need to convert your
raw scores (actually, sample means) intop.z scores.

z = X - 5E in this case: z = X - E(X)

IP
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For a sample mean of 50: 50 - 50 = z = 0.00
3

for a sample mean-of 53: 53 - 50 = z = +1.00
3

ovi

Use the "area under the normal curve" table to find the distance.,
between your z score's'.

From the table we find that for z = +1.00,we have 34.13% of the
area between that value and the mean (z = 0).

Our Answer: If Mr. Greaser selects a random sample of 16 students
from the population, there is a 34.13% chance that the mean of
the sample will_fall between 50 (the population mean) and 53.

All we are doing is using normal curve probabilities to determine
the likelihood of obtaining sample means of certain values. The proce-
dure is identical to that used in Unit IV, except of course, that the
z scores which comprise the referencing points for the "normal curve"
table are now based on distances from E(X) divided by al. Why these
'and not our old friends X and a from Unit IV? Shame on you if you s
asked: We are dealing with a Sampling Distribution of means, and these
elements are what define the Sampling Distribution. The-,copcept

Sampling DistributionsUs now being applied to answer queStions likd
"If a sample of a given size is selected from a cerpain population,
what are the chances that the sample mean will deviate-by !so many
points' from the population mean?" "What are 'probable' samge-means
and what are 'improbable' odes?" etc.

If, in attempting to solve some of the problems on your own, you
find that your answers consistently differ from the correct ones shown,
the source of your difficulty is Probably one of the follawing:

1. You never read Unit IV and are attempting this section by
ambition and continual prayer.

. You studied Unit IV by rote, and have no understanding of what
"normal curve area" problems involve.

(For either of these, the only possible remedy is to review
Unit IV now. Consume two sections with a glass of water before
going to bed.)

3. You learned Unit IV well, but that was months-ago, as you have
taken a long break in getting here. Remedy: a quick review
of Unit IV should get you healthy again.

4. You know the "arda problems" cold, and think that the present
stuff is very easy, but glancing at your work, you now notice
that in trying to derive z scores for the sample means, you
used a in the denominator instead of at\hT7 If such were
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the case, you unjustifiably attempted to mix apples and oranges
in your equation, resulting in absolutely no chance of obtain-
ing a correct answer. Remedy: You have been careless. If you

have been drinking a beverage while doing your calculations,
check its contents for any "strong" substances; replace drink
with orange juice and get a night's sleep. Tomorrow start the

morning by saying to yourself 100 times, "Sampling Distributions
have a- not a as their standard deviation index."

X

Example Problem <,

n the fictional town of Feckless, the citizens are famous for

flaunting face freckled. Each year, the Feckless Face Freckle Festival
is held, at which time a count is made of the face.freckles flowering on
fellows from Feckless. Descriptive indices obtained for the population
at the very last freckle figuring were ux = 50 and a = 40. Suppose that

you are a visitor in Feckless who feels that the face freckles figures

forwarded are fraudulent, You think that a mean a 50 freckles a fel-
low is farfetched and that the real figure is probably more like 37 (a

fairer freckle frequency in your mind). Having.limited time In Feckless,

you are-forced to limit-your investigation to a random sample of only

four people; i.e., n = 4. Even though your challenge of the Feckless'

face freckle figures will be futile (ux does equal 50), if you proceed

with a count for your randomly formed foursome, what Are the chances that

the obtained X will support your initial hypothesis by being less than 37?
In- other words, assuming normality, what is the probability of obtaining

a mean lower than 37 in a random sample of n = 4?

f_

Step #1: You may recall from Unit IV that'we called this a two-step

problem: (a) use of the "formula" to convert a.score to an appropriate z,
value, and then (b) use of the "normal curve *table" tO represent the z

as a probability index. To use the "'formula" as our first step,1however,

Tw,e must determine the parameters of the Sampling-Distribution that define

our problem (i.e., the Expected Value 'and the Standard Error are needed).

At the next step,* should sketch the Sampling Distribution (the normal

curve), labeling the givens and shading the area,of concern.

E(i) = ux a= a

= 50 Nrit

= 10

10

2

5

At
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37 50 Xs
Step #2: Convert your sample mean to a z score and represent
the latter on your diagram.

For a sample mean of 37: z = 37 - 50 = -13 = -2.60

10",4-
5

Step, #3: Use "areaunder normal curve" table to locate the
area in question. Remember that the problem asked us to
determine the probability of selecting a sample mean below
37. Thus, we need to find the area below.z = -2.60. The

table shows an area of 49.53% for that particular Z. But,

remembering that the table works from the middle outward, the
49.53% must be taken to represent Area B on the graph - the
area between z = -2.60 and z = 0. We are interested in Area

A -- the area below z = -2.60. This is obtained by remembering
that half of a normal curve constitutes 50% of the total scores.
Area A and B therefore, equals 50%. To get Area A, we must use

subtrAction: A + B - B = A; 50 - 49.53 = .47%,

Ans. .47% (less than 1%) represents the probability of
selecting four people at random from the Feckless

-populace and discovering that they average less than
37 in number of face freckles. A sample mean of 37,
even with only n - 4, would be an unusual result,
given that the population parameter is ux = 50.
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One More Axample

From a population of scores whereux = 100 and a = 15,
we select a random sample of size 9. What are the
chances that the sample mean, TC, Will fall between

101 and 104?

Step #1: Determine the parameters of the Sampling
Distribution., Draw the distribution, pen-
ciling in area of interest.

E(X) = 100 = 15
X

= 15
3

Sample Mean
z score

NN

o 40 .10

Step #2: Convert your sample means into z scores.

sample mean of 101: Z = 101 - 100 = 1/5 = +.20
5

sample mean of 104: z = 104 - 100 = 4/5 = +.80
5

-

Step #3: Use "area under normal curve" table to locate

area of interest (Section 13).



Table shows that 7.93% of area falls between
Z a 0 and z a .20. This is Section A.

Table shows that 28.81% of area falls
between z = 0 and z = ,80. This is Section
A + B.

To find Section B alone:

28.81% - 7.93% a 20.88%

A +B-A a B

Our Answer: There is a 20.88% chance that the
sample mean will fall between 101 and 104.

Final notes: 1. Always use normal curve diagram.
2. Keep in mind that these problems are

very similar to the ones you attempted
to solve in Unit IV. The only
difference is that you are dealing
with a normal distribution of sample
means (the Sampling Distribution),
rather than a normal distribution of
individual scores.

7.5 POSTTEST

1. A sample 416 cases is selected from a population where
ux a 25 and a 4. Determine the probability that the
sample mean will be:

a. greater than 26
b. between 24 and 26
c. between 23.5 and 24

2. From the same population as above, a sagle of 4 cases
is selected. Determine the probability that the sample
mean will be:

a. between 26 and 28
b. less than 23
c. between 24 and 26

Recommendations for Unit VII:

1. Unit VII does not place too much emphasis upon compu-
tations. But, be sure that you understand the major
concepts presented.

2. Do not memorize definitions and concept desctiptions.
Try to define the concepts, like Sampling Distributions,
in your own words. Your own definition is always more
meaningful than a memorized one from the text.
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Unit VII Review Test
(answers in back)

The following description will be used to generate ques-

tions that should cover all (or most) of the major concepts

discussed in this unit. Try to answer the questions without

looking back; if you must consult the text, that is a good

indication that the particular section examined needs some

review. .Here is the description:

Through careful investigation, it is determined that'for a

certain population of 1000 dogs, the number of bones buried

by individuals in 1977 averages 8.5,with a standard deviation

of 2.3. Bone burying scores are normally distributed for the

population.

1. Assuming that you didn't know the above parameters

and were interested in estimating the population mean:

a. why would &random sample be important?

b. how might.you select your sample (there is no

one correct answer)?

c. what would be considerations involving sample

size (e.g., advantages/disadvantages of large

vs. small)?

2. Assume that sampling (in a hypothetical case) was

repeated over and over such that all unique samples

of size n were characterized in terms of the following

statistics. Which of these statistics would have

Expected Values equal to their corresponding popu-

lation parameters? In other words, which ;Ould_give
_

unbiased estimates?

a. X-.

b. Md

c. range

d. 4 (population p +.84)

e. 4 (population p 0.00)

f. variance (n-1 in denominator)

g. variance (N in denominator)

3. What is meant by Sampling Distribution?
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4. Describe how the following faetors influence the natu
of a Sampling Distribution: (a) the statistic, (b)

sample size, and (c) the population.

5. If a Sampling Distribution of means was derived from
samples of n = 16 in the bone burying example (see initial
description) what would be known about Ils characteristics
in terms of: (a) form, (b) Expected Value, and (c) Stan-
dard Error?

6. If the Sampling Distribution Were based on samples of n =

25, which of your answers to the preceding question (#5)

would change?

7. In reference to the bone burying example, suppose a random
sample of 4 dogs was selected and characterized in terms
of the average number of bones buried by individuals in
1977. What would be the probability of obtaining:

a. a sample mean greater than 9.0?

b. a sample mean less than 7.0?

Assume the sample was based on n 9. What would be the
chaimes of obtaining:

c. a sample mean between 8.3 and 8.7?

d. a sample mean between 8.5 and 9.5?

e. (SUPER BONUS) Above what score would 5% of
the possible sample means fall?
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UNIT VIII

HYPOTHESIS TESTING

A. General Objectives

Ineducition and the beha4,ribral sciences, the need to design and
conduct experiments in studying phenomena is obvious. The present
study of statistics has been te a large extent an attemptto equip
the student with an understandi*g of how statistics can be used to
describe a set of data. In thiS unit we will go one step further in
using statistics to test hypotheses (predictions or "educated guesses")
in a logical, objective manner:. After completing this unit, the stu-
dent should be able to understand hypothesis testing whenever he/she
confronts it in the literature and be able to employ it in conducting
and analyzing simple experiments on his/her own.

B. Specific Ob ectives

8.1 Describe the rationale for hypothesis testing

8.2 Define null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis

8.3 1. Differentiate between Type I and Type II errors
2. Select level of significance

8.4 Test hypotheses when population parameters are known (: test)

8.5 Test hypotheses when population parameters are unknown (t test)

8.1 Instructional Unit: Rationale and Basic Procedures

The reasoning behind,hypqthesis testing follows directly from the
work we have done with Sampling Distributions. Remember in the last

section of Unit VII we used the normal curve model and Sampling Distri-
butions to determine the probability of obtaining cert4in values of X.
For example, if we know that the population of a certain school has a
mean IQ of 100 and a standard deviation of 15, we can-use this inforMa-

tion to answer questions such as "If I select 10 students at random
from that population, what would be the probability that the mean of
the sample would be between 95 and 105?" If you do not understand how
Sampling-Distributions can be used to answer that, you are in need of
a review--go back to the last unit in Unit VII now.

4

We will try to add a little more to the above reasoning and see how
to test a hypothesis about the value of a parameter using sample statis-
tics. First, keep in mind that hypothesis testing is a decision-making
process. Researchers do not conduct experiments simply for the purpose

of "seeing what happens." Good researchers always have a hypothesis
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(prediction or educated guess) of what the experiment will eventually
show. Examples of hypotheses are: "I hypothesize that studen learn
more under programbed instruction than under conventional instruc on,"

"I hypothesize that the students army school are brighter than the
average student in the city," "I hypothesize that Drug A will be more
effective than Drug B in reducing the incidence of heart attacks,"...
and so'on... Once a hypothesis ieltformulated, the.reaearcher designs his
experiment for the specific purpose of testing that hypothesis.

Hypothesis testing is grounded on the notion of probability. In

education and the behavioral sciences, our experiments never conclusiively
suppopt one hypothesis over another. Given the results of one or more
expeaments, we can never say that one hypothesis is definitely more
valid than another. We can say, however, that on the basis of our results,
one hypothesis is probably more valid than another. The more striking
the results, the more,certainty we attach to our conclusion; the more
probable our concl ion mes.

Suppose one hypothesizes that nts in Genius Junior High
School have higher IQs than the average student in the city. To test
this hypothesis, nothing fancy is really needed. We administer an IQ
test to a sample of Genius Jr. High students and compare the results to
the IQ scores for the city as a whole (which we get from the city school
administration). Suppose results show that the Genius Jr. High X 127

and the city mean (ux) 100. Can we now conclude with all certainty
that positively the Genius Jr. High students are brighter (in terms of
IQ) than the average student in the city? If you remember and understand
the material on Sampling Distributions, you would correctly conclude that
such a conclusion would be unjustified.

Sampling Distributions illustrate the concept of sampling fluctuation.
gm If we select all unique samples of the same size from the same population,

their means, X'si will vary: some will be equal to the population mean
(ux), some will deviSte slightly, and some will be real weird (extremely
high or low). How do we know for sure that the sample we tested from
Genius Jr. High is a "good" sample? Sure, we used random selection proce
dures in choosing the sample, but, as we know, the means of even randomly
selected samples vary from one sample to the other.

All that we know for eure IA that the meanof our sample was equal to
127; and the ux (for the city) 100. We could justifiably make the fol
lowing conclusion: judging from our results, it appears probable (not
certain) that the average IQ of Genius Jr. High students is higher than
the average IQ of students in the city. We cannot be certain about this
because we have no way of knowing for sure that the sampld we tested
(although randomly selected) was "perfectly" representative of the Genius
Jr. High student population. If we wanted to take the time and trouble
to test every Genius Jr. High Student, then we could make a certain con
clusion. If ux for Genius Jr. High turned out to be 125, we could say
positively that this particular school population has a higher average
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IQ than the city student population. Thus, in hypothesis testing we

generally use samples to make inferences about populations; because we

use samples (to save time and money), we lose the capability of being

,certain in our judgments. We, therefore, become restricted to express-

ing our conclusions in terms of probability statements.

8.1 POSTTEST (answers in(back)

Briefly describe why probability rather than certainty is the rule in

hypothesis teiting.

8.2 Instructional Unit: The null and alternative hypotheses

WheaeVer you formulate statistical hypotheses, they should be exhaus-

tive, covering all possible outcomes of your experiment or study. For

this reason, we refer continually in statistics to what are called the

null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis (hypotheses). The conven-

tional approach in experimentation is to always state a hypothesis of

"no differences " called the null. The null hypothesis which we will

symbolize as ..Wo" calls attention to the possibility (hypothesis) that
there are no ieal differences between the populations you are comparing

in your experiment (this idea will be better explained later).

Specifically, in statistical'Oractice, the null hypothesis (i.e.,

the hypothesis of "no differences") is the one that is actually tested.

If there is sufficient evidence to reject it as being false, one can

, conclude, within certain probability limit that differences do exist.

'qf there is not sufficient evidence, the null must be retained:- As

idifficult as the logic may at first appear, the objective really is to

\gather evidence that is convincing enough to "disprove" certain assumed
'conditions (i.e., the null). If such.evidence is present, the null is

rejected in favor of the decision that differences (probably) do exist.

n the absence of such evidence, we don't "prove" the null, but merely

etain it as a condition that still remains possible or acceptable.

That is why in reading research papers you will encounter reports of,the

aull being rejected or retained, but neverof it being "proven." The null,

iike the condition of innocence in law, is the "assumed" state of affairs
Until there is sufficient4cause to doubt its validity. In fact, the term

"null" derives from the conception in philosophy of scivce that the

orientation of empirical research is directed to nullifying hypotheses.

We will proceed in a lighter vein below (take a deep breath or two before

continuing).

Given the idea of Ho (the null), the alternative hypothe is, symbol-

ized asHa covers all other possible outcomes of the experimen . Given

Ho and Ha, you have exhrted the field in terms of the po ib e
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findings of y r experiment. Let's try an example.

Example: -

We perform a study to determine whether the mean IQ of Genius
J. High students is higher than the mean IQ of all junior high students
in the city. We test this by selecting a random sample of 25 Genius Jr.
High students, and termining the mean IQ of the sample on the Stanford
Binet IQ test. We are this score to the mean IQ of all junior high,
sttents in the city (that is, the Jr. High population), data which we
col ect from the School Administration records. Keep in mind that what
we are really aski4 is "Does the Genius Jr. High School population
(we'll symbolize this as ul) differ in terms of,IQ from the city popu-
lation (wegill symbolize this population mean as u2)?" We can directly
determine u2 from city records, but we must infer ul (Genius Jr. High
population mean) on the basis of our random sample.

What is the null hypothesis in this,etudy?
What is the alternative hypothesis?

4

Ans.: First, state,your null hypothesis, keepling in mind that the
null represents the prediction of "no-differences":

Ho: ul (Genius Jr. High) u2 (City)

Note that the oull, by stating al u2 indicates the possibility
that there are really no difterences between the average Ns of
the two populations.

Then state your alternative hypothesis (hypotheees), keeping
in mind,that they must represent all remaining possible out-
comes. We can state one exhaustive alternative hypothesis .
very simply as follows:

Wet: ul #

Note that when wed ini(onjunction with the null, the alterna-
tive covers all possibilities: that is, you will either find
'the two population means to be _galls]: ot you will find .them to .

be not equal.

You can get more specific, however, if you so desire:

Ha: ul < u2 (which suggests that the city mean will be greater
than the Genius Jr. High Mean)

But you cannot stop here: hypotheses must be exhaustive. You
need at least one more alternative:

Ha':ul > u2 (suggesting that the city mean will be less than
the Genius Jr. High Mean)

This time our three hypotheses cover all possible outconies: a) no
differences (null); b) city greater than Genius (Ha:); c) city less than
Genius (Ha :).
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Example:
A researcher believes that males,who were born in th4 month of

February 4re taller than average. From the government census dhta he

finds the mean height of all males over 17 years of age in the U.S.

He also uses the casts data to contact and measure a random sample of

100 males (over 17) who were born.in February. He will use 1 is sample

to generalize (estimate) the population of all males born in Ppary.

State the null and alternative hypotheses:

One possible anewer: Ho : u1 (Feb. males) u2 (all males)

,Ha u1 (42

Note thatOthese two hOotheses are exhaustive in terms df outcomes.

Another possibility: Ho

Ha : la/ <

nit's ul > 42
%

Note that these three are exhaustive and thus correct.

An incorrect answer: Ho : ul u2
.0

Ha : u/ < u2

Note that,these do not c er all possibilities; what if ul turns

Irout to be greater than u I'

An incorrect answer: Ho 7 Ul a U2

Ha : ul # u2

Ha': ur< u2

Although these are exhaustive they are not mutually exclusivei

suppope.you find that ul is less than u2? Do you accept Ha

(which is technically correct) or Hal (which is also correct).

You cannot have two alternatives supported at the sama tide.

Ha should be changed to ul > u2, or Ha' should be eliminated.

Final Notes:

1. Statistical hyttheses should always be stated in_terde of a null -

hypothesis (sy olized Ho) ana one or more alternative hypotheses

(symbolized Ha, Ha' ). The null hypothesis represents a prediction

of "no differences"; for example, to u2. It should be noted,

however, that the null can be expressed in terms of actual para-

meter values. For instance,'a researcher may want to test the

hypothesis thgt the mean IQ of City X is greater than the mean IQ

of the U.S. population, which he knows to be 100. Using the pro-

cedure we are accustomed to, he can specify his hfpotheses as follows:
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Ho: al (city) = U2 (U.S.)

But since he is testing the prediction-that the city mean wine-
be greater than 100, he could specify his hypotheses ifi a slightly
different manner (one that really means the same thing, however):

Ho: ul = .100

Ha: ul i 100

-
Insteaa -014 using the parameter symbol for the U.S. population, ul,
he used the Parameter value, 100. The choic is pretty much arbitrary.

2. The specifications of-hypotheses using the null and alternative(s)
should be exhAstive and nonoverlapping (i.e., no two alternatives
should coverthe same possible finding).,

8.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. A school guidance counselor is interested in.determining whether the
seniors in his high school receive higher SAT scores" than average.
He knows from Educational Testing that the mean SAT score of all
seniors in the United States is 500. He selects 30 seniors at'ran-
dom from his school, And compares 'their average SAT performance to
the United States: norm.

Specify the null hypothesis and the-alternative(s). (Note that
there are several Possibilities.)

2. For each set of hypotheses shown below, indicate whet r the snpcifi-
cation is incorrect or correct. If incorrect, explai why.

Set 4 I*

Ho : al .=

Ha : al > u2

Set 2 Set 3

Ho : al = 50 Ho :'ul = u2

Ha : al 50 Haa1<a2

Ha': u/ > u2

Set 5 Set 6

Ho : ur= 23 Ho :;a1.=

Ha : ul =-22 Ha : ul.= 100

Ha': ul < 23
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8.3.1 Instructional Unit: Type I and Type II errors

In review, the basic procedure used in hypothesis testing is to:

1. First assume that the null hypothesis is true; rhat the

population mean you are estimating (u1) is actUally equal to

the population mean to which it is to be compared (u2).

2. Having made the aboVe assumption (for example, ul = 100),

consider the Sampling Distribution for ul, based on samples

of size n.

3. Given rhe above Sampling Distribution, determine whether

the sample mean, X, is "probable" or "improbable" (we will

see later how to decide more objectively what'is "probable").

4: If the saMple mean, I, turns, out to be "probable," the

researcher retains the null hypothesis, and, in essence,

concludes that there is no difference between u
1
and 4

2'

5. If the sample mean, X, turns out to be "improbable," the

researcher rejects the null hypothesis and accepcs one of

the alternatives. What he has,done, in essence, is to

reason that given the Sampling Distribution that_represents

the null condition (u
1

= 100), his sample mean, X, turns

out to be improbable7-one that would be found for very few of

the infinite samples of size n. Therefore, having nothing

else to go on excepting his sample mean, he concludes that

the above Sampling Distribution probably doesn't apply to the

population in question. The null hypothesis is rejected in

favor of one of the alternatives.

At this point it is not important for you to fully understand how

the researcher decides that his samplemean is "probable." As you will

find out later, this is pretty much an arbitrary determination which may

differ from researcher to researcher and from study tO study. Nor is it

important for you to membrize the five stepe listed for hypothesis test-

ing. It is essential, however, that you do acquire an understanding,

the logic, as reviewed below:

If the null is true, then my sample of n cases will relate

to a Sampling Distribution with E(10 =ux and aly . a .

e Vrri
k

Given that particular SAppling Distribution', does my sample mean,

X, appear probable or improbable?

If X appears improbables then there is a good chance that the para-

meter values, ux and 0, used to construct the Sampling Distribution

do not describe the population from which the sample was drawn.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to reject the null hypothesis and

accept the alternative. The alternative says, in essence, that there

are differences between ul and u2.
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Trial of the Terifairs775/
A Tale About Nullifying the Null

At great risk of confusing the issue, but out of an unwillingness
to abandon our "law" analogy, a final attempt will now be made to illus-
trite the logic of hypothesis testing in terns of deciding between
innocence,and guilt in trial. Use your imaginatiOn and pretend that
4eviancy in the students served by schools is considered a crime in the
fictional country, Untied Stakes. School XYZ, is up for trial, accused
by a twelfth-grade double agent of serving a student populace that dif-
fers in bowling average from the "accepted" national standard of 100 as
a school average (with a = 15). Based on the convention of assuming
innocence until guilt is established, the jury must begin with accepting
the premise:

ul (School XYZ) = 100

The taSk of the prosecutor is to present evidence to convince the
jury that this condition is improbable, given that actual conditions can-
not be enacted (all 5,000 XYZ students cannot be tested). If he'succeeds
in presenting this evidence, the'jury will have no choice but to accept
the alternative, ul 0 100, and chances are that the judge will pronounce
the XYZ student population as deviant! With the orttinal records unavail-
able and conditions making it impossible to test every student involved,
testimony (in this case, bowling scores) is obtained from a random sample
of 25 students. The sample averages 108 (X = 100' on the lanes. The
prosecutor then takes this evidence and tries to argue that it makes in-
nocence (al = 100; the null) seem extremely impiobable. The defense
attorney argues that this seemingly incriminating evidence is merely
circumstantial (obtained by unusually good rolls); specifically, he states
that it doesn't preclude the possibility that if allXYZ students were
tested, rather than just 25, d7 would = 100. Suppose that you were a
member of the jury, how would you vote?

Highlights of the Actual Trial Proceedings

The prosecutor's closing speech goes aS follows: "Ladies, gentle-
men, and others, the Defendant, School XYZ,,is obviously guilty, based on
the evidence that has been-folled before you on-ihese lanes. If we were
to assume that ul = 100 (with a = 15) as my.esteemed colleague (the De-:
fense Attorney) qaims, then a Sampling Distribution based on all unique
combinations of 25 students selected from this population would be-charac-
terized by E(X) = 100 and Tr = 15/03-= 3.0. Using the normal curve
probability model which you halE before you, this would indicate that
roughly 68% of the samples of fir= 25 would average between 97 and,103
in their bowling scores (between + 1 S.E. from the mean); roughly 95%
would have averages between 94 and 106 (between + 2 S.E. from the mean).
Yet the,random sample presented as evidence in this trial was shown to
average'108. Again, if you will refer to your normal curve table, you
will quickly see that after converting the submitted score of 108 to an
appropriate 2 score, (108-100)/3 = 2, the resultant value of +2.66 is
so high that it would be obtained less than 1% of the time (50% - 49.61% =
.39%), a highly unlikely occurrence. Thus, I submit that for School XYZ,
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ul does not equal 100, but represents a value somewhat higher, a value

that could more appropriately account for X = 108. DEVIANCY of this

school is definitely indicated, and a vote of GUILTY is the only possible

decision."

The defense attorney's speech was rather long, as'he tried to show

that the conditions of testing the sample were unusual relative to
"typical" bowling events (representiveness of conditions should always
be an important concern in using sample data to make inferences about

"true" states), He argued that the excitement of using official bowling
lanes added points'to the students' scores (and hoped that this argument

would do the same to his case),. His main argumentS, however, can be

summarized as follows: "tty colleague has taken you tihough the normal

curve probability table in an attempt to have you believe that u/ = 100

does not apply to the Defendant. It has been stated that if suctl a

parameter did apply, an X as high as 108 would be obtained from a random

sample of n = 25 less than 1% of the time. If you, the members of the

jury, view your role as it is defined by law--to assume innocence unless

guilt is proven--it is that very figure that must lead you to cast your

vote for 'innocence.' Given the infinite range of normal curve values,
sample re even higher than 108 aretheoretically possible, given a
population ux = 100. The obtained'X of 108, although higher than most

of the X's we would obtain if other samples had been tested, is,merely

a produkt of sampling fluctuation. School XYZ does aVerage 100_overall,

and if the trial were repeated, we could just as easily obtain X = 92

as we did the 108. Innocence cannot be ruled out based on the evidence

submitted. Therefore, the only possible decision is for a vote of NOT

GUILTY."

How would ydu vote now?

The Outcome

The most heated discussion among the jury concerned whether or not

the awling scores used as evidence were obtained under representative

conditions. After failing to resolve this for 38 successive days, they
finally reached unanimous agreement that the data should be regarded as

valid. With this decided, the verdict submitted was GUILTY. The judge,

feeling that leniency was in order as this was a first offense, sen-
tenced the school to serve six months at a fast food restaurant, after

which it could return to providing education if students' bowling

averages were lowered to conform with the national average.

Epilogue

TheArguments preented by the opposing attorneys are much the same
as the reasoning applied by the statistician-Am deciding whether to re-

jector retain the null hypothesis. In hypOthesis testing, as court

cases, decisions are not based on certainty but rather on probab listic

judgments that weigh the amount of evidence brought into view. In the

eAample, the prosecutor showed that an X as high as 108 will occur less
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than 1,% of the time given the assumptions of the ruill (i.e.;
assumptions of innocence). The jury, forwarding a iierdici of
"guilty," presumably used some subjectively selected criteria to
decide that the 1% probability value was sufficiently small to
reject the validity of those adsumptions. In statistics, as we
shall see shortly, conventional practice frawns on subjective '

choices of such dpcision criteria by establishing odes expected
to be applied in all (or most) published work. But, even though
in our example trial; the "weight of evidence" seemed to go against
the schoolpopulation. averaging 100, can we be certain that the
jury made a correct decision? We cannot, as there is still some
probability that the 108 was simply an extreme value in the Samr
pling Distribution that does define ux = 100, a = 15, n = 25. Thus,
since statistics are only estimates of population parameters (and
testimony in a courtroom onlY remeMbrances of actual happenings),
the decision, whether to reject or not reject the null (guilty or
not guilty), will always be associated with some 'degree of doubt.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If you understand the logic of hypothesis testing as described,
feel free to merely skim the next few pages (up to Type I and Type
II errors). If you are still fairly fuzzy and uncertain, do not'give
up hope - additional explanation will be provided below.

Additional Explanation: (Skip or skim this section if you under-
stood the preceding material.)

Let's continue to work With the example used earlier, but without
the analogy to law. A researcher knows that IQs are d1stributed nor-
mally in the U.S. population with ux = 109 and a = 15. He hypothesizes
that the students ik,School XYZ are brighter than average, which will be
evidenced by their blgher IQ scores. He cannot possibly test every
single student in the school, so he decides to use a random sample of
25 cases. Keep in mind that he is really trying to compare one popula-
tion mean (the U.S. average, which we'll call u2) against another
population mean (School XYZ average, which we'll call u1). But he cannot
determine u/ directly, so he uses a sample to estimate it. He.specifies ,

his hypotheses as follows:

Ho% (LI = U2 (94 100)

Ha: a1 # (12 (o4 100)

He goes out and testsap sample of 25 students. He computes their
mean IQ and finds that it is X = 109. Now he must make a decision:
"Should I retain the null or reject it? Does X = 109 suggest'that
ul (school pop.) = u2 (U.S. pop.), or that ul u2?"
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To answer the question, he reasons as followi: if the null

hypothesis is true, then the population of School XYZ has ux = 100

and a = 15. If an infinite nutber of samples of size 25 were drawn

from this population and tested on-IQ, the Sampling Distribution of

meané would have E615 = 100 and o; = 3.

(By nOw you should know how we defived these values.)

The Sampling Distribution would look something like this:

91 94 -97

-3 -2 I

11

100
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Since the researcher is totally familiar with the normal
curve and its assumptions, he regards the Sampling Dis-
tribution as something that shows the probability of
obtaining size-25 sample means of different values selected
from a population where ux = 100 and a = 15.

Do those parameters describe School XYZ?

We have no wax of knowing for sure, but we can look at our
sample mean, X = 109, and decide whether it is or is not a
"probable" occurrence, assuming that those parameters do
describe School XYZ. If it turns out to be a "probable"
occurrence, then there is no reason to believe that School
XYZ does not have a mean IQ of 100; thus, we will retain
the null. If it turns out to be an "improbable" occurrence,
then we have good reason for suspecting that School XYZ has
ay 0 100; therefore, we reject the null and accept the
alternative.

Getting back to the researcher; he looks at the above
Sampling Distribution, and knowing about normal curVes and
probability, he reasons that a sample mean = to or greater
than 109 (z = 4.3.00) will.only occur abouta% of the time
(50.00% - 49.87% = .13%, the latter figure corresponding
to the shaded portion Of the curve).

Could his sample of 25 students With X = 109'be one of that
.1%? Perhaps, but the researcher decides that probably that
is not the case. His sample mean of 109.appears very
"improbable," assuming the sample was drawn from.a popula
tion with ux = 100. Therefore, he concludes that his
sample waaprobably drawn from a population (specifically,
School XYZ) where ax 0 100.

WIth that conclusion, he has respeted the null and accepted
the alternative.

Can he be entirely certain that his conclusion ux 0 100
is a correct one? No, he can't be certain because same of
the sample means (l% to be exact) selected from a popula-
tion where ax = 100 will be as high as 109. Maybe the
sample he selected was, by chance, exceptionally bright on IQ tests.
Butlgiven the, data, it seems much more reasonable to as
thai School XYZ probably has a mean Ig_higher than 100,
and that this particular sample with X = 109 was merely
reflecting that parameter value.

Another Example (Study, Skim, or, Skip, based on need)

A researcher knows that height of Males over 17 in Texas
is normally distributed with ux = 72" and d ms 10". He
wishes to deterMine whether males over 17 in his home town,
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Austin, are taller than the state average. He can't
possibly test every male over 17 who lives in Austin so
he decides to use a random sample of 100 cases. He

measures the 100 men in his sample and finds that
X = 72.5".

He states his hypotheses as follows:

Ho: u1 (Austin) = u2 (Texas)

Ha: Li! < u2

u/ > u2

To decide on whether to reject or not reject Oe null, he
reasons as follows: If the null hypothesis is true, then
the population of males over 17 in Austin, Texas, has (Ix =
72, If an infinite number of samples of size 100 were
drawn from this population and measured on height, the
Sampling Distribution of means would have E(X) = 72 and

= 1.
X

This particular Sampling Distribution would look something

like this: ,

If the null is true:

Sample X's
score

The researcher regards the above Sampling Distribution as
showing the probabilities of obtaining sample means of
different values-when an infinite number of size-100 sam-
ples are selected from a population where ux 72" and a = 10.

Does that description apply to the population of all males

over 17 in Austin, Texas?

The researcher has,no way of knowing for sure, but he can
look at his sample mean and.determine whether or not it is a
"probable" occurrence, assuming that the ux.of Austin,

Texas is 72". If it turns out to be improbable, then there
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is good reason for rejecting the null; therefore, there
is good reason for suspecting that Austin is characterized
by ux 0 72".

4

Okay, so the researcher examines his sample mean, X =
72.5", in relation to the Sampling Distribution of all
means based on ax = 72. He notes that the Standard Error
of the Sampling Distribution is Glc - 1. Therefore, for a
sample mean of 72.5",.z = 40.50 lz = (72.5 - 72)/1]. Since

he is familiar with the normal curve and probabilities, he
concludes that a score within the range z = +0.50 is really
a very common occurrence, not very improbable at all.

On the basis of this reasoning, he decides that the data
does not support rejecting the null. A sample mean, based
on 100 cases, which is equal to 72.5" would not be uncommon
or unusual if the sample were selected from a population
where uz = 72.

His final conclusion is one of "no differences" between the
height of males in Austin, Texis, and the height of males
in all of Texas.

Noce: At this point you should be more concerned with
getting a "flavor" of the logic used in hypothesis
testing than with trying to understand exactly'how
"probable" and "improbable"are to be determined.

Type I and Type II Errors

Throughout this unit, we have been trying to stress
the point.that hypothesis testing is a game of probabilities.
If you could measure every single individual in both popu-
lations you are comparing, no guesswork would be involved.
But since you must use sample data to estimate at least one
of your parameters, you can never be certain that the con-
clusion you reached is absolutely correct. Suppose is the
above example the researcher measures his sample of 100 males
and finds X = 76". He probably would reject the null by
reasoning that a sample mean of 76" is exceedingly unlikely
to be found if Austin, Texas males really averaged only 72"
in height. That may be true, but it is still possible that
the sample he happened to select was "one in a million,"
consiating of 100 very tall males. Thus, although it seems
improbable, it is still poseible that he would be making an
error by rejecting'the null. The error would be an unavoid-
able one, but it is nevertheless important for you to under-

. stand that whether you decide to reject or retain the null,
the decision is always subject to errors.

There are two types of errors to which-our conclusions
are subject. Only one type can be made for a given experi-
ment. We will soon find out why.



The-first error with which we should be concerned is

called a Type I error. We make a TYpe I error when we,

falsely reject a true null hypothesis. This means that on

the basis of a sample statistiC which appears "improbable,"

we conclude that the null hypothesis is false; i.e.,

ul 0 u2. In actuality, however, the null hypothesis is

true--the two populations being compared are really iden-

tical; it's just that the sample we selected to estimate

the parameters for one population was, by chance, unusual,

giving us a false impression.

Example:

A .researcher tries to determine whether the students

in School XYZ haveinath scores higher than the U.S. popu-

lation norm, which is 100. If he had time to actually

teat the total School XYZ population, he would fifid (to

the school administrators' dismay) that the mean score

for the school is exactly equal to 100; XYZ has "typical"

students--ux (SchoOl IYZ) 100. But, as is normally

the case, it is simply not practical in term of time and

money to test the IQs of every student at XYZ. Therefore,

he uses a sample of 49 randomlyselected students from all

grades. His results show that X 115, causing him to

consider it "improbable" that suCh a sample could have

been selected from a population wheie ux 100. He rejects

the null, and tO the school administrators' collective

delishts, accepts the alternative, ux> 100.

The researcher has unknowingly made a Type I error.

Why? The sample he selected was, by chance, an exceedingly

unusual one. He did use random selection procedures, and

thus, cannot be faulted. Chances are that the vast major-

ity of samples of 49 students selected from the XYZ popu-

lation would yield X's very close to 100. But,, for whatever

reason (actually the reason is sampling f'luctuation); his

particular sampre of 49 happened to be comprised of very

bright students from XYZ. The administrators will now

happily report to the community tha$ XYZ is a "bright" school,

but if the study is done again, the results will probably show

the truth--XYZ is merely average.

Anytime you reject the null, there is soup probability that

you have made a Type I error.

The second type of error, Type II,-occurs when we retain

a false null hypothesis. This means that on the basis of.a

sample statistic that appears "probable," we conclude that

there is no evidence to support the rejection of the null.
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In actuality, however, the null hypothesis is false -- the
populations we are comparing really do differ; it is just
that the sample we selected to estimate one population
parameter happened to be unusual, giving us a false
impression.

Example: A researcher tries to determine whether students
in School ABC have higher math scores than the U.S.
population norm, which is 100. If he had time to
test all 3,000 of ABC's students he would find
that this is really the case -- ABC has a whopping
ux of 127! He doesn't have much time or money so
he'tests a sample of49 students, selected at
random fram all grades. His results show that X
101, causing him to conclude that it is very
probable that his sample would have been selected
from a population where u 100. He thus has no
evidence with which to reject the null, and must
retain it. He sadly reports to the school admin-
istrators that their students are merely "average."
But, if the same study were to be repeated, the
results would probably show that School ABC is
really quite a'bit above the national average in
studentmath achievements.

This researcher has unknowingly made a Type II
error. Why? The only evidence he had for/accept-
ing or rejecting the null was his sample statis-
tic, X 101. By chance, the 49 tWents
comprising that sample, although randomly selected,
happened,to be considerably lower than the actual
ABC average, ux 127. The sample data gave him
a false impression.

Anytime you accept (retain) the null hypothesis, there is
some probability that you have made a Type II error.

The relation between possible outcomes and Type I and II
errors is shawntAn the table below:

Ho

rejected
Outcome cif

Experiment 0
retained

Actual Parameter Condition

Ho TRUE Ho FALSE

Type I error CORRECT DECISION

CORRECT DECISION Type II error
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Note on the table that you cannot make both types of errors
at the ame time. If you decide to rejectjhe null hypo-
thesis, you have made either a) a Type I error, provided
the null is true in actuality; or b) a correct decision,
provided the null is false in actuality.

If you decide to retain the null, you have made either a)
a correct decision, provided the null is true in actuality;
or b) a Type II error, provided the null is falsetin
actuality.*

Since, in a given experiment, you can either reject or
retain (but not both), you run the risk of either a Type
I or Type II error (but not both).

A

Practice Questions: For each of the following, indicate
whether the researcher has mde (a) a
Type I error; (b) a Type II or; or
(c) a correct decision \\

(use a cover sheet to block answers
from view)

1. On the basis of his sample data, a researcher decides
to reject the null by concluding that girls in the
ABC Day Care Center are better than average in phy-
sical skills. In actuality, however, had he the
time to measure the whble ABC population, he would
have found this population to be merely average. Error?

ans. The researcher has made a Type I error by
rejecting a "true" null hypothesis.

2. The average SAT-Verbal score for all high school
students is 500. 'A researcher tests a random sample
of 50 students who live in Montana and finds X
498, a "probable" statistic. He decides to retain

the null, In actuality, the average SAT-Verbal
score for the Montana populption is exactly 500.

ans. The researcher has made a correct decision by
retaining the null; there are really no dif-
ference between uX

(Montana) and nx (U.S. popu-
.

lation).

3. Suppose in the above example, the actual Montana
average is (Ix 450. What then?

ans. The researcher has made a Type II error by failing,
to reject cfretaining) a false null hypothesis. In
actuality, n1 0 u2 ; his sample data, although
appearing to be "probable" was not a true indica-
tor of the Montana average.
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Keep in mind that Type I and II errors are totally uninten-
tional, and, for the most part, undetectable in practice. All

you can do is decide whether to retain or reject the null on

.the'tiasis'of 3iolir sample data. Since your sample is selected
it random, yod'are correat in assuming that it will provide a
reasonable estimate of the population parameters in question.

. Due to the problem.of sampling fluctuatton, this will not al-
. ways be the case; sometimes your sample data will be mislead-

ing. When this happens, you may end up rejecting. a null hypo-

thesis that is actually true (Type I), or retaining a null.-
hypothesis that is actually false (Type II). Unless you re-

plicate the study, you will never be aware that an error was
.1made.

(4.3 Posttest includes the following subsection)

8.3.2 Probability Level

If you have an alert, inquiring mind you have probably
been sotewhat frustrated by the'discussion on hypothesis test-
ing procedures and Type I and II errors. 'The reason for your

frustration might revolve around the question of determining
when your sample statistic should he considered "probable"
(suggesting retentidn of the null) and when it should be con-
sidered "improbable" (suggesting rejection of the null). You

may ask: "Aren't there any rules to the game?" 'Wre these im-

portant decisions left totally up to the whims and moods of

the researcher?" "Jsn't there a way to determine objectively.
what is probable or improbable?"

The answer to,all of the above questions is "clearly yes and

cno."

You may recall from our fictitional account of the "Trial

of the Tenpins,"t the jury voted "guilty" on the basis of the

prosecutor's argument:

IF School XYZ ¼ 100, an Ras latge as 108

would be obtained in less than 1% of all ran-
dom samples of m 25.

An,X 108 was obtained for Ahe sample selected.

, . 1% is a "very low" probability.

Therefore, it is "probable" that ux for School

XYZ > 100.

--f
The jury subjlktively decided that the X. 108, p. (probability)

< 1%, was sufficient to reject the null condition of innocence.

If a much more copservative jury had been involved perhaps the

null would have been retained - stronger evidence (maybe an 7 .
109) might have been needed to convince them. At the codclusion

of that,section, it was implied that such subjectivity in se-
leotinvdecision criteria, although unavoidable where actual

4'
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probability( estimates, cannot be derived (as in real trials),
is reduced to some degree in research through the adoption of
conventional standards fOr retaining and rejecting the null.

However, even though there are rules to the game, much in
the way of making decisions is still left up to the individual

researcher. In the remainder of this section, we ill discuas

some of these rules and procedures. Sometimes they may seem

difficult to understand, and therefore will require cargful
reading. If you decide to merely skim over this section, you
will most likely be wasting your time. Give it your full

attention.

Prior to the actual running of an experiment, it is ex-
pected that the researcher will specify what is referred to
as a level of probability. This specification indicates in
clear, precise, and objective terms ,how different the sample
4atistic, X, must be im relation to expected (probable) values
ih order to justify rejection of the null. Thb probability

bevel, as you might expect, is specified in probability terms,

rather than in score values. But through the use of Sqmpling
Distributions and the normal curve, the researcher will be
able to specify his acceptance or rejection levels in terms
of real score values: Fortexample, "I will reject the null
hypothesis, if my sample dean turns out to be greater than
110 or less than 904(since both,leeels appear improbable, as-
suming that the null were true)." -bnce these levels are
clearly specified, he goes out and tests his sample. The im-

portant point is that the criteria for accepting or rejecting

the null are selected before the data is collected, rather

than on a post hoc basis. .

How do you 4 about specifyiag-4..probability level?

The conventional choice of probability is usually the .01 or

.05 level, although exceptLona are many times entirely appro-

priate. 00

What does .01 or .05 mean?

Seemingly the best way to explain the use of probability level

is through an example. But for now, we tan say that the .01

level means that the samplestatistictyou ebtain is only 1%

probable, assuming the,null is true; the .05 level means that

the sample mean you obtain is only 52 probable, assuming the

null is true. If you use a probability level of .01 and find

that your sample data is less than 1% probable (assuming the

null is true), you reject the null; if your sample data is mare

than 1% probable, you fetain the null. The same thing holds

for the 5% level, except that in this case you would.be less

conservative in your criteria for rejeetion. All this is pro-

bably fairly confusing, ao let's apply it to anceample sit-

uation and see how it works.
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Example Studyt

Adinvestigator knows that IQ is normally distributed in the
U.S. popUlation with ux = 100 and a = 15. He wishes to detex-

mine whether the adorescent,population in thelobal juvenile

hall is average in IQ scores. He catt possibly test All 3,000
juvenile *all residents so he decides to employ a, randomly se-

lected sample of 25. He statesAds hypotheses As follows:

H u = 100;
o' x

Ha: ux 0 100

He decides-to use the'.05 Leyel of Piogyability (also called,

level of significance, and symbolized as a alpha).

By specifying the significance (probability) level as a = .05,

he is saying, in essence, that if his sample mean (statistic)

turns out to be more than 5% probable (assuming the null is

true), e will retain the null; if.it turns out to be less

than % probable (assuiing the null is true), he will reject*

the ull. We will see how this warks-very soon.

First, he will reason that if the null hypothesis is true
(ux = 100), the means ofan infinite number of samples of 25

cases selected from the juvenile hall population will be de-
.

r scribed by a Sampling Distribution where:

E(X) = 100

a- = a = 15/ = 15/5 =
X Nig

V71.

A sketch of this Sampling Distribution
this:

would look like

94 97 loo 103 106 109,

z-: -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3
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Since the researcher knows about normal curves and pro-

bability, he can examine the Sampling Distribution and reason

as follows: "If this Sampling Distribution is valid (ux = 100),

then there is a 68% chance that I wilI obtain a Sample mean

somewhere between lj and 103 (between +lz and -1z), there is a

99.7% chance that my sample mean will fall somewhere betWeen

91 and 109 (between +3z and -3i), arid so on." If you'reun-
certain about how these Anclmbilities were derived, check

your "area under the normal curve" table. Won't 68% of the

cases alwp,s.fall between +lz and -lz in a normal distribution?

But he has specified his significance level as a = .05.

What does this mean? In "hypothesis-testing" language it .

means that the region of rejection for the null hypothesis
(the "improbable" region) will include values that are not
likely to occur more than 5% of theitime. What is this region

We can pencil it ,in on the sketch shown below:

By examining the "area under the normal curve" table, we

determine that 2.5% of the time, vallies in a normal distribu-

tion will fall above 44.9.6z, and 2.5% of the time, values will

fall below -1.96z. Thus, 5% of the time (2.5% + 2.5%), values

will occur that are either equal,tp'or greater than +1.96z, or

equal to or less than -1.96z. Since in this-case-a = :05,-the-

researcher will consider this extreme 5% region of the curve

as improbable. It can be thought of as the "region of re-

jection." If the sample mean falls within this region (one

of the penciled-in areas of the curve) it will be considered

"improbable," and justify rejection of the null hypothesis.

On the other hand, the area of the curve that falls betWeen

-1.96 and +1.96 can be thought of as the "region of acceptance"

(it comprises 95% of the area). If the sample mean falls

within that region, it will be considered "probable," and lead

to retention of the-null.
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Do you understand how the shaded regions beyond the +1.96

and the -1.96 were selected? Remein1 hat the identified

significance level, a = .05, defines an reme sample statis-.:

tic (one that is "deviant" enough to suppor rejecting,the

null) as that which has a.probability of curring 5% or less

of the time assuming that the null is tr e. But an "extreme"

value can be high or law, can'teit? Thus, the area of re-

jection, encompassing 5%Iof the total normal curvItarea, must

be equally divided between the high and law ends. 'The result

has to be 2.5% at the top and 2.5% at the bottom. Jiaw do we

derive z scores for these regions?

ans.: The same way we would if we were given the same problem

*, in Unit IV.

Which z score has 2.5%'of 1.1e area in a normal curve 466ve it?

The total area above z = 0 is 50%; thus, 50 - 2.5 = 47.5% be-

tween "our" z arid the mean. Look up 47.5 (actually .4750)

on the "pormel curve" table and you will f tt nd that it most
.

closely corr.,?sponds to z = 1.96. The symme y of the normal

curve (or the same mathematics if yoy've forgotten what sym-

metry means) gives Z =4.,4.9414 to define the 2.5% region et the

bottom end. Now, how would the situation change had the re-

searcher decided to use a = .01? Here, he's being more cau-

tious, as he's saying that extremity will be defined as sta-

tistics likely to occur 1% or less of the time given the null

assumptions. Since extremity can be either high or low, the .

region of rejection must be balanced to leave half of 1% at

the top (.5%) and half at the bottom'(.5%). What z scores

define these regions? The positive z must be one that has

.5% of the scores above it and, therefore, 50 - .5 = 49.5%

between it and Z = 0. Look up .4950 on the table and you get

z = 2.58. At the bottom, the region would have to be defined

by z = -2.58. Compare these to the + 1.96Z's and it should

be obVious that the .01 level is asking for "more convincing"

evidence for rejection of the null than is the .05 level.

Without reading further, can you determihe what score

values would correspond to the 1.96z regions? The answer

simply involves converting the z scores in question into raw

scores, by use of the basic z score formula.

'

z = X -
a

X = 0 z +3E

xl = 3 (1.96) + 100 (this is the score corresponding to
z = + 1.96; see sketch)_

X1 = 105.88

3 (-1.96) + 100 (this is the acore corresponding to
Z = -1.96) ,

X2 = 94.12
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We can show thsse values on the Sampling Distribution as
follows:

z:

902 100

-114 0

404-,

Now the researcher can go out and test his sample of

25 juveniles. If the mean IQ of the sample, x, turns out
to be greater than 105.88 or less than 94.12, it will be

considered "improbable."

He tests his 25 juveniles and finds 90.45. What is

his decision?

I 05. 8 1

+ 1. 96

He ,rejects the null. Using .05, his sample mean

appears "improbable." Such a value will be foUnd less

than 5% of the time when an infinite number of size-25
samples are selected from a population where ux . 100.
Therefore, there is very good reason to suspect that
ux (Juvenile Hall) 0 100. -The mean of this population is
most likely less_than 100; otherwise, it seems extremely

unlikely that 90.45 would have been obtained.

But suppose., in actuality, ux (Juvenile Hall) is equal to

100. What type of error would the researcher be making?

ans. A Type I error: rejecting a true null hypothesis.

Example StudV II
t,

Suppose the researcher decided to use a .01 in the

exact same study.

Everything would be the _same, but this time the
researcher is being more Conservative in his criteria
for rejecting _.t.ke nu4. By. using a .01, he is say-
ing that'he will-ftfect the null hypothesis, if his
sample mean is determined to occur only 12 of the
time (or less) assuming the null is true4--- If he used

the .05 level, he would rejeet the null if the sample

mean was determined to occur 5; (or less) of the time.

Can youlne how he is being more conservative this

time in his criteria for fejection?
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If you can't see the difference perhaps it will become
more obvious as we continue.
To review from our earlier discussion,
since he is using a .01, the region of rejection on
the' Sampling Distribution will correspond to the area
that is only 1% probable in relation to the mpan
(Expected Value, 100). More specifically, it will
correspond to two areas, one that accounts for .52 of
the area above the mean, and .5% of the area below the
mean (.5% + .5% 1%).

Looking in the "area under the normal curve" table we
find that the area aboye z ° 2.58 is approximately .5%
of the total (50.00% - 49.51% = .05), and likewise, the
area below z -2.58 IS approximately .5% of the total.
Thui, we can illustrate our region of rejection as
follows:

REJECT

: 12.26 100
z: -2.58 0

REJECT

7.74

A z = +2.58 corresponds to a raw score (actually a sample
mean value) of 10774:

X
1
= 2.58 (a) +

='2.58(3) + 100

= 107.74

Az ° -2.58 corresponds to a raw score of 92.26

X
2 = -2.58(3) + 100

92.26

Both of these values are'shown on the diagrsnt.

1 1
Now, suppose the researcher goes out and tests his sample
of 25 juvenile's and finds that 93. What is his detision

He decides to retain the,null; 5i. 93 falls within the
region of acceptance. It is more Oran 1% probable (assuming
the null were true), and thus does not constitute suffi-
cient support for rejection.
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Suppose that the mean IQ of the juvenile population
in actuality, less than 100. What type of error would

the "researcher be committing?

ans. A Type II error: failure to reject a false null

,..hypothesis.

Suppose he had used the .05 level of significance. Would
his sample mean, X = 93, be used as evidence for the same
decision--retention of the null?

ans. No. Had he used the .05 level, X = 93 would fall
in the region of rejection (see diagram one page

back) since it is less than z = -1.96 (X = 94.12).
Thus, in this particular instance, using the .01
level would lead to a different conclusion than if
the .05 level were used.

The .01 level is more conservative than the .05 level.
You ELK@ more likely to reject the null with the latter

level of significance. What if he made a less conventional

choice, such as 0 r .20?
4

.21)

With the .20 level he is being An less conservative.
Now he will reject the null if his sample mean is determined

to be 202 probable. If you bother to compute what a = .20

means in ferms of z score values and real score values (in
this example study) you would find that:

Region of rejection:. z = 1.28; z

: 96.16

Thus, with a= .20, he would /eject the null if his sample

mean was greater or equal to/103.84 or leas than or.equal

to 96.16. 'Obviously, theretiteria for rejection in this

case are much less stringent than if .05 or :01 were used.

Basic rule: The greater your level of significance (.001
<.01 < .05 < .10, etc.) the less stringent
(the less conservative) your criteria for
rejecting the null hypothe'sis. Think about

it!

Relation between significance'level (a) and Type I and

II errors

ff you can apply the basic rule stated above to the previous
informAtion concerning Type I and II errors, therelation
between Ja and these errors should become apparent.

The basic rule suggesta that as a increases, your likelihood
7_

of rejecting the null also invreases..
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Therefore, is a increases, the likelihood of committing
a Type I error increases. Why? If you are being 16ss
stringent in your criteria for rejection, you will be more
likely to make a mistake by rejecting a null that is
actually true. SamOles fluCtuate, right? Frequently you
are going to collect sample data whiCh deviate from the..*
population mean, either overestimating it or underesti
mating lt. If you use a large a (let's say .10 or .20),
you are going to regard' a fairly large percentage (10%
or 20%) of possible sample means as "imprObable".even
'though the null hypothesis might be true. Thus, aiXarge

means mote probability of rejection, and more suscept-
Ibility to the erior (Type I) of rejecting null hypotheses
when they are true.

Using tile 'same reationing, but in reverse, we can say that;
a0 a increases, the likelihood of comMitting a.Type II
error decreases. Why? If you ate being less stringent
in youecriteria for rejection (by increasing a ), you are

--going to reject more null hypotheses. Thus, there will be
less likelihood that you will fail to reject a null that
happens to be false (Type II error).

In summary, the relation between the choice of a and
susceptibility to Type I and II errors can be described as
one of "give and take." If you use a very conservative
(low or small) level of significance (such as .01), you run
relatively little risk of.making a Type II error,1 but a
high risk of making a Type II error. On the other hand, if
you use a fairly liberal level of significance (such as
.10) , you run a high risk of making a Type I error, but a
small risk of making a Type II error. Either way you go,
Obu win and you lose; the choice iq up to you and the people
who sponsored the experiment.

Unit 8.3.2 Finale

The laat point to be made in t s particular instructional
unit concerns an interesting pect of elloe relationshno
between a and the chance of making a Type I error.

The interesting aspect is this: The chance of committing a
Type I error is equal to a.

What does thii mean? In "question and answee'form it
means this:
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Question:

Answer:

Question:

Answer:

Question:

Answer:

A researcher uses = .05 in testing tha null
hypothesis. What are his chances of committing
a Type I error?

5% (If you use the .05 level of significance,
5 times out of 100 you will reject a true null
hypothesis.) 4

What if he used a = .01?

He would run a 1%chance of COmmitting a Type
1 error (1/100 times he would end uto rejecting
a true null hypothesis).

What if he Ueed a = .20?

He would run a 20% risk of making a Type I
error (20/100 times he 'would end up rejecting
a true null hypothesis).

That should be simple enough to memorize, but it will
require a little more mental effort to understand why this
relationship holds.

To use our continuing example -
Suppose our researcher is trying to determine whether the

average math scores of School XYZ students are equal to 100.

He knows that those scores are normally distributed in the
U.S. population with ux = 100 and,o = 15. He decides to test

a, sample of 25 students from School XYZ since he simply does
not have_the regources to measure the whole XYZ population.
(Being a conventional person, he specifies his level of

significance as'a = .05.)

The hypothesis testing procedure dictates determining what
the Sampling Distribution of means (size 25) from the XYZ
population would look like if the null were true (that is,

11XYZ
100). This is simple enough: E(X) = 100 and

ay = 3. A sketch can be made of the Sampling Distribution
as follows:

, As

x: 9/
z:

94 9/ MO 103
-2 -1 0 +1

106 101
+2 +3

Since a .05, we know the region of rejection will correspond
eg-Ehe areas beyond z = +1.96 and below z = -1.96 (this
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will always be the case whenever the .05 level of significance
is-used). lie cah "reetetch" the Sampling Distribution to

, show theseAreas of rejection.

016

9+.12 /00 /05.88
4/.94

In order to see why the probability of making a Type I
error is = to a, assume thia in this particular instance
the null hypothesis is actually true; uxyz does = 100,
and if the researcher had the time to test every single
student, he would have found this to be the case. But,
since he is restricted to using a sample of 25, there is
no guarantee, due to sampling fluctuation, that his sample
data will be reflective of this true parameter value
(Uy = 100).

N2w ask yourgelf the follIving question: Given the fact
that uxy7 does = 100 (a fact unknown to the researcher),
and the tact that the researcher has chosen the .05 level
to test significance, what are the chances that his sample
data (X) will fall within the region of rejection, and thus
tause him to reject a true null hypothesis?

A long question, true enough, but the correct answer is
fairly brief: The researcher has a 5% chance of rejecting
the true null. Why? The explanation- can be found within
the Sampling Distribution shown above. Doesn't that
Sampling Distribution represent the probabilities of
obtaining sample means of different values, based bn sam-
plea of 25 cases, which are selected from a population
where ux = 100 and a = 15? Another long question, but one
that merely states a definition you should have mastered
long ago in Unit VII. Given that definition, what are the
c;hances of obtaining a sample mean-that will ,b0,4respSr4kw,,:
105.88 (z = +1.96) or less than 94.12 (z = -1.96)? Again,
tAe answer is 5%; groo samples of 25 cases will yield
means that fallinto one of those regions. ,

Thus, whenever the null is true, the probabaity pf
rejecting it and thus committing a Type I erfor will be
equal to the a level. If the researcher had used the .01
level, the chances of error would be 1% and so on. Think
about this*in.reference to the Sampling Distribution. Try
to understand why this occurs before resorting to sheer
memorization. ,/
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Final notes

1. A Type I error refers to the rejection of a true

null hypothesis.
A Type II error refers to the ietention of a false

null hypothesis.

2. Probability or significance level, symbolized as

a (alpha), is used in research to specify how
"improbable" a sample mean must be in relation to
the parameter value in question (ux) in order to

justify rejection of the null. Conventional sglec-

tions for a areethe .05 and .01 levels.

3. The greater he probability level, the greater the

chances o rejecting the null, and the greater the

chances committing a Type I error.

The slnkller the probability level, the smaller the

chances of rejecting the null, and the greater the

chances of making a Type II error.

4. The chances of making a Type I error are actually

directly defined by a. If ass .05, the chances

for a Type I error are 5%; for a g. .01, the

chances for a Type I error are 1%, and so on.
*The chances of making a Type II error, although

related to a, also depend on a number of other

factors, and therefore cannot be determined as

readily and directly.

8,3 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Define and differentiate between Type I and Type II'

errors.

'.(

2. "Discuss the rationale for specifying a level of signi-

ficance (a ) prior to the conduct of your experiment

or study.
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3. Describe the relation between the choice of a and the
chances of committing Type I and Type II errors. -

4. A researcher uses a. .05 to test the hypothesis that
children born in November are taller than average.

a. What is the chance the he will commit a Type I error?
b. What is the chance that he will commit a Type II

error?

(Note: If you feel that a question cannot be answered,
use the notation "NA.")

The researcher, after meal:luring a sample of 46 children
born in November, decides to reject the null on the
basis of the sample data.

c. Which type of error might he be committing?

If, before selecting his random sample, he decided to
use ass 610 instead of a. .05, what would be the effect
on his chances for:

d. a Type I er or?
e. a Type II e ror?

8.4 Instructional Unit: Testing hypotheAses when population
parameters are known: the Z Test

You probably will be pleased to hear that once again,
you will be dealing with a"new" unit that really does
not involve anyt4ing "new," provided that Unit 7.1.2
hal been understood (to some extent). In the next few
pages will be described, mostly thtough examples, the

A exact procedures to be used for testing hypothesea
when population parameters (ax and a) are known (as
has been the case in all examples given thus far in
this unit). For the most part, thia will be review,
with only very slight changes from what wes discussed
in Unit 8.3.

THE FOLLOWING TEST IS USED FOR COMPARING A SAMPLE
MEAN TO A PARMETER VALUE.
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Steps for hypothesis testing (using thA test)

1. State your hypotheses.

For example: Ha: ux -19 Note: In this test we are
testing the hypothesis that

Ha: ux 0 79 u
x
= the paraueter value, 79.

2. Select a level of significance..

For °Kemple: a .05

3. Given your level of significance, determine the region
of rejection in terms of z score (you may actually
sketch the appropriate Sampling Distribution, but, in
actuality, such extra effort is not really needed).

For example: For a r .05: region of rejection >+1.96z

and <-1.962

(By the way, this is always the case.
Whenever the .05 level is *used the
"critical" z's will be +1.96 and -1.96.

Why? Simply because the areas beyond
these two scores will always account for
5% of the area in a normal distribution.
If you are distelieving, check the "area
under the normal curve" table.)

For example: For a .01: region of rejection
2 +2.58z and < -2.58z.
(This too is always the case wh n the .01
level is used. Why? Because t e areas
beyond these two t scores wil always

definel% of the area in a normal distri-

s bution. Check the "area Under the normal
curve" table and discover this basic truth.)

4. Go out and collect your sample data.

5. Using the z test, determine whether your sample mean
falls within the region of rejection or the region of

acceptanee.-- ,

The rtest may sound new, but it should be faulliar.
All that it involves is finding the z value of your

sample mean in relation to the parameters of the
Sampling Distribution, E(X) and ale

z if(sample mean) - E(!)

X

Then compare this z value to the criticalz value you
determined in step 03.
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If the iscore for the sample falls within either
region of rejection, you will reject the null. If

it does,not, you will retain the null.

Having completed these steps (which dol:not need to be
memorized -- just understood), you have done all that is
required for this test. Let's try some examples:

,Example #1 (this one will involve a test using pieces of
rope, rather than people, as subjects in the
study)

A company manufactures rope whose breaking strength
averages 300 lb (ux = 300) with aetandard deviation
of 24 lb (a = 24). It is believed that by a newly
developed process the mean breaking strength can b
increased. A researcher is hired to investigate t i
hypothesis. Unfortunalply, he does not have the t meli
to measure individually each of the 10,000,000 pieces
of rope manufactured by the new process, so he decides
to use a randopsample of 64 pieces.

He conducts his hypothesis test as follows:

1. States the hypotheses

Ho: ax = 300 (Note: We are testing the hypothesis
Ha: ux 0 300 that Ho = the parameter value, 300.)

2. Selects level of significance

a = .05

3. Determines the region of rejection

For the .05 level: region is greater than
+1.96z and less than
-1.96z /-

I.

A sketch of this, although not needed in reality,,
would loe like:

-1.96
300
0 +1.96



For Sampling Distribution of means, based on 64 caw:

E66 300

ai 24/ NAT' 3

4. C ect your, sample data

The researcher tests the 64 pieces Of rope
selected for his sample and_finde that their
average breaking strength, X, 306 4

ise the z tesi to determine whether sample mean
falls within region of rejectfft-

z 306 - 300 .0 2.00

3

Since the z score associated with 306 is

greater than the critical value, z 1.96. the

null hypothesis is*rejected.

The researcher concludes that the new method

produces significantly stronger rope than the

original method.

\II4QUESTION: What type of error cou have been.committed?

ANSWER: A Type I errorj relecting.a trye-nulNypothesis
_

I.

,

4
I

QUESTION: What is, the probibility t t a Type I error was

committed?.

ANSWER: 5% (.05), since the chances of a Type I equal a .

QUESTIT What would the procedures have been if the .01

lfvel had been used?

ANSWER: The procedureswould have been identical With

the only change being the region of rejectiOn.

When the .01 levei is used, the region of rejec-

tion involves Ihe areas beyond 2.58z and -2.58e.

The decision, using a .01?

Retain the null: Our compuelle z value, 2.00,

does not fall within the region of rejection for

the .01 level.

What typelof error is possible?...

Type II inathis case; failure to reAect a false

null.
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P.

The chances of that error?

(

Impossible to compute mithout much more infor-
mation; only Type I error probabilities can

I

be determined directly.

O. K., then, what are the chances of a Type I
in this case?

There is no chance; you cannot make a Type i
errOr when you retain the null.

.'-you should be able to see that it is possible_to reach
(oppodite conclusions the same exact expertment,
depending upon which leel of signifiance j.s used. .

That is why the researcher should select a before
collecting his data doing the actual study or
experiment).

Last Example (This one will be done mucfi mord ickly)

44- .-

Adhospital administrator wants to determit4 whether the
ye'arly incomes of orderlies in his state domare favorably
with the national average, ux = $12,000 with a = $1,000.
He decides to use a random sample of 25 ordeOltes selected
from different hospitals in his state. He also decides to
ude a = .0I'for his significance test.

His hypotheses: Ho: ux = 12,000

Ha: (Ix 12,000
;

The Sampling Distribution Of meSns, based on 25 cases, will
hug:

E(X) 712,000

1,000/. = 200X

Use of the,.01 level places the region beyond + 2.58z

z: -2.58 / 0 +2.58
4 4

.

He goes out and tests his sample., He finds hat 3E= $11200
for this particular group. ,*

,.
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4

o k

, By use of the z test, we determine ha; this'value relates
bo the parameter (ux = 8 000) Sampling Distribution of

means.

z = 11,200- 12,000 = -800 = -4.00

4 200 200

With this calculation, it is.clear that it is Ill:Within
the region of rejection. The administrator is forced to
conclude that hospital ordetlles ishis state are under-
paid relative to the national a'7verage. NN

What type of error is possible here?

0

A Type I: relfaction of a true null hypothesis. There is
always the pOssibility that the average in his
state is $12,000, but the sample he selected was,
by chance, excepiionally low in income. There

.
is always a chance for error whenever sample
data, rather than population'Aata, is used.
The .01 level of significance sets the-chance
of a Type I errorat 1%.

8:4 POSTTESIb(answers in back).

1. The Scholastic Aptitude Ilst (SAT) yields a
national mean of 500 and a standard deviation of
100 for hiel schodl seniors. -The guidance coun-
selor at Happy Valley High ,schpol selects a
random samile of 100 seniqes t determ4ne*hether
the school SAT mean is comparab e to the national
nods. Re finds that the mean S score of hiB

sample'is 482.

a. State the null hypothesis
Ib. What is e-

X ,

What is the z equivalent of the Happy Valley
mean of 482,3

d. If a u.05, what should the cdnclusion of this
study

e. In gra theiatiov conclusion, what type of
err* 4 R

.f. Suppose the mean scor of the 100 students
was 520. Using the 15, 1evel, what woull you

conclude?
g. In drawing the conc usion in f.,,what type of

error"do you risk?

4 ko
tteries reports

e of'25 days_i
s. A consuslr

2. A manufacturer of flashlight,b
that his batteries\ have a mean
with a standard deviation of 5 4

testing organization purdhasesa random sample
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of 100 battesies and has them used. The mean life
of the samplebatteries proves to be 23.5 days
(X = 23.5).

a. State the null hypothesis
b. What is 40-,

c. What is the z equiyalent of 5i?
d. What is the decision if a = .05?
e. In making bhe decision in d., what type.of

error is possible? /
f. What is the decision if the significance level.

is'.01?
g. Suppose that a sample of 25 batteries was used.

If a = jI05, what is the decision?
h. In plaiting the decision in g., what type of

error dolyou risk?
i, BONUS: How is the probability of a Type I

error influenced bY reducing the sample
size from 100 to 25?, What about a
Type II error?

8.5 Ihstructional Unit: Testing hypotheses when population
parameters are unknown: the

In this unit, we will cover briefly another procedure
for hypothesis testing. If you have a superhuman
memory, you might recall-that inqvery example problem
covered in the last few units, population parameters
(ux and a). were provided and known to the researcher.
For example, if the researcher wanted to compare the
IQs of aololescents in Juvenile Hall to the U. average,
he knew that IQ in the U.S. had ux = 100 and a = 15;
if he wanted to test the strength of a new type of rope
with the standard type of rope, he knew that the stan-
dard population had ux = 300 lb. and a = 24 lb.; if he
wanted to determine whether hospital orderlies in his
dtate earned moth- moneY than average, he knew that for
the whole U.S.ipopulation of orderlies, ux = $12,000
and a = $4060. Check these out and you will find

-

that in every single example, population parameters
were known. Whentthey are known, the z test described
in Unit 8.4 is perfectly appropriate for use in hypo-
thesis testing.

Unfortunately,.in most instances, population
parameters will not be known. A teacher, for example,/
Ahy wish to test the hypothesis that the average IQ in
her school is 100, but be unaware of the population
mean and standard deviation. Can she go ahead And test
hq sample by use of,the z test? The rules dictate
tight she may inot, and if you check the z-fIrmula you
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will realize that its applicdiion in this case would

be impossible. In order to use z, you must know the
a-- for the Sampling Distribution; in order to know
X

the value of ar, you must be dble to divide a (the

population standard deviation) by the square root of

n. Does the teacher know the value of a? According

o the above description, she does not; a4 far as
the z formula is concerne0, she is finished before
she starts.

liasic Rule: When population parameters are unknown,

ithe z test is inappropriate. Test your hypotheees

by.use of the t test.

-By now you are probably mumbling nasty words to your-
self given the thought Of -being required to learn a

, whole new procedure. Chin up 7- the t test is almost
exactly the same as the z test with two very slight

changes:

(1) You will have to estimate a since it is not
provided. This is done very simply by
computing 4 for your sample (see Unit III),
and using it as the 'population standard
deviation. Actually, given nothing else,
it is the best estimate available.

"Will I have'to go through all the work to
compute 4?" you may ask with fear andlk

trepidation.

No. In this unit, 4 will be provided. In

reia life it will Aloi; then you will have
,

to compute 4 usini the procedures covered
in Unit III.

The formula for t, as compared to z, is as
follows:-
z = X - E(X) where a- = a/

vncr

= )1" -E(X) where 4 = /

_x
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(2) The second minor change is that you will have to use a
.t table, instead of fhe "area under the normal curve"
table, to find the critical values (i.e., the cut-off
points indicating whether the null should be retained
orgejected).

Find the .t table, Table II, in the Appendix. Note that the .t
table is partially arranged in terms of capailns corresganding
to different-probability values (levels of significance).
If a = .01, use the .01 colummg if a.= .05, use the .05

2/column.

The raws on a .t table correspond to what nre called
degrees af freedom (d6), the rationale for which Will
not be given here. No need to get excited: cl15 = n - 1.
Thus, if there are 25 subjects in your sample, you find
the row corresponding to cli5 = 24; with 20 subjects, look
for di5 = 19; with 60 subjects, look for di5 = 59, and so on.
If ad6 is not iabled, use the next available lower d6

Sone Examples: Find the critical .t value for a study in which
n = 4 and a = .01.

Ans: 5.84 (d6 = 3)

In the same study, a = .05.

Ana: t = 3.18

What about.when n = 24, and Significance level = .01?

Ans: = 2.81 (d6 =?23)

4

If you cannot find the aliave values on the .t table, seek help
immedint Keep in mind that these values will be used to determine

'1% the regi of rejection, just likb in the case of z values. If the .t

values y u compute exceeds the critical t value, you will reject the
null, ank so on

O.K., now gather ur s ses and remetber:

1) If population parameters are not given, uSe the .t formula
,rather than ZI'formula for comparing a sample mean to a,
paiameter value.

2) Using :t is almost exactly the same as using z except:



a) the simple standard deviation, 4, is
used,as the denominator in the equation
(see formula), and a t value is computed
as in,the z formula.

k b) Inst'ead of using the 6area under the
normAl cuive" .table, you use the
table to find the critical value,
against which the computed t score
(step a) is compared.

Example Problem: A teacher wIshes to determine whether
the average IQ in her class of 300
students is above 100. She doesn't
have the time to test'all 300, so
she decides to use a sample of 25
(n = 25). A researcher recommends
that she use the .01 level of signi-
ficance in her hypothesis test.

Question: Which test should she use?

ans. The t test because the population ux and standard
deviation are not available.

Question: What are the chances she will make a Thoe
I error?

ans. 1% because she is using the .01 level; the t
test does not change this basic rule.

She states her hypotheses as.follows:

Ho: 100

Ha: ux 0 100

(this is always theltame whether you use t or z)

(_8e determines the region of rejection using the t table:

= 2.80 (when n - 25, d = 24)

Thus, if her computed t value is greater than or equal to
= 4.e.80, or is less than or equal to t = -2.80, she will

reject the null. The areas equal to and beyond +2.80t
and -2.80t constitute the region of rejection.

She now goes out and tests her sample of 25, keeping
in mind that since o is unavailable, phe will need to
compute A (the standard deviation) of the sample data.
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4.

For the sample tested, 1= 104, and 4= 10.

Using the .t formula:

- E(X) where 4 =4/ = 10/ = 2X
43r

= 104 - 100 = 4/2 = 2.0
2'

Does she retain or reject?

She must retain since the computed t value, +2.00, does
not exceed the critical -t value of +2.80. Her sample
data falls into the region of acceptance.

What type of prror is possible?

ans. Type II

Last Example
. *

A lightbulb manufacturer reads in Consumer -Reports
that a good bulb should last\for_52 hours. He decides
to test his bulbs against this recommended standard
using a sample of 16 bulbs. Being conservative, he
decides to use the .01 level of significance for his
hypothesis test.

He states his hypotheses as follows:

Ho: ux = 52

Ha: ux.0

The t test must be used since the population standard
deviation, a, is unavailable.

The critical value for twhend = 15 (n-1) and a= .01
is 2.95.- Thus the area of rejection is that equal to
or beyond +2.95t and -2.95t.

He tests his sample of 16 bulbs and finds 7 = 42 and
A = 12.

What is his decision?

The decision must rest upon the computed t valuel

1'142 - 52 = -10 = -10 = -3.33
12/v5 12/4 3
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The computed tyalue
-2.95 (or +2.95).

The Oecision must be
manutattured by this
52 hours of life.

falls beyond the critical value, t

*

to reject the null; the lightbulbs
company do not meet the standard of

What type of error is podsible?

ans. Type I; anytime you reject the null there is some
chance of committing a Type I error -- rejecting '

a "true" null hypothesis.

Notes:

1. Use the t test when population parameters are
unknown.

2 The t test is almost identical to the z test

except:

a) You will need to compute 4 (Eitandard deviation)
for the sample data. (On example problems,

however,\S will be given).

b) Use 4 as an estimate of a in the denominator
of the t equation.

c) Compute your t value the same wity as for Z.
The critical value,against which your com-
puted value must be compared is to be found
in the t table, by finding the column corres-
ponding to your level of significance, and the
row Corresponding to your 4 (citi = n-1).

8.5 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Find the critical t values when:

a. n 23 and a .01 b. n is 23 and a .05

c. n - 4 and a= .02 d. n .2 61 and a '2. .001

e. n 11 and og= .05

2. Looking at the t table, what is the relationship
between the critical t and:

a

a. n?
b. a?



3. A school teacher reads in the newspaper that the
average second grader shourd be able to run the
40 yard dash in 15 deconds. She decides to test
her own second graders by timing a sample of 9
children.

Which hypotheSis-testing procedure should
be used, Z or t? Why?

The teacher is teld by the schoelPpsychologist
to use CA4 ,05,

b. What are her chances of making a Type I
error? a Type II error? ft

What critical value'defines the region of
rejection?

She goes out and tests her sample, finding R =
12.5 and 4 = 3.

4

d. What is her decision regarding the null?

e. What type of error is she in danger of
committing?

Suppose she had used the .01 level-instead of
the .05 level of significance.

f. What would her decisal be?

What type of error would she be in danger of
II I itting?



Unit VIII Review Test
(answers in back)

1. A researcher does a study to test the 'null hypothesis, cix = 197.
He obtains X = 230 which is sufficient to reject the null. Can

he conclude that the Population mean'in question is definitely
tigher than 197? Explain.

2. What type of error (I or II) might have been made in the above
example?

. Based on'the decision in #1, whicfr one(s) of the Tollowini alterna-
tive hypotheses would be supported?
a. Ha= 197 c. Ha 0 197

e. Ha < 197
b. Wa= 230 d. Ha > 197

'Which of the following a would best protect against a Type II error?

a. .01 b. .10 itf d. .001

5.. Which of the above alternatives would best protect against a
Type I error?

6. Describe the logic under which hypothesis testing works (Hint:
analogy to law).

7. A researcher fails to reject the null using a = .05. He reasons

"Had I selected .01 as the level I would have rejected it--too bad!"
Does his xeasoning make sense?

8. The average daily temperature in July in Newtown (at 12:00 noon) is
80 degrees., with z = 8--based on town records. Farmer Jones thinks
it's getting warmer over the years, so he measures temperatureon
100 randomly selected July days in a 4-year period. \He obtains X = 86.

a. What is Farmer Jones' null hyliothesis?
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e.

b. If he deadestotesttrst a = what is the rejection
region (i.e., critical values)?

c. What is the computed z value?

d. What is the decision?

e. What type of error is poss1,ble?

9. Supposdivou wish to test Ho = 62 at a =,.01, using a sample of
n = 25.1iSample statistics aKe X = 68 and 4 = 14.

a. Why can't the z test be used?

b. What is the computed t value?

c. What is the tabled t value?

d. What is the decision regardins the null?
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)UNIT-IX
.

SELECTED INFERENTIAL TECHNIQUES

t A. General Objectives

,

This unit extends the previous one by presenting other (more commonly
Oused) fechniques for making statistical inferences. The first two to be

presented allow us to test hypotheses regarding the difference between
two population means, asking, for example, "Does one population of indi-
viduals have higher scores than another (perhaps as a result of a special
treatment that one received)r The ehird technique extends our hypothesis
testing,procedureto the correlation coefficient through a popular test
for judging its "significance" when computed from samples. The unit
closes with a discussion of iveomewhat different.perspective on inference-
making: intervalias opposed to point, estimation using confidence intervals.
Be "confident" aOut your enjoyment'of this material. ,

B. Specific Objectives

9.1 Test the Difference Between Two Means

9.1.1 The t test using independent samples
9.1.2 The t test using dependent samples

9.2 Test the Significance of the.Correlation Coefficient

9.3 Use Confidence Interva1 4 for Parameter Estimation

9.1 instructional Unit: Testing th4.Differences Between Two Means

The two hypothesis testing procedures you have learned thus far both
involve making tpferences about a sitiRle population in terms of whether
it mean conforms to some Parameter value. Thus, what basically takei
pl

7
ce is that a representative sample is selected and its mean is comr

puted: The mean is then compared to the hypotheslzed number value; e.g.
Ho : u . 100, or H- u .. 569, etc. 'If 02 is known for the population,

, o
the z statistip,is used for the test; if 02,is not known, the t statistic
is used.

But how many times will the researcher have an exact comitarison value
in mind? 'very rarely will that be the :Oise and typically only when he
is dealing with well-known measures for which standards (or ndrms) haVk
been derived. For example, if we are testing students in SAT scores we
can hypothesize that they will do better r- worse ehan xhe national
average which we know to be approximately 500. Similarly, we may wish
to compare the mean for aeelected group of individuals to known stan7
dards for such variables as height, weight ,ACT scores, or body tempera-
tures, etc. In such instances, we can safely turn to the'Z or the
procedures previously examined.

At.
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Most hypothesis tests, however, involve comparisons between treatments
that have.never been used before in the exact same fashion. For example,

4L one may wish to compare the effects on achievement in a math class of
lecture-instruction vs. progranqed'instruction. There would be no national.
norms telling us what the achievement means should be using those proce-
dures, with those types of students, in that particular class, on that
particular achievement test, etc. What we are really asking is, woad
the total populatPon of students who receive lecture in,that class yet-
form differently than the total population who receive programmed instruc-
tion? If the answer is yes, then we have a basis for recommending which-
ever method cane oUt better to those who teach qmilar courses. But can
we test the total populations who woad be eligible to receive those
methods? Definitely not..., so as usual, we will use sample6 to make
inferences about the populations. The following sections will illustrate
two analy;ical designs for doing this: the t test for indipendent
samples and the t test for dependent samples.

9.1.1 The t Test Using Independent Samples

In this first case, we wish to compare two means obtained from
samples selected completely,at random from their respective populations.
Who makes it into Sample #1 has no"influence on who is selected for Sample
#2, and vice versa. We'll see id thep.e. section (9.1.2) how a different
design involving "matching" subjectelOcrEls samples can be employed.

P

Let's illustrate the independent samples design using the example
involving the paparison befween lecture and programmed instruction.
We randomly select a sample of subjects to represent'the total population
who...Might receive programmed instruction (PI). We do the same with
regard to-lecture. Who is picked for PI has no influence on who is
pic,ked 'tor Lecture--it's the luck of the draw. Thus, one sample will be
given leCture, and the other programmed instruction, Here is how the
null and alternative hypotheses would be set upl

Ho . ul - u2 . 0

Ha:f U1 0

,

N8(9eed to pitnic about these, as therAndicate exactly whit we would
expect them to.4 The null (Ho) says that differences bttweenhe,popula-
tionthat receives:lecture instruction and the population that receives
piogrammed'instruction are equal to zero (no d fference between theml).
The alternstive (Ha ) says that there sre diff ences, meaning,that one
populairion petforms higher than the.othet. Based on the results we
obtaft(*frambur samples, we wfll either retain the null or accept the
alternative. The formula that is used to test these hypotheses (now
brace yoursela is is follows:

Xi -R2

(ni - 1)412 (12 1)422 1 +

nl + n2 - 2 n1
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The%numerator of:Ihis equation simply represents subtraction

of one sample,mean from the other-. That part is easy:

The aenominaor lodks quite a.hit more complicated, but the

mathematics. ,involved, particularly with a lculator handy,

is really quite simple:

612 is the unbiased variance es te from

sample #1. Remember the variance from,

Unit III? Unbiased means that n-1 ks

in its derivation rather than n., Chqc

back to Unit III if ell-this seems *ate iou

sect

is the unbiased variance estimat(from

sample 42. Remember, we are using samples

to make inferences about two populations.

Thus, variahce estimates are needed from

both samples, rather than fiom only one as

was the case the first time the statistic

was used.

ni & n2 are the sizes of samples 1 and 2.

It would)e beyondikthe scope of this text to try to ex-
plain how the above folmula is derived (hope, you're not too

upset...). ,Perhaps it would suffice to say the following:
If there was actually no difference between the effects of

the tto treatments, and samples of sizes ni and n2 were se-
lected from the ptpulations receiving the treatments, the

Eipected Value of the differenée between samples would be

,zflit. But,,note that just like in the case of the other hy-

pothesis tests we have covered, some of the pairs of sa0ples

would show a difference - due to sampling fluctuation. When

all difference scores (from an infinite number of) sample

pairs) are each drvided by the error term shown in the'denom-

inator above, the reaultant values will be Oistributed as t

with 4 n1 + n2 - 2. The t probability Oble for that par-

ticular cid shows the likelihood of obtaining certaid t values

(undet4-tte assumption t1110t the nulls is true). The 1 'ic

iLli
hasn't:changed from that underlying the two hypotheis tsgf,

disCussed earlier. As an example, suppoae that the sampr
size for the programmed instructton treatment is n 13, while

that foi the lecture treatment is n 29. To ctompute 4 for

the hypothesis test, we apply the formula, ni + n2. 2, s

to'get 33 + 29 - 2 m 60. Looking at the t table, we find that

1.4 the null was true (fke., there are no differencesoip ef-

fectiveness between piogrammed instruction and lecture for the

"population"), the chances of getting a t ratio as extreme ea

-1- 2.00 would be 5/100; for a t ratio as extreme as- 2.664

ihey would be 1/100; and 60 on (make sure that you ca see Y'

wherethese estimates come from on the table). So, On e" '

again we are asked to obtain a suaiciently "eXtreme" out4obe
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in order to justify rejection of ihe null in favor of the
concluston that the treatments (probably) do differ in
effectiveness:

Confused? That's very possible, as perhaps we've made
.a:very-simPle procedurs sound rather mysterious and complex.
Let's try to clean up any misconceptions by considering a

6bncrets exaMple:
a

Eiample

A researcher believes that for 10th grade math students,

in Fly High, programmed irisiruction will result in better

end-of-year testocores than will lecture instruction. Mrs.

Smith's third period section, having an Enrollment of 55
students, is randomly assigned to the two treatments; re-
Sulting in 27 Students being taught by programmed instruction
and 2841by lecture instruction. At the end of the year, the

same examination is given.to:both groups to enable the com-

pariSon to be made between methods. The results showthe

following:

Programmed 27 90 26

Lecture 28 84 32

Before going on, make pure you understand what would be in-

volved in puttingithe above table tftether. The desivation

of n should be obvious, but if, as_s result of some "memory

:problem," you have forgotten what X anci42 are,-make sure

that you look them up (Units II and III, respectively); also

remebber that 42 is,derived by using n - 1 iwthe denominator

of the-variance formula - it is used to estimate a2.

O.K., back to the pioblem .)t hand. The results 1ook,s4g=,

gestive, but On the researcher conclude that,progiammed
instruction was significantly,more effective than lecture
instruction?, First,tuf course, we need a significance level
for the test.' Sticking with convention, we'll say that the

repsfircher is content to.go with a = .05. The next step is

to Compute a t score and determine whether it falls within
or'outside the ".05" resection region for 4 = 28 + 27 -2 = 53.

W11 cal the Programmed Instruction sample n1 end the

leGturJmple n4 iwhich labels are used for the two samples
does1"46 affect the workings of the rmula). substituting

the obtSined values ip the t formula s16çn tvtal pages back gives

the following:

1
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4.

90 - 84
I 4

./(27-1) 26+ (28--1) 32 1 + 1

27 + 28 - 2 27 28

8

6

(26) + T27) (32)( 1 +
53 27 28

V676 + 864 1 + 1

53 \27 28

6

V29.06 1 + 1 \
\ 27 28 j

4

.\/29.06 + 29.06
27 28

6

4,41.

V1.08 + 1.04

6 = 6

1.46,

= 4.11
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Wore you continue further, make sure that you know
where the numbers that,were used in the very first expres-
sion came from. Check them with the results ot the study
listed in the table on page 274 and with the 9riginal for-
mula shown on page.272. The different expressions that
appear above represent a step-by-step"protess of simpli-
fying the original. When we are all done, we get t = 4.11
for the comparison of the means obtained in the two treat-
ments.

The next step is to rmpare this value with the table
listing for a = .05, 4 = 53. The t table contained in
the Appendix does not list any values for 4 = 53, so to
be conservative (i.e., avoid elevating the chances of a
Type I error above 5%), we use the next available lowest
4, which on that table is 40. (If our computed t value was very
close to the tabled listings, ne could get a more accurate
critical value by using a more detailed table or by
interpolating.) Looking at the values for 4 = 40, we
find that a t greater than +2.02 (or less than.-2.02) is
needed to reject at the .05 level of significance. ,The

computed t therefore falls in the region of rejection. The
researcher will conclude that programmed instruction yielded
significantly higher test scores than did lecture instfuc-
tion. What are the chances that a Type I error was made?
Give yohrtelf a "gold star" if you were thinking 5%. What
are the chances that a Type II error was made? Give your-
self another gold star if you were thinking that such a
questipn ja ridiculous. Type II's can only be made when the'
null is retained.

Here's another example:'

Mrs. Goldfingers, a school nurse, is into, the litera-

ture on.health foods. She decides on the basieof her reading
that having "Crunchy Cornflakes" for' breakfast will give kids
"go power° in their physical education 'classes. She Con-
vinces the principal to.allow her to cohduct an experiment
using third-grade classes. The, experiment involves serving
"Crunchy Cornflakes" for breakfast to half of the students

, in each third grade class and the normal scrambled egg dish
to the other half. The significance level is established at
a =.01. The students are then tested on the number of push-
ups they can do in their physical education class that day.
When the experiment is completed, the results obtained are as
follows:

Cornflakes 50 10,

/ i Eggs 50 9 12

-42-

9

Can it bAcOhcluded that cornflakes

1
re more,effective than'

eggs?
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1

= 10 9

alle"

(50-1) 9 + (50-1) 12 I 1 + 1
50 + 5Q - 2 \50 50-

1 *Note, since ,

11=

V(49) 94 (49) 12 ( 2 )
98

1

V1029 ( 2
98 50

2058
,4900

.42

1.54

1

.65

are equal
we can add the
two muUipliers
in the denomi-

Having +1.54 as the computed t value, wha't is the decision?

To find degrees of freedom, we apply the simple formula

50 + 50 - 2 = 98. The t table has no listing for 4 = 98, so

we must move down to the rdw associated with 4 = 60. Moving

across the columns, we eventually reach the .01 significance

level, which lists the critical t value as 2.660. De de-

cision, then, is to retain the null. The experimehr is

inconclusive.
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9.1.2 The t Test Using Dependent Sample?

1

The type of experiment illustrated in the previclus section

involved comparing treatments by applying them and analyzing
their outcoMea using independent samples selected g,rom the same

overall population. For example, one group might receiye pro7
grammed instruction and the other lecture instruction, but
there would be no systematic relationship between the members
of the two groups. In,this section, we will discus's a slightly
different type_of experiment whose uniqueness lies in its
matching of subjects across treatments. For instance, in the

case of the programmed instruction vs. lecture experiment con-
sidered earlier-one might argue that an intervening variable
such as IQ might be so powerful that gny differences between
the two treatments would be "washed-out." The specific concern

might be that, by chance - even though assignment to treatments
was done on a random basis, one group would be higher in IQ ,

than the other. Regardless of treatment,-then, that group
might show the higher performances. To,eliminate this pos-
sibility, the matched group design to be discussed here would
systematically assign subjects to treatments,such that for
each "high IQ" student assigned to Treatment A tpere would be

a matched, high IQ student assigned to B, etc. There would be

a number of different ways of doing this, but obviously, all
would involve first measuring the prospective participants in
terms of IQ.

The "dependent samples" design can be advantageous in

many instances. The most important criterion affecting the
desirability of its use is the relation of the "matching"
variable to the outcome variable. With regard to the above

example, it should be obvious that under normal circumstances
IQ would relate significantly to the outcome variable in
question, i.e., achievement on the lesson. Thus, IQ could.be

considered as a possible matching variable. But, would it do

any good to match subjects on the basis of hair color, such

that there would be a blond for a blond, etc.? Given that

there would probably be no theoretical basis for predicting
a-,,relationship to exist between hair color (matching variable)
and.achievement (outcome variable), one would be doing a lot

of extra work for nothing. Thus, the rule is that the stronger
the relationship between the matching and outcome variables,
the stronger the justificWon for using a dependent samples
design. When the relationship is strong, the payoff is
more powerful test of treatment differences, which is the

whole Purpose of doing the experiment in the first place
(i.e., comparing treatments or conditions). The cost, however,
is additional work (it's much easier4to assign subjects ran-
domly to independent samples) and a cost of roughly half of
the degrees of freedom (d6) that would be present were indepen-

-dent samples to be used. The latter "cost",will become evident
when you work with the formula to be provided later. But, if

you'll look at the .t tablp now, you will see that the greater
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the dti for any a level, the lower the critical value that is

needed to reject the'null. Thus, a loss in 44 without any
compensation, would hardly be to the experimenter's advantage.

Before moving to the formula for the dependent samples de-
sign, test yourself on your understanding of the matching idea

by identifying each of the following experiments as either
justified or unjustified in terms of the probable relatiOnship
between its propoped matching and outcome variables (cover
the answers as 0Vgo along).

Example A:

Treatment

Watching films
vs. Active Playing

Justified or not?

Matching *-

Outcome Variable Variable

Shooting ability in Height

basketball

Ans: This dependent samples, design would probably be justified:-

Height,in most cases, would have a reasonably strong re-

lationship with shooting ability. Thus, a stronger hy-

pothesis test would most likely result-from equalizing

the two treatment groups such that a tall person in oaC

is matched to a tall person in the other, etc.

Example B:

Treatment

Watching films vs.
Active Playing

Justified or not?

Matching

Outcome Variable Variable

Knowledge of rules Height

of basketball

Ans: Here the use of the "dependent" deVgn would be question-

able. Height should not show much of a relationship with

knowledge of rules folloWag the treatments. One would

be going through some extra work and, throwing away 4,

without earning mudh ofra pay-off.
#

'Example C:

Treatment

Aspirin "A" vs.
Placebo

Justified or not?

Matching

Outcome Variable Variable

Frequency of head- Amount of

aches education

Ans: Probably not. While one could perhaps argue that college

grads in "whiteecollar" positions might tend to halve more

headaches that high school grads in "blue collar" posi-

tions, it seems doubtful that such a relationship - assum-

ing it really exists - would be very strong. Matching
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participants in terms of educipon would probably be wasted
effort in this study, as random sampling woUld probably
achieve a reasonable enough balance on the education dimensibn.

Example D:
Matchin&

Treatment Outcome Variable Variable

Aspirin "A" vs. Blood Pressure Age

Placebo

Justified or not?

Ans: Such matching would well be worth some consideration, as
age should show a fairly consistent correlation with
blood pressure. If, by chance, random sampling resulted
in one group being older than the other, one could obtain
differences in this experiment that do not reflect the
actual efftcts of the aspirin vs. the placebo.

Example &:

Treatment

Film watching
vs. Reading

Justified or not?

Outcome Variable
liatching
Variable

Score on a history grade point
exam average

Ans:'Such matching would seem justified, as grade point
average would probably show fairly strong relationship )
with examination scores.

HAD ENOUGH? Let's move on to the formula for the dependent
samples design. Here's how to compute t:

Ed2

n (n- 1)

where EF EV2 -(0)2
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S.

DON'T PANICf This formula is actuAlly fairly easy to work
with once y u know the meaning of "V." Here are some defi-

nitions:

D: is the difference between the scores of a sub-
ject in Treatment-1 and his/her matched counter-
part in Treatment-2. This variable should become
clearer in the elFample to be presented below, but
for now imagine that John has been matched to
Sally in IQ, and each receives a different in-
structional treatment. John obtains a ecore of
80 on the criterion measure (the final exam),
while Sally obtains a score bf.75.

t

For this particulaT matched pair, .. D 5

(or -5, depending On-Vhial treatment is listed
first). ,t

02: is the sum of the squared difference scores
(D's) atross all matched pairs.

(EV)2: is the squaie of the sum of all difference
*mores (D's);

Ed2: la eded for the error term; it is obtalned by
the bottom formula on page 280,

is the average difference between matched pairs.

n: is the number of matched pairs.

If you have a 'good memory, you might recall, that the for-

mula for obtaining Ed2 is operationally identical,to that used

for calculating the variance, as was shown in Unit III. No

surprise; what we are doing here is the same thing, except
we are getting a variance estimate for "difference scores,"

rather than for plain old X's.

So,'at the risk of getting you confused with "Words,"

use of the formula involves computing t by:

(a) determining the difference between the scores ,

of members of each matched pair. The result

is a series of V's, one for each pair.

(b) adding all of these D's and dividing by the total
number of pairs to get an average. This is
labeled as D, and it goes in the numerator of the
formula.

(c) manipulating the D's.as shown in the second

formula to get Ed2.
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This value is then divided by n(n-1) ,416a the

square root of the result then proVries the
denominator of the formula.

(d) dividing rator by denominator gives Us

(e) the computed t, as in all other tests we've
coVered, is then compared to the critical t
for the appropriate a and dd.

-

IN THE DEPENDENT SAMPLES ANALYSIS, dd n -1,
Where n number of matched pairs.

Naw for an example:

Example A

Let's work with the same experiment outlined in an earlier
example. A basketball coach receives an official "NBA" train-
ing film that is supposed to teach "all one needs to know"
about shooting techniques. He wonders whether showing the film
will have muchieffeceon the performance of his 9th grade stu-
dents. He decides to do an experiment in which half of the 20
students in 11:00 section will watch the film while the other
half will spend the same amount of time in "free play." Not
wanting to take the chance that height could be a factor, he

' matches each student in the film condition to a dtudent of
similar height in the "free play" condition. Duting the next
period, he gives the students a "free throw" test in which
they Lire allowed 10 chances at the foul line. Results are as
follows:

Pair #
Film:
Treatment 1

Play:
Treatment 2 (XI-X7) V2

1 Rick 8 Bob 10 -2 4

2 Mike 8 Fred 8 0 0

3 Tom' 4 Alex 8 -4 16

4 RobSy 10 Mick 9 1

5 Steve 2 Carl 10 -8 64
6 Don 7 Roger 6 1 1

7 Tom A. 6 Bill 10 -4 16

8 Jim 7 Marc 9 -2
0
4

9 Buster 5 Fran 5 0 0
10 Pete 0 Ed 4 - -4 16

\- EV '722 EV2122

f -2.2

Before continuing, make sure you understand that members of a
given pair were matched in this experiment according to height.
Each then received a different treatment, the score under whicil
is shown adjacent to the name. Most important, make sure that
you understand how the V's were deriired, as this variable is the
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one required to get the analysis started.

First, we need to get-the d2 value that gees in the error

term (denominator of the'main equation). Substituting tra'llues

in,the 112 equation, we get:

1

122 - 48.4 = 73.6122 - (22)2.
10

Ed2 = 73.6

Now we are ready for the main equation. The numerator V is

the average difference between pair members. As computed

above it equals -2.2.

=

4

-2.2 -2.2

73.6 73.

10(9) 90

0.

-2.2 -2.2 -2.43

.904

If the significance level being applied was a = .05,

what would the decision be? *4%.

RememberigØat d6 in the dependent samples design is
equal twn - 1 (where n represents'the number of pairs),

we get 10 - 1 9 degrees of freedvl. The t tabfe shows

that the critical value for this di is 2.262. We, there-..

fore, have a sufticient basis for rejecting the null, but

because the computed t had a negative signi"We want to be

sure to conclude that Treatment-2 C'Play") was favored over

TreStment-1 ("Film"). (Note that the positionincof, treat-

ments was arbitrary - we could have made "Play" the first

treatment just as easily, in which case the computed value

would havellad a "+" sign.)

If the significance level was4a = .01, what would the

decision be?

RETAIN THE NULIut as the critical value for 4 - 9,

3.25, exceeds'tffe commuted value.

The possibility of reaching these opposite conclusions

should reconfirm in your mind the importance of the selected

a level to the interpretation of research findings.

Given the formula for%computing t in,a dependent samples

analysis, there is really nothing much'new to learn here.

Thus, we'll go immediately to a practice posttest, which will

test your skill at doing the analysis on Your .own.
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9.1 'POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. A new sedative is developed Enid tested-in terms of its effects on
reducing pulse rate. A random sample of 30 adults is administered
the drug, whereas another random,sample is administered a placebo.
Pulse rate of the two groups,is then analyzed. Results are

fl iE
62

-Drug >30 79 WO

Placebo 30 91 95

a. What is the computed t value?

b. What is the critical t value for a .01?

Should the null be rejected or retained?

d. What type of error is possible?

2. A study is planned in which the effects of a new vitamin compound
will be compafed against those of a placebo on an incidental outcome--
the growth of new faCial hair. Given the nature of the treatment and
outcome variables, which of the following Would be the best chctice
as a matching variable for a dependent samples design?, Why?

-a. IQ

b. sex
c. height
d. physical fitness

e. popularit):

3. Attitudes toward busing are analyzed as a function of whether adults

live in a large city,or in a small one. Given the nature of the
treatment (city size) and outcome variable (attitudes), which of the
following would be the best choice as a matching variable? Why?

a. height c. physical fitness
b. sex d. race

e. popularity

4. Analyze the data obtained in the following experiment. Students in

a fourth-grade class are matched in IQ. One member of each matched
pair rece4ves written teacher comments ("good going," "Nice work,"

"Try better next time," etc.) on his/her returned answer sheet from
Arithipetic Test 01. The other member receives no comments. Compari-
sons between groups are then madAth regard to performance on Test
02. The .05 level of significance is selected for the evaluation of
resUlts. Results are as follows:



Test Seorea

Student Receiving
Comments

Pair

Studentjteceiving
No Comments

1 80 75

2 98 90

3
1

4

75

83

77

77

5 100 08

6 63 65

7 79 60

8 94 93

0 90. 81

10 70 66 N

a. What is the computed t?

b. What isethe critical t for a .05?

c. What is the deCision?
d. What type of error is possible?

fr
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9.2 Instructional Unit: Te4tigg the significance of the correlation
coefficient

In this section, we will illpstrate"how hypothesis testing can be
applied to statistiss other than means, X's. At the same time,.you will
learn about a.very'caluable and commonly used analytical technique--that
--for testing the significance of the correlation-coefficient 4.

Example Situation'

Dr.414yro Flynn,..-a noted clothing reseaieher, believesjthat there is
a sIgnific4Et relationship between,the length of people's toenails and
the amount of wear they get from socks. To'test this (using $1,000,000
grant from the American -Toenail Association) he selects ajandom sample
of 100 adult males. He measures the length of each subTect's toenail
(right foot, big toe) and Ehe amount of wear obtained from a brand:new
pair of dress socks ('number of days before hole appears). (Out of,con-
sideration for the subjects' friends.and families, each subject is
required to wash the socks,each night,;) The correlation obtained is
4 = -.47. Can you interpret this? Shame if you cannot and you're this
far along in the book!"

Di. Flynn noW wants tn publish his findings t Upport the coAlusion
that longer toenails hre associated.witb fess wear fom socks. Is that
conclusion justified?

Well, the negative correlation obtained does support,that trend, BUT
any result is possible from a sample. How do we know that this result -

representi what would happen far an entire population of adult males
,possessing big toes and similar types of socks?

Answer:
We don't! Just like in the case of means, (X's), all We cari,-*

do is make probablistic judgments based on the results obtained and/.
stailivical theory.. We have a null hypothesis.here too. 'It essontially
says "no difference--no effect (no correlation!)14for the population.
If the weight of evidence makes that hypothesid appear improbable, the .

conclusion is that "a difference or effect (a correlation!)" does seem,
likely for the population. Let's illustrate the hypothesis testing pro--
cedure, using'Dr. Flynn's results as an eXample:

1.. Hypotheses: H : py= 0

The AUll,establishes a condition..in which theredis no correlation
(p) between X (toenail length) and Y (sock wear) for the population. If
evidence favors "rejection" of the null as improbable, we are left with
the alternative,that there is a correlation.

n.6

0
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2. Random sampling and data collection. These go wit out saying.

Obtain your random sample,"as Dr. Flynn did, and collect ycIir data.

3. Compute statistic and test HQ.. Sincesour null conce ed cor
relation, we naturally want to compute the sample correlatI.OnA. Dr.

Flynn'.s 4 was -.47. Is that a sufficient finding to vieW the,pull

(which states no gorrelation) as improbable? Just like foriour tests

involving means, 4e need a formula:

-

\/(1 -44/(n-2)

n - 2
r

Yes, when oxy = 0, the above outcome is distributed as t. It thus

provides a basis fot"toncluding whether the 4 we obtainedds inprobable

if the population correlation -(oxy) is actually zero. If so, 4e reject.,

the null! Note that (16 for the distribution is n - 2(number of subjects-

2). Let's work with Dr. Flynn's results, using .01 as our significance

level:

-.47

(1-(-A7)2)/(106-2)

-.47 -.47

V .779/98

= -5:28

.089

N.

Now check the t table for clic = 98 at a = .01.

4. Conclusion. The computed ,t Value of 5.28 clearly exceeds the

tabledsone of about 2.66:- The sample correlation appears "significant,"

meaning, "reject the null!" We can infer that a negative correlation

betWeen toenail size.and sock wear probably exists for the population.

Any chances, a'a\TYpe I error?. Yes--1% (assuning the null were actually

true). Any,chance of a Type II error? 'None! We rejected the null!

Another Example

Dr. Flynn suspects that there will be a significant negative cor-

relation between head size and time taken to put on sweaters. He

employs a sample of 25 women for thisand tests them uding appropriate

materials and measures, The sresultant correlation is 4 =,-.14.

Flynn's feeling pretty good about himself, since the result was

just the way ,he called it--a negative correlation. His hea4 is
A
getting so big that the,sWeater he's wearing may never aome off.

But we know about sampling fluctuation. Maybe'his result is quite

reasonable as a-product of sampling fluctuation. Maybe had he

/ tested everyone, the correlation would have been zero! Let's do

the test (using a = .05).

I
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Ho : pxy = 0

Ha : pxy # 0

-.14 -.14.

q(1-(-.14)2)/(25-2) q .98/23

1-.14
= -.678 "1

.206

Wiax di = 23, the critical region for rejecting the null is defined
(see t table) as + 2,069 for a = .05. Our computed t value vats only
-.678. There is not sufficient evidence for rejecting the null. It
could well be the case that were all women to be tested, head size would
have no relationship to "sweater putting on" time. Flynn is foiled by
his ioolish forecast.

9.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. A researcher correlates',two variables using a sample of n -1 30. The
Obtained.4 = .36. He wishes to test its signifieance (relative to

, p = 0) using a = .01.

a. What k-e the null and alternative hypotheses?

b. What is the tabled t value?

d. What is the computed t value?
4.

d. What is the decision?

e. What type'of error (I or II) could have been made?

2. Answer thniame questions as above (a-e), giVen n. = .78, n = 16,
a =



'e

9.3 Instructional Unit: Using cOnfidence intervals for parameteKvestimation

The analytical technique's discussed in the two previous sections

are used to test hypotheses regarding.one or more populations. Example

questior4s: ,Is Treatment A better than Treatment B (for all people

receiving.each)? Is there a positive correlation between X and Y for

all people in Population A? Again, the formulas allow us to test spe-

cific hypotheses. But suppose that we haVe no hypotheses in mind and

instead, simply want to estimate a population parameter that is unknown?

Maybe you are a real estate salesman and want to estimate the square

footage of a typical house in yOur community. Or, maybe you're a 'college

instructor and want to know how much time a typical student devotes to

studying. No hypotheses or no actual figures may exist for either of

these concerns. But the notion of Sampling Distributions, Expected

Values, and Standard Errors can still be applied to allow us to estimate

the "answers."

Point versus Interval Estimation

A point estimate of a populatioh parameter, let4's say uk, uses a

single value as the basis for estimating the unknawn. The real estate

salesman in the above example simply selects a random sampde of houses

and measures their square footage. 1Jet's pretend thaAA1 obtains

X = 14,962. That single value then becomes the basis-r'estimating ux.

Using the:same logic the College professor surveys a random sample of

studentson the amount of time they devote to studying. He obtains

X = 96.34 min.:a night, which becomes his estimate of U.

Point estimates are nice and convenient. But, based on your knowledge

of sampling fluctuation, can you see any problem? Sure.... if you hap-i

pen to get a weird sample, the impression you obtain (and maybe rely on)

could be horribly misleading. This concern creates a ratio:tale for a

different type of estimation, involving intervals.

Interval estimation specifies a range of values that include the

unknown population Oarameter a certain percent of the time. Theconven-*

tional term statisticians use in referring to these ranges is confidence*

intervals. The level of "confidence" expresses the statistician's

confidence that tht true parameter value is contained in the interval of

values. For example, we might compute, using methods to be described

below, the 95 percent confidence interval for the housing square foqtage

ux to be from 13,600 to 14,400. We can say "with 95% confidence" that

the actual population mean lies somewhere within this range. Let's

examine more closely how confidence intervals are constructed. For

simplicity and clarity, we'll restrict our examples to instances involv-

ing means (confidence intervals, though, can be applied in the identic41

manner to other statistics as well).

Constructing Confidence Intervals

Let's suppose that scores on a standardized spelling test for

second graders arenormallyd tributed with ux = 250 and a = 50.
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You ate unaware of these figures:and select a random'sampIe:of 100 scores
to estimate U. Naturally, the 'basis for your estimate is X, the mean
'of your sample. It is highly unlikely that this point estimate will be
exactly equal to ux, due to sampling fluctuation. But you could con-

1' struct an interval around X that will have, a certain probability (give
you a certain degree of confidence) of containlmg ux. A-conventional
probability or 'confidence level is' .95. What interval will have a 95%'
chance of containing ux?

Sampling theory provides the answer. Look below at the Sampling Dis-
tribution for. X's computed from all unique samples of n = 100 drawn from -
that population. AS reviewed in Unit VII, E(X) = ux, and ai =
What portion of the distribution would tontain 95% of the samplei? Ans-
wer: That between +1.96 and -4.96 standard errors (z's). How do we
kpowlNormal curve probability df course! Ninety-five percent of
scores always fall between + 1.96z.

Now let's reason the same way, but (sort of) in reverse. Given that
we have computed a sinzle X, what interval around it is 95% likely to
contain uX ? Answer: X + 1.960X -. Think about it and try these ques--

1. What percentage of'sample 3i's would be within + 1.96a1 from ux?
Answer: 95% (look at the figure)
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2. So, if you added 1.9601 to eachii to form an upper limit and

then subtractell the same value to form a lower limit, what

percentage of those intervals (one for ehch sample), would

contain ILO

Answer: 95%

3. Huh?

Answer: Lpok gt the Sampling Distribution. 'Isn't it true that

on the left side, only the 2.5% in the shaded area

would never reach ux with their upper limit? Isn't it

also true that of those on the right side., only;2.5%

would never reach ux with their lower limit?

4 What, then, is the 95% confidence interval for Te.?

Answer: X + 1.§6a1

Thus, if we add and subtract 1.9607 to X, we can be 95% confi-

dent that the resultant interval will contain ux. Or, to say

it in a slightly different way, if we were to repeat the pro- (-)
cess for all sample X's, 957. of the confidence intervals would ,

"capture" ux, while 5% would not.

5. Would a 99% confidence interval be wider or narrower than a

95% one?
Answer: If you got this, you're really thinking! WIDER is the

only choice! If you want to be more Confident of

capturing ux, don't you have to cover more ground??

9

6. What would the 99% confidence interval be?

Answer: X + 2.58a-
- X

7. Huh?
Answer: Isn't it true

of the scores
reasoning, if
formed around
the resultant

*

fromnormal curve probability that 99%

fall within ± 2.58z ? By the same

limits based on those dimensions were
the X's of all unique samples, 99% of

intervals would containux.

8.--Can one give a general expression that would represent confi-

dence intervals using normal curve probability (i.e., z values)?

Answer: Yes

9. Well, what is the expression?
Answer: X + (zc0n4,) 01, meaning (a) determine the z value

corresponaing to the particular level, mUltiply it by

the standard error, add it to X for an upper limit and

subtract it for a lower limit.

10. Supposeyour computed sample X in the previous.example (spekin'v

scores) was 240. What is the 95% confidence interval? What is

the 99% confidence interval?'

4
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Answer: For both levels aR = a/Nrir = 50/10 .6
CC/LS.95 Aw240 + (1.96) (5)

= 230.2 (lower limit) and 249.8 (upper limit)

We can'be 95% ton-ft-dent thatithis interval contains ux.. _Note,
however, that this is one of the 5% that actually doesn't!! We
obtained an exireme settle (ux = 250, see page, 289).

Conti
.99

= 240 + (2.58) (5)

= 227.1 (lower limit) and 252.9 (upper limit)

We can be 99% confident that this interval contains ux. (And it c:loes.
See how the larger, 90-4nterval, can be,mOre accurate than the
smaller, 95% interval? The trade-off, thOugh, is that the 99% interval
gives a less precise estimation.)

Using t as the Position Measure

In,the above example, we had the luxury of trying to estimate/ux using
known properties of the population it describes (that a = 50). 'AL was
discussed in Unit VIII, when we inXroduced the t distribution, it is
usually the case that a won't be known. So all we can do is to estimate
.it using our sample standard deviation, 4. But, when Sampling Distribu-
tions are constructed with 4 in the standard error formula, they conform
to t rather than z probabilities. If you're not following all of this,
no need to worry. Maybe by examining the process, the underlying theory
will become a little clearer.

Suppose, for exaMple, that you are interested in determining the
average number of daily phone calls received in your office. Your boss
supports you on this, but says that he will not permit you to spend time

(:

urveying the calls every single day. So, you decide to randomly select
36 days--the boss grants permission. You count the calls and compute
our statistics. The results: I = 16.5 and 4 ge 4.

Your interest naturally is with estimating the average for all days,
of which the 36 examined is only, a very small sample. Using point esti-
mation, you would report 16.5 calls as typical--but imagine the room for
error! Confidence intervals to the rescue...What is the 95% confidence
interval-for our estiMate? Since we are using 4 rather than a, the
"general" expression'for such an interval is

± (tcon6) (4j)

If you look back to the previous examples, you'll see that now we're
asking for (a) the t score, not the Z score, that corresponds to the
probability level desired, and to (b) the standard error based on 4,, not a.



Let s identify this mysterious confidence interval:

= 26.5

4 = 4/ Vig.= .667
X

But what about t?

The t distribution varies based on citi. Our $16, in this case, is

36 - 1 = 35. Looking at the t table, we find that t.95 or .05 = 2.042

for the closest di. So, we get:

Con6.95 = 16.5 + (2042). (.667)

= 16.5 + 1.36

= 15.14 (lower limit) and 17.86 (upper limit)

We can feel 95% confident that the actual mean falls within that interval.

What would the 99% confidence leverbe? The only change here is that

we need the t.99 value (same in table as t.01), which is 2.75. Thus:

Con6.99 = 16.5 + (2.75) (.667)

= 16.5 -1-1.83

14.67 (lower) and 18.33 (uptoer)

We can feel 99% confident that the actual mean lies within that interval.

Can you see the relation between confidence intervals and hypothesis
testing through these examples7 In hypothesis testing we compare our

.
sample mean to some hypothesized value; using confidence intervals, we
try to provide an estimation of the population mean using the information

we obtain f4om the sample.. Both procedures employ the identical informa-

tion--X, 4,11, and t value to produce the desired outcOme. For each

hypothesis test we haye presented, there is a corresponding procedure

,for constructing confidence intervals.

Take, for example, the case where we compare two sample means using

independent samples (Unit 9.1.1). . As introduced in this unit, the interest

was With testing tha hypothesis that the two populations represented did

,not 'differ from one another. On the other hand, we can simply be interested

in estiMating what the actual difference, if any, is. To avoid burdening

ourselves with.a whole new series of calculations, let's return to the
example on p. 274. What difference really'exists between using programmed

instruction and lecture for that lesson? Our samples indicated a 6-point
advantage for programmed instruction over lecture. So, we could give that

as a point estimation--and hope that luck is with us. Or, we Can be more

cautious'and construct a confidence interval around that value? 'What

would the 95% confidence interval be?
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The general formula remains the same, but there are some values we
need to identify:

Conti.= Tel (tunic) 43i2

12= 6

:teon6
= t.95 for d6 = 53 = 2.02

44e - 4 denominator of the t formula (see p. 275) = 1.46
XI X2

Con1i.9 = 6 + (2.02)(1.46)

- 3.05 (lower) and 8.95 (upper)

We can be 95% confident that the "true" treatment difference lies
between 3.05 and.8.95 points.

Suiramaa

Wang the procedures just illustrated, a cOnfidence interval can be
constructed around any of the statistics we have examined. All that one
needs to know are the t (or .7 value) and standard error corresponding to
the statistic's Sampling Distributiod7-IIf you really want to test your
understanding of the methods, see if yot: can identify the 95% confidence
interval for Vrobtained in Example A (p. 283). The answer is typed upside
down at the bottoth of this page.

Confidence interv,als provide a way of estimating population parameterd
using a "probable" range of scores". The morkconfident you want,to be
,about that range, the widetyou must make it. Thus, a 99% confidence
intetval will be wider ttian a 95% or 90% interval. The'confidence inter-
val procedure contrasts with point estimation which uses a single value
to represent the population. Though logically and functionally related
to hypothesis testing, confidence intervals are mainly concerned with
estimating not comparing. Try to "estimate" your understanding of these
ideas by answering the questions below.

(iaddn) pue (lamoT) Zi-



9.3 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. Differentiate between point estimation and interval estimation.

2. A 95% confidence interval is constructed around a sample mean. Which

of the following is true?

a. There is a 95% probability that the interval will contain (iv

b. If such intervals were constructed around all sample

meant; 95% of them would contain ux .

c. Such an interval will be smaller in size than if a 99%'

confidence interval was used.

d. All are ttue.

3. Psychometrician Jones obtains a new "Leadership Abilities" test

and waneWE6-'eatimate what ap average score would be for all

people who might take it. After administering the test to a

random sample of 36P eople he obtains X = 68 and 4 = 12. Report the:

a. 95% Onfidence interval around X;

b. the 99% confidence interval; and
c. the point estimate of ux
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A. Multiple-Choice

Unit IX Review Test
(answers in batk)

1. A researcher rejects the null, when in reality the
null £s true. He/she has made
a. a Type I error c. both Type I and II errors
b. a Type II error d. a Type IV supreme error

2. If you were doing an experiment for which you wanted
to increase your chances of rejeCting the null, which
of the following procedures would be helpful?
a. increase n (i.e., test more subjects)
b. increase a
c. identify an intervening variable that strongly

relates to the outcome variable, and use it for
matching in a dependent samples design -

d. all of the above would help
e. none of the above would help

j. A medical researcher is doing a study involving a

comparison between two surgery techniques. Naturally,
it would be very dangerous to conclude that a parti-
cular technique is better than another, if it actually
is not. In selecting a significance level, the re-
searcher would be mostly concerned with
a. minimizing the chances of a Type I error
b. minimizing the chances of a Type II error
c. maximizing the chances of a Type I error
d. maximizing the chances of a Type II error

4. A study is conducted in which subjects are assigned
strictly at random to two treatments, and outcomes of
the two treatments are then compared. The type of
hypothpsis test that would be appropriate here would be
a. z-test comparison with a numerical parameter value
b. t-test comparison with a numerical papmeter value
c. t-test comparison for independent sallictss
d. t-test comparison for dependent samples'

5. An experimenter wants to test the hypothesis that the
GRE scores of a certain population of students are
equivalent to the national average, which he knows to
be 500 with a 100.
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Which one of the tests listed in the alternatives for

item #4 would be the most appropriate?

6. Fifty studants are randomly assigned to'Treatment A

and 48 are randomly assigned to Treatment B. The ap-

,

propriate d for a comparisbn of,means would be

a. 48 d. 96

b. 50 e. 97 g. 100

c. 49 f. 47

7. Fifty students in Treatment A are matched on some

variable to 50 students in Treatment B. The appro-

priate 4 for a comparison"between means would be

a. 48 d. 98
b. 49 e. 99 g. none of these

c. 50 f. 100

fi
' 8. An experimenter uses the dependent samples design, but

selects a matching variable that has a zero correla-

tion with the outcome variable in his experiment.

Which of the following best describes the'implications

of what he has done?
a. even though a "better" matcOng variable could

have been selected, he has still strengthened his

analysis by using the dependent samples approach

b, aside from the extra effort involved in matching

people, he will come out tile same as if-he had

used the independent samples approach .

c. he will lose dii without achieving a strongTr test;

thus, the procedure would have been to his dis-

advantage
d. the chances of making a Type I error will increase

9. In the dependent samples analyais, D refers to

a. the difference between the means of Treatments A & B

b. the standard deviation of a particular treatment

c. the variance of a particular treatment

d. the differende between the scores of members of

a matched pair

10. A study is performed in which the effects of drinking

different quantities of alcohol are compareclwi.th re-

spect to college seniors' ability to roller skate.

If considering the possibility of using dependent

samples, the most appropriate matching variable would

be
a. height d. grade point Average

b. age f. amount of prior skating experience

c. IQ
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B. A sample of n - 25 is tested, with results indicating X = 525 and
4 = 112. Compute...the 99% confidence intervalrand the 95% confidence
intervals around X.

.

4
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A. General Objectives

UNIT X

THE gHI-SQUARE TEST

Ito

*
The statistical procedureediscussed thus far, with one exception, -/are designed for use with interval or ratio scoree--scores indicated by

numbers on a continuum having equal distances between them: The excep-.

tion was the Spearman correlation (Unit V) which de applied to ordinal
,

or ranked data. But there are also many instances in which data will be

nominal or categorical. "tFor example, is there an association between

people's membership in charitable organizations and how they vote in
.

elections? Are the city parka f quented more by one sex (qr racial

"group co. age group) than another?' "Scores" here are essentially fre-

quent4 counts of different subp pulations. How would such nainina data

by Zutalyzed? Tile purpoee of tale Unit is to aCquaint you with,the uses

and computational procedures of a test designed speclafically for that .

purpose--the chi-square test. r

B. Specific Objectives -

10.1 Identify the type of scores analyzed by the'chi-square test

or

10.2 Use chi-square in a one-way test

10.2.1 Test for equal fe'equencies

10.2.2 Test korygoodness-of-fit

10.3 Use chi-square in a two-way-tast

10.1 Instructional Unit: Nominal scores and their analysis through,4b4-equare
-
Scores indicating eicamination pexformances, outside temperatures,

yearly incomes, size of,houses, populations of cities, and onkand on,

all constitute interval measures or ratio measures. Each obseVation

can take only one valw in a given assiesment (John can have only.one

score on the test), and can be ordexed on d continuum with other ob-

servations on Ihe baéis of.that valve (John's score was .87 which is higher

than Tom's 86). Further, the.distances between the pOssible_points,on

the continuum are equal an0 have(the same meaninge (Tom's 1 point deficit

relative. to John means the e4M6 as his 1 point advantage over Ken's 85).

Interval measures do not have a natural zero point (e.g., a test score

APPzero usually does not indicate the total absence of knowle4st) while
ratio measures do (a "money ea ed" score of zaro means ticactljilhat7-a

complete'absence of earningsil) 0

Then we can move from interval and ratio measures to the Ron16,hat

less precise ordinal measures which might be thought ol as rankings.

Although ranks can be arranged In a numerical continuuM,'distaneee

between points on that continuum may be wiAely uneven. The person ranked
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#1 might be far superior on the trait in question to irs 2 and 3 who
are actually quite close to one another. Ilk the distance between 1 and

2 the sane as that between 2 and 3? tot by a long shot.
, ,

Finallp, we can move to an even:less precise but just as important 1
type of measure--nominal or categorical. Here we get neither a.meaning-
ful numerical score nor a rank, but simply an indication of membership
or nonmembership in a particular category. Are chach-goers more likely

, to participate in local charity drives than those not attending church?
If we take a random sample of people participating in local chdricy func-
tions, and Glenda Mender is a subject, what will her score be? CeItainly

not an interval or ratio scare like a 97, or a rank like a 28. The only

ilt

ibility here is a nominal score, indicating to which group, church or
d' urch, she belongs. When all subjects are "tested" we will simply
end up with a frequencyyount indicating the number of observations

- (subjects) in each nominal category. On that basis, we can do our eom-
parison: 80 out of 100 were church-goers; 20 were not. Interesting..1

I'
A statistical test specifically designed to enable guch comparisons

/-is the chi-square (x2) test. As will be seen below, general categories
,of uses pertain to cgses in whichthere is one variable (are politica

----parties equally represented in the Senate?); and two variableg (are
.%

political parties and seniority related for members of the Senate?).
Again, what x2 is Aooking at is nominal data--the frequencies of indivi-
_duals who fall into different categories. It would allow us to make a
statistical judgment as to whether, for example, a count of 54 Democrats
and 46.Republicans does suggest unequal representation., Further, half
of the Democrats might have 10 or more yeart-of seniority while only one-
third of the,Republicans do. Is there a significant relationship there?
Chi-square would help us to find the answer. /

10.1 POSTTEST (answer2 in back)

1. Differentiate between interval-ratio,_ordinal, and nominal" measures.
To which is the chi-square test applied? Give an example of the type

of research question to which it might be applied.
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10.2 Instructionaf-Nrit: The one-way x2 test,

In this unit, we'll upe the term one-way to describe x applications

in which one variable (e.g., race, sex, blood type, school attended) is

being examined. Two related uses will be examined, one that tests for
equal frequencies.and another that tests for goodness-of-fit. As will

.
be seen, the procedures for both tests are virtually identical. If you

can do'one you can do both.
A

10.2.1 Testing for Equal Frequencies

Suppose that at the monthly neighborhood 'school PTA meeting, we count

120 people in attendance. Further inquiry indicates that 60 of these -

people are parents, 45 are teachers, and 15 are "others" (students, ad-
ministrators, maintenance people, etc.). Can we conclude that attendance
is evenly distributed across these three categories (parents, teachers,
or others)? Having come this far along in the book, you should be ashamed
for rying to "conclude" anything. These 120 people are only a ample

of all those who might attend such meetings. Allrhat we can -do is use

this sample as jbasis for inferring what might be found if we could.,
characterize the total populasion of attenders. 4ust like we did in
other inference-making situations, we will state a iiull hypothesis, run
a statistical test', and then make an inference (not a firm conclusion)

on that basis.

Since we're dealing,with nominal data (frequencies), our test is x2.

But what would our nullahypothesis be? For these types of analyses, the

following general statements can be used.

Ho : 0 7 E

Ha : 0 #

Translation: The null Wycpthesis says "What is observed (0) will be the

sate as what is expected (E)l-nothing unusual!". The alternative hypo-

thesis, of Course,'sayspthe opposite. "But what is expected?" you might

ask. Well, since the-null refers to the "no difference" condition, we'd
expect in this studxi, that out of 120 people attending PTA meetings, one-
third ( n = 40) wourd be teachers, one-third parents, and one-third
"others"--an even distribution. *Let's run-our test to see whether the
evidence seems .consistent with that condition. We need a formula;

2 z (0 E)2

where 0 is the obtained frequency and E is the expected frequency in
each category.. For our example, we can tabulate these as follows:

PTA Study #1
Categories (Groups)

Frequency Parents Teachers Others Total

Oliserved (0) o. 45 15 120
Expected (E) 40 40 40 120
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Remenber, the O'snre what wad actually observed. The E's are what we'd
expect if there were no differences in group attendance. Does 0 = E,

i.e., does the null appear truel Application of the lormula will be the
deciding factor.

2 (60-40)
2

(45-40)
2

(15-40)
2

X 40 40

400 + 25 + 625
40

1050
- 26.25

40

So, x2 = 26.25, what do we do-now? Just like for z or t, used for
analyses of means, x2 has a probability distribution. The probability
distribution, like these other ones, indicates.the likelihood of obtain-
ing different x2 values were the null to be true (i.e., 0 = E). So,

again,-we might take the .05 or .01 level as a basis for inferring that
our sample represents a population where 0 0 E and justifies rejection
of the null.

If you'll turn to Table III in the Appendix, you'll- pee such a chi-
square table. Like the t table, it lists only "selected° probability
values (.01, .05, .10)--the ones conventionally used in hypothesis test-
Jug. But, also like the t table, there's a "catch" in the form of 4.
You need 6) know 4 in order to obtain the critical value. For reasons

we won't go ,Into in this introductory book, 4 is determined in )(2

one-way (one-variable) cases by the following simple expression: k-1,

where k = numbvst o categottu 04 gnoup4. In our case, k = 3; so 4 = 2.

Now we're ready. Suppose we want to test the null at a = .05. What
is the value we need to reach or exceed? For 4 = 2, it is 5.99.

What is the conclusion in our study? Reject the null.. 1Wsults sug-
gest that the three categories (groups) are not equally represented.
Based on the frequency table, a reasonable inference is that fewer
"others" attend PTA meetings for this school than do parents and teachers.

Another Example: Let's suppose that we repeat the study at some other
school in a different state. Results for 180 people attending the meet-
ing are as follows: 65 parents, 62 teachers, and 53 "others." Let's

set up our 0 and E frequency table:

PTA Study #2

Frequency Parents Teachers

Categories (Groups)

Others Total

Observed
Expected

65

60

62

60

53
60

180

180
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Note that 6 = 60 becomes the E value for all, since,if the 180n were
evenly divided,60 people would belong to each group. Also, d will be'2

since fi-'1=2. Let's

(65-60)

tastat
2

+ 49

a =

(62-60)

.05

2

again.

(53-60)
2

60

25 + 4

60

, 78=
60

60

60

= 1,.30

What is the decision?

Retain the null. The-Critical value, 5.99,was not reached. There -

is no basis for rejecting-the null hypothesis of 0 = E.

10.2.2 Testing for Goodness-of-Fit

Directly related to the above uses of chi-square (i.e., testing f4r

equal frequencies)-is the goodness-of-fit test. The null hypotheSis

statement ( 0 = E) and computational procedures are identical to.that

described in the prevIous section. The only difference is that we are

comparing our observed (0) frequencies to an expected--(E) "pattern"

Which can take sly form, i.e., have unequal frequencies across categories.

For example, suppose that administrators at a certain university are

concerned with grade inflation. They dielribute a memo to faculty
recommending that grades be awarded in roughly the following percentages.

A B C D F Total

% : 10 20 40 20 10 100

Professor Warmglow has the reputation for being an easy grader, so

his department chairman calls him in to present his grade distribution

from the previous seuester. Warmglow had 130 students who received the

following grades:
A.

6 25 40 35 20 10 I

Warmglow does seem more generous than the university would like. Is he

a grade inflator? Let's test goodnesrof-fit, using a = .05. Hypotheses

are:
Ho : 0 = E

Ha : # E

Now we'll coriStruct our frequency table. In doing so, note that the E's

here will reflect the expected proportions of students in the different
grade categories...For example, based on what the university expects, 10%

of Warmglow's 130 students should have been A's: Ea = .10 x 130 = 13;

20% should have been B's: Eb = .20 x 13Q = 26; eic. Our frequency table

thus becotes:
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Ftequency

Grade Inflation Study
Professor Warmglow

.Categories (Grades)
A B C D F Total

lObserved 25 40 35 20 10

;Expected_ 13 26 52 26 13

We compute x2 in the usual way:

X2

.130
130

(0-02

(40-26)
2

36

26

,(35-52)
2

(20-26)
2

(10-134
2

E

(254-13)
2

13

144 , 196

26

, 289 ,

52

, 9
13

26. 13

13 26 52

= 11.08.+ 7.54 + 5.56 + 1.38 + .69

.= 26.25

Here c(15 = 4, since number of categories (k) = 5. Table III gives the

critical x2 value as 9.49 for a = .05, 4 = 4.
S.

Decision: Reject the nil. Warmglow distribution does not provide a.
. very good fit, with the University's.

Do you see that the goodness-of-fit,test involved exactly the same
procedures as the "equal frequencies test,'"except the expected Values

(E's) were based,on some model. We applied x2 to determine how well
the O's conformed to that modeltesting for equal frequencies
were not of concern (unless they were that way in the model!).

Very quickly, we'll test to see how.Professor Warmglow's colleague,
Dr. Blackhart did in his gxading of 50 history students.

Dr. Blackhart's Grades

FrequencY A
Categoties

Total

Observed
Expected'

5

5
5
10

10

20

15

10

15

5

50

50

It is important before continuing that you understand 116w the E's

were derived. Remember, the university recommended 10% A's = .10x50 = 5;

20% B's = .20x50 = 10; etc.

2
'

(5-5)
2

1(5-10)
2

+
(10-20)

2

+
05-10)

2
(15-5)2

/1X
5 10 20 10 5

= 0 + 2.5 + 5 + 2.5 + 20

=30
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Since d6 hasn't changed, the critical x2 value remains at 9.49.

Decision: Reject the null. Blackhart's distribution doesn't provide a

very good fit with the University's either. Which distribution would

students hope your statistics teacher's is closest to, Warmglow's or

Blackhart's? If you answered Blackhart, you could well be one of the

people helping to make the distribution that wayt

Final Note: Whenever d6 = 1 in the one-way test, it is reconnended that

an adjustment, officially knawn as Yates' correction, be made in the

formula. When will d6 = 1? Wherever you have only two categories, since

k-1. The correction involves subtracting the constant .5 from

each O-E in the numerator of the formula. Why? Hathematical analyses

,
have shown that when there are only two categories, the conventional x2

formula terids to overestimate the values that should be obtained if the

null (0=E) were true. Yates' formula corrects for this. Rerelt is:

X2 E
fo-q- .5) 2

The special vertical parentheses means that we will ignore the sign

of the a difference, and treat all O-E's as positive. Suppose Prof.

Blackhart's grades were simply reportedas Pass or Fail. Since F is the

only failing,grade, the new table would look Like this.

Dr. Blackhart's Passes/Failures
Categories

Frequency Pass Fail Total

Observed .35 15 50

Expected 45 5 50

2 ( 35-45 ' .5)2 (115-51 -.5)2
X 45 5

(10-.5) (10-.5)2
45 -r 5

(9.5)2 (9.5)2
45 4. 5

= 2.01 + 18.05
4

= 20.06

Looking at the table for X2,:k 05,4=0
= 3.84

Reject the null..
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10.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. A librarian is interested in determining the popularity of different
types of books. She defines a number of categories and does a

frequency count of the number of books taken out in each. Results

for a total of 108 books are as follows: Novels=40, Nonfiction=25,
Children's Books=28, "Other Types"=15.

a. Given that she wants to test for equal frequencies, state the
null hypothesis. Interpret what it means in terns of this

situation.

1; b. What are the observed and the expected frequencies?

c. What is the computed x2?

d. What is the tabled x2 value, for a = .01?

e. What is the decision?

f. What type of error is possible?

2. Census data for a partiCular city indiearks,that its total population
consists of 40% Caucasians, 40% Blacks, 15Z,Chicanos, and 5% other.
The city Zoo Director wants to determine;wheikler the racial make-up
of those visiting the zoo conforns to thai' distribution, He monitors

the zoo attendance and finds the visitors to be':, 35% Caucasians, 41%
Black, 20% Chicanos, and 4% Other.

-1o,t

a. Fill in the following table:

Zoo Attendance

Frequency

Observed
Expected

Caucasian Black Chicano Other Total

Note: We can use the perCentages as if they were freqUencies.
All that matters is that the O's and the E's are on the identical
score,ecale es or Vs, etc.)

b. Test the Zoo Director's hypothesis at a = .05. What is the

computed x2? What is the decision?

3. Suppose the Zoo Director in the aboVe example didn't know the city
figures. Instead he wants to test whether the number of visitors
to the zoo varies on the basis of race. Test this hypothesis using,

x2 (Again, simply use the %'s as if they were frequencies. Your
E's will also have to be in that scale, but note that the E's for
this hypothesis will not be the sane as those lor #2.)

4. Identify the circumstances which dictate using Yates' correction in
the x2 fortula.
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10.3 Instructional Unit: Using chi-rare in a two-way test

In the last section we loodted it uses of x2 to test hypotheses CM-
cerning one variable. In other instances, we may wish to test hypo-
theses concerning two (or more) variables. The basic interest in the
latter case usually boils doWti to questions about the relationship or
independence of two variables. Are the two variables related to (or
dependenton) each other? Are,they unrelated or independent of each

other? Examples might be, are peoples' ethnic backgrounds related to the
way they vote? Is occupation related to where people live in a city?
:resting for "relationship" might bring to mind the correlational tech-
niques studied in Unit V. That's an entirely appropriate association--
the difference, here, though is that the data are nominal/categorical
measures (i.e., d's). Otherwise, the two applications-(correlation and
x2) can be used to answer quite similar research questions.

It seems best at this point to move quickly to examples,and illus-
trate the two--way9design through them. Here we go:

The Rubber Duck Manufacturing Co. has 3 general classes of employees:
management, worker,(secretarial, assembly line, mechanical, etc.), and
custodial. In planning for shifts in personnel due to changes in the
economy, company officials want to know if a relationship exists between
job category and location of residence: city, subucbia, country. They

survey their 150 employees and get the follawing results:

Residence
Location Manager

Job Category

Worker Custodial Total

City 7 60 12 79

Suburbia 13 20 3 36

Country 5 20 10. 35

Total 25 100 25 150

Is residence location related to job category? x2 to the rescue! Our

hypotheses:

Ho : 0 = E

Ha : 0 # E

Surprised? No need to be. Were again asking whether the observed
frequencies conform to what would be expected (if the null were true).
What is the null saying here? It represents)a condition in which there
is no relationship between variables; a condition where the variables
are independent of one another.

Think hard about what is being said as you read this paragraph. It

is the "crux" of the logic behind the x2 application. Give yourself an

A+ and a pat on the back (and maybe even a cookie!) if you can answer
the following question without reading further.

"One
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Question: If the null were true, what would be the expected frequencies

for the table? (How would one go about determining them?)

Answer: If the null were true, Residence and Job would be unrelated.

The same Proportions of peopfe living in the three different types of
locations would exist formanagement personnel, workers, and custodians.
For example, ignore the separate figures for the three job Categories
and look only at the Totals in the last column on the right. What

percentage of workers; overall, lile in the city? "79/150 = 52.67%.

If the null is true then. 52.67% of managers, 52.67% of workers and
52.67% of custodians should live in the city. What, for example, is fRe

actual percentage'of managers who live in the city? 7/25 = 28%.

Not much support for the null, is it? But we need a statistical test

to find this out more objectively and systematically.

Believe it or not, the x2 formula we need is exactly the same as
the one used in the,last section. But, what still might present a bit

of uncertainty is the task of finding the E's. We need 9 of them because

our problem had 3(job categories) x 3(locations) = 9 cells. The formula

for identifying each F is shown below:

# E (row tot.) (column total)
Overall total

Applying this to our results:
iebt

Manager

City

Suburbia

Country

Co lunn

Total

Worker Custodian
Row.
Total

0 : 7

(79)(25)-13.17

60

(79)(100).52.67

...

12

(79)(25)
13.17

.

79

E
150 150 150

0 : 13 20 3 36
f

(36)(25)
(36)(100) SAE11/., 6

. 150E = 6
150

gs 24
150

0 : 5 % 20 10 35

E 11111251.5.83
150

(35)(100).23.33 (35)(25)
=5.83

150 150

25 100 25 150

Note that E for managers in the city = 13.17. That was derived by

multiplying the Row Total for that cell (79) by the Column Total (25)

and dividing by the overall total (150). The iame procedure was applied

to the remaining a cells. And now for the x2 formula:
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(0-E).
2

(7-13.17)2 (60-52.67)24. (12-13.17)2
13.17 52.67 13.17

i11:61
2

(20-24)2
6 24

121.§.2
2

(5-5.83)2 (20-23.33)
2

(10-51.83)
2

6
+ + +

5.83 23.33 5.83

2.89 + 1.02 + .10 + 8.17 + .67 + 1.5 + .12 + .48 + 2.98

17.93

Is that result significant,
What we need to know is di.

In the two-way x2, di is determined by the following expression:

d6 (C-1)(R-1)

Where C !limber of columns and R number of rows

Thus dt5 (371) (3-1)

4

What is the critical value for x2.05, dd., 4 ?

It is 9.49 (make sure you can find this on Table III).

i.e., do we reject the null (a

Decision: Reject the null. The two variables clo not appear independent

since the computed value 17.93 > critical value 9.49. Looking at the

table, what is your interpretation of the relationship?

Here's ours: Managers tend to live in sut+urbia more than is usual,

workers more in the city, custodians more in the country.
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Final Notes: In cdee you're developi anY doUbts about your ability

to remember "all" the different x2 plications and formulas, here's.

a summary chart teelhelp you put everything in place.

I. One-Way Analysis (one variable)

A. Test NO2 0=E, for either:

1. Equal frequencies

A. 0 - the 6's observed
B. E = the expected number if all categories were equal

2. Goodness-of-fit

A. 0 3. the .6's observed
B. E the expected 6's if the propottions in each

category conformed to some hypothesized (or
known) distribution.

(0-E)
2

B. Foimula: x2 = E --r--

C. k-1

D. Special Case:
1. If di 1, use Yates' correction formula (see p. 305).

2. O's and Vs can be 6's, proportions or percentages, but
they must both be ,the same type of score.

II. Tim -Way Analysis (two variables)

A. Test N0:06E where

1. 0 the freqUencies actually observed.

2. E the frequencies expected if the two variables are

independent (unrelated).

E (row tot.)(column tot.)
Overall Total

(0-E)2
B. Formula: x2 E

C. 4 -(C-1) (R-1)

D. Special case:

411. Use regular formula even if d6 - 1.

2. O's and E's must both be the same type of score.
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10.3 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. A researcher hypothesizes that thd marital status of wtmen is
related to their employment status. After surveying a random
sample of 200 women, the following results are collected:

EmpNyment Status

Marital Status Unemployed Employed Employed Total

Part-time Full-time

Single
Married

10 /0 30

-60 50 30

Totals 70 70 60

460

140

200

Use the two-way X analysis to test the independence of variables
at a .01. What is:

a. the computed x2?'
b. di ?
c. the tabled x2?
d. the'decision?

2. The researcher (from #1) repeats the study using mene He finds:

Employment Status

Marital Status Unemployed Employed Employed Total

Part-tine Full-t47

Single
'Married

10 20 40

40 7515

Totals 25 60 115

What is:
a. the computed x2?
b. the tabled x2 for a .05?

c. the decision?

Unit X Review Test
(answers in back)

70,

130

200

1. Differentiate between a one-way and a two-way x2 anaiyais. Give an

example of each.
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S. A.
2. Differentiate between x2 tests for equel frequencies and goodness-

of-fit. Where do they diffeF: foimula, O's, E's? Explain.

3., The athletic director of a university wonders whether attendance
at basketball-games is similar for students at different classievels.
-He collects attendance data and finds the follawing:

Freshmen Sophomeres Juniors Seniors Total

20 30\ f 25 25 100

Shouldhe oonclude that the classesdiffer?
...., sr

t

a. What )2 test is appropriate for that hypothesis, equal s's
,

or goodness-of-fit?

b. What is the computed X2?

c. What is the tablet., for a .05?

d. What is the decision?

. The math instructor at the university wonders whether attendance at

the games conforms to the make-up of the gtudent body in the following

majors: Arts and Sciencee: 15%, Business 30%, Education 26%, Others 35%.
k

The data he collects indicates the fallowing attendance outcomes:

Arts and Sciences llusiness Education Others Total

30 10 30 30 100

Does the attendance distribution conform to
4 how majors are distributed

-
at the university?

a. What is the computed x2?

b. What is the tabled x2, for a .01?

c. What is the decision?

d. ipterpret tht meaning of that decision with regard to the
Avsearch question.

5. Use.the following results to test the independence of 120 indivi-
duals' preferences for political party and for newSpapers in a

certain town.
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Political Preference

-11
Newspapers Republican. Democrat

,yndecided
or Other Toair

Press .Minotaur 30

10

15

30 mr'
70

50Daily Planet

Tott9.0 40. 45 ' 35 120

\ a. What is the decision based on x2 results? (a .05)

. \
_

b. Interpret,what it means with regard to the research

question.

113
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UNIT XI

INTRODUCTION TO ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

A.. General Objectives 1

'This unit'is designed to provide a transition point from the present
book's introductory treatment of-e tisttcs to the more,advanced treat-
ment likely to be encountered in 4sequezcourses. The selected area
for the transition is "analysis of variance" (ANOVA)--,-a highly Useful .

tool in atatistical analysis, but (depending on instructor prefeAgnce
and student level) not always a topic that can be adequately'covered in
a beginning course. Thul, with the goal being to,provide a transition
rather than a thorough treatment, the present unit on ANOVA will be
relatively brief, placing emphasis on its rationale, exemplary uses, and
interpretation rather tban on its mathematical properties.

B, Specific Objectives

11.1 Describe the rationale for analysis of variance (ANOVA) designs

, 11.2 Describe the general procedures used in .computing ANOVA

7-do
11.1 Interpret the statistical and research implications of.ANOVA

reaults

11.1- Instructional, Unit: Ising analYsis of varianCe in researdh

The present unit is intehded as a bridge to help-you to step more easily
from ihe introductory topics covered thus-fgr to thg-more adyanced ones
likely to be encountered in later courses (you were planning to continue
your study of statistics, werenu?),:jnteriaediate coursesAtextbooksY
have the habit of &ailing through' introductory topics at brekneck speed
cmlY to set up camp and travel at a more leisurely pace withirta new
territory--analysis of variance (ANOVA) designs. Uncomfortable in these
new.surroundings, students may frantically dust off their o* introductory
books searching for a friendly toad map to connect the new with the-old,
But one of two things often,happens. Either the road, map isn't.there

>1--

(ANOVA isn'r covered); or the old map looks almost exactly tbe same as the
new one--sclbe explanation, but mostly formulas and math applications
requiring too much "decoding" to provide the direction needed. The fol-

0 lawing approach is,intended to be different. Its focus will be on practical,
user-oriented concepts thatehould (a) be understandable even long after you
forget symbols and formulas (many years from now), (b) provide A helpful
iransition to more advanced study, and (c) leave you capable' okusing/
,nterpreting simple ANOVA designs before initiating that progression.

Why ANOVA? Couldn't They Have Stopped With the t Testl

Picture the follawing situatiOn. A health specialist is concerned with
testing the effectiveness of five exercise programs on weight loas. The

nt
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programs consist of: (1) jogging, (2) swimming, (3) weight lifting,

(4) push-ups, and (5) aerobics. So, remembering things that we did in

Vnit IX, you might recommend obtaining a sample pool of, say, 100 eligible

men, and rvdomly assigning each subject to one of the treatments (20 in

each). We Would then go ahead and compare each treatment mean to each of

the others, using the t test for independent samples. The number of unique

combinations of pairs Would be 10:. Sample 1 vs. 2, 1 vs. 3, 1 vs. 4, 1 vs:

5, 2 vs.- 3, etc.). Findings would indicate which sample means were signi-

ficantly higher than otters. We could then make inferences_about the
associated populations (i.e., which exercise pfogram, if given to all

eligible people, would be best).'

But Suppose that in reality all programs are exactly the same in effec-

tiveness ; each should result in an average weight koss of 10 lbs. The

researcher,4pf courae, doesn't know this. If he did, there would be no

reason to dd the experiment!

Big Question: If 'he runs his analyses, which'is ihe Only type

of error (I or II) that he could make?

Small (but important) Answer: Type I

Given that there are actually no differences, he'll be making a correct

decision if he retains the null. If he rejects it, Type I all the way!

Can you see a problem for the Type I error .rate when multiple t-tests are

used? Remember, this redbarch ran 10 tests to compare all unique pairs

of means.

To get you primed for identifying the problem, try this questio . What

is the Expected 'Value, EM for the Swimming Treatment mean? Answer: 10

lbs. (see above). What, then is E(7) for the Aerobics Treatment? Answer:

10 lbs. In fact, all five WO 's are 10, since all treatments are

equally effectivs (and the parameter value was defined as 10).

Will the actual Treatment Ps all be equal to 10? No!! Sampling fluc-

tuation and random error will inflate someX's and reduce others. Here's

the key point (it last!): Isn't it true, then, that the more treatments

(samples) you co are, the greater the chances of obtaining at least one

weird (extreme) , even though the particular treatment.is not different

in its effects fro any other?' Thus, the more multiple t comparisons you

make, the greater he chances that at least one Type I error will be made.

Think about it one more tine in terns of this rather extreme exTople: If

we tested 100 different random samples from the same population, isn't, it

very likely that sone will "appear" to represent different populations

(at a = .01 even!)? What makes them different? Sampling'fluctuation is

the culprit. Each t fest holds the Type I error rate at .05 for that one

comparison. But what isn't held at .05 is Type I error rate across all

comparisons (4,950 unique comparisons in the above example). That error

rate will be much larger thap 5%.

Nowrfor the answer to the question we started out with. Why ANOVA?

The reason is that ANOVA allows us to conduct an "overall" test of

differences between treatments. ANOVA holds the chances of falsely

concluding that treatments differ from one another at a (e.g. .05, .01).

The null hypothesis statement for our example thus becomes:
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Ho' al u2 u3 = u4 = u5

If retained, the suggestion is that the population means represented by
the sample (treatment) means do not differ. If rejected, the suggestion
is that there is at least one difference between population means. What
is that difference? ANOVA doesn't say, since it is an "overall" test,
but follow-up analyses can be used to probe that issue (those are easy to
perform, but describing them woui4 take us beyond the scope of this text-
-book). How does ANOVA work? We'll turn to that question in the immediately
following section. First, try your hand at the following, "thought" questions.

11.1 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. What is the'problem with comparing more than two treatments using a
t test for each unique pair?

2. What happens to the Type I error rate as additional treatments are
added to the design and compared to one another?

3. Four treatment groups are comPared through ANOVA, State the null
hypothesis.

4. Suppose the null hypothesis (from #3) is retained. What is the im-
plication about the population means in question? Suppose it is
rejected. What is the implication then?
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11.2 Instructional Unit: Understanding general procedures for
computing ANOVA

In previous units we used statistics called z, t, and x2 in testing

hypotheses. The logic was to compute the given statistic.frOm a mathe-
matical formula.and then compare the result to a probability table
(Tables I-III in the Appendix). The table,showed the probability of
obtaining different values of the.statistic, given that the null hypo-

thesis was true.

The ANOVA procedure also involves computation of a statistic. In

its case, the statistic is called F and is derived from the following

ratio:

Vaniabaity between gitoupo
Vakkakakty wkthkn 9houp4

Don't give up--give this concept a chancel By "variability between
groups" we mean how much the treatments (or groups) differ from one

another on the criterion. We would determine this specifically by com-

puting the variance (a) betdeen the group means (X's). But for now,

think about it this way. If we were comparing the effectiveness of thtee

study procedures on test performance, we might obtain results,like Xj = 80,

= 70, and 73= 100. Someone else might compare three different proce-

dures and get: XI = 80, K2= 82, and ;= 80. It should be obvious that

variability between groups is larger in the first study than in'the second.

Without knowing the actual numerical value of that variance (or the value

of the denominator of the F ratio) it seems,likely that the first analysis

will produce a larger f value than the second. Just like for z, and x2,-

the larger the value of the statistic, the less probable it becomes, and

the stronger the basig for rejecting the null. In this case:

110 : ul u2 u3

So, at this point, the null looks less secure in the first study than it

does ino/Ce second.

Turning to the denominator of the ratio, what does it mean? By

"variability within groups" we mean how much the scores within the treat-

ments themselves differ from each other. This should be a familiar concept

because it has come into play every time we have computed the variance or

standard deviation for a set of data. So, the F formula really involves

analyzing "differences between groups" relative to "differences,between

people" within those groups.

Now, let's turn our thoughts to some of the beautiful logic that under,-

lies the Vformula. Think about this for a moment: What factors would

account for people within treatMents obtaining different scores? After

all, all receive the same treatment.

If you're thinking along the lines that some are brighter, sone try

harder, those same descriptions (brighter, trying hard) might fit you as

welll People differ, so there's going to be variability in their scores.

This is variability over which we have no control. Statisticians call it

random error.
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So, let's ask the question again, using slightly different words.
What factor accounts for the denominator of the F ratio? Answer:
Random error.

Vaniabitity betwee noun gpa
F Random mon

Ready to take anothec step in our journey? Try this one. Assume
that the null is falsejand identify the factors that would account for
groups (or treatments) having different means.

One very good answer would be that if the null is false, the groups
Would differ because their respective populations differ. Another way of
saying it,-is that there is an honest-to-goodness treatment effect.
,(The groupg differ because they receive different treatments and the
treatments differ in effectiveness.) But is this the only factor that
Would lead to group variability? No--there's one more. Can you identify
it?

The second factor is .... random error! Just like people can differ
within groups due to uncontrollable factors, groups are affected by the
same properties. (We called this sampling fluctuation in earlier discus-'
sions.) So, when the null is false, the F ratio is determined by:

Random mon + Txeatment ebiect
Random ekkok

Since there is no reason to assume that the two random error estimates
differ significantly, we can begin to make a prediction about the nature
of our computed F. What would it be in your opinion: (a) a number equal
to 1.00, (b) a number less than 1.00, or (c) a number greater than 1.00?
Looking at the expression, the expected value of F would have to be
reater than 4.00. So, the larger the treatment effect, the larger the
value will tend to be. And, on F tables (one is not included in this

book), you might expect "statistically significant"--F's to be ones with
values greater than 1,00. That is the case! .(How much greater, though,
depends on other factors.)

Now let's assume that the null is true. What factor would account for
the denominator of the F ratio? Random error again--no change here.
What factor(S) would account for the numerator? Random error anotber
-time! But what about that treatment effect we talked about earlier? It
doesn't appear this time because if the null is true, no treatment effect
exists. This leaves uS with the following as an expectancy:

Random mon
.F

Random molt

, So, when the null is true, what isthe expected F: (a) a value of
about 1.00, (b) a value:less than 1.00, or (c) a value greater than 1.00?
tooking at the expression, "a" should be the obvious choice. When ANOVA
is run, F values close to 1.00 are suggestive of "no treatment effects"
and justify retention of the null.
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In real life, of course, we don't know whether or not the null is

true. All that we can do is conduct our study, collect our results, and

analyze them through the F formula. The magnitude of the F value cm-

puted will then be used to infer whether or not a treatment effect is

likely to be operating.

Suss of Squares and Degrees Of Freedom

The above non-mathematical conceptions of the F ratio are useful for

conveying the logic involved in the procedure. But what numerical values

actually represent the different types of effects? Here we must resort to

sone mathematical relationships whose logic may not be so obvious to the

beginning student. But give them a try. You might surprise yourself.

RemeMber the opening example involving the five types of exercise

treatments? There were 20 subjects randomly assigned to participate in

each program. Let's say that after all have participated, we average the

scores of the total sample of 100, as if treatments didn't exist, to ob.-,

taia4 grand (overall) mean. ,
In this example wetll pretend that itto

,6.2 lbs.,(weight loss). New, continuing to ignore treatment inethersTiT,

we compute the. sum of the squared deviations of each score from the over-
.

all mean, just the way we would have in any Unit III problem:

Ex2 = E(X-X )2 (Subtract the total mean, 6.2, from
tot. each score, square result, and sum

Ok all such results.)

. EX
2
-(EX)

2

where n = 100

In ANOVA, the obtained value has a name, sum of squares total,

symbolized
SSWat

By a surprisingly simple mathematical proof (which we won't demon-

strate), it can be shown that SS ozat
.can be partitioned into two components,

t
symbolized because of the\way they are computed as SSbetveen

and SS
within'

SS b etween
is derived by summing the squared deviations of group means

about the overall mean. The farther the group means are from one

another, the larger SSbetween will be.*

EIX .gtoup - 9Xto
t.

)

2 (Subtract the total mean 6.2, from each

group mean, square result, sum all such

results.)

*In actually computing SS the sum of the deviation scores are
between'

weighted by the number or subjects in each group: En(X- Xtotat)2'

(See page 328 for more detail.)
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SS . . is derived by adding the squared deviations of scores about their

respective group means. It is influenced by the extent to which indivi-
duals in a group differ from one another (remember random error?),

SSatititirtmE(X-K1)2 E(X-R2)

2

4X-7('&4t)2
(See p. 328.for
more detail.)

If you can make sense out of these expressions, fine. If not, don't
worry. It's the procedure that's important in this treatment of ANOVA.

Whether or not you can translate the expressions, perhaps you perceived
their relationship to the components of the F ratio introduced earlier.
Your tendency might be to say, "I got it! You compute SSket and SS . ,

divide the former by the latter, and you got Fr Well, gmoét, but
not quite. Variances, you may recall (from Unit III), are averages.
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), therefore, implies that just"sunning along"
(as done to get the various SS's) is not sufficient.

Specifically, each SS must be converted into an average (mean) to get
the entries for the final ANOVA formula. What was the appropriate divisor
(d6) used in Unit III to get 4, the sample variance? It was n-1. The
sane principle holds here: Since SSbet. is derived from the squared devi-
ationa of treatments means (let's call their number a) froth the overall
mean, d6bet. . a-1 (# of treatments minus one).

SS
h

is derived from the squared deviations of scores from theirwitin
treatment means. In each treatment, d6 . n-1. If there are a treatments,

d4within lin-1).

SS is based on the squared deviations of scores from the overall
tat

dmean: i an-1
tau

.
iL4

Here's a sunnary:

d6bet. a-1
0o6 tAeatmen/4

Nithin a(n-1)
n oor4ubject4 ix each tAtatment

d6t0t an-1

In our example involving 5 treatments and 20 subjects in each:

Net 5-1

. 4

dkiithin . 5(20 1)

. 95

dIStot
(5)(20) - 1

. 99
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Note that 95 + 4 99.

Remember we said that: SStot = SSbet SSwithin
This relationship is also reflected in di's.

In any case, now we are ready for the actual computation formula:

SS /dli
F . bet. bet.

SS-teakin/d6 witian

A simpler and more commonly used notation is to express the two cm--

ponents as "Mban'Squares" (MS).

MSb
S

et. Sb/det. 6bet.

MSwithin SSwithin/d6within

So, we compute F by:

F a
MS

bet.

MS
within

F Summary Tables

When ANOVA is computed, the results are normally presented in a summary

table. As a matter of fact, computerized data analysis programs provide

these as 'standard output. They appear as follows:

Source SS 4 MS F
4

i

Betxeen 620 4 155

Within 420 95 4.42

Total 1040 99

*Significant at .05 level

The numbers filled in are hypothetical results for our "al:erase" study

Note that when SS and SS . were computed, results were 620 and

420, respectively. SS 40, which is the sum of the between
tat

and within components. Since 'there weç five groups, dtcbet .0 4. By

using the formula, amn-1), d . . 95. Dividing each 'SS by di6 gives

us the values in the MS column. F is the ratio of those MS values.

The asterisk next to the 35.07 tells the reader that the F value was sig-

nificant. (Remember a value close to 1.00 is expected if there is no treat-

ment effect%) This study reflected significant variation between the five

treatments. We can infer that a treatment difference occurred. Examination of

means (and follow-up tests) will later be needed to tell us exactly where

the differences lie.
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Shown below is a partially completed summary table for a study in
which three different teaching strategies were com ed in terms of stu-
dent achievement on a final exam. The number of stud
treatment was 16. Can you fill in the missing values ( cated by
question marks in parentheses)?

assigned to each

Source ciS MS

Between 42 (?) (?) .(9)
Within (?) (?) (?)
Total 138 (?)

A lot of question marks, dB question about that!
tion you need to derive,every single value is there
that S.Stot. = 138 and that SSbet = 42, then SS,.
The dt5's are a - 1 . 2, and ain-1) - 3(16-1) -
and within components.

42

bet. 2

96

MSwithin

F k21-17-3

Total d6 = 2 * 45 = 47.

0 1

2.13

t. 9.86

But all the informa-
. First, if we know-

= 138 42 = 96.
for the between

o-
You would need an F table to tell you whether that value is significant.
In case you're curious, it is significant (a = .05). We would conclude
that there is a treatment effect.

Again, what we have tried to do in this section is give you the basic
logic and proeedures involved in ANOVA (very little emphasis has been put
on explaining calculations). The goal is to enable you to interpret
ANOVA results that yoti might read in research reports, and to progress to
more advanced courses (should you so desire) having had sone background
with the ANOVA procedures. Try these posttest questions to test your
understanding of the material in the section. Then progress to the last
section (11.3) which provides a brief review of how to interpret ANOVA
results.

11.2 POSTTEST (answers in back)

1. The underlying logic in ANOVA involves the following ratio
vaiLiabitity between guot

F
vaitability within gnoupa

In your own words, explain what the ratio means.
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2. In reference to the expression shown in #1, indicate (a) what factor(s)

account for the denominator (regargless of whether the null were true

or false).
(b) What factor(s) would account for the numerator if the null were true?

(c) What factor(s) would account fat the numerator if the null were false?

(d) What would the Expected Value of F be if the null were false:

(1) > 1.00, (2) < 1.00, or (3) about = 1.00? Explain.

3. What is the interpretation regarding treatments (or groups) if the

null hypothesis is rejected?

4. Suppose the four treatment groups of 10 subjects each are compared by

ANOVA.
a. What is dh

bet,

b. dilwithin?

C. dA
?

5. Replace the question marks in the following ANOVA summary table with

the correct velues.

Source SS d6 MS

Between 200 4

Within ? 40 ?

Total 1000 ?
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11.3 Instructional Unit. Interpreting ANOVA results

This sectionals designed to boost your confidence ttat you can look
at an ANOVA-sunnary table and interpret the findings. While it is true
that the present chapter provides very little,exposure to calculating F
from original date, it is also true that in practice, hand calculatione
are rarely done given/that there is any access to computers. The
computer data analysis package (e.g. SPSS) tells you how to enter the
data and what "control" information is needed for the run. The output
may consist of many statistical indices, but in the case of ANOVA, the
important information is the ANOVA summer, table. If you can interpret
At, you are well on the-way to understanding what occurred in that part
of the study.

To give you practice at doing this, some ANOVA sumnary tables from
a hypothetical study will be presented for your consideration.

Description of Study

High school students were randomly assigned to three different
learning treatments, 17 per treatment group. One treatment presented
statistical, material using education-related examples. Another pre-
sented the sane material using sports examples. A third presented the
material using abstract examples (A+B..C, etc.). The groups were compared
on a number of different criteria. Below are some results:

Analysis #1
In one analysis, the groups were compared on their ability to solve

completely new problems involving higher-order applications of the
material (30 item test).

Results for the three groups were:
X

Education 23.5
Sports 22.9
Abstract 15.3 f

Source

Betwein

Within

Total

ANOVA Sunmary

SS MS

71.76

516.47

588.23

-,

48

50

35.88

10.76

3.33*

*Significant at .05

(Can you figure out how the cl6were derived?)

What happened in this analysis?

Ans.: The significant F indicates a significant treatment effect.
The null hypothesis of "no treatment differences" is rejected. Looking
at the means, the impression we get is.that the Education and Sports
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groups performed about the same. The Abstract group, though, ."bombed

out."- (Although.follow-up tests will be needed to confirm that, such a
description seems a reasonable account of the dataJ Conclusion: The

Abstract presentation hias a relatively poor teaching device.

Analysis IfiN
In another analysis, the three groups were compared on their

retirtion of formulas. Results were:

Education 21.76
Sports 24.12°

Abstract 22.35

Source

ANOVASUMHARY

SS 4 MS

Between 5.10 2 2.55 .13 (not significant)

Within 936.47 48 19.51

Total 941.57 50

Concl6ion? There were no significant differences between groups.
The null hypothesis should be retained. If you examine the means, you

can get a further idea of why statistical analyses are needed. Without

a statistical test, what'i to prevent the researcher from concluding that
the'Sports treatment (which produced the highest mean) was superior for

learning formulas? The statistical test (ANOVA) let us know that such
"superiority" could easily have been obtained by random error (chance).
The value of the computed F is not large enough to suggest a real treat-

ment effect.

Analysis #3
In the last analysis, the three groups were compared on attitudes

toward instruction. Scores were derived fromasurvey,where 8 was the
highest (most positive) score and 0 was the-lawest.

Results were:
3ir

Education 5.53
Sports 6.71
Abstract 4.47

Source

ANOVA SUNNARY

SS 4 MS WF

Between 42.51 2 21.26 7.39*

Within 138.00 48 2.88

Total 180.51 50

*Sirificant at .05
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11.3 POS VEST (answers in back)

terpret the resillts of Analysis #3.

Unit XI ReView Test
(answeTs in back) 4

1. Describe the effect on the Type I error Tate as additional compari-
sons between pairs of means are conducted via t tests.

A

As differences betweenstreatments increase, the size of the F value
in ANOVA tends to

a. increase b.'decrease c. remain thW same

3. As the number of treatments compared via ANOVA increases, ddbet.

a. increases b. decreases c. remains the same

AB the afiniber ofIreatments compared via ANOVA increases, with a
held constant, tire chances of a-Type I error

a. increase b. decrease c. remain the same

. As additional subjects are added to treatments, with everything else
held constant, dd

to tat

a. increases b. decreases c. remains the same

6. As additional subjects are added to treatments, with everything
else held constant dd

bet.

a. increases b. decreases c. remains the same

7. As treatment effects increase, with everything else held consant,
the amount of random error

a. increases, b. decreases c. remains the same
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8. Complete the following'ANOVA Summary Table A a study involving

four treatmenmwith 18,subjects in each. 1

Source SS di5 AS
)

Betveen 60 ? ? ? -

Within ? ? 7 \\,i

Total 650 ?

9. If tha F probability table *shows the critical value (at a .05)

needed to reject ehe null as 2.75, what is the decision in 08?

rat is of that,decision with regard to treatments? ,

4Ito p.

(See pp. 328-329 far 'optional" explanations on F'computations

and critical values.)

Ari
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* * * * * * * * * * * *

SOS fqr-SSS

In case you are suffering from Statistics Symbol Shock (SSS) and
!have no idea wfiat the different SS formulas mean (i.e. you have SSS
from the SS's), here's an explanation. .(Keep in mind that there are
'simpler to use computatlonal formufas--buethese lose Visible asso-

.
Aation with the SS definitions in the translation.)

2
A. S

Stotat
0

I. Subtract the total mean, ktotatfrom each score.
k

(regardless of groups)
2R Square each resultant deviation score 1

3. Add them to get SStotat

B . SS = En (Xr 4' )2bet. Wtoup totat -
i

I. Subtract the overall mean, from each ixoup mean.
..totat

-

2. Square each resultant deviation score and multiply it by
n, the number of pubjects in the group.

3. Sum the values from Step #2 and you havesSSbi...

C. Ss
teithin

= E ( X-7
1
)2 + E(X-X. 2)2 +...+

ta6 t ,

.

1. Subtract the GrOup I mean, TO, from each score in Group 1.
2. Square each resultant deviation score.
3. Add the deviation scores to get E(X-X02

liuo

4. Repeat the process for all groups ending with the last one.
5. Add the group SS's to get SS

t. w4thkn'

41

-
w * * 4 * w w *
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1)

F TABLE MANNERS

V

As previous mentioned, your book does not include an F probability

table. The reason is simple. No problems are included that necessi-

tate use af the table. Also, the table is quite long, containing much

more information than needed for .t or x2. Why? That reason is also:-

simple. F probabilities vary on the basis of two 4 values, d44.

and 4
between

Thus, the F table must show critical (a = .05, .01)

values fOr coMbinations of the two Vs. For example, if d6bet. = 2,

there will be a differeAt critical value for each possible value of

(which is an infinite number!). F tables, being of sound

mind, only report valties for selected Vs (like every 5th one up to

100), but the result is-still a pretty long table.

Should you need to consult an F table, dq it with enthusiasm and

exciteuent. Using one is easy! Columns (moving across the page) will

correspond to different dib'et. values and rows (moving dawn the page and

onto other pages) will correspond to different d44. . values. Find

the ones that coiltespond to your Vs (if not found, use the next avail-

able lower ones reported). The section where the column and row cross

will report critical F values for commonly used a'!.(.05, .01, etc.);

There is nothing,to it!

* * * * * * * * * * * *

4.
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FINAL, FINAL POSTTEST -...IZ!11dr

Select one of the alternatives provided in response to the
following question:

QUESTION: Now that you have finished your introduction to
statistics (as provided in this book), your reaction is
one of

a. "At last it's over!" "A horrible experience that should
be avoided at all costs!!"

b. "It was bearable, but about as interesting as reading
the Phonebook." "Never again, unless absolutely
necessary."

c. "Well, it's not as exciting as reading a mystery novel,
but the'stuff was far more,doable than had been ex-
pected." "If I had the opOtrtunity to take a more
advanced course, I might even'consider it."

d. "It's been the event of my life; I am now happier,
look better, and have more friendsjafi a result." "My
major will be changed immediately fo'statistical
theory or nuclear physics."

e. all of the above.

We hope that if your, response was not "d," it was at least
"c." Statistics hardly makes for exciting, provocative
reading. But, it does include concepts that are becoming
increasingly prevalent in our very data-oriented society.
If you feel, as a result of this course, that those concepts
are learnable, useible,,and need not be threatening to the
"non-mathematician (which may include yourself), we have
accompiished our major objective. If your answer was "a" or
"b," we're sorry - but ft's not because we didn't try. You
can still put your book to good use, as we hear it makes a
tolerable frisbee or seat pad (for short people).

11`
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Answer Section
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ANSWER,SECTION

UNIT A

Unit,A Review Test

1. 59x 14. 19
2. -8x 15. 12
3. -38x 16. 9
4. 17z 17. 9
5. -26x 18. 201.64
6. 5 19. 1/9
7. 88 20. 87%
8. -63w2 21. 29
9. -04.0 22. 10
10. 2.5 23. 285
11. 31 24. 100
12. 26 25. 99
13. 28

UNIT I

1.1 POSTTEST

1. 10 in.: 9.5 in. - 10.5 in.
5 in.: 4.5 in. - 5.5 in.

2. 1.372 sec.: 1.3715 - 1.3725
1.300 sec.: 1.2995 - 1.3005

3.\\10.1: 10.05 - 10.15
11.0: 10.95 - 11.05

1.2.1 POSTTEST

X f cf

1.00
.90
.80
.70
.60

.454

.30

.20

.10

.00

3

5

1

2

5

4

2

3

3

4

2

34
31
26
25
23
18
14
12
9
6
2

n..34



1.2.2 POSTTEST

X f cf

40-44 1 33

35-39 5 32

30-34 3 27

25-29 0 24 (this is only one of several

20-24 2 24 possibilities)

15-19 4 22

10-14 5 18

5-9 9 13

0-4 4 4





1 .3 .2 PO8TTEST

a.

b.

1.2

10

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

4 7 10 13 18 19 22 25

335
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1.3.3 POSTTEST

a.

20

18

cf 12

cf

4

45

b.
40

35

30

25

5

Io

(

18.5 19.5 20.5 21.5 22.5 23.5 24.5 25.5

X

5.5 8.5 11.5 14.5 17.5 20.5 23:5 26.5

X
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1.4 POSTTEST

a. bimodal, positively skewed

b. bell-shaped, unimodal, symmetrical

c. unimodal,*positively skewed

d. triangular, unimodal, symmetrical

e. bimodal, negatively skewed

f. rectangular, symmetrical

g. bimodal, symmetrical

h. unimodal, negatively skewed
i. rectangular, amodal, symmetrical

j. bimodal (intervals 29 - 31 and 20 - 22), positively skewed

Unit I Review Test

1. X

19

18

17
16

15

f

2

4

8

4

2

cf

20

18
14

6

2

20

It would be inappropriate to use a grouped frequency

distribution since you are only dealing with five scores

and grouped distributions are usually reserved for dis-

tributions where it Is impractical to list every possible

score.

2. 17.5 - 18.5
3. 19.5 1

4. The upper limit of each score would be used to define

the horizontal axis (i.e., 15.5, 16.5, 17.5, etc.).

5. Bell-shaped.

UNIT II

2.1 POSTTEST

a. A percentile rank is a nuuber that represents the

percentage of scores that fall at or below some

specified raw score.

b. When we say that a student performed at Pg9, we mean
that his raw score on the test or measure was equal

to or higher than 892 of the remaining raw scores.

In other words, this particular student scored higher

than (or the same as) 892.
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c. John did relatively better on the English test. Even
though his raw -score, 96, was higher on the math test,
his percentile rank indicates that he only beat 79%
of his classmates. On the English test, however, his
rmw score of 42 was higher than 96% of his classmates'
scores.

2.2 POSTTEST

Set 1

a) 49-48.5 cfx - 21

Set 2

17 - 14.5 cfx - 19

1 9 3 4

cfx 25.5 cfx 22.33

P.R. 25.5/38 x 100 67.1 P.R. 22.33/25 x 100 89.3

answer: P87.1 0

b) 47 - 46.5 cfx-10

answery P89.3

bk,9 - 8.5 cfx - 8

1 4 3 3

cfx 12 cfx 8.5

P.R. 12/38 x 100 31.6 P.R. 8.5/25 x 100 34

answer: P31,6 answer: P3y

c) 44 - 43.5 cfx - 2 c) 7 - 5.5 cfx - 5

1 2 3 3

cfx 3 cfx 6.5

P.R. 3/38 x 100 7.9 P.R. 6.5/25 x 100 26

answer: P7.9 answer: P26
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2.3 POSTTEST

El

See 1 Set 2

a. P30*

.10 cf;iN

cfx 12

X - 41.5 12

1

X 42.33

answer: P30

b. P60: b P60:

.60 cfx/40 .60 cfx/35

4

cfx 24 cfx 21.0 .
X - 43.5 4.1 24 - 21 X - 11.5 21-20

1 10 3 6

answer: P60 43.8 answer: P60 12

c. P90: C. P90:

.90 es cfx/40 .90 cfx/35

cfx 36 cfx 31.50

X = 45.5 11, 36 - 35 X - 17.5 31.5 - 31
1 3 3 4

answer: P90 45.83 answer: P90 17.88

cfx/40

a. P30:

.30 cfx/N cfx/35

cf 10.5

- 7 X - 10.5 - 10
6 3 10

X 8.65

42.33 answer: 1:030 8.65
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2.4 POSTTEST

Central tendency is one of several measures that indicades
the most typical value in a set of data.

2.4.1 POSTTEST

1. Mean is the point of balance in a distributionCthe
deviations below it equal the deviations above it.
It is the numerical average of the scores.

4

2. SET 1: X 15.7

SET 2: X 78.75

SET 3: 7.91

2.4.2 POSTTEST
MI

1. Median is the Midway point in a distribution; half
of the scores fall above it, and half fall below it.

2. SET 1: Median 9 -

SET 2: Median imitl

SET 3: Median 9.67

SET,4: Median 25.0

2.4:3 POSTTEST

' 1. Mode is the most/frequently occurring score value.

2. SET 1: Mbde 60 and 58 (distribution is bimodal)

SET,2: Mode el 41

SET 3: Mode 6
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2.5 POSTTEST

9

1.

2.

A. Median (seriously skewed distrIbutIon)

B. Mean (slight skew)
C. Median (top interval is open-ended)

D. Median (serious skew)
E. Mean (slight skew)
F. Median (serious skew)

A. Mean #1
Md f -

B . Mean # 2 .

Md f
C. Mean and Median # 2

D. Mean Median

E. Mean less than Median

F. Mean greater than Median

Unit. II Review Test

1.

a.

b.

C.

d.

92.1
84.2
p 47
7066

Pg

e. 87.3 a
f. 88.25
g. 92

h. The median is the
more meringful measure
because.this distribution
has a serious negative
spw.

341

2.

a. A
b. C

c.'lk A

'4(1. 8

e. C

f. A
g. B

3 5

a. A
00b.

c. A
I d. B

of
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UNIT III

3.1 POSTTEST

'Variability, refers to the extentto which scores in a
distribution bunch up close to a Measure of central
tenden4,(usually the mean) or apread out far from a
measure of:central tendency.

3.2 POSTTEST

1. The range is the distance from the upper limit of
the highest score to the lower limit of the lowest
score. Or more simply: the range is the 4istance-
frowthe bottom of the distribution to the top of
the distribution.

Set 1: range 43
Set 2: range 11
Set 3: range 25

3.3 POSTTEST

1. The variance is the average of the squared deviatiods
around the mean in a set of data.

2. Set 1: a2 3540 - (166)2 3540 - 3444.5
8 8

8

95.5
8

11.4

Set 2: 02 EfX2 - (EfX)2
23

,N 23

_.30196-- 29952.17 ,24383, 10.6
23
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IF

*Set 3:

s
2 EfX12 - (EfX' )2

= 960 - (962
n - 1 12

960 - 675 = 25.91
11

11
1

*Note change in dinominator as a result of using
sample data.

3. The variances would remain unchanged.

4. Each new variancewould be 32 times as large as the
originals:

Set 1: 107.46
Set 2: 95.4
Set 3: 233.19

3.4 POSTTEST

1. The standard deviation is the square root of the
variance; it is the square root of the average of
the.squared deviations around the mean.

2. Set 1: U5e n- 1 in denominator.

sou 812 - (66)2
7 812 - 622.29

6 6

= 5.62
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41
Set 2:

. Set 3:

40-

a rviEfx2 - (EfX)2 1379 --:(179)2
iN = 24

24

'd

a 1.1 EfX
12

.--(EfX1)
2

7460 - (422)2
26

, ,26

)17460 - 6849.38 = V 23.49 = 4.85
26

The new standard,deviations would be exactly theTh

same as the originals.

Unit III Review Test

1. 419
2. 26

3. 16.12
4. 6907
5. 175,561
6. 5.95
7. 6.19
8. 2.44
9. 2.4.9

10. 11
11. 2:44
12. 1.22
13. 1.49
14. 14.94
15. 55.71
16. 6.19
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UNIT IV

4.1 POSTTEST

1. A z score indicates the number of standard deViationS a raw

score is above or below the mean.

2010.. X = .91, z,m 3.67; .87 = 2.33; .8 m 0.00; .72 m -2.67

B. X 100, z m 1.14; 99 m 1.00; 90 -.29; 82 m -1.43; 78 m

-2.00
-11

C. X m 1.5, z 1.50; -Y 0 m 0.00; -.4 mf.-.40,

4.2 POSTTEST

1. For z m 2.2: X m za m (2.2)(15) + 100 m 33 + lop - 133

z m 1.0: X m (1)-(15) + 100 m 115

z m -2.0: X m (-2)(15) + 10- -30 + 100 m 70

2.

z m -.40: . X = (=.4)(.3) + 1.2 m -.12 + 1.2 m 1.08

z m -1.3: X m (-1.3)(.3) + 1.2 m -.39 + 1.2,r .81

3. For z m 3.00: X m (3)(4) + 50 m 62

X m (2)(4) + 50 m 8 + 50 m 58

z m -2.0: X m (-2)(4) + 50 m -8 + 50 = 42

40
Z m -2.8: X (-2.8)(4) + 50 m -11.2 + 50 m 38.8

m orBo: x (0)(15) + 100 m 100

For z = 2.00: X m (2)(.3) + 1.2'm .6 + 1.2 m 1.8

z m 0.30: X m (.3)(.3) + 1.2 m .09 + 1.2 m 1.29
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4.3 POSTTEST

1. a. T 10z + 50 10(2.00) + 50 20 + 50 70
b. T 1070) + 50 50

c. T 10(-1.56) + 50 -15.6 + 50 34.4'34
d. T 10(.72) + 50 /.2 + 50 57.2 57'

e. T 10(-2.40) + 50 -24 + 50 26

2. a. For X 14: z 14 - 22 -8 -1.00; T 10(-1) + 50 408 8

b. For X 22: z 0; T 50

c. For X 26: z .5; T 55

d. For X 16: z -.75; T 43oF
3. In order to find the raw sco u must first convert

T to z, and then convert z to X.'

a. For T 50: z T - 50 (this is the same equation
10 as T 10z + 50)

z 50 - 50 0.00
10

X zo

X (0)(7) + 68

X 68

b. For T 40: 40 - 50 -1.00
10

X (-1) (7) + 68 + 68 61

c. For T 0 35: z 35 - 50 41 -15/10 -1.
10

(-1.5)(7) + 68 -10.5 + 68 57.5
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d. For T 62: z 62 - 50 12/10 1.20
10

X (1.2)(7) + 68 8.4 + 68 76.4

e. For T 47: z 47 - 50 0 -3/10 -.30
10

(-.3)(7) + 68 -2.1 + 68 65.9

4.4 POSTTEST

1. The normal curve resembles a bell where the majoildty of
frequencies are in the middle area with the4maller nuMber
of frequencies being at.eadh end of the distribution.

416 2. a.

IOW

X

b. 1. tZue 5. true,

2. false 6. true

3. falde 7. false
4. false 8. can't answer (curve refers to ,

hamburgers not cheesOurgers)

4.5 POSTTEST

4

1.

Raw Score 18 22 ,26

i Score -3 -2 -1 .

30 14 38 42

0 ,1 2 3 S.
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2. a. If-we plot the distribution, the heights of the curve
at +10 and -la will be exactly equal. This is because

the normal curve is symmetrical.

b. 1. 98
2. Neither since they are both equidistant from

the mean.
.3, Yes, it could be a possible score. since you don't

know how large the a around the mean is and a
usually spread out 30 around the mean.

4.; POSTTEST'

4

34% 34z
14

-30 -2a -19 0 la 2o 3a

4.7 POSTTEST

1. 47.72%

2. 31.59 - 7:93 23.66%

wa
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d.

3. 48.61 4-25.8 74.412

"410

4. 44..38%

+.10

6'2.50

5. 48.21,- 25.8 22.41%

AI,

6. 32.64%

.4S
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7. 13.14%

8. 75. 8%

9. 83. 652

14Z

91

044

350
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4.8 PoSTTEST

1. a. 66 and 71, z -1.5 to -.25 43.32 - 9.87 33.45%

-IA *AS

b. 72 and 80, z 0 to 2 47.72%

c. below 68, z -1 50.00 - 34.13 15.87%

2. a. 450 and 625, z -.5 to 1.25 e 19.15 + 39.44 58.59%

1.25
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2. b. above 480, z -.2 50.00 + 7.93 57.93%

C. above 530, z .3 50.00 - 11.79 38.21%

.3

3. a. below 21.3, z -.24 50.00 - 9.48 40,52%

b. 22 and 24, z -.03 to .56 1.20 + 21.23 22.43%

352
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3. c. 20.3 and 21.9e z -.53 to -.06 20.19 - 2.39 17.80%

e. s3
4.9 POSTTEST

1. a. 36.7%
b. 98.9%
c. 18.96%
d. 14.98% of 1000

e. 9.19%
f. 26.43
g. 3.01%
h. 69.64
i. 62.47%

3.

366

4.

3. a. For X 14, P.R. 90.82

b. For X 5, P.R. 4.75

c. For X 9, P.R. 37.07

a. For X 14, P.R. 90.82

b. For X 5, P.R. 4.75

c. For X 9, P.R. 37.07

a. For P.R. 50, X 10

b. For P.R. 80, X 12.52

c. For P.R. 43, X 9.46

k

2. a. 77.34
b. 27.43
c. 88.49

150 (approx.) d. 99.74

e. 50.00
f. 53.98

353

.96% c. 88.49

d. 14.98% of 1000 150 (approx.) d. 99.74

e. 9.19% e. 50.00

f. 26.43 f. 53.98

g. 3.01%
h. 69.64
i. 62.47%

366

353

k

4. a. For P.R. 50, X 10

b. For P.R. 80, X 12.52

c. For P.R. 43, X 9.46
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UNIT V

5.1 POSTTEST

I. Correlation is a method or technique used to determine the relation
between two' variables.

2. a. number of digits: (a constant) cannot be ubed
b. number of freckles: (a variable) can be used
c. number of illnesses: (a variable) can be used
d. number of toes: (a constant, assumingsloths are physically

normal) can't be used
e. number of friends: (a variable) can be used

. a 1. height

llZe absences (the more absences, the la -t the grade)

lio .

a 3. pulse rate

4. ,IQ (the higher the IQ, the higher the grade)
/'

5. TV watching (the more TV, the lower the grade)

6.. books read (the more bookesread, the higher the grade)

,10.

4. Answer is pair #3, numbers of bars and schools in different cities.

Pair #1, age of automobile and miles per gallem, should show negative
correlation, i.e., higher the age, the lower the miles per gallon
(i.e., efficiency).

Pair #2, dibtance north and average daily temperature for cities,
should also correlate negatively, i.e., the farther north one is,
the colder it gets and the lower the temperature.

Pair #3 should correlate positively due to population 'of city as an
intervening variable. The hilther the population, the more bars; the
higher'the population, the more schools. Thus, cities with many bars
will tend to'have many schools and vice versa.

5.2 POSTTEST Of

---1. There are numerous possible procedures that.could be used. If her
students were cooperative, she could have them fill out two questio -
naires, one designed to determine how many cigarettes they stoke,
and the other designed to assess their attitudes toward school (per
haps 4 10-point.scale). Thus, her units of analysis would be
students. The variables to be examined would be number of .cigarettes
smoked per day and attitude toward school (with a score of "1"
indicating a very poor attitude and a score of "10" indicating a
very favorable attitude). After measuring each,student in her sample

354
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on both of thesevaridbles, ehe,would then tabulate the ilatak,by 1

listing each student's cigaretteacore and attlitude scare next

to his/her name. -finally, she may wish to construst a'scatter-"

tplot to obtain an immediate overall impression oFthe obtailepd

relation.

2. Tlere does appear to be a relation between height and point 14-

d ction for this particular sitple. Generally speaking, the

eller players tend to score morepoints than do the shorter

Players. That is, high scores on one variable tend to bedasdb-

- ciated with high scoreg on the other, and"low scores on one with

low scores on the other.- Thus, the relatiOn woulftbe positive.

3. The.units of analyses would be qdogs.P Each dog included in.

sample would be measured witgrespect totaggression tendencie

and.amount of punishment received. The latter measure might be

obtained, of course, through interviews with the dogs' masters

(as the dogs themselves may be reluctant to admit anything).

.t

4. This one might be a little difficult to understand at first. -The

appropriate units would'have to be "days." One could ramiemly

select a sample 0f "days" from a particufar calendar year Foe\ --

each day, we could check existing weither information to deter-)

mine its average temperature, and Medical.records to deteimine

the number of fainting spells which occurred. Our meakires

would, of course, have to be restricted toqa particular area

location (e.g., New Yo City, Pittsburgh, our home total, etc.)

Now, if the interest shif ed to faintinkby people on a particula%N

day, the units 9f contern wouldhemaake. That is, people could ikt

provide a measurelpf fainqm (0 no; 14. yes; 2 more than one

you see the.difference betwee s xeeearch question and the one
time) and a measui% of boily temperature (98.8, 104Aetc.). Do.

above? The first a'ska what daily'temperature does for daily

fainting; the second asks what people's temperature does for )

people's fainting.
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5.3 POSTTEST

1.

.

15

Salary

5 10 15 20

ducation._

There appears to be a moderatelyilIrong positive relatidh (the
points slope upward, but cannot all be fitted on a straight
line).-

1

A

c% If the new subject's score's wer. included in the analysis, the .

relation would be weakened. This is because his scores run
contrary to=the overall tendency for high salaries to be
associated with additional years of educationo. If these scores
kere to be- represented by a point on the scatterplot, the /

result-would be a reduction in slope and more deviitiOn from a
straight line patiern.

2. Plot A: strongeEit relation because MOre points could be fitted on 1Aa straight line.
9

3. Plot A: very strong positive relation
' Plot B: moderate-rstrong negative relation

Piot C: weakt-moderately strong positive relation
Plot D: 'very strong negative relation
Plot D: no relation

4

(-
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5.4 POSTTEST
-

I. The correlation coefficient is a numerical value that clearly

l

specifies the st

Ii

ngth and direction of-the relation between

yariables. It ra ges from +4.00, indicating a perfect positive

relation, to -1.0 , indicating a per ct negative relation. The

middle value is 0.00, indicating no laelon. The sign of the

coefficient indicates the direction of the relation, whereas the

absolute value of the numerical component indicates the strength

of the relation. ,..____, /"--

/ \s
4

2. a. Plot #4
b. Plot #3
C., Piot #1
d. lot#5
e. Plot #2

3. a. grades and dating:- imperfect-negalive

' grades' and absences; also...imperfect/nega4Ve

b. absences are the better predictor since their relation to

grades is stro4er

- c. 4.A person with many dates (high....sCore) should have relatively

low grades (low score), as suggested by ttie direction of the

obtained correlation. This would not neceesarily apply, 'llow-\.t

ever; to all students because the relation is imperfect, .

suggesting that there aie exceptiOns to the overall tendency.

Thus, ,wy. ean nake an ylucated guess 4t not be totally certain

about John.

d. P1(08 B would probably represent the dating-grades4relation since_

it represents a weaker relation than that depicted in Plot A.

Plot A, of course, would be more;likely_to describe the absences-

grades relation.

4. a. years of education and income:- imperfegt positive

distance from citY and income: imperfect negative

b. distante would be the better predictor sinte its relation to" .

income is stronger (even though the,direction of the relation

is4tegative).
-lop

1'
..--people who have many years of educationivould tend 'to, have high

'incomes. PeoplewhO live far from large cities (hiih scorea,on

distance variable) would tend tO be low in income.. These would.

not necessarily apply to all pe6ple: the relations are not par-

ticularly strong.and thus there re likely to be many ftxceptions..

d. the distance-inco ation would.moce closely appr1ximate a

stralsht linebe ause it itpstronger. Stength has noehing to

do with direction Of sign Ilea coefficient or slope in a

scatterplot.
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-'5.5 POSTTEST

1. a. When variables are positiveiy related, positive z scores on the
X variable will tend to be associated with positive z scores
on V. The result will be posilkive cross-nmjltiplication products,
zxiy. Conversely, negative zx, scores will tend to be associated
witfi negitiVe'zy scores, also producing positivescross-products.

6;6 When variables are inversely related 'positive zx sqpres will tend
to be associated with negative z scores,and ViCv verlew. Result

, will be mostly negative Fross-prgducts, a negative sum of crOss-.

products, and finally, a negative 4.

\ I' c.
.

When variables are unrelated, sone positive zx scores will be
, associated with positivezy scores, resulting in positive cross-

prodticts. Others, However, will be associated with negative za.
scores, producing negative cross-products. The positive and '

°negative crops-products will.tend to cancel each other out, pro-
ducing a low sum and a low 4.

.

I.

2. tudent

.

zxzy

A -1.50 -1.20 +1.80
-1.20 -1.50 +1.80

.80 - .40 + .32
- .80 - .32

. E .00 .00 .00
F. + .40. - .80 - .32

+,.80 + .40 + .32
41 +1.20 +1.50 +1:110

+1.50 411.20 +1. 0
EZxZy 7.20

. 7.20 + .80
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3.

.

Student X

3

1

2

4

1

EX = 11 DY ..1!

(5)

.Y

5

2

5

3

1

16

(40)

X2

/
9

1

4 .

16

1

31

- (11) (16)

y2 1

25
4

25

9

1

64

XY

15f
10

12

1

40

*

J

K

L
M
N

It

(5) (31)

24

- 121 5(64)

24

256)

+ .52
46.6

-Nor-317 -V--67

4. Contestant Congeniality Muscle Tone V 122

A 1

B 3

C 6

D 4

E 7

F 2
i G 5

111! = 1- ELL 564

4 7(49 '--1) 336

= 1- 1.679 = 7.68

6 -5 25

4 --1 1

5 1 1

3 1 1

2' 5 25

7 4r -5 f:25

1 4 -16

02
=-94

:Results imply that congeniality and muscle tone ranks are

negatively correlated. The contestants with smalrer muscles
aren't as friendly (maybe they don't have to be!)

Unit V Review Test

A. c 1. e 6.
,

d 7....-

c 8.

e 2.

b 3.

d 4.

d 5.

9.

lo.

359 374
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UNIT VI

6.1 'POSTTEST'

1. Probabifity refers to the relative frequency with which an event
is expected to occur.

2. 3/5 or 60%

3. 10/60 or 1/6 or .167

6.2 POSTTEST

1. a. mutually exclusive
b. nonmutually exclusive
c. lionmutually exclusive
d. ,mutually exclusivdk
e. mutually exclusive

5 , 3 8
2.

25 25 25

22 60 2 80
b. or 38%210 210 210 210

8 10 8 10 icy
c. . = or ...

3 2 5
= or 33%

1

. 4

3. P(both) is subtratted because the individuals involved in one set
of ,eveOta are 'also involved in the other set. If you don't subtract
P(both), they get counted twice and,probability is distorted.

6.3 POSTTEST

1

2.

a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

b.

a

b.

c.

independent
dependent
dependent
independent

18

20

18

20

1

4

(1-1),

17

19

18

306

4

dependent trials!

independent trfals!

or 81%
380

324
81%

20
or

400

1
or 6%

:39%= or

360 7 ,,



13 13 169 1

4. a.
52 52 2704 16

4 4 16 4

52 51 2652 -663

13

" °52

N 8

(-* 52

12

51

8

51

e' 156 13 1

17%2652.

64

221

16

2652 663

Unit VI Review Test

1. a. 27/32 or 84%

b. 5/32 or 16%

c. 32/32 or 100%

2. a. 15/127 or 12%

b. 20/127 or 16%

c. 35/127 or 28%

15 14 210 105
d.

127 126 16002 8001

15 300 150

e. 127 126 16002 8001

dependent trials!

3. a. Mutually exclusive events refer to outcomes that cannot occur
together, e.g., drawing one card and getting a queen arida king.

Nonmutually excludive events are outcomes that can occur together,

e.g.,_drowing one eard and getting a queen and a diamond.

b. Independent trials refer to the case where outcomes on one trial

have no influence on the outcomes in another trial, e.g., drawing

a queen from one deck (Trial 1) and drawing a queen from another

deck (Trig& 2).
Dependent trials refer to the case where outcomes on one trial -

influence what occurs on another trial, e.g., drawing a queen from

a deck (Trial 1), keeping it, and trying to draw another queen from

4. a.

b.

c.

i

e.

the remaining cards (Trion).

5/316 or 1.6%

5 4 20 1

316 315 99540

311/316 or 98.42%

311 310 96410

4977

about 977.
316 315 99540

or

5 5

316 316 99856
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7:1 POSTTEST
t

Nie

UNIT VII

A random sample s representative of the population from which
it is selected. Random sampling involves insuring that every
element (person or thine' in the population of interest has an
equal chance of being selected.

2. Statisticians use samples to estimate population parameters
since whole populations usually cannot be tested. A random
dample helps insure that the estimate (statistic computed from
the.sample) will be based on representative data. A random
sample is likely to provide a close estimate of the population
parameters; a biased (non-random) sample will provide, of course,
a biased estimate. Also, statistical procedures developed for
hypothesis testing require that the samples employed are random.

3. The most straightfotvard procedure would be to write the names
of all 300 Ss (subjects) on separate.pieces of paper. Place all
the names in a container, mix them up, and without looking into
the container, select the 50 names one-by-one. The result will
be a random sample of 50 individuals because each name had an
equal chance of being selected. A more efficient procedure
would be to use a random ers table of the type found in
almost every statistics textboo

4. pis one is a .little'tricky. Che resultant sample Will be
random, but not for the population of male citizens who reside
in Catatonia, Nevada. It is true that random selection proce-
dures were employed ,(i.e., the use of a random numbers table).
But, did every male citizen meeting the requirements have an
equal chance of being selected? The answer is "no," because
the phonebook was used to define the population. What about
individuals with unlisted numbers? What about individuals who
don't have phones? What about individuals who recently moved
to the area andare not listed, as yet, in the phonebook?
Ho efully, all would agree that the resultant sample of 50
is andom with yespect to the population of males whose names
'are listed in the Catatonia phone directory; but the sample is
biased with respect to the total population of me/es over 18
who reside in Catatonia.

362
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7.2 POSTTEST

1. Statistics are indices that are derived from samples;
Parameters are indices derived from populations.
(Samples yield statistics and populations yield para-

meters.) Statistics are used as estimates of parameters.
Greek letters refer to populations and Roman letters re-

fer to samplea.

2. Sanpling fluctuation occurs where there is variation
between representative samples for a givenTopulation.
Samples allow for probabilistic estimations be6ause
only a portion of the entiie population is dealt with
and, therefore, is subject to chance variation.

3. Generally speaking, a Sampling Distribution represents
the probabilities of obtaining values for a given statis-
tic computed for each of an infinite number of samples
that are the same size and that all represent the same

population. The three majoi factors determining its pro-
perties are the type of statistic, the size of the sample,
and the nature of the population.

7.3 POSTTEST \

1. a. Unbiased
b. Unbiased
c. Biased, underestimate
d. Unbiased
e. Unbiased
f. Biased, underestimate

2. The larger the size of the sample, the smaller the amount

of bias ce versa - why? Large samples are closer to
represe ting the population, and populationL yield true
Ara es.

7.4 POSTTES

I. If the population ,from which sampling takes place is nor-
mally distributed, the Sampling Distribution of means
willalso be normally distributed. If the population
scores,are not normally distributed, the form of the Sampl-
ing Distribution of means will approach normalitS, as sample
size increases.'

363
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2. The farther the population is from "normality" the higher
the n needed to ensure normality in the Sampling Distri-
bution; e.g., a.seriously skewed population necessitates
a larger sample n to ensure normality than does a moder-
ately skewed population.

3. a. 2

b. 3

C. 5

d. 4

e. 6

f. 7

a -'7401C.'
.11,

4. E(X) = (Ix. That is, that if X's are computed for an in-
finite number of random Saiges, the mean of all the X's
will be equal to the mean (LW score of the population
from which the samples are selected. Sample size, (n) does
not influenceilthis relation. The means ofjall samples of
the same size (regardless of their absolute size) would
still average out to be the population value.

5. a refers to the standard deviation of all raw scores in
the population; ay refers to the standard deviation of
all scores (actually sample means, X's) in the Sampling
Distribution; it expresses the variability in the Sampling
Distribution., As sample size increases, the Standard
Error of the Samp1in9Oistribution decreases.

6. a. n =,4, a = 2O, ux = 70

Expected Value ° 70 IE (W)

a- = a ; a- = 20 ,

X Xri-
a = 10
X

b. n = 16, a = 20, ux = 70

Expected Value 70 LE 07) = ux]

ai - a ; ale 20

\FIT- \FIT

a.5
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c. n a 64 , a 20 , ux a 70

Expected Value a 70 (E(i) a ux)

._ 4. ; a= 20
X

7.5 POSTTEST

1.a. greater
ay a 1.

46

than 26: In this Sampling Distribution, E(i) 25,

Thus, z a 26 - 25 a +1.00'
1

Using the table, the percentage of scores greater than z =
+1.00 (50.00 - 34.13 a 15.87) a 15.87% '

b. -between 24 and.26: FoK 24, z a 24 - 25 = -1.00
1

For 26, z a +1.00 (see above)

Using the table, the percentage of scores between +lz
and -1z (34.13 + 34.13) 68.26%

c. betwein 23.5 and 24: For 23.5, z = 23.5 - 25 a -1.50
1

For 24, z4g....1.00 (see above)

Using the table, the percentage of scores between -1.5z

and -lz (43.32 - 34.13) = 9.19%

2. If 4 cases are used E(i) will still = buc4-x- is now = 2

between 26-and 28: For 26, z = 26 --25 = +.50
2

4.

For 28, z a 28 - 25 +1.50
2

Using the table, the % of scores between +.5 and +1.5z =

(43.32 - 19.15) 24.17%

b. less than 23: For 23, z = 23 - 25 = -1.00
2

on table, % less than -1z (50.00 - 34.13) = 15.87%

c. between 24 and 26: For 24, z a -.50

F9r 26, z a +.50

on table, % between +.5z and -.5z (19.15 + 19.15) a 38.307.
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Unit VII Review Test

A random sample would insure that every member,of the population
,has an equal chance of being selected, therefore increasing the
chances of accurately representing the whole population involved.

b. One procedure would be to wr*e the scores of all 1000 dogs dawn
on separate slips of paper. Place them in a container, mix them
up thoroughly, and then pick Eatthe slips one-by-one until the
desired sample quantity (or size) has been obtained.

c. The larger your aample, the more reliable.your estimate of
Itpopulation parameters.

2.a. Unbiased
b. Unbiased
c. Biased
d. Biased
e. Unbiased
f. Unbiased
g. Biased

3. A Sampling Distribution represents the probabilities of. (0-
taining values for a given statistic that is selected from an
infinite number of samples that are the'same size and that all
represent the same population..

4.a. The statistic: Which statistic are we interested in? The mean
will have one type of Sampling Distribution, and the variance,
for example, will have another.

b. Sampy size: The larger your sample size, the more accurate
your estimation.

c. Population: Sampling Distributions are clearly influenced by
the population from which the samples are randomly selected.
They wil1,differ on the basis of population form, central
tendency, and variability.

5.a. Its form would be-0 normal distribut4n1 because the population
is normally distributed%

b. E(X) ux . I

E(i) 8.5

c . arc a ; 2. 3 ;

Aril'

6. The Standard Error (c) would change:

arr I. a
A 2.3 0 0.46
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,
7.a. greater thap 9.01 In this Sampling Distribution, E6-6 a 8.5,

a- = 1.15. Thus, z a 9.0 - 8.5 a +.43.
X

. 1.15

Using the table, the % of scores greater
than z = +.43 (50.00 - 16.64) a 33.36%

b. less than 7.0: a 7.0 - 8.5 a -1.30. Using the table,

1.15
the % of scores less than z = -1.30
(50.00 - 40.32) = 9.68%.

c. between 8.3 and 8.7: The standard erroe has, changed as a
result of using n a 9. , Compute it first.

a- 2.3 .77
X

3

For 8.3, z a 8.3 - 8.5 a -.26
.77

For 8.7, z a +.26

Using the table, we get: 10.26 + 10.26 a

20.52%

d. between 8.5 and 9.5: For 8.5, z a 0
For 9.5, z a 1.30
Using the table, we get: 413.32%

e. Super Bonus: To determine the score above which 5% of the
sample means fall, you need to:

1. Realize ttat'you are actually looking for the score
associated with P95 (95% below it, 5% above it).,

2. Realize that P95 is associated with a z score that has
45% (50%-5%) of the scores between it and the met?. From

the table, this z Would be +1.64.

3. To find the raw score value, use your z score conversion,
.but.rememr that you pre dealing-with sample i's and ipeed

to E(X) and al.
4$.

1.64 a -J3.5

rAe
.77

1.26 X -

9.76 X

Anler: 9.76
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UNIT VIII

8:1 POSTTEST

Since hypothesis testing generally involves the use of statistics
(sample data) to estimate parameters (population data), the conclusions
reached'must be expressed in probability. teiya. Since parameters
usually cannot be computed directly, they must be estimated on the basis
of sample results. Samples fluctuate, and therefore, the researcher
cannot be certain that the samples heemployed actually provide close
estimates. For this reason, we are restricted to expressing con-
clusions as probable, rather than certain.

111

8.2 POSTTEST

1. One possibility: Another possibility:

Ho :
= t12

Ha : u1 u2

H0 : u u2

,Ha ul < u2

Ha': u > u2

2. Set 1:- IncorrectHo must be specified in terms of "no
4differences." (ul ,., ur)

Set 2: Correct

Set 3: Correct

Set 4: Incorrectalternatives must be
'has been made for the
might be less than u2

Set 5: Incorrectalternative et be
has been made for the
might be greater than

t

exhaustilit; no al ance
poesibility tgat

exhaustive; no aiiAwance
postaibility that u1
23.

,

alternatives must be nonoVerlapping4 if u1
turns out to equal 22, more than one,
alternative would be Valid.-

Set 6: Incorrectalternatives mUat be exhaustive; no allowance
has been made for the possibility that 1/1
does not equal either u2 or the value, 100.

4

8.3 POSTTES

1. A Type I errbr occurs when one rejects a null hypothesis that is true.
A "Type II error occurs when one retains null hypothesis that is
false.
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2. The decinion to reject or retainthe null hypothesis is directly

related-to the probability level that is employed. The use of-the

.05 level, for example, may result in the decision to reject Abe

null, whereas the opposite conclusion may e justified were the .01

Ilevel,employed in`the same study. Th to eliminate biae,tothe

probability level should be ified fore the sample data is

colleOted. That way, a resear her cannot be criticized for using

a probability level specifics y designed to yield an outcle*that

he faVors.
.

f

3. The large4 the probability level, the greater the chance of committing

a Type I error. ' t..)
. so

4--

The larger the alt levely-the smaller thegthance of committing

a Type II error.

4. a. The chance of a Type I error is 5%.

b. NA; impossible to compute,the probability for a Type II error

without further information,

c. He may be committing a Type I.error by his rejec on of the null.

d. Type I 10%

Type V: chances would decrease. Exact probability "NA."

814 POSTTEST

1. a. Ho : s 510 I

b. 0- 100/ Viit --ro

482-500' -li
c. Z si -1.80

10 10

f e.

R6tain the null: critical value for the .05 level ts -1,96z

and +1.96e. The computed Z, therefore,

does not fall within the region ofsrejection.

Type III ertor: gailure to reject false null hypothesis.
4

520-500
f.' z 2.00

10

Reject the All

g4 Type I

0
2. a. H 25

0
.0

b. ct- 5/ V576 s 5/10 5X
369
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. 23.5 - 25 ",111.5
C.- = = -3-

.5 .5

d. Reject the null; computed z exceeds the critical value, -1.96z

e. Type I

f. Reject the null; computed z value exceeds the critical value,.

2c..58Z

If a sample of 25 batteries were used, the Standard Error of
theiSampling Distribution would increase:

5/5 = 1

z =
.23.5 25

= -1.50' ,

1

Retain ehe null

h. Type II
.

i. BOW: By reducing'sample size, the chances of making a Type I
error will remain unchanged. Type I errors are totally
dependent upon the level of significance.

'The chances of making a Type II error, howeVer, will
be increased since the Standard Error of the Sampling

_A. Distribution will increase. This will require a greater
(-difference between the sample mean and-the Parameter

value to juatify rejection Of the null. Thus, there will

be a greater Probability of failing to teject.a null
hypothesis that is actually false (i.e., making.a Type
II error).

8.5 POSTTEST
-1

1. a. 2.82 c. 4.54
b; 2.07 d. 3.46

. 2.23

2., a. as n increases, thecritical t value decreases.

b. as alRha increases (say, from .01 to .05 to .10, etc.),

the ciitical t value decreases.

3., a... must be used; population data ate unavailable.

b.--chances for a Type I error are 5%; chances for a Type II

cannot determined from the available data.'

c. .05 level with dti = 8, the critical value is 2.31.

d. t=12.5 15 = -2'5 = -2.50; Decision would be--to reject.

73

e. Type I

f. using .01, critical = .3.36; Decision would be to retain.

g. Type II
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4116nit VIII Review Test
1

1. No, he had torelyonasample to make inferences about the population.

The sample dould be 'composed of unusual people and give a misleading

result. The findings are only suggehtive, not conclusive.

2. Type I since the null.was rejected.

Answer is "d" since his sample mean was higher than the parameter

value.

4. Answer is "b."

5. Answer i ."d."

6. The null is 'assumed to be true uniiievidence
makes its truth seem improbable.

7. No! The .01 level has even stricter criteria
values) for rejecting the null.

'8. a. Ho : ux = 80.

b. 4.1.96'

86 80 6
e.

8/N/1357
.8

d. Reject the null

e. Type I .

.5

9. a. We don't know the population variance (a)

, 68 - 62 6

u. 4-1-5 2.
214_

8
wv.

c. for 4 24, t 2.797

d. Retain

4
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9.1 POSTTEST

1.a.

UNIT IX

91-79

.v( 29(100)+29(95) ( 1 +A)
30+30-2 , 30 30

12

41 2900+2755 (
58 30 )

= 12 12 = 12

V5655 2 V11310 :1677
58 -30 1740

12

2.55

Ans. = 4.71

b. For d = 58, t = 2.70 at a = .01

c. Reject the null

d. Type I

2. Sex--it is the only variable likely to show a significant relationship
to facial hair.'

3. Race--it would show the highest correlaiion with attitudes inthis
study.'

4.. Comments No Comments V

80 75 '5
98 90 8

75 77 -2
83 77 6

100 88 12,

63 65 -2
79 60 19

94 93 1

90 81 g
70 66 4_

V
2

D
2

25 25

64 64

4 4e
36 '36

144 144

4 4

361 361

i 1

81 81

16 16

E.2
EV = 60. v 736

if ui `6

=

ve9) Nr4.-1-7-

6 ,t -TN-

372

cl2 a. 736

;4, d2 736

d2 .; 376

(60)2
10

- 360

, a. 2.94 .

b. 2.26 (46 = 9)
c. reject'null. Comments

are more effectiOe
than no comments.

'd. Type I



9:2 POSTTEST

1.a. HO : PXy 0

Ha : PXy 0 0

b. d6 - 2
30 - 2
28

t.01 2..76

C.
.36

.362)/28'

.36

V .87/28

.36/ .176

2.04

d. Retain the null

Type II

2a Ho

Ha

: pxy P,0

: pgy # 0

. 4s.

t for d6 of 14 is 2.145.05
.78

C. to
V(1-.782)/14

.78

V .392/14

4.67

d. Reject the null

e. Type I

.78/.167
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9.3 POSTTEST

1. Point estimation uses a single score value, such as one'sanple
mean, as the sole basis for estimating the population parameter
(i.e., mean). Interval estimation also uses a value Otained
from a single sample as the basis for its estimate of the popu-
lation. But, it further employs knowledge of the Sampling Dis-
tribution (standard error and probability) to set an interval
around the estimate and to specify a degree of confidence (based
on probability) thit the interval will contain the parameter.
(Try to use your oft words. Memorizing this word for word may
produce permanent brain damage and no idea.before the damage sets
in, of what it means.)*

2. "d": all are true.

3.a. , Cond.95 R
(ion) 4ii

(115 n -1 35

t.,615 2.04 (approx.)

4- 12/136 2
X

Con6.95 68 + 2.04 (2)

63.92 (lower) + 72.08 (upper)

b. t
.01

2.75
.99 Oh

Conti 99 = 68 + 2.75 (2)
.

62.5 (lower) + 73.5 (upper)

c. *Point estimate 68

Unit IX Review Test

A. 1. a 6, d B. Con6.99 = 525 + 2.80 (22.4)

2. d 7. b

3. b 8. c

4: c 9. d

5. a 10. f

. 462.28 and 587.72

Con6.95 = 525 2.06 (22.4)

= 478.85 .and 571.14

II



UNIT X

10.1 POSTTBST

1. Interval-ratio measures are scores that can be ordered on a
continuum from low to high, and have equal distances between points.
Test scotes, height, weight, etc. are examples.

A,
Ordinal scores can be thought of as rankings. They,. too, can be

ordered on a continuum from low to high. But one cannot infer that
there are equal distances between ranks on the,trait being measured.
For example, in a beauty sontest are all contestants likely to be
the same amount "more bedutiful" than the person finishing immediately
behind them? Probably not: the 3rd and 4th place finishers might
have been very close; the 5th place finisher way behind them, etc.

Nominal measures simply identify a snbject as a member or nonmember
in a particular category. The scores are Vs--frequency counts for

the different categories.

Chi-square is applied to nominal data. An exempltiesearch question
is "Is hair color for school children equally distributed among
blonde, brunettes, and redheads?" "Are attitudes toward capital pun-

ishment equally divided among supporters; nonsupporters, and un-

decideds?"

10.2 POSTTEST

1.a. Ho : 0 E It means that the different types of books are selected

with equal frequency.

b. Novels Nonfiction Children Other Total

Observed: 40 25
;/

. 15 108

Expected: 27 27 27 27

v (40-27)2 + (25-27)2 + (28..27)2 + (15-27)2

27

-318
27

11.78

d. for 4 3, x2.01 11.34

e. Reject (barely made it!)

f. Type I

'375
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2a Cauc. Black Chic. Other Total
,

it

Observed 35 41 20 * 100

Expected 40 40 15 5 100

b. x2 25/40 + 1/40 4g25/15 + 1/5

2.52

Crit. x2 7.82 (from Table III)

Retain the null.
di

3. Cauc. Black Chic; Other Total

Observed 35 41 20 4 100

t Expected 25 25 25 25 100

2 100 + 256 + 25 + 441
X 25

822
25

32.88

Reject the null.

4. If di - 1 in a one.-vay test, Yates' correction ia needed.

10.3 POSTTEST %

1 a
(60)(70) (60)(70)

21;
(60)(60)

8.. E's 21 ;
200 200 200

(140)(70) (140)(70) (140)(60)
im_42

200 ' 200 200

x
2 _00-21)2

21

(60-49)2

(20-21)2
H

(50-49)2
49 49

5.76 + .05 + 8 + 2.47
al I

19.73

b. d (R-1) (C-1)

2

(30-18)
18

(30-42)2
42

+ .02 + 3.43
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I.

c. tabled x2.0 9.21

d. reject the null

2.a. E's 8.75 21 40.25

16.25 39 74.75

) 2

x
2 (10-8.75)2 + (20-21)- (40-40.25)2+

8.75 21 40.25

(15-16.25)2 (40-39)2 (75-74,.71)2

16.25 39 74.75

.18 + .05 + 0.00 + .10 + .03 + 0.00

.35 or .36

b x2 5 /9
2,/v5

c. Retain theull

Unit X Review Test

I. A oneway test looks at reaults on one variable only, testing for

equal frequencies or goodness-of-fit.
Example: Are equal numbers of automobiles presently using regular,

unleaded, and diesel gasoline?

A two-way teat looks at the relationship (or independence) of tiio

variables.
Example: Is the type of gasoline used (regular, unleaded, or

diesel) related to the number of doors in the vehicle (two or

four)?

2 The equal'frequencies teat examines whether the same number of Z's fall

into eachof theother categories. The goodness-of-fit instead

examines whether the observed S's for the categoriee conform to some

hypothesized or known distribution.

Formula: the Game for both

0'4 : Whatever is observed in the particular study. (Ws are

determined in the same way for both.)

E'4 Diffai depending on the design. In the equal 6 case,

E Total Obs.Ia
All E's will be the same.

377



In goodness-of-fit test, E's will be the nt1mber (proportion)
of d hypothesized for each category. E's wp1 differ across
categories.

(--
3.a. Equal d's is appropilpte, since he is trying to determine whether

d's are similar atAirferent class levels.

(20-25)2 4. (30-25)2 (25-25)2 '(25-25)2

25 /5 25 25

0 1 + 1 + 0 + 0

2

c.' x23,.05 7.82

d. Retain the null

4.a.
)1,2 122:1112 (10-30)2 (30-20)2 (30-35)2

15 30 20 35

15 + 13.33 + 5 + .71

34.04

b. x2
3

a 11.34
,.01

C. Retain the null

d. The distribution of majors' attending games does 'not conform to the
distribution of all majors in the university. Arts and Scientes
and Education majors are over-represented at games; Business and
"Other" majors are under-represented.

E'4°
(70)(40)

23.33;
(70)(45)

26 25;
(701(35)

0 20.42
120 120 120

J

(50)(40)
16.67 (56)(45) 18 /5 (50)(35) 14.58

120 ' 120 ; 120
A

(30-23.33)2
23.33

(10-16.67)2
16.67

(15-26.25)2
26.25

(30-18.75)2
18.75

(25-20.42)2
20.42

(10-1:.58) 2

14.58

1.91 + 4.82+ 1.03 + 2.67t6.75 + 1.44

18.62

,X22.45 .
0 5 99

Reject .the null

b. Political,pteference and newspaper preference appear to be related.
Republicans and "Others" seem more inclined to pick the Press
Minotaur. Democrats seem more inclined to pick the Daily Planet.
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11.1 POSTTEST

t

UNIT XI

.The t tor holds the Type I error rate at a for each comparison.
If there are moregthan two treatments, more than one t test will
be needed to analyze ea ch unique pairing (e.g., 1 vs. 2, 1 Vs. 3,

2 vs. 3). The citances o maki,ng a Type I error in at least one
of those analyses exceed since each separate test carries that
amount of risk by itself.

2. As more treatments are added to the design, the Type I.error rate
will increase. More treatments mean more chances of selecting ad
unusual sample, and concluding that significant differences exist
whed the null (no differences) is actually true. ANOVA-avoids
this problem by holding the overall Type I error rate (regardless
RS the numbex of.treatments) at a.

3. Ho : u = u2 u3 u4

4. If the null is retained, one concludes that there are no
differences in the-populations represented by the sample means.

If the null is rejected, itNleans that there is at least one-
difference between population mdans. Follow-up tests are then

performed to find where that difference lies.

et
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11.2 POSTTEST

1. ,The F ratio expresses the extent bf differences between groups (or
treatments) relative to the extedt of differences between individuals
within those groups.

If the null hypothesis is false, the expectancy is for "significant"
Aifferences to occur between groups, and the F value to reach a
significantly high level.

Rahdom error accounts for the denOtina o

b. Random error only would account for thq4umerator.

c. Random error and a treatment effect would account for the
numerator.

d. If the null were false, E(F) > I.
The reason can be easily demonstreted mathematically. fi the
null is.false, there should be a treatment effect. Ifso:
random error + treatment effect > random error only. The
numerator will thus tend to be larger than the denominator,
producing an F value > 1.

3. If the null is rejected we would conclude that there is at least
one difference between population means (check back to Unit 11.1
for review).

Another way of saying this is that there is a significant treatment
effect.

'4.a. a - 1". 3

b. a(n-1) ir 4(9)s 36

c. an-1 - 40 - 1

39

5., Source SS c115 MS F

Between 200 4 50 2:150

Within 800 40 20 '--/

Total 1000 44
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11.3 POSTTEST

The-Analysis indicated that there was a significant treatment effect.
Looking at the means we can get a general impression of the nature of
that effect. The Sports treatment produced the highest attitudes,
the Abstract treatment produced the lowest end the Education treatment

fell in the middle. Fol,low-up tests could be used to mak, specific

comparisons between the three means.

Note: One type of follow-up test would be to make all unique
comparisons using,the t test for independent samples. Since we pro-

tected the overall Type I error rate by ueing F, there is less concern
about dbing t then would have been the ceseigherwise. However, other

follow-up tests exist and these should be exllored beforeaselecting
as the preferred method.

Unit XI Review Test
mk

1. AB additional comparisons between pairs of means are made using
t tests, the overall Type I error rate increases. Hy "overall"

is meant the chances of at least one'Type I error octurring across
all comparisons.

2. a ,

3. a

4.

5. a

6. c

7. c

8. Source SS 'cili MS F

Betnen

Within

Total

60

590

650

3

68

71

20

8.68
,

2.31

10

9. The decision woud be to retain the null. The computed F is

smeller than the tabled L. -.mare is insufficient basis for'
inferring that the population means differ from one adother;
thus there is insufficient basis for concluding that any treatment
is more effective than any 'other.

a
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Appendix

alms

Thble I:. Normal Curve Area

Table II: Significance Levels of the t Ratio

Table III: Significanbe Levels of the ChiSquare Test
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Table I

go,

Normal Curve Area

0.0
. 0.1

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

.0.6

0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

1.1

1.2

1.3.

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2.0

2.1
2.2
2.3

2.4
2.5

2.6

2.7
2.8
2.9

3.0

.00 .01 ".02 .03 -.04 ' .05 .06 .07 .08 .09

.0000 .0040 .0080 .0120 .0160 .0199 .0239 .0279 :0319 .0359

.0398 .0438 .0476 '.0517 .0557 .0596 .0636 .0675 .0714 .0753

.0793 .0832 .0871 .0910 .0948 .0987 .1026 :1064 .1103 .1141

.1179 .1217 .1255 .1293 .1331 .1368 .1406 .1443 .1480 .1517

.1554 .1591 .1628 .4064 .1700 .1736 .1772 .1808 .1844 .1879

.1915 .1950 .1985 .2019 .2054 .2088 .2123 .2157 .2190 .2224

.2257 .2291 .2324 .2357 .2389 .2422 .2454 .2486 .2517 4549.

.2580 .2611 .2642 .2673 .2704 .2734 .2764 .2794 .2823
r
.2852

.2881 .2910 .2939 .2967 .2995 .3023 .3051 .3078 .3106 .3133

.3159 .3186 .3212 .3238 .3264 .3289 .3315 .3340 .3365 .3389

.3413 .3438 .3461 .3485 .3508 .3531 .3554 .3577 .3599 .3621

.3643 .3665 .3686 .3708 .3729 .3749 .3770 .3790 .3810 .3830

.3849 .3869 .3888 .3907 .3925 .3944 .3962 .3980 .3997 .4015

.4032 .4049 .4066 .4082 .4099 .4115 .4131 .4147 .4162 .4177

.4192 .4207 .4222 .4236 .4251 .4265 .4279 .4292 .4306 .4319

.4332 .4345 .4357 .4370 .4382 .4394. .4406 .4418 .4429 .4441

.4452 .4463 .4474 .4484 .4495 .4505 .4515 .4525 .4535 .45A5

.4554 .4564 .4573 .4582 .4591 .6599 .4608 .4616 .4625 .4633

.4641 .4649 .4656 .4664 .4671 ..4678 .41086 .4693 .4699 .4706

.4713 .4719 .4726 .4732 :,4738 oh.4744 .4750 .4756 .4761 .4767

.4772 .477a .4783 :4788 .4793 .4798 .4803 .4808 .4812 .4817

.4821 .4826 .4830 .4834 .4838 .4842 .4846 .4850 .4854 .4857

.4861 .4864 .4868 .4871 .4875 -.4878 .4881 .4884 .4887 .4890

.4893 .4896 .4898 .4901 -.4904 .4906 .4909 .4911 .4913 --4916

.4918 .4920 .4922 .4925 .4927 .4929 .4931 .4932 .4934 .4936

.4938 .4940 .4941 .4943 .4945 .4946 .4948 .4949 .4951 .4952

.4953 .4955 .4956 .4957 .4959 .4960 .4961 .4962 .4963 .4964.

.4965 .4966 .4967 .4968 .4969 .4970 .4971 .4922 .4973 .4974

.4974 .4975 .4970 .4977 .4977 .4978 .4979 .4979 .4980 .4981

.4981 .4982 .4982 .4983 .4984 .4984 .4985 .4985 .4986 .4986

.4987 .4987 .4987 .4988 .4988 .4989 .4989 .4989 .4990 .4990

/ 3.1 .49903

4. 3.2 .49931

1) 3.3 .49952

3.4 .49966
3.5 .4977

3.6 .49984

3.7 .49989
3.8 !49993

3.9 .49995
4.0 0000

3 0
4 385



Table II 4

. Signilicance Levels of the t Ratio

Level of Significance

di .10 .05 .02 .01

Ste

.001

1 6.314 12.706 31.821 63.657 636.619

2 2.920 4.303 6.965 9.925 31.598

3 ' 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.84r 12.941
4 2.132 2.776 3.747 4.604 8.610

5 2.015 2.571 3.365 . 4.032 6.859

6 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707 5.959

7 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499 5.405

8

9

1.860
1.833

2.306
2.262

2.896
2.821

3.355
3.250 t 1:1

10 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169 4.587

11 1.796 2.201 2.718 -3.106 4.437
12 1.782 2.179 2.681 3.055 4.318
13- 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012 4.221
14 1.761 2.145 2.624 2.977 4.140
15 1.753 2,131 2.602 2.947 4.073

4

16 1.746 2.120 2.583 2.921 4.015
17 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898 3.9654
18 1.734 2.101 2.552 2.878 3.922
19 1.729 ' 2.093 2.539 2.861 3.883
20 1.725 2.086

,
2.528 2.845 3.850

7

21 1.721 2.080 2.518 2.831 3.819
22 1.717. 2.074 2.508 2.819 3.792
23 1.714 2.069 2.500 2.807 3.767
24 1.711 2.064 2.492 2.797 3.745
25 1.708 2.060 2.485 2.787 3.725

26 1.706 2.056 2.479 2.779 3.707
27 1.703 2.052 2.473 2.771 3.690
28 1.701 . 2.048 2.467 2.763 3.674

,,/ 29 1.699 2.045 2.462 2.756 3.659
30 1.697 2.042 2.457 2.750 3.646

40 1.684 2.021 2.423 2.704 ". 3.551
60 1.671 2.000 2.390 2.660 3.460

120 1.658 1.980 2.358 2.617 3.373
1:645 1.960 2.326 2.576 3.291

-Table is abridged from Table IV of Fisher & Yates, Statistical Tables
for Bio ogical, Agricultural and Medical Research, published by Longman
Group t ., London (previously published by Oliver and Boyd, Ltd.,
Edinburgh), and by permission of the authors And publishers.
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Table III

Significance Levels of the Chi-Square Test

Level of Significance

dk .01 .05 .10

-

1 .664 3.85 2.71

2 9.21 5.99 4.60

3 1.1.34 7.82 6.25

4 13.28 9.49 7.78

5 15.09 11.07 9.24

6 16.81 12.59 10.64

7 18.48 14.07 12.02

8 20.09 15.51 13.36

9 21.67 16.92 14.68

10 23.21 18.31 15.99

11 24.72 19.68 17.28

12 26.22 21.03 18.55

13 27.69 22.36 19.81

14 29.14 23.68 ,21.06

15 30.58 25.00 22.31

16 32.00 26.97 23.54

17 33.41 27.59 24.77

18 34.80 28.87 25.99

19 36.19 30.14 27.20

20 37.57 3t.41 28.41

21. 38.93 32.67 29.62

22 40.29 33.92 30.81

23 I.,_ 41.64 35.17 B2.01

24 42.98 36.42 33.20

25 44.31 37.65 34.38

26 45.64 38.88 35.56

27 46.96 40.11 36.74

28 48.28 41.34 37.92

29 49.59 42.56 39.09

30 50.89 .43.77 40.26

8.

Table III is abridged from Table iV of Fisher & Yates, Statistical Tables

for Biological, Agricultural and Medical Research, published by Longman
Group Ltd., London (preViously published by Oliver and Boyd, Ltd.,

Edinburgh), and by permission of the authors and publishers.
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Index

Absolute value, 160
Adding numbers, 2
Alternative hypotheses, 229-231_
Analysis of variance, 314-329
-computation, 317-320.
rationale, 314-316
Summary tables, 321-322,

324-325_

Basit Math, review, 1-15
Bell-shaped distribution, 35-37
Between groups sum of squares,

319-321

Dependent trials, in probability,
-185-188

Dedcriptive statistics, 217
;Discrete measures, 17'
Dividing numbers, 4-5

Expected Value, of Sampling-Distribu-
tions, 211

of F distributions, 318
Exponents, 12-13

BiaSed statistics, 203 Form of distribution, 199. See

Bimodal, 36 frequency distributions.

Bobolinckskismith, Natasha, 131 Fractions, 7-8
Frequency distributions, forms, 35-38

grouped, 25-28
o en ded,, 69-70

ungrouped, 22-24
, versus Sampling Distributions, 201

Frequency polygon, 29-31

Categorical measure, 300
Causation, 146
Central Tendency, 40, 58-74
Chi-square test, 299-310
one-way test, equal frequencies

301-303, 310
for goodness-of-fit, 303-

305, 310

two-way test, 307-310
Yates' correction, 305

Continuous measures, 17
Correlation, coefficient, 1597162
computation, 164-172 ,

definition, 138
determining strength, 156-157,

160

$11 samples, 207
plotting, 147-156
Steps in applying, 142-150

Cumulative frequency, 22-34
graphs, 33-34

Degrees of freedom, in ANOVA,
319-321

in 4i-square, 302, 305, 309
in ;'test, 264 273, 278, 287

389

Group effect in ANOVA.. See treatment

effect.

Alistograms, 32
Hypothesis testing, probability level-

244-254
rationale, 227-229
Type I and II errors, 233-244
Versus confidence intervals, 289

Independent trials, in probability,
184-185

Inferential statistics, 217
Interpolation, 47-57, 64
Interval estimation, 289
Interval scores, 299
IQ scores, 107

- 401



Lower limits. See real limits.

Mean, computation; 59-62
in skewed and nonskewed

distributions, 69-74
of samples, 206
Sampling Distribution of,

209..224

Mean Squares, 321-322
Median, computation, 63-66

in samples, 207 ,

in skewed and....nonskewed dis-
tributions, 69.q4

Midpoints, 25, 26, 280 30-32,
61-62

Mode, determination of, 68
in frequency distributions, 36-37
in skewed and nonskewed distribu-

tions, 69
Multiplying numbers, 3-4
Mutually exclusive, 179

Negative correlation, definition,
141

imaerfect negative, 161
peffect negative, 161

Nominal scores, 299-300
Nonmutually exclusive, 179
Normal curve, description,,

, 109-113
_A area between raw scores,

126-128
area between z scores, 113-125
percentile ranks, 129-136

, Null hypothesis, 229-231
in ANOVA, 315
in chi-square, 301
in comparing means, 271
in testing correlations, 286

Order of operations, 6-7
Ordinal scores, 299

L.-

Parameters, defined, 198
Pearson h. See correlation coefficient.
Percentile ranks, definition, 40-41

computing, 42-52
converting to raw scores, 53-57
on normal curved 129-136

Point estimation, 289
Positive correlation, definition, 141 .

imperfect. positive, 161
perfect positive, 160

Probability, addition rules, 179-182
defined, 177-178
multiplication rules: 183-188

Probability level, in hypothesis
testing, described, 244-245

relation to Type I and II errors,
251-252

Random error, 317-318
Random sampling, 143, 192-196
Range, computation, 78-79
of samples, 206

Ranked data, 170
Ratio scores, 299
Raw score formula for correlation,

168-170
Real limits of scores, 16-20, 44-46
Rectangular distribution 35, 37
Relative frequency, 177
Roots, 12-13

Sample,space, 177
Sampling Distributions, defined,

200-202
in constructing confidence intervals,

290-291
in hypothesis testing, 236-240
of means, 209-224

central tendency, 211 ,

computing probabilities, 218-224
form, 210
variability, 212

Sampling fluctuation, 201, 203
Scatterplot, constructing, 147-153

interpreting, 153-157
slope, 156-157
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Sigi14cance level. See proba-

,
bilitY level.

.-.Skewness, 35-37
§olving for unknowns,-8-9,.
Spearman correlation, 1702172

Standard deviation, Computation,
89-92

definition, 89
. in normal distributions, 91,

1137.115

in samples, 92
Standard Error, of Sampling

Distributions, 213
Computation, 215-216

StatistiCs, defined, 198
Subtracting numbers, 2-3
Sum of squares, 319-321
Syngetrical distribution, 35, 37

t statistic, in Confidence
intervals, 282-293

See t test.
t test, for correlation, 286-288

for means, parameter comparison,

262-266
using dependent samples,

278-283
using independent samples,

271-277
versus ANOVA, 315-316

I scores, 103-106
Total sum of squares, 319-321
Treatment effect in ANOVA, 318

Triangular distribution, 35
Type I error, 240-244
Type II error, 240-244

Unbiased statistics, 203
Upper limits. 'See real limits.

-Variability, definition, 77-78

Variable, in correlation, 139

Variance, computation, 80-88
definition, 80
in samples, 85, 207
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Whale, Bubbles, the, 17-18

Within groups sum of squares, 319-321

Yates' cormction, 305

Z score, computation, 96
converting to raw scores, 98-99

converting to T scores,103-105
definition, 95
properties, 100-103
on normal curve, 116-134

z score formula for correlation, 164-168

z test, 256-261
zero correlation, 161
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